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CORRIGENDA AND ADDENDUM.

p. 36, line 13, for " /(•", read " /!•„ ".

p. 42, 1. 9,for " as unity ", read " as of the order unity ".

p. 43, 1. 8, for " function for i/o as the fost ", read

"function of .r for yo> the first".

p. 51, last Una, /or "fflAa?", read "Si".

p. 52, 1. 7, /or "S", read "S^ (|) ".

p. 53, 1. 6 from bottom, /or " ( ", read "
j

."

p. 60, 1. 9, put brackets outside the right member of

the equation and outside the bracket on the

right, "y,,".

p. 60, 1. 10. JIakc similar correction.

p. 61, I. 8, for " x3 ", read "s?+... ".

p. 118, put at the beginning of the last line, also of the

line fourth from the bottom, and the line seventh

from the bottom, " - " (the minus symbol).

p. 119. Make similar correction on lines 3 and 6.

p. 123, 1. 10, /or "in general", read "at first".

p. 123, 1. 11, for "will be foimd neces-sary", read "is

convenient ".

p. 141 Add 'The writer desires to refer to his paper

on " The Generalised Law of Error" in the Journal of
the Statistical Societi/ for September 1906 ; where a

condition which is mentioned only incidentally in the

paper on the Law of Error in the Camb. Phil. Trans.

(at pp. 114, 115), viz., the case in which the series of

coefficients ki, k^, k^ ... descends less rapidly than by

powers of l/\'»« {m being the number of elements), is

shown to be generally admissible, and to permit the

extension of the generalised fonnula to a large class

of concrete statistical groups.'

p. 285 for (ji {s) =/(*•) -\ l^k{s,t)<l} (t) dt.

J

read f{s)= (^ («) - X
|

k {s, t)<t>{t) dt.

p. 286 for ^ («) =/ (s)+ X r A' («, t)<f>{t)dt,

read <f){,s)=f{s) + \JK{s,t)f{t)dt.
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Introduction.

I 1. Thi.S paper is a contribution to the theory of certain functions recently introduced

into analysis by Jlr E. W. Barnes. Just as the ordinary trigonometrical functions may be

expressed as combinations of Gamma-functions, the elliptic functions may be expressed as

combinations of Double Gamma-functions. On the other hand the Gamma (and Zeta) func-

tions may be e.xpressed in terms of trigonometrical functions by means of definite integrals

which contain only trigonometrical and algebraic functions. This naturally suggests that

Mr Barnes' functions must be capable of being expressed in terms of elliptic functions by means

of definite integrals which contain only elliptic and algebraic functions. To show in detail that

this is the case is the object of the following pages. It will be found' that the fundamental

formulae from which all the others are deduced are comparatively easy to obtain. But when we

attempt to apply them to the most interesting special cases, by assigning particular values to the

constants involved, the integrals which occur in the formulae almost invariably become divergent.

The formulae have therefore to be modified in a way which often requires analysis of considerable

intricacy, leading in some cases to investigations which seem to me interesting in themselves.

It is this fact which explains the length of the paper. The formulae which I obtain generally

hold only for a restricted range of values of the variables which appear in them ; and so it

seems to me unlikely that they are of much importance in the general theory of Mr Barnes'

functions. But many of them certainly seem to me very elegant, and the relations between

those which hold under different conditions very curious ; and it is more because of this that

I have investigated them in such detail than because of any intrinsic importance attaching

to them.

If there are any formulae for the Double Gamma-function analogous to the familiar

formulae

r (a) = e-' x"-' dx, r (a) = e--*""'' e'-^'
.<,•«-> d^j,

-'0 Jo

I have not at present succeeded in finding them. The formulae which I shall prove

express not the double Gamma-function itself, but its logarithm and logarithmic derivatives,
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and are derived from formulae for the double Zeta-functiou. There is of course a corre-

sponding set of formuh\e for the ordinar}" Zeta- and Gamma-functions, which, so far as

I am aware, have never been investigated systematically. I have worked out some of

these formulae in the fii"st few sections of this paper, but I have not thought it worth

while to enter into any very great detail concerning them, except in so far as the}' are

needed later. They are much less elegant and sj^mmetrical than the corresponding formulae

for the double functions.

PART I.

The simple Zeta- and Gamma-fuxctioxs.

Formulae for the simple Zeta -function.

^2. If &) is any quantity whose real part is positive, and a is not zero or a

negative multiple of (o, the generalised simple Riemann Zeta-function *
fi (s, a, tu) may
" I

be defined as the term independent of n in the asymptotic expansion of 1 r- in
,„=o (.a -!-'««»)

powers of n. It is supposed that (a -H ?«<»)""* has its principal value ; i.e. the value assumed

by »-• = e-»io?" when u moves from a real positive value, for which log u is taken real, in a

straight line to o -I- mo).

Now let us define the function Xi(«) by the equations^

X,(„)=f-ycosec=— = i ,
2^

(1),

and consider the integral

\x,{u-a)~, (ia(s)<0) (2).

taken round the contour formed by :

(i) the straight line from re^^^ to Re"''', r being very small and R very large, and

ail) . (o — -TT < — X < ci'i . (W^ :

(ii) a corresponding line from i?e'* to re"<', iff being so chosen as to satisfy the

inequalities

am . (o < yfr < am . CO + TT '.

(iii) an arc of a circle whose centre is 0, from ?-e'* to J'e"""<

;

(iv), (v), (vi), (\-ii) the straight lines from Re~'^ to Re~''^ + {n + l)o}, then to {n + l)Q),

i?e'* + {n + l)Q}, and i?e''*.

* E. W. Barnes, ' Theon- of the Gamma-function,' Messenger, Vol. xxix. p. 92.

t If x=re'*, am.x= e.

1—2
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We suppose that «"* has its principal value, and that a lies between (i) or (ii)

and the parallels through m downwards to (i) or upwards to (ii). It is obvious that

we can always choose % and -»|r so that this is the case, unless - is real.

Then it is easy to see that when r and R are made to tend to and x respec-

tively, the contributions of (iii), (iv) and (vii) tend to 0, and the value of the contour

integral to

-/r"is^-.-orT-^ph"<"-">'"-/r""i^-(TrF^h'*"-">"''
''*•

where N is written for (n + !)&>, and a notation is adopted for the complex rectilinear

integrals which hardly requires explanation.

By Cauchy's theorem this is equal to

-iiri (8-1)1 •(4),
-(){a+iiia)y

where (a + mw)-'' has its principal value.

We have now to pick out the term independent of n in the asymptotic expansions

of (3) and (4).

§ 3. For this end we define a series of functions

/ d \k+i

X-!c { u - a) = i^^J \{u-a),

Xo(u - a) = -j-'Ki (u - a),

\

\2(u—a)=—\ \(u — a)du \ ,.^

TT
f

TT (« - a) .

(O
[

to

X3(
/"oo

u-a) = -\
J n

Xi((( — a) du,

the path of integration being in each case the straight line (ii). We also define a

similar set of functions

i(x_t(«-o), ..., fic{u-a), /i, («-«), ...

in the same way, using the straight line (i). Evidently all the fi'f with suffixes S

1

are identical with the corresponding X's ; but

.(6),
/ \

TT f 7r(it-a)
it, ((( — (/) = -^cot t

a) ( CO

and so on. It is ea.sy to see that every X or /j. vanishes exponentialhj for u = » e'* or

Suppose now

and

where r is an integer.

cr= — s,

2 /•<ll(<r) <?+!,
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Then (u + Ny+' \, (u - a) du

.(7).

= - N''+^ X, (- «) - (<T + 1 ) I ((( + N)" Xo {u - a) du

= - .¥"+' X, (- «) + (o- + 1 ) iV^" X, (- o)

+ (cr+l)o- ((« + iY)''-'X3(w-a)rfw

= -.V''+'X„(-a) + (o- + I).V'X3(-a)-

+ (-)'• {<7 + \)a(a-\)...(<T-v + l) N"-' Xr+, (- a)

The asymptotic expausioiis of the integrated terms do not contain any terms indepen-

dent of n. And the limit of the last term for « = x is 0. This is most easily seen by the

help of one more integration by parts. Evidently

IJ
' (u + Ny-'--' X,+3 (« - a) du = X"-'-' X,+, (- a) -{a-r-l )

j^
'

(« + JV)"-'-- X,+,(« - a) du.

The first term obviously vanishes for n= x , and the modulus of the second is less than

a constant multiple of

I 1 it + iV
i''-'--

du,

which vanishes for n= x

.

Thus the constant term in the expansion of

Jo
(u + Ny-^'' X, (u — a) du,

is zero. The same of course holds of the second integral of the same type.

§ 4. Hence

fee e"f' fao e-h
2-jn (5 - 1) fi (s, a, &)) = I Xj (k - a) ({-»+' du - I /ij (m - a) u-'+i du (8),

where -> / \ / \ /""A' „7r(« — u)
Xi (« — «) s «! (!6 — a) H - cosec- —

^

•

,

and lEl(s) is negative and not integral. The last restriction may be removed at once, since

the right-hand side evidently represents an analytic function of s for all values of 5 S 2 — e,

where e is any positive quantity. The restriction placed upon the range of values of a is however

essential.

The formula may be verified by observing that if 5 = I the left-hand side reduces to —
ft)

and the two integrals on the right hand to

respectively.

771 TT TTft ,

cot — and
ft) ft) ft)

TTt IT ITa,
cot —

,

ft) CO W
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By equating, not the constant terms, but the coefficients of the leading powers of n in

our asymptotic expansions, we obtain relations between the Bernoullian functions and the

functions \, fi. I have not thought it worth while to set these out in detail.

§ 5. From (8) we can deduce a variety of formulae for the Zeta-function for all values

of s other than positive integral values.

In the first place, by differentiating (8) k times with respect to «, and observing that

^ fi (s, a, w) = - sf, (s + 1 , «, ft)),

da
X;{u- «) = -X.,-i(?' -«),

we obtain* 2Tri (s — 1 ) s . . . (s + « - 1 ) f, (s + k, a, w)

I \,_« (?f - a)u-'+' du - I /a,_< (u - a) »-«+' da
.(9).

These two formulae (8) and (9) express fi (t, a, to) for all values of t save positive integral

values. For these values of t the Zeta-function reduces to a derivative of the logarithm of

the Gamma-function.

We can obtain more formulae by integration by parts. If we integrate (8) v + 2 times

by parts (— 2 < i/ S ?•) we find that

\, {u - a) «-•'+' du = (s - 1) s ... (s + I/) I K+'A'i - «)
""''"'"' du,

and hence that

2-7ri^i {s, a, 0)) = s{s + 1) ... (.s- + v) I \,+,{u -u)u-^-''-''du

fj.,.+.i{ii — a)u * " ^ dn

.(10).

Finally by differentiating k times with respect to « we obtain the formula

2iri
+ 1^+1)'' Jo

Too e-i\

'dn

.(11).

This holds for all values of s and all positive integral values of v and k such that

(i) 111 (s) < 0, (ii) J/ < 111 (—a), and (iii) s -I- « is not zero or a positive integer.

These formulae may be further extended by the use of Cauchy's notation for ' integrales

eidraordinaires! But I shall not do this now, as the extension is exactly parallel to that

which I shall carry out when I come to the formula for the Double Zeta-function.

* Here (as frequently in what follows) I omit the proof that this inversion of limits is permissible; it is

not Jifficult to supply.
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The Simple Gamma-function and its Logarithmic Derivates.

§ 6. The Gamma function F, (((, &>) may be derived from the Zeta-function by means

of the equation
.r,(a, 6))

log
p, (co)

^^r,(.s, a, o)) .(12),

where, in Mr Barnes' notation, which I shall follow throughout,

Now suppose — l<3£l(s)<0 and in (11) make v = and k—1. We obtain on writing

s for s + 1

fx>c'* fx>e-'x
2-jri ^i {s, (I , co) =

j
\.^(u — a) ir" du —

j
/taC'* — «)" "du (13).

Differentiating with respect to s and making s = we find that

r, (rt (o) j'ooe"* faoe-'x
— 27rnog -^^^-^ = X,(ii-a) log u du — I fi.,(i( — «,) log )f du (14).

Differentiating s times with respect to a

\da/
(-)*+' -iTri (—)" log r, («, to) = (-)"-' 27r(-i|r,<*' («, w) = - iiri {s - 1) ! fi («, «, «)

=
I

^j-s(« — «) log udi( —
I

/u.,_s (« — rt) log H du

.(15).

This holds for all integral values of s except that, when s=l, ilfi" {a, w) is not — fi(l, a, co)—
which is infinite—but the finite term in the expansion of — fi (s, a, co) in powers of (.«— 1).

From (14) and the equation

lim {logrt + log F,(«, co)} = (16),

we can find an integral expression for \ogpi{co); and from (1.5) and the equations

I'

7n (oj) = - lim 1^1 <" («, co) + •(17),

/ X 7 log CO

CO CO
.(18),

we can find one for 7,1 or y (Euler's constant). As similar investigations have to be under-

taken in connection with the Double Gamma-function I shall not enter into the details of

this at present.

It is interesting to throw (14) into a real form in the special case in which a

and ft) are real. In this case < a < ta. We take '>|^ = x=j7r. Under these circum-

stances the first integral in (14) becomes

_-|cot'^^--«-Vt
CO CO

{\ogy + \i'n-)idij.
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./ -'^' 27r«\ . 27m
, lie " — cos— — sin

Now cot --^^ + ?
=

o o

cosh — cos -

As the second integral differs from the first only in the sign of r, we obtain

'""
27ra\ ^ . 27r«/

-- 27ra\ „ . 27r«
,

TT e "" — cos — +2 sin — log y
_ V ft) /

&>'=''
"^ p,(w) ~2ciiju ,

27r.y'^
cosh - — cos

, ri(a, to) 1 f V CO J CO ^^ , ,^£^.- log
, ,

- = ^c- s ^ "2/ (1^)-
2&)Ju ,

277!/ 27r« -^ ^

(O

Suppose, e.g., co = l, a=^. Then the left side reduces to

-logr(l)+Uog27r,

and the right side to

2'^L 1 + cosh 2,ry
^-'^=

2 .10
1^^2^"°^-

Thus we find

iogra)=iiog7r,

r(i) = V77,

which is known to be correct.

§ 7. All the formulae obtained so far are valid only for a restricted range of

values of a. I shall not now discuss the modifications which have to be made in them

when a lies outside this domain, as it is not this set of formulae but another rather

different and less symmetrical set which I shall require later.

A Second Set of Formulae far the Simple Zetafunction.

§ 8. It will be convenient to adopt at this point a notation more natural when

we are dealing with functions connected with two periods.

I shall denote by Wi the quantity up to now called to, and b)' co.j another quantity

satisfying the conditions

I suppose that a lies within the strip bounded by lines from and Wj parallel

to the positive direction of w.,, and I consider the complex integral

the contour of integration being now the rectangle •

0, (n + 1) 0),, (/( + 1) &)i + kco.^, k(o..

{k being a positive integer) modified as before by a small arc round 0. The value of

the integral when h is made veiy gi-eat and the arc very small is

/•-V
(III /"=^"i

( 1 1 )
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i\^ being equal to (h + 1)&>i as before. As in § 3 we can prove that the term inde-

pendent of n ill the asymptotic expansion of the second integi-al is

it remains to discuss the first integral.

§ 9. For this end we define a new series of functions

^,,_i(«-a)=(^^j ^. ("-o)

<^i,i (ii —a) = \i{tt — a) -l-C',,1

<^i,2(" — «)=
I

X, (« — a) (hi + Ci_i (u - a)+ C,,„

.^20),

characterised by the following properties

:

(i) each is the derivative of its successor

;

(ii) each is periodic in w,;

(iii) each satisfies the equation

r(J3{u)du=0,
Jo

in which the path of integration is supposed rectilinear.

This is certainly possible. For suppose that functions up to (f)i^^{ti—a) have been

defined in such a way as to satisfy these conditions. Then

fl'.-rufi —a

<Pw+iU' + «i-rt)- 01,^^1 (u -a)=
j (f>t_^{u)du
J v -a

J n

(as <j>i^ y (m) is periodic)

= 0,

and so <^i,„ii(«) will be periodic, and by choosing C'i^^+, suitably we can ensure that

it also satisfies condition (iii).

It is easy to calculate the first few functions 0]_.. Thus C,,i is detemiined by the

equation

^7r(u — a)

i:m cosec' + C\,i\-dii = 0,

so that Ci,i = 0, and

I / X IT -Trill — a) ^ , TT

.

01, (((-«) = cot—5^— ^+Ci, (21).

Vol. XX. Part I. 2
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1 /"''

Similarly C, o = -
^ '0, J „

,, 1 /"' TT ,77 {a- a)
(

J
„ = — cot ail

6),./,, (U, O),

1
losr sin

Triu — a)

ft),

_(2A'+ l)77-t

where A- is an intccrer. We can determine / as follows. Let

TTCl = a + ia, a > 0.

Then log sin = log j^m (x — a —

where x is real. The imaginary part ijf this is

where in is an integer, and

g-

. f , tanh a ]

I innr — taii~' ^
-—. A .

[
tan {x — a)]

I a

TT tanh a tt- - < tau"' -.
^. < -^ .

2 tan (x — a) 2

As X goes from to tt, tan~' ^-^-^.— , increases or decreases by some multiple of tt.

tan (x — a)

This must be a negative multiple as

tanh a'd , tanh a'
Lftyi

—

= — -

dx tan {x — a) sin- (.» — a) + tanh- a' co.s- (* — a)

and it must be — tt since tan(,i' — a) can on!}- vanish ouce. Hence

JTl

<0,

f^,. = = - (22),

and *i.3 («-«) = -log Sin ' + — (ii-<i)+t\,, (.23).
ft), ft),

The branch of the logarithm to be chosen is at present at our dispo.sal. Again

1 /""
C-

. TT (!(. — 0.) TTl
(J 1,3

—
I

&>1 Jo
Jog I

ft).

,1 ^ TT"! 1
= - (ift), -(() h -

ft), ft),./,,

'(ii — a)\ dii

logsm nu.

To determine the value of this integral integrate

log .sill— du,
.'

'

Wl

round the parallelogram
(II, — M, —!(+&),, ft),).

The points 0, &), may be avoided by small arcs of circles, and we choiwe that branch of the

logarithm which is real when u is on the line (0, w,). This side contributes

— I log sin— du = '
I log sin .rdx = ft), log 2.
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The first and third sides contribute airi. and the last contributes

J (I

,
. 7r(«-a) Jlog sm -^^ (III,

(Oi

which is therefore — <a, log 2 — a-Tri.

Hence C',,, = - (iw, - «) — -log2-— =-log2- ^tti ('H\

provided the proper branch of log sin
"^

be chosen. This is the branch which is

real along the straight line

Thus finally

. / V 1 . TT (U — a) TTl , , , , , . , ^ _

,

<Pi.:A'i - a) = — log sin—^^ H {ti — a) — log 2 — ^iri ....(2o).

§ 10. Suppose now, as before,

a = — s,

OS /•<11(<7)</- + 1,

then I \i(m — «)^"=l (^1 ,(«—«)((<'+' rf((

= ^,,» (- «) iY''+' -{a+l)i' 4>,..{u-a) u'du
J

= </),,, (- «) A^"-' - (o- + 1 ) 4>,,., (- n) vA'" + (<7 + 1 ) a4>,,, (>i -a) .Y'"' - . .

.

- (-V (o- + 1 ) cr . . . (
o- - r + 1 ) <^,,,._, (- rt) X''-'-

+ {-Y(a+ 1)0- ... (O- - i) ^,,i-^:;(" -(/)((°~'-'f/».

The last term tends for u — x to the finite limit*

(-)' (o- + I) o- . . . (
o- - r) <^,, ,+3 (« - «) H-^'-' rf«.

In the a.sjmptotic expansions of the other terms there is no term independent of /;. Hence

-27ri{s-l) tiis, a, Q}i)
= (s -l)s(s + \} ... (s + r)

j
'^,,,_, (» - a) u~'-'-' da

j

r
(26);

Xi(?< —a) 2<~*"^' du

or if we integrate the last term repeatedly by parts as in § 5,

.(27).

— 27rt^i{.'i,a,(o,) = s(s + l)...{s+J') I (^,.^+3 (h - a) !?-"'"' rf"

— X,.+3 (« — o) «"*"'"'
(^i(

J

From this formula a variety of others may be deduced as in §§ — 6.

* In the Messenger of Mathematics, Vol. sxxii., pp. 1—3, change sign infinitely often in a period, and

I proved that ... /"<»

r. (ui)
I

0(.r)(7.r= O.

Only real variables and functions were considered in tliis

is convergent if (i) ^(.r) is positive and tends steadUy to theorem, but the extension to complex variables and in-

zero for x=x , and (U) (p(x) has a period a and does not tegrals such as those in the text presents no difiSeulty.

•7 9
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§ 11. I shall not, however, enter into the iletaiis of this, but shall consider the

question of the extension of (27) to values of « which lie outside the domain to which a

has so far been restricted. Let us suppose now that a lies in the strip bounded by the

lines through ka)^ and {k + 1) Wi parallel to &)„. The only difference is that instead of

dealing with

2

we have to deal with
n - k 1

m^-k (a + may
and the term independent of n in the asymptotic expansion of this is

fi(s, (I, &),)+ 2

Hence (27) becomes

-27rlj?,(s, «, 0)0+ S

_j. (a + ;«&),)'''

= s{s+ l)...(s + r)
A- (a + m(o)'

—
/ ^;-+.-! ("' — «)

«~*~'~' du
J II

It must be carefully observed that the hypothesis that

J »

..(28).

\t<U]

IS still essential: if 111 ( . ) < the values of the constants which occur in the functions
ViO);

d), „ are different ; tor instance C\ .,
= instead of — .

§ 12. We have still to consider the cases in which a is vn one of the lines from the

points 0, o)], ... parallel to o).,, or on the axis of &>,. In these cases some of the functions

(f>,
\ become infinite in the range of integration.

I shall illustrate the method to be pursued in such cases by considering a particular

case. It is evidently not worth while to attempt to work out a detailed set of formulae

applicable to all of the many special cases which may arise.

Suppose in (27) — 1 < HI (.s) < 0, so that r = 0, and suppose that a is very near

some point a on the line (0, &)i), with which it is ultimately to be made to coincide.

No difficulty arises from the last term of (27), in which we may put a = a at once. We
saw that

, , . TT (u — a) Tri

,

, , -, , .

0,,.; (". — rt) = — log sm — - -1 ()( — (i) - log 2 — -^TTi.

When a approaches a this tends to a definite value for all values of u save a, a+ toi, ... .

And these values define a function </>,_:; (u — a) of u which becomes logarithmically infinite

at a, a -f &),, ..., but possesses the fundamental properties of </>,,:,(» — (() in that it is

periodic, and

I </>],:, (« — a) rf(/ = 0.
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Heuce I <^,_3 {u — a) ir"'^ du
J n

is convergent. Moreover this integral is uniformly convergent for au interval of values of a

which includes a. This of coui-se requires a detailed proof which I shall omit. Heuce it is

continuous, and as the left-hand side of (27) is obviously continuous the formula still holds.

The same is true whatever be k. It is of course not the case that all the formulae which

we have obtained continue to hold in cases such as these, many of the integrals become

divergent. The most interesting special case is that in which a is nearly =0. When I come

to the double Zeta- and Gamma-functions I shall work out in detail the limiting forms

assumed by several formulae in this case.

PART II.

The double Zeta- and Gamma-functions.

The double Zeta-function for a non-integral Exponent.

§ 18. The double Zeta-function

f, (s, a, (o,, Q).,)

may be defined* as the term independent of ;; in the asymptotic expansion of

2 S - . (29)
m,=U m, = (a + '"iIWi + Wi-W.,)* ^" ''

in powers of n\. It is of course assumed that a is not equal to any of the quantities

— m^wi — nu(o«. Moreover {a + ni-fiii + niM.^''' has its principal value; i.e. the value assumed

by (i-s = e" *'"*"' when u moves from a real positive value, for which log « is real, in a straight

line to a -I- ??«,ft), -t- wiotui. Then the Weierstrassiau elliptic function ^J(») is defined by the

equation

^(") =
i!^
+ ^|(^n)^-i^=} ^^«)'

where il = niiO)i-\- niM,,

and ?H, , nu are not to be taken equal to zero simultaneously.

§ 1-4. Now suppose that a lies within the fundamental period parallelogram (0, w,,

«Bi -f- 0)2, <^2), and consider the integral

/ F
(«-«)-$; (3ll(.^)<0)

* E. W. Barnes, Phil. Trans. Boy. Soc. (A.), Vol. 196, of view of theoretical coropleteness, arise if we abandon the

p. 26-5. hypotheses

t IfollowMrBai-nesinusing«i,a.„,>;,,,7->for2<^„2c..,
ii(«,)>0, KM>0, ijf-Uo.

2,1, 2,,.
'

•'

V'"i/

Various complications, interesting only from the point I shall adhere to these hypotheses throughout.
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taken round the parallelogram

0, P. [= ilhu + 1) 0,,], 1\ + 1\ [= {p.M + 1) a,,], P..

The origin must be avoided by a small circular arc whose contribution to the integral can

be made as small as we please, and ir^ is to have its princiiial value.

It is eas}' to see that the residue of ^j((/ - «) «"*+' at a + iiiia)i + ih.m.. is

(s-1)

and so, by Cauchy's theorem.

(a + m^toi + ?«.,(Bj)*

/,y<'•--^{,h-^7^P¥'\''"~\y'''~''A^'~{^^^^V''
/>,?/ p.n 1

.(31).

.(32),

,,,,=0 ™,=o (« + WiWi + mM.^"

§ 15. We now define a series of functions

^_i.(/'-(0=(,J'*--" (»-«)

(pu{ii — a) = \p\u — a)

(j)^{,i -a)=ip{u -a} + C,

4>o (u - a) = -^{u-a) + C\ {u-a) + C,

</);, {u -(() = - log o- ((' - « ) + A r, ( » - «)- + C, (ti - a) + Cs

to satisfy the same conditions as were satisfied by the functions ^,,, (»-(/). 'I'iie analysis

of § [) shows that this is certainly possible. Then if 0<ii(f)< 1

"' du
4>, (i( - a) —^

is convergent, by the general tlieorem alreatly quoted.

§ 16. Now let us consider tlje integral

1''
, du

(,j(»-a)--.
11

"

?-<lfl(o-)< r + 1,

Suppose that — * = a, and

as before. Then

du [J\.
. . .,, __, Cd\'^^

,

['•' d

= - ^^^^-^ + <^' (- «) A''-"' - (o- + 1 ) I
' ^.. (" - ") "'f'"

= _ C^IjlI + 0^, (_ „) p^.-i _ (^ + 1) <^^^
(_ „) 7>/

0" + i

+ ((T + l)0-(/),(-0)Pl''-'- ...

+ (-)'• (o- + 1 ) cr ... (o--r)
I

(^,+,,(((-«)h'-'-V».
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The last term teiid.s, for n= x , to the finite limit

(-)'(o- + 1) o- ... (a- - /•)
I (f>,^, {u - a) n^-'-'du,

while in the asymptotic expansions of the other terms there is no finite term.

Moreover there is no finite term in the expansion of

Jo (M+p.,r'

For the argument of the preceding paragraph shows that the finite term in this expansion

is the .same as that in the expansion of

(-)'(o-+l)<r... (o--/-) 4>,+,{u-u){u + P„Y-'-Ulu,
J It

and it may be shown as in § 3 that this tends to zero for n = oc .

§ 17. We therefore find by einiaiiag the finite terms in the expansions of the two

sides of (31),

- iiri^., (s, a, m,, o),,) = s (s + \) ... (s + r) \

^,-^,Xn-a)Kr'-''-\lH-\ yp-,^,(ii - a) tr'-'-'dn
_.' II .11 J

where y}f,-^j is one of a set of functions yfr^ formed in precisely the same way as the functions

<j>,, except that in their formation &)_, plays the part of o),.

§ 18. This formula expresses the double Zeta-functiou when Jl (s) < and is not integral.

To obtain formulae applicable to other cases we have only to differentiate with respect to a.

Since

^ ^2(5, a, toj, 6)0) = - .1^., (.* + 1, u, fo,, 00.),

we find by differentiating k times

= (/),+:;_,(!( — a) >r''-''^'dii — I i/r,.^;;., (?( — a) ir''~''~^da 1

I 19. The most interesting case, as being that from which we shall derive the formula

for the double Gamma- function, is that in which 0<lfl(.«)<l.

If in (3-1) we suppose - 1 < IJI (.s) < 0, (=0, k^I, r + o-K = 2, we find

* ^ tui r ^ I";

-27r(f„(.s + l, a, fUi, &)..)= <f).,(a-a)'r'-'du- yfr.,{u - a) it-'-'dH (3.5),

J II Jo

or, writing s for .s + 1, so that now 0<lli(.s)<l,

-2Tri^^(s,a,(o„co.,)=i (/>.,(»-") '-^ -
|

'ir,(u-a)-^ (36).

h (34).
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d
Since (/>; (" - «)= ^^ {</>»("-") - 4>.> (- «)1.

we obtain on integrating by parts

- 27r(?o (s, 0,0,, «,) (0 < <K (s) < 1

)

\

§ 20. This last transformation may be generalised, and further formulae obtained, bj-

the help of Cauehy's notion of ' integrales extraordinaires'

.

Suppose that / (a) is a real or complex function of the real variable a- which is continuous

with all its derivates for all finite positive values of x, and can be expanded in a Taylor's

series

a„ + a^x + a.,,r- + . .

.

valid near x = 0. Then if

m+\ <t < rn + 2,

{m being a positive integer),

/(a-) - Up - ctiX - ...- «„_ia;'»-'

x<-'

is infinite for a' = of order < 1, and so integrable up to .r = 0. And if/(,'() remains less

than some constant as x tends to m , in particular if, as I shall now suppose, it possesses

properties similar to those of the functions
(f>^

{/{'>:) - «o - «ia' - • • • - «,„-i.r'«-il jlj

is convergent. I shall denote this by*

e\-/^ (38>

Now by integration by parts

dx _ 1 p /' {x) dx„['^f{x)dx 1 r,/-./ ^ / 1, ,«-2t
«^*' 1 v["

a^-

\i in = \, 2 < ^ < 3, this is an ordinary integral. If not it is

(«-2)(«-3)'"Jo

1 ^r f"{x)dx

and so on ; finally we obtain

«-2)(<-3)...(<-7«-l)Jo .^«-^-i

We have supposed t real, but it is easy to see that this restriction is in no way

necessary, and that the transformation may be applied to the integrals on the right of (33).

We thus obtain the formula (in which m is any positive integer)

— 2Tri^«{s, a, w, , w^) = s(s+ 1) ... (s + r + ?/;) \

r-^, /•-. -I (39),

E 4>,^,„+, {u - a) u-'-^-^-'du - E y}r,.+,n+3 (» - «) m-'--"-' dii
Jo .Ml J /

* Cauchy, Kxercices de Matheiitatique, t. i., p. 57. Cauehy's notation is rather iuoonveuient.
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and from this, by differentiation with respect to a,

1- (40).

= E
f
""'^,^,„+,_. (« - «) u-^-'-'"-'du

-£/"""'
f,+,„+,_, {u - a) w-''-'->"-irf«

I

.' .' /

Some particular cases of the general formulae are interesting. If, for instance, we

make *• = in (34), so that - 1 < ill (s) < 0, and write t for s+k, and then k + -2 for

K, we find, since

^i_,(»-«) = ^j"" (u-a),

-^'"r7^-^)^^(^' "' '"" -^)=/r'&"'H"-«),^-/;^.-(«-«),^. ...(41).

(at SI, 1 <<-*:< 2).

And from (40) we deduce

-27ri{t-l)^,(t, a, 0,,, a,,) = J?f"">(»-«) J,-^r"^^J(,/-a) j"^ (2 < 3U (0)...(42

§ 21. Before I proceed to deduce expressions for the logarithm of the Double Gamma-
function and its derivatives,. I shall show how to calculate the first few constants C^ and

the corresponding constants CJ which occur in the functions -v^^.

Since
J u

1 f"'
Ci= I o(ti -a)du

1^1 J II

= ![?(«-«)-?(- a)r

O),
.(43).

Again C, = }-rk(ic-a)-^{u-a)\dii
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if the series is convergent ; i.e. if ;' lies within the infinite strip formed by the two

lines through + w., parallel to Wj. As this condition is satisfied by all values of u on

the line joining — a and Wj — a, we may write ii— a for u and integrate from ;( =

to M = <Ui. Thus

r If (m - rt) - ^ (u - a)\ du = ^
f "'cot

= log sin

TT (m - a)
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§ 23. It is easy to see that the constant C/ in yjr^ is

Hi
CO..

and that a/ = -^\

.(50),

.(51).

The exact specification of GV is more difficult. It follows from § 22 that

(^, {u - n) = - log o- (» - (H + IC/', {i( — (if + Co (II - a) + C^

, . TT (U —a) 1), , , „ 7ri\ , , ^ 1 . .,- o"'
cos

2mr (it — a)

where that branch of log sin is chosen which is real on (a, a + o),). Also

t. («-«)=- log a- (u - «) + iCV (u - aY + a: (u -a)+ C,',

where the value of CJ depends on which bniuch of log cr (m — a) is chosen. \V

for instance, agree that that branch is chosen which is obtained by going from

with the branch chosen in
(f),

and returning

near by a loop round a nearly coinciding with

the line (0, a). The value of C\' is then fixed.

To find its explicit expression would, I think,

be troublesome, as we should need to use ex-

pansions for elliptic functions in terms of

q = e~~^
,

which ai'e not given in the books, and cannot

be written down at once from those in terms of

e may,

near

q = e'

because H <(i.
Fici. 1.

However, it is not in any way necessary for us to know an explicit expression for Cy.

It is evident that if we make v = in (p, and t/ts the corresponding values of

log a- (—a) differ by 2771.

The Double Gamma-function.

§ 24. I shall now deduce an expression for the logarithm of the double Gamma-

function by means of the equation*

"d
° P2(a),, Wo) c)s

^o{s, a,a)j, ojj) .(52).

By (37) (§ 19)

- 2wi^„ (S, «, CO, , CO,) (0 < B (s) < 1)

* Barnes, loc. cit., pp. 330—334

du
1+1

'

3—2
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Now
du

5f"""{<^3(»-«)-'^a-«)l ,'!

\ ...(53).

Each of the last two integrals becomes divergent for s = 0.

Let h be a small fixed positive Ljuantity. Then

J o " \J II . ftw,

Each of the integrals on the right is continuous for s = 0*.

The last term may be expanded in the form

(!>,{- a) \^-\og(ha},)+ ...[.

Now -r:m/"'-*-^-M
l + ht

TftJl

and
-T'^'^-'^'r^-')'^^'^'^-"^''''^'^''

lOi).

Hence
J^

:^, (._.)_ ^a-«)l ^. =
-

'^''^
'+J^ j'/'-'^"

" «> " tVIT
plus terms which vanish for 5=0.

Agam {<p,(u-a)-<p,i-a)} ^
= {<^, («-«)- <^.(- «)) -^^^^^

J (hcoiYJ s-

i'"'"' . ^ log udu , , d

. IltOi
u'-^' ds

plus terms which remain finite for s = 0. Hence by (87) and (oo)

T„(a, o>i, to..) _ j'*

po(a),, ft),,)

- 27rt log il^'^'_i_--'' = U,(u -o) -
^^f^^

^'^ --
</..(-«)! rfu_r-|^^^^^_^.^^_t^) di<

(54).

We can at once deduce formulae for the various logarithmic derivates of the Double

Gamma-function. For if, in Mr Barnes' notation,

we obtain at once

(_y»+i

yjrJ" (a, o), , a)o) = , ^ log r.,(a, ft),, o),,)

/"'="'>
f , , (i)._„, (— ((.)) rfi( \

27^^^|^J»" (a, co, . ft,.,) =
j ^

|<^.-,„
(» - «) - -^f^^^f

—

.(55),

.(56).
^|r„_„, (- g)] du

H

* Here, as in § 12, I omit the proof. This remark also number of theorems concerning the uniform convergence of

applies to the differentiations under the integral sign in certain classes of integrals which enable us to justify the

this section and elsewhere. I have proved elsewhere a assertions of this kind made in this paper.
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Special cases of the Double Zeta-function.

§ 25. We have now found formulae for the double Zeta-function for all values of s for

which Ifl (.9) is not integral, and also when s is a positive integer > 2, in which case

^„(S, (I, 03,, 0).,)= ^_ ^, ,Vr., '»'(((, O),, &).,) (57).

For .9=1 and * = 2 the Zeta-functiou becomes infinite, the finite terms iu its expansions

in powers of s— 1 and s—2 being respectively — yjr./^ (a) and i/r.,'-' (a).

There remain two cases to consider, that in which s is comple.y, and lU (s) integral,

and that in which s is zero or a negative integer.

By (33) of § 17, if S /•< IR (- s) <r+\,

— 27ri^o(s, ((, (o,, (o.) = s (s + I) . . . (s + ))

or =s(s + 1) ...{s+ r+l)

(t)r+:i ( u - a) It.-'-''-' All- v/r,.^.., (a -a) m-'-'-i du
.11 Jo

l<^,+4 (" - «•) - <^,-+4 (- a)l ii~'~''~- du
J n

'\^r+> (« - ") - -«/r,.+, (- a)] it-«-'-2 rf;/

7 II

on integrating once by parts.

It can be shown that if s = — c — 1 -l- ia this last formula must be replaced by

\
'^7r7ijri^., (s, (I, (u, , w.j) =^ s{s + I) ... (s -f- /• + 1

)

//:0,+,(-«.)-r/r,+,(-«)}

./;"'{,/.,.,.(«-«)-'^'-v|^^[«— c^«

i:i^'-^^("-")-^^T^
"— ^«

where

I

1 /'"= «-'''

(57),

/^=--i :- \,du= .-

icr ./„ (14- if)- SI
.(58).

sinh cTTT

Suppose s = — r—l+e + ia; where e is small, and let h, as before, be a small fixed

positive quantity. Then, if we neglect terms which vanish with e,

(
"'

{</),.+, (u - (') - (f>r+4 (- a)} a-'-'-'" du
J

= I

'""'

I
(/.,.+, («-«)- <^,.^4 (- a)l **— '-^ du +r' 4>,^, ( « - a) «-'-'-

rf« - f'-+;/~^''j

.

.'0 J //a,, lo-(rta),)"'

This expression differs from the first integral in (21) by

ho),y'' Jo 1 + M J/,., i + ?«L iaihco^Y" Jo i + ir-'j,^, i + u''''}'"^'-^'^-''^-

The quantity in square brackets is independent of /;, and therefore

= lim
-^ I

^q-' -du—-.—n—-^^=lim-^^ ; ^—zr
/:=i>[Jlm, l + « ia{ho},y] ,,^„ [la- (IlQ},)"' (1 + ho}i) ia{hw,)'^

JO- J/,., (1 + «)' "1 " "
*o".'o (1 + uf

1 /"""' tJ^'°' ,

,^i To du
-Jh.. a + uY

,

du.
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The integral along the axis of w., may be treated in the same way. Since has

no poles whose real part is positive,

Jo (l + "r h (l+uf Jo {l+uf

by an easy calculation.

Differentiating (57) k times gives

sinh (

.(59).

r>'-".<"-»>-*TT'r1«-"^"
If r-/c + 4g0 the first term vanishes. If o- = 0, so that -s = r + 1, and /•-/<r+ 4= 3-?«,

K = 7- + m + \, s + K = v>, while //; S :^, we find that

— 2Tri r(7M) ^n{m, a, w,, w,,)

IS equal to the integral expression already obtained for

(_)»i+i
27ril|r,,""' (((, &),, (Uj),

which is of course correct.

There still remains the case in which s is actually a negative integer. Suppose that

s = ~r-l +€,
where e is small. Then

roow, r^w, rhiiti r^wi

^,+3(m -") "-'-'-' du = {s + r+l) |<^,.+4 (" - ") - <^,+4(- «)}
«-'-'--(?(; = e -he .

J (I .' .' (I .' /i(o,

The first term vanishes for e = 0, and the second becomes

rxo,,

- 0,.+4 (— «) lim el it
'-<

rf(( = — (^,.^4 (— a).

e = (l J /leu,

Thus -271/^= (- r - 1, «, o),, o),) = (-)'(» + 1) ; |<^,+, (- «) - fr^A- a)} (60),

(0 S ?), which is a polynomial of degree r + 3. This agrees with the known fact that for

negative integral values of s the double Zeta-fuuction is substantially the double Bernoullian

function of order —s*.

To verify the work differentiate with respect to o and put ?• = 0. We find

27rrf„(<*. ". «i. o},) = (f>,{-a)-ylr,{-a) (61).

Now (^., (-,()= -lugo-(-(M+ Wi((- - CUi + C.„

ylr, (-«)=- log 0- (- «) + U\'(t' - O^a + C/,

where C, = ^, C/ = ^=
,

ft): &)-

C. =~ C = - —

* Barnes, he. cit., p. 340.
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so that (remembering the remark made at the end of § 23)

2-7riC, (0, a, w„ c,) = I cr (^ - ^) - a-rri (- + -) + C',- t'/ - 2'

23

TTl

+ c,-a:-27ri_ a-iri (iTri (&>i + Mo)

a)i&).. WiCO._,

Thus (apart from a constant) fo(0, (/, to,, &).,) is

a^ rt (ojj + Wo)

2&)i &>-. 2&), &)_,

But it is known* that

f.(0, (f, w,, «B,,) = .,<b, («)= ^,r +
zwjtwo 2a), (Bo 12w,a)o

which agrees with onr result. To attempt to verify that

T2&),&>.

n r" o o •
&>,' + f.v + 3a),6)o

ZlTl = ZTTl

.(62).

.(63);

would lead us too far from our present subject.

We have now found formulae for the double Zeta-fuuctiou for all values of s save s = l

and 5 = 2, for which it becomes infinite, and -v^o'" and \(r„''-' take its place.

A Formula for \ogp.{w^, w.^.

§ 26. We can obtain a formula fir log p.. (&),, Mo) by means of the equations

lim {logro(((, &)j, &)„) + log o] =0,
a =

and (54). We require to consider the behaviour of

r-k(,_„)_M^irf-=f%p
h< [ l + ll ] H ./„ ^J,,„,

when a tends to zero by a path lying entirely within the principal period parallelogram.

Under these circumstances (see §11) <^-{ii—a) tends to a definite value for all points

on the axis of Wj except the points 0, w,, 2&), These limiting values define a function

<^3{u) which becomes logarithmically infinite at Wi, 2(i)i, ..., but which is easily seen to po.ssess

the characteristic properties of (^3 («—«), in that it has &), as a period, and

JO

It is not difiicult to prove that

L
is unifonnly convergent for a range of values of o including 0, and so continuous for rt = 0.

1 + Awi
Thus

I
= </..(») ^--c^.(- a) log

/to),

if we neglect terms which vanish with a, as I shall do without remark in what follows.

Barnes, loc. cit., p. 273.
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['""' /''"" du
Again =(^3(-a)log(l+/(a>,)- [log {u - a) - log (- a)} ~

J J II u
/''""I fiu

+ {^., {>, - a ) + log (u -a)- <^, (- a) - log (- a)) ^

,

log(i( — «), log(— «) being chosen so that

lim log ()( — «) = log (— a),
?(=(i

and lim {^, (- a) + log (- a)| = €,.
(1 =

The last integral tends for a —0 to

f'""' fill

[<p,(n) + logu-C,}^.
J II M

We may therefore replace the original integral by

P"! (Ill

<^3 ((()— + ^..; (- a) log (//oji)

- r'{log(" - «)- log(- «)j ^ + f""V.(«) + log " - C,} -,
Jo "Jo u

which is easily seen to be equal to

r
"'

i*^^

^"^
+
^-^iri^i t* ^ "^^^ ^- "> '°« ^'""'^

-r"''"^
^

"
~ "^ - ''^^ ^- "^' V

J II 1+M j;,„, U{l+lt)

We may replace ^3 (- «) by - log (-a) + C'3, and then (7^ may be omitted except

in the first integral, since

log (/io),) - --— + ,, , - = 0,
.' II 1 + " J /,»,, u (1 + m)

as appears on working out the integrations.

The integral along the axis of co.. may be treated in the same way. Hence the

right-hand side of (.54) becomes

Jo ( 1 + 11 ] V

f'^"'
\ , , . Log II - CV) du

.'11 (7 ^ ' 1+2/
J

I,

- log (- a) log (/(ft),) + Log (— a) log (/«»..,)

|log(»-«)-log(-«)}—

+ [Log ((( - «) - Log (- a)} —
.' II 11

ri>"i logw /''"' Logw ,

.'0 1 + '' .'» 1 + »

p"i logM /•«:"! Log » ,

Jaco, « (1 +w) .//,„, w(l + m) ;

.(64).
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In this formula log and Log denote different branches of the logarithm.

The last four integrals are eijual to

- "
( 1 + -

) r^^ dt( - 2mTri log (/«».,),
.' hw, - "/ 1 + M o X

-

(where the integral is taken along the straight line from lia^ to Iio).. and m is an integer)

= - i (log (hm,)]-' + i {log (h(o,)Y- - 2m7Ti log {J,a>,) (65).

Now let us consider the integi'al

taken round the contour C shown in the figure, in which Oj, Oo are points nearly

Fig. 2.

coinciding with 0. We start from 0, with log \{u — a) / — a] nearly zero. When we get

to O2 its value is nearly 27ri. Hence the contribution of (1) is nearly equal to the

integi-al in the fourth line of (64), and the contribution of (2) exceeds the fifth line of (64)

bj' a fjuantity nearly equal to

- . f'"- du

.' (1. U

The contribution of the loop is practically

2-rri \" '^
.

.'0, w

Hence, by Cauchy's theorem, we may replace the fourth and fifth lines of (64) by

riogfl^)^-2.J""-^

= i (log (/*»,)p-i {log (/««,)]-

- log (- a) {log (/(&),) - log (h(Oi)}

— 2771 log(/;a)o) + 2Tri log a,

neglecting terms which vanish with a. The sum of this, (65), and the third line of (6-t) is

27rt log a. There is apparenth" an additional term, viz. an undetermined integral multiple

of 2-7ri\og(h(D„): but this must vanish, as the result cannot contain h.

Vol. XX. Part I. 4
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Hence, finally,

27ri log p.. (&>!, (1)2) = lim
n = (l L

- 27r( \o^-——7-—^ '' — 2-7ri log a + 'liri log aT.. (a, a),, eu.>)

J ,1 (
1 + u ] u j „ r 1 + it j «.

...(G6),

it being understood that the right branch of the left-hand side is selected, and that the

logarithms under the sign of integration are so chosen that the limits (jf cf>,,{ii) + \ogii— C3

and yfr} (u) + log u — C-i for « = () are each zero.

§ 27. I shall next find a similar formula for the mcxhilar constant 7.... (<Mi, u>._) defined

by the equation

v/r./" (u, (o,, CO..) + -
7,.,(&)i, 0)2) =

We found that

27rjT|r.,"' (a, o)] , (o.,)

_ «=
.(67).

)=l <(f>. (u - a) - \- -} -\-\}r.An- a)-

^

'V — .

Now it is easy to prove that

L ]*^^^"-"^--rT^}«=-'^-^^-") +
Jo

{<^^("-")-<^-:(-«)- ^^[^...(68).

For

= !(/>:,(«- rt) -(/>.(-")- '"^2 (-a)l —
i ( 1 + « j

I
''"' d>,(— a)

+ {cf>.j (ho), - <i) -
(f).^{- a) - lia}i<j).2 (- a)|, Ao), + ".p— rf«,

and = l^,iu-a)-cl>,.{-a)}~-{<f>,{hco,-a)-cf>,.(-a)}lha,,- Tjh.Uu,

and the sum of these two e.xpressions at once reduces to the form required. Hence

T • I ,11 / \ l'^'"' \ , > , N iidiA— a)) du
27n-f„ii)(a, a),,&,,)= \,p..(u-a)-(p,{-(i)-

^f-^,
-\-

Ju ( 1 + it j if

/"""Mr. ^ , , ^
aylrA-a)\du h .(69).

§ 2S. Now

i

""'
dit

{^3(if - «) - <!>.: (- a) - 'i<j).,{- a)} ~
J It"

I

_

' U:; ( i( - a) + log (it - a) -C,- C,(u - a) - cf>,, (- a) - log (-a) + (',- C./i

- /i02 (- a) + - + C',,i( -
.,

- log (u-ii)- log (-(/) + -,'—
'^

J
""

'' ( 'tj it'

=
j ""V, {a) + log it - C, - Cm} '^ -

f

'""'

{log (it - a) - log (- a) + "I ^'

,
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if we neglect terms which vanish with a. Heuce

=
f

''""

{.^3 («) + log */ - C; - Cm}^ + cj>, (- a) log (1 + Ao,,) -
1

'""'

{log (u - a) - lug (- a) +4 ^

r=^"t
f ^ . . 1(6, (— a)] du

/•'="i
f , , , ^ C.A( ] du

=
J^

|<^,(») + log«-a-p-}^

+ (A.. (- (') log (/(&),> - ?:iill^^

Agaiii

Thus

_ /•'"" G, du

j(, 1+M

- f"' |log (" - f) - log (- a) +
^1 -^

.

We may replace </>,(- o) by - + ("',, and c^:,(-o) by -Iog(-a) + C,. Then it is easy

to see that C„ and C, may be omitted except in the first line.

Hence 2m^jrJ^> (a, &>i , w.)

+ i Hog ik.O - log (/-.>.)1 +"^^ -^^^

-^- du + —^dit
Jhu,, n- jn^,_ u-

+
1^^

|Log(*,-rt)-Log(-«)+-J-

We now take the integral

j
jlog (w - « ) - log ( - a) +

III
-^

.(70).

4—2
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round the contour C considered before. We find that the last two integrals in (70) may be

replaced by

.//i,o, "" hwi 11(0., a \li(oJ \a kuij

And since
f
T' - f^ f-V^^'^" =0>

(by Cauchy's theorem) we obtain finally by reasoning similar to that at the end of § 26

— 27ri y.„ (o), , fOo) = 27ri if-,") («, m,, a),) + \

= -^(f), («) + log II - C, - , — ^
—

Jo I H-!(j W- h

§ 29. If we differentiate (69) we obtain

— 27rii/r.,'-> (a, (Dj , Wo)

By a transformation similar to that of § 27,

— 2'7ri-<^J-^ (a, o),, Wo)

-./;-{^=(„-»,-^.(-„,-,.^.,-")-*"^^^>}J')

And by analysis similar to that of §§ 26, 2S we can deduce

1
iiriy.i (w, , o).) = — 27rt iItj'-' (a, 0), , <u.j) — -

) + log H - (Jj — V.M —
1̂ + (t « /

=2/;-{<^.(.

Jay I + n) il"

.(71).

.(72).

.(73).

.(74).

Thus Mr Barnes' three modular functions are expressed as definite integrals containing
elliptic functions under the sign of integration.
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General values of a,

§ 30. We have so far restricted ourselves to the case in which a lies within the

principal period parallelogram.

Now suppose that a lies in the parallelogram

A-.o), + /.-,&),, (A-, + 1) ft), + /.-,&>,, (A-, + 1)&), -t-(A-, + 1)0)., k\o)i + {k,+ l)o}.,

(k\,k\>0). Under these circumstances the right side of (31) must be replaced by

-27rt(5-l) S S

Now
p,n-k, Pj»-Aj p,n-k, /)jM— ij -1 Piii-k, /),«-*, —1 —1 —1

S 2 = S S+S2 + SS + SS
-t, -k., u II -k, -Aj -A-, -A-j

The constant terms in the expansions of the tirst three sums are respectively

f„ {s, a, &>i, w,), S f, {-1, a + »',&)i, toj),

and

Thus 2711

-A-,

^1 -1 -1
V >* / o /7 _1_ ii) #.1 ^.» ^ J- ^ V+ 2 ti (s, rt + in.w.., &)i) + S 2 , ,

,
w

= s(s + l) ...(« + /•) ^r+j {u — a) ir'~''~' du
.

.'0

(OSr<iIi(-*)</-+l).

Now in § 11 we found integral expressions for each of the terms

^1 (s, a + m.w,, toi).

1

For by (28)

- St; fi (s, « + midOo, &)])+ S
-A", (a + wil®! + wioO).,)'

= n-s + l) •..(•« + ') <^i.i-+a (« — a — «totao) M '*"'"' a«

— I X,.+.,i ((( — a — nuw.) )("*"'"
rf«

JO

and there is a similar expression for

_ o27ri ^1 (s, a + /«!&), ,&),)+ 2
~_A-, (a + whcDi + »re.2to...)M

.(75),

.(76),
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Summing these expressions f'rotn vt.. = —k. to —1, and from mi = ~h\ to —1, and sub-

tracting from (75), we obtain an expression for

— 'Ztti \^i{s, U, &)i, (Oj —
-I -1

.(77).
-A-, -/,_, (« + »»i &>i + W^'Wa)".)

We may also, if we like, express the algebraic terms of (77) as integrals along the axes

of «i and &),, and so obtain a formula for — 27rz f, (s, a, w,, w„) simply: but the formula is

complicated. Of course formulae for

p.j(6),, CO.,)

for general values of a, may be deduced. There is also the case in which ci lies on the

other side of one or both axes to consider; but my present object is only to indicate the

way in which the formulae of this paper must be modified for values of a other than those

especially considered.

Special Cases.

§ 31. Special cases occur when a is on a side or at a corner of a period parallelogram.

In such cases we may proceed as in § 12, if the special value of a is not one for which the

function which we want an expression for becomes infinite.

The most interesting case is however that in which «=0. Suppose 0<<IR(s)<l.

Then by (37)

_ -2m^,{s,a,w„(o.^ = s 1<^. (''-«)- <^::(-«)| .+, -s (t^C" -«)-^.(-«)) -jti-

Suppose now that a tends to zero by a path lying inside the period parallelogram.

Then it may be shown by an argument similar to that of §§ 26—29 that

-27ri ?»(s, ", «i, a),.)-

a"
+ log U - Cs}

du

[f::{>0 + ^OgU-C,,

.(79);

and generally it appears that if 111 (s) > and is not integral,

C'(s, a, CO, , CO..) - -

a" J^/J°"l<^:=(") + l0g«lJ
du
s+i

T. !''"'(.
^ , 1

da-E {yjr.,. („) + log u}-^^

.(80).

If in (s) is integral a new set of tormulae is required, of which we have already

worked out those which correspond to the cases s = 0, 1, 2. The form of the general formula

for positive integral values of s may be readily inferred from these examples.
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PART III.

The connection of the formulae of the paper with Mr Barnes' contour integrals

FOR THE DOUBLE ZeTA- AND GaMMA-FUNCTIONS.

§ 32. When the real parts of a>^, Wj ami a are positive, the double Zeta-function may

be defined* for all values of s for which it exists by the contour integral

tT (1 - s)

j (i_e-»,«)(i_e-.")
^^^>'

Fig. 3.

where (—«)*-' = e'*-i''»ei-"), log (— (/) being real when u is real and negative, and rendered

uniform by a cut along the positive half of the real axis. The contour of integration is a

loop from u = + X) to u = + x enclosing but no other pole of the subject of integration.

Suppose that the contour is separated at x and completed by drawing a very large

circle whose centre is 0. Then under certain conditions which I shall formulate shortly the

value of the integral when the radius of the circle is made infinite will still be the .same.

If this is so it is cleai" that
-)_

tr(l -s)

will be equal to — i-n-i times the sum of the residues for poles within the contour.

Now the roots of 1 — g-"." are

2n-7ri

and the residue of

zmn .

at H = is

, (« = -x, ... x),

(l_e-",«)(l_e—.«)^

e "1"1 / 2n7rj\

l-e "'

* Barnes, loc. cit., p. 314.
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The sum of all these residues from k = - « to oo (exclusive of 0) will be convergent if

, = 0, .(82),«~±oo 2najri 2H(a-iai)in"

g 10, _ g o>,

which %Yill be the case if 1S(— ) ami ISi \- ^}iLl have opposite signs.

But if ih and «. are two complex quantities = .r, + iy^ and a;. + iy~ respectively, the

meaning of <ia C^) > is that ^' > ^^.

Hence it is easy to see that (82) is satisfied if « lies within the strip bounded by

(0, « ft),) and (ft);, ft)._,+ x&),). This is in fact obvious on a reference to Fig. 4.

Fui. 4.

The roots of 1 — e~"-" give another series of residues which is certainly convergent if a

lies in the strip bounded by (0, x co.,) and (tuj, &>, + x oj.,). Hence if a lies within the principal

period parallelogram both series will be convergent. Moreover it is easy to see that if

this is the case, and if the circular part of the contour, in its progress to infinity, always

has its radius so chosen that it never passes at less than some assigned distance from

any pole, the value of its contribution to the contour integral ultimately vanishes.

For (neglecting the power of u) the subject of integration is

.(8.3).
pau >,(«—«|) tt p(a—i>tg' u I girt—wi—wji «

Now if a = ai + Va.,, u=,v + i>/, and u is large, le"' will be large or small according as

Draw the line (0, x a) and its image with respect to a:=i/. Then the part below or

above this line is the part of the plane in which
j
e°"

|

is infinite at infinity, according as

a,.
^ 0. A reference to Fit;-. ."i, in which the different angles within which the four terms

in the denominator of (83) become infinite are indicated by semicircular arcs, now shows that

grt« g(n—U»,) ?( g(rt— 1.>3' M I girt— Wi—Wgl «

becomes infinite, and so (83) vanishes, all along the circular part of the contour. Hence

the contribution of this part ultimately vanishes. Hence

?„(«, o, ft),, &)„) _ 1 v' e~~^ ( 2H7riY~'
,

1 V ^" "= ( 2n'7riY-"(s, o, (>),, &)„) _ 1 y' ^ "' ( ^nTriV"^ 1 i^' e~ "•. f 2n'7riY

I — e ">! 1 — e ":

..(84).
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Now let us consider the first series. Take first the general term for which n = v is

positive. In it

where the imaginary part of the logarithm lies between + -Tri.

Fig. 5.

Similarly in the con-esponding term for which n= — v is negative

= e

where again the imaginary part of the logarithm lies between ± th.

Now if (Ui makes an angle d^ with Ox the imaginary part of log ( 1

2viri\

and as ^tt— 0, lies between and tt, A- = 0. Similarly that of log[ —

{iTr-d, + {2k+l)-7r}i

and here ^• = — I.

Thus the terms for which n = ± v give together

ZVTTl

(2VT.

M«i
+2v7tY M^ "'

1 _ e W 1 - e «^

'tvta^Tri

i — e

— e "1 r

Vol. XX. Part I.

sin ( ^^ 2__?^— + |(s _ 1)

^

Wj + w,
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Thus the first term in the expression of f.>(.s', a, oj,, to.) is

2t ^^

—

^ 2. ^ sin \ ^ h * (s - 1)

where wf'' has its principal vahie.

§ 33. Now*

(85),

p (u - a - io).,) +• -= - 2^ S ,
^—

- cos ^— .(86),

for all values of u and a such that u — a lies in the strip bounded by

(- GO to, + ^djo, 'X> CO, +^a).,),

and (— Xd), — ^&)., x> 03, — kco.,),

a condition which is evidently satisfied if a lies in the strip and (( on the axis of W]

Hence

2rt (((. — a) TT du

Jo f
^" -

"
-^'-^'^

l:\ n^-
=
- H^J T r-V Jo

Here it is supposed that 1 < iR (s) < 2, and that

log u having its principal value. Now

cos •

(O, ti'
1^1 -(87).

.'o

exp
2n{u-a)Tri\ du .2«n>r/ p<„, -inu^ d^i= e ">!

Along the path of integration — = x, where x is real, and w'"" = (Ui;«;. e~*'°'^'"'^' = a)i'~*«'~

where &>i~* has its principal value. Hence the integral is

2nairi roou),

&),- e "
zna
- + h(2-s)

and so

-
giii^^^j-Sf^,,. = ^^--s (2mry-- r (2 - s) exp

Jo

Jfc)(«-«+i&)o) + — •-— =-— r(2-s)S:, V
1,

-TTlY
,

exp
2na

+ i(2-.s-) TTi + exp
2?^a

i(2-s) .(88).

= -21— r(2-,s)S=—-,,,cos-^ i(2-s)^7r

Here a)~^ has its principal value, and a lies within the limits previously defined. If we write

a — \(i)o for a, the new a will lie in the strip bounded by the axis of &), and the parallel

to it through Wo, and for such an a

Jo l^^"-"^
+ ^h.-

= --(a,j n2-s)Sj—^cosj—i-^-H2-.)7r

= -2(2-^Yr(2-.)Sp;.sin{^»^>^i^ + i(.-i)'.

Now since ^^(s, a, tO], lUo) is the sum of two series, of which

&>,* 1 1 - (/-"
(

O),

* Halphen, Fonctions Elliptiques, i. 426. The notation is different.

,..(89).
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is one, it follows that — 27«' (s — 1 ) f2 (s, a, qji , 0)2) is the sum of two series, of which oue is

the series which occurs in (89).

The second series may be treated in the same way
; and so we arrive at the formula

-2..-(s-l)?.(..c^a,...2) = /f"{in"-")+^]^,-/f'{p(«-«) + 5]^;^ (90).

Now if in (Si) we suppose ?'+3 — /c = I, K=r + 2, we obtain

- 2Tri (s + r + 1) ^.{s + r + 2, a, w,, &).,)= /
'

cj), (u - a) ir'-'-' du

(91),

-I yp-t{ii -u) ir^-'-^dul

which agrees with the above formula when we put s + 2=t and suppose r = 0, so that

- 1 < M (s) < 0, 1 < H (t) < 2.

Conclusion.

§ 34. The investigations of §§ 32, 33 connect the formulae of this paper, which were

derived from the definition of the double Zeta-function as the constant term in a certain

asymptotic expansion, with the contour integral by means of which the double Zeta-function

is first defined by Mr Barnes. The series which occur in §§ 32, 33 are very interesting

;

we can of course deduce expressions for

, T„(a, 6)1, &)„)
log— -^

, etc.,
po(aj,, 0)0)

as the sum of two infinite series. These expressions are analogous to Kummer's series for

logr(a). But the length of this paper forbids that I should pursue the subject further here.

We cannot (at any rate without undertaking a difficult and laborious investigation) deduce

the corresponding formulae for the G-function directly from those for the double Gamma-
function. The G-function, which is the degenerate form assumed by the double Gamma-
function in the limiting case in which the parameters w,, (u. become equal, is a very interesting

function ; more so, perhaps, than the general double Gamma-function itself. But when the

periods become equal the elliptic functions cease to exist, and to determine the limiting forms

assumed by formulae containing them is in general a matter of considerable difficulty.

Mr Barnes has however remarked that the properties of the (?-function may be

deduced from those of the fuuction

- - 5- il (S, CI, w),
s dm

in the same way as that in which the properties of the Gamma-function are deduced from those

of the Zeta-function. There is therefore no difficulty in deducing expressions for the G-fuuc-

tion and its logarithmic derivates from the formulae of Part I.

5—2



11. The Law of Error. By Professor F. Y. Edgeavorth.

[Received 22 August 1904.]

INTRODUCTORY SUMMARY.

The law -which is the subject of this paper is the approximate expression for the

frequency with which different values are assumed by a magnitude that depends on a number

of independently varying magnitudes, here called elements.

\/ - / The first Part deals with a case called " typical," in which the elements and the compound

vary only in one dimension, and the relation of the compound to the elements is particularly

simple. Approximate expressions for the law of error are found by a new method which

proceeds on the assumption that a form may be regarded as approximate to a given frequency-

locus when the mean powers of deviation measured from the centre of gravity—second, third,

fourth powers and so on up to some high power-—are approximately the same for the repre-

sentative as for the given locus. An approximating curve of this character is found in the

typical case by means of certain properties of the multinomial law. The general expression

thus found for the law of error may be written

\/-rr2k

Avhere A'o is the mean square of deviation for the compound; k\, k.,,...k;, form a descending

series corresponding to the second, third, ...(<-hl)th approximation to the actual locus;

k\ is the difference between the mean third power for the actual locus and what it would be

if the first approximation were accurate, k„ is the difference between the mean fourth power

for the actual locus and what it would be if the second approximation were accurate, and

so on up to the tth, where t is not large with respect to m the number of the elements. The

formula comprises as particular cases the familiar normal law which forms the first approxi-

mation, and the second approximation investigated by Poisson.

The properties of the multinomial law on which the new proof rests are also required

in order to establish and extend the proof by way of partial differential equations which

was initiated by Professor Morgan Crofton.
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The s\'stem of partial differential equations for the typical case is:

—

dh'
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PART I.

The law of error may be described as the approximate expression of the frequency

with which iu the long run different values are assumed by a quantity which is depen-

dent on a number of variable items or elements
;

given certain conditions which seem to

be adequately fulfilled in common experience.

The first approximation to the law of error thus understood was given by Laplace* in

connexion with his method of least squares. The second approximation was investigated by

Poisson on the same lines. Another proof of the first approximation has been given by

Professor Morgan Croftonf ; and has been extended by the present writer^ to the second

approximation. It is here attempted to confirm the results which have been found, and to

find new results—namely the third, fourth, and generally the tth approximation— partly by

a new method, and partly by a modification and extension of the methods which were originated

by Laplace and by Professor Crofton.

It will be convenient first, in Part L, to discuss a case which is neither the simplest nor

yet the most general, but may be regarded as typical, presenting the most characteristic

diflicrdties in their least complicated form. The theories proved for the typical case will

then, in Part II., be extended to the general case of which only the conditions necessary to

the fulfilment of the law are predicated.

The typical case which is the subject of the first part is defined by the following

attributes: first, essential conditions which must be satisfied in order that the law of error

should be perfectly fulfilled, and second, limitations which are introduced only for convenience

of exposition, and are to be afterwards withdrawn.

1. The elements assume different values iu random fashion.

2. The values assumed by each element in the long run recur with a proportionate

frequency capable of being represented by a single definite frequency-curve or -locus.

3. The set of values each of which is contributed by the same element to a different

value of the compound quantity is formed by variations which ate independent of each other.

4. The set of values each of which is contributed by a different element to the same

value of the compound quantity, is formed by variations which are independent of each other.

5. The method of aggregation by which the elements are compounded is the simplest

possible, namely summation.

G. Each element varies only in one and the same dimension.

* Tlie'orit Analytiqne des Prohabilites, B. n. ch. 4: cp. J Philosophical Magazine, 1896, Vol. xli. p. 93 et sqq.

Glaisher (ilemoirs of the Astroiiomiiul Society, Vol. xxxix. The third approximation is enouneed (but not proved) bv

p. 104) on the wide applicability of this theoiy. the present writer in the article on the "Law of Error" iu

t Encyclopcedia Britaiiiiica, Art. "Probability," p. 781. the Supplement to file Encyclopedia Britannica.

\
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7. The distance between the centre of gravity and either extremity for the fi-equency-

locus of each element is not infinite ;
" centre of gravity " denoting a point on the axis on

which are measured the values of the elements, the point which would be the centre of

gravity, if at every point corresponding to a value assumed by the element, there were

placed a particle of mass proportionate to the fi-equency with which that value occurs in

the long run, and the " extremities " denoting the greatest and smallest values which an

element in the long run assumes.

8. The distance between the centre of gravity and either extremity for the frequency-

locus of each element is not infinitesimal.

9. The number of the elements is large, in relation to certain quantities which will be

defined in the sequel.

10. The frequency-loci for the different elements, though not in general identical, are

approximately equivalent in that each mean power of deviation from the centre of gravity

(the first, second, third, and so on up to some considerable power, say the tth), is approximately

the same for any one of the elements as the correspomling power for any other of the

elements.

11. The values which any element assumes in the long run are all multiples of one

and the same finite difference.

The properties which have been enumerated may thus be expressed in S3'mbols. Let

any the pth value of the compound magnitude—the pth. observation as it may be called

—

be A +p.v; where pX is measured fi'om the centre of gravity pertaining to the set of values

assumed by the compound quantity in the long run ; A is the distance of that centre from

an assigned origin. Then

A + yj- = (a, + pf ) -f- (a, -I- j,^^) + ... + (a,„ -I- j,^,„) ;

where a.,/ + p^.j is the contribution of the gth element to the pth observation, j,^,^ being

measured from the centre of gravity pertaining to the set of values assumed by the (jth

element in the long run. It is proper to regard a, , a^... a,„ as each measured from the same
q=m '/= nt

origin, the same as the origin of x, in such wise that A = — a,, and j^ = S p^,j. It is postulated
.y = l -/ = !

that the values contributed by the same element to different observations, e.g. i^,^, 2^9 ••. p^,j

,

are assumed at random independently of each other. The values contributed by different

elements to the same observation, e.g. p^,, p^o p^'j > fire also assumed at random inde-

pendently of each other. The number of the elements, m, is large, in such wise that a

descending series is formed by X„, \,/m^, \ojm, Xsjm^, where Xo,X]... are functions of mean

powers of an element specified in the sequel. The values which any the qth element

assumes occur at points l}ing on the axis a; at intervals equal to the finite difference A./;.

Thus if the (left) extremity of any the qth element is taken as origin the values assumed

in the long run, with more or less frequency, by the element are

0, Aa\ 2Aa' . . . vA.v,
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where v is au integer, i/Aa' is the distance of the one extremity trom the other, the range,

as it may be called, of that element. But if the centre of gravity is taken as the origin, the

series of values which the clement assumes is

... -(2-a) A.r, -(l-a)Aa;, aAa;, (l+a)Aa-, (2 + a)Aa;...,

where aA«, (l-«)Aa.- are the distances* of the centre of gravity from the nearest values

assumed by the element. The frequency with which the different values are assumed by the

5th element is represented by a frequency-locus: v<j
= <f>q(t) signifying that the proportionate

frequency with which any value of the element, e.g. ^,', is assumed in the long run is equal

to A:r(j),j (^'). Accordingly [Sc/),^ (^) A^]f, if the summation extend from one extremity of the

element to the other, = 1. The mean tth power of deviation from the centre of gravity may

be expressed as [S^'cf)q{^) i!^^], if the centre of gravity is taken as the origin and the square

brackets denote that the summation extends from one extremity of the element to another.

It is postulated that the last written expression is approximately equal to [S^'<j}p(^) ^^],

the mean tth power of deviation for any other the ^th element.

Such being the data, the quaesitum is au expression in terms of x, say y, which may

be put into the form 1/0 + {iji - y«) +{yi-yi) + etc., such that y„A,r forms a first approximation

to the proportionate frequency with which any particular value of x is assumed by the

compound magnitude, y^i^x forms a second approximation, and so on ; the first correction

tji
—

!/o! the second y.^ — y^ and so on, forming a series descending in respect of magnitude.

This problem will now be attacked first by a new method, secondly by an extension of the

method which Professor Morgan Crofton originated, thirdly by an extension of the method which

Laplace originated, fourthly by a method which combines some of the data utilised by Professor

Crofton with a fresh datum to be handled by Laplace's analysis. Fifthly the conclusions thus

obtained will be tested by being applied to certain simple cases for which the solution is

known or discoverable by simple algebra, independently of the higher methods.

Section I.

The proposed new Method.

The following investigation starts from a special definition of the quaesitum, an approxi-

mating frequency-locus. It is here assumed that the sought representative locus will be

approximate to the given locus when every mean power of deviation from the centre of gravity

for the one locus is approximately equal to the corresponding mean power for the other locus,

up to some power, say the tth, where t, though a considerable number, is yet small with respect

to m, the number of the elements.

This criterion of approximation may be thus defended : whereas correspondence between

the actual and representative locus is to be expected rather on the whole than in each detail,

the mean powers of deviation form a proper feature of comparison, being an outcome of all

* a is in general a proper fraction ; zero is a particular appropriateil to the summation of contributions made by

case. tlie different elements.

t S is used here rather than X ; the latter symbol being
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the observations*. Accordingly it has been found, both by Professor Karl Pearsonf, and

by Mr BowleyJ, that when a representative curve has several—e.g. four or five—mean

powers identical with the actual one, it also satisfies the more familiar test of approximation,

namely that the "misfit"—the sum of the diiferences between the corresponding ordinates

of the actual and the representative curve—should be small.

A curve, or series of curves, satisfying this criterion iu the t>^pical case will be found if any

power (up to the tth) of the compound quantity can be broken up into a series of groups

descending iu order of magnitude, say G^, Cr_, , G—...., each of which e.g. G-p is equateable to a

definite integral of the form I x' (yp — i/p_,) doc ; where y„, y, ...y^_, are functions of x, con-
J — ac

stituting first, second ^th approximations to the actual frequency-locus of the compound

quantity.

The requii-ed separation of the mean powers may be eifected by the method of

Generating Functions. The generating function for the powers of a particular observation,

each divided by the corresponding factorial, is e^p",

= 1 + e^.v+^d'^^ + ... :^^>" + -

Bat e*"^ = e*
ip(\+ pti+--+ptm: — g«pfi x e'p^« ... efip^m

Identifying the two expressions with which ei>^^ is identical, and obtaining similar identities for

another and another up to an indefinitely large number of observations, we find that the mean

value of the first-written development of e** is identical with the mean value of the second. Let

the mean value of xi be denoted by x"i\ with similar notation for the mean values of the

powers of the elements. We have then

1 + 0x"' +^ &'x''-> + ... = Mean of (l + 6^, + ~ 0^f = + . . .Un- 0^, + 1 ^=^,= + .

.

The right-hand side of this identity may be transformed by the fundamental principle that the

mean of the product of two independent statistical quantities—the pairs being supposed to be

repeated with indefinitely great frequenc}^ under unaltered conditions—is equal to the product

of their respective means§. Therefore

1 + 61a''" + ^j
^«<-' +^ 0'x^'> ...

= Mean of (l + 6^,' + ^ &%' +...]x Mean of (l + 6^.^ + ^ d'^f + ...)

= (i + 0^r + ^, e-%'" + . .

.)
(i + e^.:^> + 1 e^^j-

.

= glog(i+9J,'"+^,«\';-"+-)+logii+er,"+f,e=l3'-' + . ..) + ..._

* Compare Prof. Karl Pearson : "Our equation then t Loc. fit. and Pliil. Tnins. 1895, A., 1897, A.

depends on all the observations" [when obtained from a f Journal of the Statistical Society, 1901.

moment, i.e. mean power of deviation], P/)i7. I'nais. 1894, § "Wie sich leicht erweisen liisst," says Czuber,

A. p. 92. See also ibid. p. 74. Theorie der Beobacktuiigsfehler, p. 133.

Vol. XX. Part I. 6
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The last written expression is therefore the genei-ating function of the mean powere of the

compound divided by the cone.sponding factorial, viz. — , -^ ... —. If each element is

measured from its centre of gravit}' as origin, f,'", f,"', ... all vanish. Any term in the index of

the form log [l +— ^f,'-' + ^ ^^^'^' +&c.
j

, being expanded in ascending powers of 6, becomes

Call the coefficients of ^, ^, 0^ . . ^-; ^o. 5-, «i . r. ^2 • • • respectively. These coefficients are not in

general the same for all the elements; but b}' the postulate numbered 10, they are not very

difi'erent. Any k subscribed ?• belonging to any element may be regarded as of the order

lj{'Jm)'"^- relatively to a magnitude which it is convenient to take as unity*, viz.

For as by postulate no. 7 the range of each element is finite the successive mean powers of any

the qib element may be equated to 0, 0,7,-, b/y?*, bj'V,-' ..., where 7, is a finite parameter,

and bj, b,' ... are finite numerical coefficients. The coefficient b, for each element may without

loss of generality be put equal to unity. Then by postulate no. 10 the 7s for all the elements

are nearly equal ; also the coefficients b pertaining to the same power for different elements,

e.g. b,", b/', &c. are nearly equal to each other. Therefore, if 7, the average %alue of the 7s, be of

the order I/V7K corresponding to the convention that m-f is of the order unity, the third, fourth,

and mean powers for any element, e.g. f,'^', f,'*', ^5"', are respectively of the orders

_L J_ Jl

Therefore, as any k coefficient, e.g. k^ for any e.g. the g'th element, is a homogeneous function of

the mean powers ^q''-\ ^,'^K the order of k^ for any element is l/(Vm)''+'. Put lK,= kr,

the summation extending over all the elements. Then k\ is of the order 1;'(\'to)'. The

generating function for the mean powers of x may now be written

where the coefficient of any power of d, e.g. 0', in the expansion of G is identical with r-j a;'"

.

As kr and every product of A's that with the sum of its subscripts = ?• is of the order l/(Vm)'',

every mean power is hereby broken up into groups forming a descending series ; except indeed

the first and second powers each consisting of a single group, A, and A-, respectively. For example

6! , 6! , ,
6! /fc.» ,

On the orders of magnitade with which we have to deal see the Appendix.
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2p\

pl2'' ' ' ^i'.p-2\2P-"-''

^3!3!p-3!2P-» " 2! ^ 6 !^ - 2 !
2^'-= "

A4+...
,
+ •...

5 '

Also a;<»' = ^-p^ i'oA;, , + A3

;

"^ -3:/)-i:2^->^" ^" ^5\p-2\2?-"-" ''-+••••

From the point which has been reached it is an easy step to the sought representation of

2p '

the groups by means of definite integrals. Observing that -j^ k^ is the integral between

1-5-" •

limits + X of the expression ' e » we obtain this function for y„ as the first approximation to
V7r2A'

the law of en-or, since the difference between I x'y^dx and the mean tt\\ power of the actual
J —X

locus is small. The difference is small, in the case of an even power, relatively to the value of

the power whether the actual value or that given by the approximation is taken, being of the

order — with respect to either. In the case of an odd power there is some difficulty in applying
in

'

this test, as the odd mean powers are zero for the representative locus. The difficulty would

not exist if the test of approximation were, that the ratio of any mean power, say the tth,

to a certain even mean power, say the 2rth (preferably the second), raised to the power </2r,

should be approximately the same for the actual and the representative locus.

The difficulty does not affect the further approximations. The second approximation y^

ought to be such that a-^'+' {y,) dx generally should be equal to «'=«+" to within a small frac-

J - Vi

tion th as it proves to be—of the true value of that power. The requisite correction
in

is afforded by putting for y„ yo-^'i^^j^". For when p is 1, «'^^+", that is «p«, is exactly

equal to I .fi{yi)dx. And when p is gi-eater than 1,

fj^^' (yo - h ^, ^) dx = {2p + 1) {2p) {2p - 1) ^
/"° 2m + 1

'

2« — 2
' , _

which is exactly the value for x^-i'+^> when quantities of the order of — relatively to k^—oi the

order —^ relatively to A'o—are neglected.

6—2

I
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By parity of reasoning the second correction, forming the third approximation, is found to be

-4^1 daf 2\ SI SI dafi'

A general expression for the series of corrections may be found by a slight change of the

expression for the generating function for mean powers. In that expression omit from the index

the first term ^hd'- ;
substitute for every other 6 the symbol - ^ ; and place after the operator

thus constituted, as operand, the function -p==e"2t. We have then for i/t, the tth approxi-

mation,

^irlk

For the mean t\\i power as determined from this curve, viz. I x^t/tdx, is equal, to within

quantities of the ith order, to the mean ah power as determined by the generating function.

For consider any term in the expansion of a-'" as determined in the latter way. It is, if t is

even, of the form

An identical term is given by the expansion of the operator, namely,

a^Q ^pi, y„ dx, (where a(a + 2) + b(/5 + 2)+...=<- 2»-)

In like manner if t is odd the terms of the two expressions for i/t may be identified.

It will be observed that any coefficient of the type kt may be regarded as the difference

between the mean tth power as it actually is, .r<", and what it would have been if the actual

frequency-locus of the compound coincided with the tth approximation yt-i- The coefficient A>

may also be regarded as the sum of coeflScients of the type k,, pertaining to the different

elements ; where /c, for any the qth element is the difference between the mean tth powers

for that element as it actually is and what it would have been if the actual frequency-locus

for the element coincided with the law of error Tjt^i, involving the coefficients k„, k^ ... Kt-i in

the same way as y,_, , the tth approximation to the frequency-locus for the compound quantity,

involves A',,, A',, ... Av_i.

In considering the order of the successive groups formed by the expansion of the generating

function, or the equivalent operator, account should be taken of the number of terms which go

to each group and of the numerical coefficient \jt ! with which the coefficient is affected.

Let pt be the proportionate increase of the tth group compared with the (<— 2)th group

due to these causes—any homogeneous product of the tth degree of the A-s being treated as

equal to any others of that degree, and equal to — th of any homogeneous product of the
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(t — 2)th degree (except kf, and A-,*). Then m must be sufficiently large that p,lni should be

small. For any given value of m ceteris paribus the approximation becomes slower as with

the increase of t p, approaches mf.

With these explanations we may write the general law of error

^"•"^airfa,-^' +*H!rf^ + 2!3: 31rf,;^' ''"'da,^-'-'

1 _^
where y,, is put for e 2*„ , the successive gmups being given by the coefficients of succes-

sive powers of ^ in the expansion of

Section II.

The Method originated by Professor Morgan Crofton.

The fundamental propositions which are required in order to find a law of frequency which

is approximative in the sense that the mean powers of the representative and the actual locus

are nearly equal, are also required in order to find a law of frequency which is approximative in

the more familiar sense that the ordinate of the representative locus at any point and that of the

actual locus at the corresponding point should be nearly equal. Of the methods which pursue

the latter quaesitum Professor Crofton especially requires the support of the propositions here

regarded as fundamental. His proof of the law of error is based on a datum obtained by

observing the effect which the introduction of a new element produced on the frequency-locus

for the aggi'egate of elements. It seems to be assumed, very properly, that the sought function

involves a.s constants some at least of the mean powers of the aggregate j.

We may pass rapidly over Professor Crofton's first step which is to obtain a partial

differential equation of the first order by which he deduces that, when a new element is taken

in, the mean first power of the aggregate is increased by the mean first power of that element.

This inference may be obtained immediately from the fundamental theorem

This being observed we may without loss of generality refer each of the elements (and

accordingly the aggregate) to its respective centre of gravity. Then if i/,=f{x), is the

ordinate of the frequencj^-locus for the aggregate before taking in a new element, and y + dy

the ordinate after that operation, by a well-known principled', y + dy = [S(f>,n {^) f (x — ^) /^^'\

* t, is of the order ijm ~ -

.

§ A simple case of the multinomial law for a mean power,

+ On the value of p see the Appendix. as to which see the Appendix.

t It is a priori evident that the actual locus can be l[ Morgan Crofton, loc. cit. p. 781, col. u. The principle

exactly expressed by a function involving as constants as had been used by the present writer in his first publication

many mean powers as there are values—multiples of Ax

—

on these subjects in the Philosophical Magazine, 1883,

assumed by the compound quantity in the long run. Vol. xvi. p. 301.
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where >; = </>„, (f) is the frequency-locus for the new element, and the square brackets indicate

that the summation is to extend over the whole range of values assumed by that element.

Expanding in ascending powers of (each value of) f, and neglecting powers above the second, as

is found to be legitimate under the conditions specified*, we have (since the first mean power of

the element vanishes)

a^=H^r«^m(?)A?] j^.

From the fundamental proposition that

it follows that
\_8^-<f>,„ (^) A^] the mean second puwer of deviation for the mth element is equal

to dkl the addition to k the mean second power of deviation for the aggregate. There is thus

obtained a partial differential equation of the second order

'Il^i'^ll M).

In order to obtain a subsidiary condition wherewith to supplement this leading equation a

further recourse to the theory here proposed as fundamental may be made. A subsidiary

equation is (in effect) obtained by Professor Crofton from the property that if the unit according

to which the axis of w is graduated is altered in any assigned ratio, there must be a corre-

sponding alteration both of the ordinate expressing the frequency of the aggregate and of the

mean square of deviation for the aggregation. By supposing the alteration indefinitely small he

obtains a second partial differential equation, viz. (in our notation)

'J-'t-'-^--" <'>

Now the form of y which is given by the general solution of this equation, viz.

where yjr is an arbitrary function, may at once be presumed i'rom the relations of the ordinate

and the mean-square of deviation to the abscissa which have just been adverted to
;
provided

that we assume—as Professor Crofton seems to have assumed—that the sought function involves

only one of the mean powers as a constant, namely the second. Otherwise why should we not

have in the last written general expression, instead of 'Jk, as the denominator of x (and A.r) the

fourth root of the mean fourth power ; with a corresponding modification of Professor Crofton's

subsidiary partial differentia! equation ? The justification for omitting «'* (and higher mean

powers) is to be sought in the fundamental principle that the mean fourth (and every higher

even mean power) differs from a certain function of the mean second power by a quantity which

may be neglected in a first approximation §; while the mean odd powers differ from zero by a

quantity which may be likewise neglected ||.

* See the appended note on the orders of magnitude J Identical with the A,, of Section I. Where no mistake

involved. can arise k has been sometimes used instead of k^.

t A simple case of the multinomial law for a mean § See above, Section I.

power, as to which see the Appendix.
II
Above, p. 42.
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The subsidiary condition having been established iu either of the forms above written, it

may be combined with the leading equation either by treating the pai-tial difterential equations

as simultaneous after the procedure adopted by Professor Crofton*, or by restricting the general

solution of equation (1) in the manner proposed by the present writerf. It may be remarked

that Professor Crofton's procedure seems to require yet another recourse to the fundamental

theory. By combining equation (1) with (2) there is obtained a first integral i/x + -^=C,
ax

from which the normal law of error is obtained, if C is zero. C is inferred to be zero because,

when X vanishes, -^ also vanishes. But can that premiss be obtained otherwise than by the

fundamental theory that the odd powers (above the fii-st, which is zero by the construction here

employed) are negligible in a first approximation, and accordingly that y may be regarded as

involving only even powers ?

The first and main part of the structure having been placed on a firm foundation, let us

proceed to repair and add to that superstructure which is formed by the second and subsequent

approximations. By continuing the expansion for the ordinate of the sought locus when varied

by taking in a new element, as above represented, we obtain the additional term

By the fundamental theory the quantity represented by the bracketed sum is ?A-, the addition

made to k\ the mean third power of deviation for the aggregate. As the increment dk, (= /Cj) is

evidently independent of the increment ?^ (= k^) we obtain for the first approximation i/i the

partial differential equation

rfyfc, 3! </*» ^'*^-

The employment of this equation is restricted b)- the condition that k, is small relatively to

y„ and Ao. Accordingly y may presumably be expanded in ascending powers of ki as thus

:

Employing equation (3), and neglecting quantities below the order l/v'/«, we have for that

function of x of which k\ is the coefficient in the expansion of y, —— -~
. The first correction

y, -y„, isthus-A-,- ^+.

When we go on to the third approximation, there occurs the difficulty that the fourth mean

power of the superadded element cannot, like the third, be treated as an independent variable.

In assigning dk = Ko = f'"', the increment of k, we have also assigned a part of ^m'*'. What may
be regarded as independent is the difference between the fourth power as it actually is and what

it would be if the element were perfectly " normal," viz. ^'*' — 3«o^ By the fundamental theory

* loc. cit. X Cp- Pl>il- 3Iag. 1896, Vol. xu. p. 93 <* seq. (by the

t Phil. Mag. 1896, Vol. xli. p. 96, top. present writer).
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this quantity, k.., is the increment contributed by the new element to ko (= x^*' — 3/,-^). To connect

this increment with the increment of y that depends on it, there must be utilised a fresh

datum, namely that the aggregate formed by taking on a new element is itself obedient to the

law of error; and accordingh' satisfies equation (1). Whence

where By is the addition made to the ordinate b>- taking on a new element. Therefore

d^ dy^ld^ dy_ld^ l(Pl_ /AV=/'lilV
dk dk 2dar dk~2 d.v' 2 d^ ' \dkj ' \2 da?)

'

Now continuing to expand the variation of y due to the introduction of a new element, we have

where hy., is the valuation of y dependent on the increment 8A-.,, and the other symbols have the

meaning already assigned. By the condition just established

Bringing over the term in the latter form from the left to the right-hand side of the equation,

omitting terms that have been proved to be equal on both sides, and substituting equivalent

symbols in the expression for the remainder, we have

hh = (r^' - 3 {hky) 1-,^ = U-, 1^ (approximately).

Whence
dy^ \^d^_

"^"'^^
dk, 4 : dr"

'

subject to the condition that k. is small, of the order — . By that condition y may presumably

be expanded in ascending powers of k., ; and thus, by parity of reasoning with that employed for

the first correction, we obtain for {y« — y^)

-ild^c*^^'

where R is of the nature of a constant with respect to A-,—involving only A-, . What R is may be

seen by continuing the expansion of y in ascending powers of ki

:

2 ' dki' 2S\3l daf'

since by a parity of reasoning to that just now employed in the case of the condition

dy _\ d^y

dk~2~d^'
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not only is

but also

d/cj

^dk\ U =

J^d^o
SI dx''

1 dy

With the aid of the fundamental theory the method of partial differential equations can

be extended to any number of approximations. The general, the tih, correction may be ex-

pressed as follows. Defining k as the mean square of deviation fi-om the centre of gravity of

the compound quantity whose law of frequency is to be represented, k\ as the difference between

the mean third power of deviation for that quantity as it actually is and as it would be if the

first approximation y„ were perfectly accurate, /i\ the difference between the mean fourth power

as it actually is and as it would be if the second approximation y^ were perfectly accurate, and

so on, expand y, by Taylor's theorem as if it were a function of the variables k\6, koO-, ..., kfd',

and write out the coefficient of 6' in the expansion thus :

dkt
k,+

dkt-idk\
k,-ik\ + ... + 7. t .

where after the differentiations ki, ku,

d
every operator -jr operatmg on y,, the operator

kt are replaced by zero,

{-l)P dP+-

Now substitute for

p, operating on y^ ; and for every
p + 2! d.vP*

power of the former operator the corresponding power of the latter. The resulting expression is

the tth correction, the difference between the (<+l)th approximation, y, , and the tth approxima-

tion, yt-i- For assuming that the required expression y, involves mean powers of deviation* as

constants, we know by the fundamental theory that they must enter in the forms k, k\, k.,, &c.,

with orders of magnitude proportioned to 1, ^=, — , ..., —jr.

rule for the tth approximation will hold good, provided that

Therefore the above-written

(I)
dyg

dk.^ "qT2ldx9+'^'"

d_

dk„
and (II)

{^^

where p, q, ... are integers up to t.

2/«.

p + 2 1 dx) \9 -f- 2 ! dx)

Now proposition II. follows from proposition I. by parity of

reasoning with that above employed^ with reference to equations (1) and (3). And it may be

proved that if proposition I. holds good for A^-o and all coefficients with lower subscripts, it

holds good also for kt.

For continuing the expansion of the ordinate^ when a new element is taken in up to the

tth. order of magnitude we have for that order on the right-hand side of the equation

(- 1)'
t + 2\

['S<^«(?)r=A?]^ = (-ir^
1

t + '2\

^((-t-2)
y-

* Cf. note to p. 45 above.

Vol. XX. Part I.

+ Above, pp. 48, 49. Above, p. 46.
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On the left side of the equation we have

up to terms of the <th order of magnitude. The terms preceding the (< + 2)nd group* are

cancelled by equal terms on the right hand of the equation. The terms following the (t + 2)nd

group may be neglected (with reference to the ith correction). There remain on the left hand

to be set against the term on the right which has just been written a group of terms of the type

kIk^k^ rf'+^
where 2r + a(a+ 2) + b (/3 + 2) ... = < + Sf. Beside these terms, of

which the contribution to the variation of the ordinate y by the (i + 2)nd mean power of the

new element is involved in the assumptions which have been already made with regard to

earlier mean powers of the element, there is to be placed a contribution to \jt which is not

thus dependent on preceding assumptions, 'dijt as it may be called, or d{yt-yt-i), dependent

on the independent portion of ^,„"+-*.

Now proposition I, and therefore proposition II, are supposed to hold good up to and

inclusive of the equation

d Y li-iy d<ly dry
1 dx'jy-x^r^^t) y»

Observing that no differential of the type ^ occurs in the group on the left with subscript

higher than t-2, we replace each symbol ( „-j by its equivalent
(

'
, o i d~^y '

'"^"^ *'^"^

1 d'+'
obtain on the left hand an expression of the form f„,'"+-' „ , t^„ y„ + dyt ,

where !,„'"+=' is

the (t + 2)nd power of the mth, the newly added element, on the supposition that its fi-equency-

locus exactly coincides with the law of error rji-i, a frequency-function of the same form as yt-i

but involving as constants the coefficients of the element Ko, k^, ..., Kt-i which have been alreadj'

utilised—the portion therefore of the {t + 2)nd power of the with element which can no longer

be regarded as independently variable. What may be regarded as variable in the mean

{t + 2)ud power is
f,,,""*"''

— ?»/"""""'. the difference between the power as it actually is and what

it would be if the approximations hitherto made were exact ; in other symbols k,,, which by the

fundamental the(jry may be regarded as S^",. Thus bringing over from the left to the right the

portion affected with f,„'"+-' we obtain

_(-iy .,d'+%
^^'-t + Yl^'-'da^'

dyt (- ly d^+''y„ , • ^ , ^

at = «T2!d?^'(^PP™^™^*^^>') =

* Or the (til group iu the notation of p. 41 above.

f It will be remembered that «„ is of the order if,\m^ i.e. -
; xp is of the order 7''+- (above, p. 42) that is of the

(1
\''+-

-— 1 , or one mth of the order of 7.p.

vm/
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which was to be proved. Therefore if proposition I. holds good up to the {t — 2)nd approxitna-

tiou it holds good also for the tth. And it has been shown to hold good for the first and second

approximations. Therefore the proposition holds good in general. Therefore in general

(y«-y«-:) = ,-^^-e£| + i2;

where It consists of terms of the tih order of magnitude not involving kt. What those terms are

is found by expanding y in powers o{ k\d, k\_&-, ..., k;_i6'~^ and selecting the coefficient of 0', and

^^1 the symbol ( 91^^+2) operating on y^.

The series of terms thus formed are identical with that obtained in Section I.

A variant solution of the system of partial differential equations, in the form of the real or

significant portion of an expression involving the symbol a/ 2 -^ , will be given in the Appendix.

Section III.

The Method originated by Laplace.

The method originated by Laplace and developed by Poisson seems also to require for its

extension, if not for its support, the propositions here regarded as fundamental. In a free

version of this classical investigation let us begin with the case to which Laplace confined

himself, the comparatively simple case in which all the elements have one and the same locus.

Let that locus be tj=(J)(^), signifying that the probability of the element having a value f is

<}) (^) Af , where [6'^ (^) A^] = 1, the square brackets denoting summation between extreme

limits. Put x{<^) for [S<f) {^) e'^'^'^A^], where, as all along, f is an integer multiple of A^, (or

Ax) = pAx, say. Form the with power of x(a). The coefficient of e^-i'-^-^-^ in (x(a))"' is the

probability that the sum of the values of the elements should be equal to rAx ; a probability

which is equal to yAx where y is the ordinate of the locus representing the frequency of the

compound quantity. Now multiply x'" (a) by e~'*^-f<'^". The product will consist of a sum of

terms all of the form e<''""'^"'*'^yrAf (where r assumes every possible value)
;
except one which is

free from the transcendental expression, viz. yt^Ax. Each of the other terms may be put in

the form

Ax (cos (?• — t) Ad-a + V- 1 sin (r — ^^a) yr^x-

Put /3 for Ax2 and integrate the expression thus transformed, with respect to /3 between limits

/3 = and /3 = tt. All the real terms of the integral vanish except Tryt^x^^- An imaginary

part in general subsists. Thus we obtain as equal to yt^xAx the expression

5R » Aa; - f
"
Y™ (B/Aa;) e-^^^'^d^.

• A symbol used to denote the nseful conception of the real part of an expression (a conception used with effect

by Czaber in his Beobachtungsfehler).

7—2
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Substituting x for t^x, omitting Aa- from both sides of the equation, and changing the inde-

pendent variable from ji to or, we have

1 r t/ai

2/=.
= 3t-j^ X'"(a)e-^-'"c?a.

The path from this point is easiest when* we take the frequency-function of the element

to be symmetrical. The expression which has been found for y may then be evaluated by

expanding x (*) i^^ ascending mean powers of the element

x(«) = ,S ( 1 - ^ a=P + J , «^r + - + {^~ ly* 2^ «^P) ^?

where ^ assumes all possible values between its extremities. Whence

To determine {^ (*))'" take the logarithm of ;;^(a).

Log x(«) = 0- 2i a^'fo + ^ a^«.- ... +(V=If^a^P—,
k..^, ;

where k^, k.,, ... have the signification attached to them in our first section. Accordingly

log {x (a)}'" = m log X («) = -
I
^'h + ^, Ava^ - . . . + (\/3i yPa^ A_ /^^^

;

where A'„, L, ..., having the signification before assigned to them, form a series descending in

magnitude. Thus

M = ;K - e a » 4

1

e ""
;

1 r tt/ax 1 „, ,

1 , . ,

9i - e" 2 "+?! '" "•
(cos ax - V- 1 sin ax) da

;

TT Jo

= — I e 2 *! " cosaa;aa;
TTJo

which may be expanded in powers of small quantities

1 (^'%-^-. {i+^,h<^^-^_ /-.«»

+

1 {th' +
•

• •}
'^^^ "^'^'^

'

the rather as each of the definite integrals thus presented is not only finite, but also is made up

I r ir/Al

of finite elements. The first approximation is therefore - g-i^'^ocos axda ; where Ax is at

most of the order l/\/mf and may be indefinitely small. The expression therefore differs by a

very small quantity from
/""

„ 1 -£i

Jo \V2A-

the normal law of error.

• The facilitation proper to the simpler case is intro- element is Ax which with reference to rnagnitudes that

duced by Laplace at an earlier stage. are equated to unity is of the order l/v m. See below,

t E.g. in the case of the Binomial the range of the Section V. and Appendix.
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A nearer approximation is made by taking in the term — ^j I a*
e "*"'*• cos axdx. Now

this may be identified with

4! Jo dx* 4! dsc*"

where ?/„ is the above written expression for the function which forms the first approximation.

In like manner any other term of the expansion of y in the series of definite integrals may be

identified with a term in the series obtained by the method of Section I. The general term

for the 'Ipth correction by the present method is

(Vri)P^^ ... _J_^^_L_...
J^

^^e-i-*.cosa«.da*,

where 2^; = aa +b/3 + ...
,

P = a(a + 2) + b (/3 + 2) + ...;

which is identical with a term obtained by the earlier method since

d«- ,

j-^ cos aa- = (V— !)-"'
a'-'' cos ax.

When the odd powers of the element do not vanish
j(^

(a) is to be written

(l + 'T^l a^<" - |«=f
<=' - 1 a3 V—1 ^<3, + ... ^

.

where f '" vanishes, the elements being referred each to its centre of gravity as origin.

Thus

log X (a) = -
2

«=«» - ^ «' ^~1 ^"' + «'
{}->

^"' -
1 1 (1'^')^) + V~la^ (- |j

^''' + ^ f <=> 1 ^f'))

= -
I

a^A^o - ^ a' V^TT «^ + (V^l y a' 1 «^ + (V^iy a^1 «, + . . .

.

Which differs from the index in the generating function (or the corresponding operator) pertain-

ing to an element, given in Section I. only in this, that for the 6 (or — -r-] there employed there

is now substituted V — 1 a. The expression for m log ^ (a) = log (;^ (a))'" is similarly related

to the generating function and operator pertaining to the compound. Thus

Expanding in powers of the small quantities ki, ko, etc., and selecting the real terms we obtain

two sets of terms of the respective types

{\/^l)-P-l ( a-P e-i'"'' cos axda
71" J it

and - (V^l)=-P+^- I' ( d'P+' e-i*«' sin axd^,

where I and I' are products of ^s (divided by factorials).

* 00 being substituted for 7r/A| as before.
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Every term in the expression obtained before, by expansion of the form

e '+2! V <'=''
2/0,

corresponds to a term in one or other of these two series, as will be found by observing that

when t is even

(
—

-J- ] cos oa; = (V — 1 )' a' cos ax
;

and when t is odd

( — T-J cos a« = — (V — iy+' a' sin a^-*.

So far it has been assumed with Laplace that each element has the same frequency-

function. But the reasoning is not affected when we relax this condition to the extent

permissible in the typical case ; substituting for (% (a))'" the product ^i («) X^ ('*)••• Xm (°')> where

each of the x^ pertains to a different function ; and making other slight changes.

The reason which legitimates the substitution of e^*"' for Xi(a), X2 («)••• X»n('') ^ P^'"''

of the definite integral (with respect to a) which is equivalent to the required function of x

has not in general been clearly stated by the mathematicians who have treated this subject.

Laplace indeed {TMorie Analytique des Probability, Book iv. Art. 22, p. 336, ed. 1847), with

reference to the case in which all the frequency-curves have the same locus, has expressed

the true reason, namely that the logarithm of the above-written expression in a may be

expanded in ascending powers of a of which the coefficients form a descending series of

magnitudes. So too Professor Czuber, with reference to the case of symmetrical elements

(Theorie der Beobachtimgsfehler, p. 91). Yet later, referring to Ellis' hesitation about the

Method of Least Squares, Professor Czuber argues (p. 271, Art. 117) that there is a "difficult

point" not yet cleared upf.

Section IV.

A variant Method.

The preceding results may be confirmed by a method of proof based partly on conditions

which have been utilised by Professor Crofton, and partly on a fresh condition which will be

utilised by means of Laplace's analysis. The fresh condition is that the sought frequency-

function must be reproductive, in the sense that if two or more independently fluctuating

quantities A,B,... assume different values with a frequency designated by a member of the

family represented by the sought function, then Q a quantity formed by adding together each

pair (triplet, etc.) of concurrent values presented by ^,5, ...will also assume different values

with a frequency designated by a member of the sought family. For as A is—or may be

* Cp. Czuber, Theorie der Beobacfdunijsfehler, p. 90, on t See appended note on the 'ArSpiat of Ellis and

the successive differentiations of the integral. Czuber.
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replaced by—an aggregate of a great number, say Wj, elements of the typical sort, and likewise

B is equivalent to the aggregate of m.^ other elements, and so on
; Q being the aggregate

of Hii + //to + etc. elements of the typical sort must fulfil the law of error.

Let us at first limit the enquiry by supposing that A, B, ... each range under the same

member of the family of frequency-curves—or more generally loci—which have the property in

question ; and that this common member is symmetrical. Let the common frequency-locus

be y=f{x). It is required to find the form of f such that, if A, 5, ...etc. each range

under a locus of that form, then Q the aggregate of A, B,... shall range under a locus of

the form y=- f {^~j.

By Laplace's analysis if

Xi^) = ['^f (^)^ cos our],

then as the ordinate of the frequency-locus for the aggregate we have

1 r
y = -

\
(xCaW^cosao^rfa;

where ni is the number of the components, not in general (in the present enquiry) a large

number. Put e*"" for x(^)- Then the condition of reproduction will be satisfied if

c

e'"*'" cos axda

can be put into the form

-/

I
e*"" cos a - da.

C TT Jo c

Put a/c = /3 ; and the last written integral becomes

ej.0ci cos ^xd^.1 f

ttJo

Whence it appears that the condition will be satisfied if yp- (cjS) = myjr (ff) ; where c is a constant

depending on m and v/r(/S) is a function not involving m.

Now the general solution* of the functional equation yjr (ci) = mylr (a) is of the form

a' (a„ + a^ cos 2irt log o/logm + a^ cos 4-7rt log a/log in + ...

-1- bi sin 2-n-t log a/ log m + b, sin 4^7rt log a/log m+ ...).

But in the case with which we have to do the coefficients aj ... bj ... must all vanish as m does

not enter into -yfr (/3). The required function is therefore of the form

1 i"— e""' cos cuvda.

It is necessary that the function should be of this form in order that it should be reproductive

when the components A,B,... have the same frequency curve; and it is evidently sufficient

that the function should be of this form in order that it should be reproductive when the

components being of different magnitude belong to different members of the reproductive

family.

* The solution given by Boole, Finite Differences, Ch. xi. Art. 5 ; the symbols being altered.
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The general form which has been obtained may be restricted by a condition which has

been utilised in Professor Crofton's method, namely that any member of the sought family

must be approximately at least of the form "77; /(^t)' ^^'^'"^ ^ ^^ *^° ™^^^^ square

of deviation from the centre of gravity, and g is a constant such that I ^= /
(^J <^*' = ^"•

This form may be combined with the recently found form - I e*"' cos axda by putting a = ^jq^k,

so that the latter expression becomes

1 ^ '""e"^'(,vircos-^rf/3.

q'Jk '"'Ju qVk

When a fluctuating quantity having this frequency-locus is compounded with m — 1 others

of the same species, the frequency-locus for the compound is

_^i r^"^-iiWif cos ^xlq\/kd^;
vq'k IT J

1

or, putting y3 = ^/m*
,

^'_ - ^e»y'/(9^/t)• cos
'^

,- dy.
m'lWq^k "" J m^i'qvk

1 f X \

But by the proposition just now adduced the composite function is of the form -_ NP' ( \

where K is the mean square of deviation for the compound, and Q is a constant such that

= K. As ^ differs from -^ only in respect of constants, Q is evidently equal

to q. Also by a fundamental proposition K=mk. Accordingly comparing the identical forms

of the composite locus, we have rn^'Wk identical with '/mk, whence t = 2. The sought function

is of the form

- fe^^Wtcos-^S/S.
1" J vcrk

In order to secure a finite form a must evidently be negative. And thus by familiar

transformations we reach the normal law of error.

When we start without limiting the enquiry by the assumption that the sought form

is symmetrical it is proper to put

and to multiply [;^ («)]"* by e~^~'". By parity of reasoning it may thus be found that

the required function is of the form

1
/-"o _
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This is ao doubt a reproductive form, but it is one which being imaginary does not concern us,

or only concerns us in respect of its real part. But that real part, which may be written

1 /"" / ax \-
j e"^"' cos ( i?Qr ttM'* (^^ ^ i^ evidently negative), is not reproductive except indeed

TT y V q \'/cJ

when H vanishes*; in which c;\se we obtain a function of the same form as before (by putting

^^ = 2li). Without putting symmetry in the premisses we find it in the conclusion.

Some varieties of proof by which the datum peculiar to this section is combined with

the principal partial diffei'ential equation of Section II. may be relegated to an appendix.

It need only be added here that just as that leading differential equation is satisfied by other

forms beside the normal, provided that the coefficients which enter into those forms do

not exceed certain orders of magnitude, so the condition of reproductivity is fulfilled by those

other forms under the same restrictions. In the expression found for a repi-oductive law

of error, viz. - I e"^"'* cos aucda, if we add to the index any term affected with a^ or generally

o'', where p is other than 2, the chai"acter of reproductivity will in general be destroj'ed. But

if the coefficient of a^ is of the order — 2 relatively to k, and generally the coefficient of a''

{p integral) is of the order — {p — 2), then we may expand in such wise that the resulting

series of approximations are of nearly the same form for a single component {A or B ...}

and for the aggregate of several such quantities (Q).

Section V.

Verifications.

Before extending to more complicated cases the theory which has been proved for the

typical case it may be well to test the validity of the methods employed by showing that

they lead to correct results in some simpler cases, which admit of being treated by more

elementary methods. Such a test case is afforded by the Binomial locus, considered as a

particular case of the typical circumstances, the case in which all the elements have the same

frequency-locus, viz. two points separated by an interval Ax representing two values which

are enjoyed by any element with respective frequency p and q. If the centre of gravity is

taken as the origin, the abscissae of these points are —qAx and -'rpA.x; the corresponding

ordinates being pjAx and qjAx. It is proposed to compare the approximate frequency with

which the sum of ?)i such elements will enjoy an assigned value of x, as determined on the

one hand by the simpler analysis of which the case admits, and on the other hand by the

moi-e general methods investigated in the preceding sections.

Let us begin with the case in which mp is an integer, and accordingly x the sum of ni

elements measured from the centre of gravitj' is an integer multiple of Ax.

* Or at least is very small, in which case as explained in the next paragraph the curve will be iu a sense repro-

ductive.

Vol. XX. Part I. 8
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According to the simpler methods the approximate law of frequency is deduced from

the general expression for a term iu the expansion of (p + q)'", viz.

mp — r ! mq + rr

where r is the excess of the number of elements that enjoy the upper of the two possible

values, viz. +pAx, of which the probability is q, the number over and above mq the most

probable number (out of m trials). By a well-known approximation employed by Laplace

and others this expression may be represented as the product of three factors P x S x T, of

which the product of the first two P x S is formed by putting

.: = \/27rm m"'e
1

1 + - +...
12m

with like expressions for the factorials mp — r\, mq-\-r\, and multiplying the portions of these

expressions which are outside the brackets on each othei- and on p''^v-r qmq+r . while T is

formed from the tail, so to speak, of Stirling's formula, by multiplying together the parts

of the exiaressions for the three factorials, which are within the brackets. The expression

PST represents the probability that at any particular trial the sum of elements will be

exactly r^x, the proportionate frequency with which in the long run that value will be

enjoyed: that is in our notation y,sxA-'', or yx^x. P is a first approximation to this (juaesitinu.

It is found to be
1 __?1^

. e 2'«p?

,

VTr27npq

where r, or more exactly rpq, is of (i.e. :)>) the order V?)i. Put x for i-A.r and c for

\/2mpq Ax, a quantity of the same order as those values of a; up to which the approximation is

Ax _—
available. We have then for yxAx the expression -=r- e e\ the normal law of error ; in which

vttc

the constant c corresponds to V'2 x the constant k (or k„), employed in former sections.

When the same substitutions ai-e made in S and T, it is found that they respectively

assume the forms e-'i>+"^=+" and (1 + Bi + B., ...), where A^, A.,..., and likewise B,, B....,

form a series descending in order of magnitudes, for values of a: not exceeding the order

of c. Accordingly the groups forming the successive corrections of the first approximation are

PiA, + B,), P{^A,^ + A„_ + A,B, + B.;),

P
(^^,

A,' + A,A, + A, + AM, + A,B, + B, + B,B, + | B,'

where the -4s and Bs have values found by Laplace and his successors, or to be found

by continuing their work. Thus it has been found that

' 2mpq \ 3 2mpq)

which becomes, when x is substituted for rAx and c for '/2mpq Ax,

q—p {x 2 fxV)
_

'J2inpq [o 3 Vc/

an expression which may be simplified by putting x for x/c.
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Again, A, has been found to be (in this notation)

2mpq ' o mpq

Also B, = 0,

B.,= -(I - pq)J12mpq.

We have thus for the first con-ection

V 'Impq

The second correction is found as follows

:

2 ' 4»i/M/ ' mpq 3
'

9mpq "
'

2mpq mpq 3 * '

B =- LuP^
i2mpq

A,B, = 0,

Second correction = P ( — , ^
^^ + —;

—

i^ x- - „—^ x^ + -^—^ x'=
J

.

V 12i7ipq A<mpq Smpq vmpq J

These expressions for the first and second con-ections are now to be compared with those

which are obtained by the methods set forth in the preceding sections. According to those

methods the first correction is

1 d'li, 1 -

or II we put X for --;- = --?-.^
c \dj: c ox/

For the second correction, using similar notation, we ha^'e

4. ;
- rfx^ 2 3 ! 3 ! dx"

•

To effect these corrections, we have

p =m
ki = k\j(f; A'l = 2 ^p'=', in our former notation, =m(Xr)' pq{p — q);

p=i

c = V2mpqAx ; c' = {2mpq)* A.a-^ ; ^1 = 72'J2mpq
Likewise

l-Gpq
impq

* The values of Aj and Av, might also be constructed from moments in Professor Karl Pearson's notation
(
Tratis. Roy.

the compound curve, being respectively /i^j A|^, {fJ^ - 3^.,-) A^-* Soc. 1895, A. p. 347).

where /i.,, /i.^, ^4 are put for the second, third and fourth

8—2
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The derivee.s of yo which will be required in the .sequel are as follows

:

^3yo=(12x-8x»)y„,

dxiyo
= (12-48x= + lGxOy„,

^'^
yo = (- 120x + 160x^ - 32x0 yo,

dx'

J^^ y„ = (_ 120 + 720x- - 480x^ + 64x0 yo-

Utilising these data we obtain for the first correction, yi-y„,

For the second coi'rection

^,
1 rf^yo ^ 3 - 18pq 2 (1 - 6pq) ^^ ^ 2 (l-Qpq)

^^^
~ 4 ! dx* 8mpq impq 12mpq '

klJ_ (fy„ ^ -io-20pq) _^
ojl-^pq)

^, _ 10 a -ipq)
^^ ^ 1 1 - 4pq ^„

2 ! (3 !)^ dx* 2^mpq 4-mpq I2mpq 9 mpq '
'

^- ^' \ \2mpq impq Smpq 9mpq /"''

Both results are in perfect agreement with those obtained by the more familiar method.

It may be interesting to proceed one step further and to determine at least the first

term—the term involving the first power of x—for the third cori'ection both by the simpler

and by the more general method, for the purpose of further testing the latter.

On the one hand, continuing the expansion of the general term of the Binomial beyond

the stage to which it had been carried by Professor Karl Pearson*, Professor Czuberf and

others, we obtain —^rn^ ^°^ *^° ^^^* term of Bi, if we put C for the number 2mpq,

and as before x for x/c where x = rAx, c = '^2mpq£^x, C being thus related to c as r is

to X. It is unnecessary to write down A-^ as it is seen to involve no lower term of x than

x^. Employing the values of A^, A„, B^, B.,, which have been already given, we find for

the first term of the third correction

ir-.A{' does not involve first power of x,

-^1-^2 )» >t » J) » ,'

J
*^:{ )j ), ), ,, ,, „

A,B, =0,

B,B,

^B^

. ji
(p-q)il-pq)

B, .p-'l

* Traits. Hoy. Soc. 1895, p. 347. t Theorie der Beobachtungsfchler, p. 85.
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Coefficient of x in y.- y. = y. ^^~''l%~^^\

On the other hand we have by the general method for the third correction

_ 2 J_^ _ / I
^ ^ _ ^ -J_^

' 51 djo" ''Slildx' 3\{3ird^'

where k\ and L\ have the significations already assigned to them ; and

= (p-q){l-12pqy2C'-*.

The additional derivees of y„ which are required for tliis calculation are as follows

:

f^''=1680x-3360x»,
ax'

$^" = -:30240x+....
ax'

We have thus for the first term of y., — y. '

1 d^y, {p-q){\-\2pq)
~*''.5!di^" 2(7'

^•••

7.7. 1 d'y,_ (p-q)(l-6pq) 'io

~^-3!4!dx'~ 4C' 3 '^•'

_ P _L ^0 _ (j>-9) (l^pq) 70

(3!)'rfx' 4C" 3
'^•'

ys y^ — y.) ^3
x + ...

which agrees with the result obtained by the more direct method.

So far we have supposed mp to be an integer. The modification required when this is

not the case is thus expressed by Todhunter. Put for the number of times that the " event

"

corresponding to the left or lower value of one of our elements is most likely to occur, out

of a total number of trials m, not now mp but mp + z, where ^ is a proper fraction. The

most probable number for the non-occurrence of the event is accordingly mq — z. These

corrected values are to be substituted for mp and mq respectively in the expression for

the general teiTO of the Binomial ; in which mq + r becomes now mq + (?• — z), mp — r

becomes mp — (r — 2). The expression thus transformed gives the probability that the

number of times the event occurs will be less by the integer r than the most probable

number, now mp + z. Now this modification is in accordance with that which is required

by the general formula in order to answer the same question. The general formula, when

the centre of gravity is taken as the origin for each of the elements, and so for the compound,

gives the probability that any assigned number out of the m elements should have the upper

—

* The coefficient k.^ may also be calculated from the the binomial (Phil. Mag. 1886, Vol. ssi. p. 30), or by the

compound locus ; for which the mean fifth power may be more general method pointed out by Prof. Karl Pearson

obtained by a continuation of a method employed by the (Tram. Roy. Soc. 1895, A. p. 346).

present writer to find the mean second and third power of
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and likewise the lower—value in terms of .c, the distance of the point corresponding to the

assigned number, from G the centre of gravity for the aggregate. When vip is not an integer,

that distance is not an integer multiple of A.r. If it is required to express the said probability

in terms of that integer multiple of A.r by which the point designated x is distant from the

point corresponding to the most probable number of events, say the point G' , distant by less

than A.r from G, then we must transform the expression for the probability in question from

the origin G to the origin G'—on the left, at a distance z^x from G, corresponding to

Todhunter's supposition that the most probable number of events is now mp + z. Let the

abscissa measured from G' be x. Put x = x - ^Aa; ; corresponding to the change of r in

Todhunter's expression. The modification of the second approximation obtained by him is

thus equally obtained by the general formula.

The simpler analysis proper to the Binomial may be applied to verify the general

theory in a less degraded case, in fact the most general case to which Laplace extended

his proof, the case in which all the elements have the same law of frequency.

Consider first the particular law of frequency with which Laplace introduces his general

proof, the case in which the law of frequency common to all the elements is the next

simplest after the binomial, viz. such that over a finite range of the axis x say from to 2a,

one value of each element occurs as often as another in the long run. Let these values

occur at intervals equal to Aa; ; and let there bo v such intervals in the range of the

element ; so that v = 2rt/Aa;. To begin with, let v be a power of 2, say 2^ Then the frequency

with which an aggregate of m such elements taken at random enjoys any assigned value,

may be determined by the following construction. Suppose a body of which the dimensions

may be neglected, a grain or particle* moving along a line from zero in a positive direction,

to take T steps of the following description. The first step is either zero or a, the alternatives

being equally probable. Likewise with equal probability, the second step is either zero or |a ;

the third step is either zero or \a; and so on up to the rth step which is either zero or

f,/2'-' = 2a/2'' = 2a/i' = A.c. Let m grains be started at the origin on this course, and

distribute themselves over the range OA, = 2a, by taking t steps of the kind described.

As each step is independent of the others, it comes to the same whether we aggregate.11
m parcels, each parcel comprising the results of t steps, of respectively a, ^a...^^2a, or

T parcels each comprising m steps, the first parcel comprising only steps of range a, the second

parcel only steps of range ^t(, and so on. But each of the latter parcels corresponds to an

even binomial, with ranges respectively a, ^a, ^a, ... A.r. Therefore by the preceding para-

graphs the aggregate for each of these t parcels fulfils the law of error ; the coefficient k

for the successive aggregates being Ja-, -f\a- ... {{^x)-. Now when two or more quantities

each fulfil the normal law of error, their sum also fulfils that law ; the coefficient k for the

sum being the sum of the corresponding coefficients pertaining to each of the componentsf.

Thus the quantity is formed by the aggregation of all the steps pertaining to any one particle

* The construction might be illustrated by a modifica- another according to the formula given on p. 45 above : in

tion of the error vuichhie devised by Mr Fraucis Galton. general the proposition follows from the postulate that the

t In the present connexion this proposition had better law of error is reproductive.

be proved by actual superposition of one normal curve upon
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fluctuating according to a regular* law of error of wliich the standard deviation squared is

1,/, 11 1\1,1 1

when v is indefinitely great. Ax being indefinitely small ; a result which agi-ees with the

result which Laplace obtains for the mean square of error on that supposition, viz.,

/"" 1 1

When A./; is supposed to decrease, v to increase indefinitely, v may be treated as an integer-

power of 2 Avithout loss of generalityf.

The method of changing the order in the accumulation of parcels may be employed to

obtain a more general verification. Let the range of each element be as before v^w. Let

there be taken steps now each of the same range or Aa-, these alternatives occurring with

different probability for each step, for the first step the probability of being Oj, that of Ax
being q^ (pi + qi = l), for the second step the probability of those alternatives being respectively

p. and q.,, and so on. The distribution of a large number of grains each of which has taken

V steps of the kind described, is set forth in the following scheme

:

Stages on the course 0, Aa;, 2Aa: ... (v — l)Ax, 2a.

Probability of a particle coming) a a a
to a stop at a stage / P'P' -P"' ^'i'P' ' '

' P" ' ^1' 5^i^a ...pn- Sp, q,q, ...q,„ q,q,... q„

.

Given distribution of frequency Pq, Pi, X^2-" Py-ii Py

The last line is intended to represent the frequency with which an element enjoys each

particular value 0, A./;, 2A.';...2a, respectively P„, -Pi •• where SP= 1. It appears therefore that

the supposed given frequencj* distribution of an element can be replaced by a system of

V steps such as have been described, provided that each of the probabilities in the second

row is equal to the corresponding proportionate frequency in the third row. As the sum of

the fractions in the second as well as in the third row is equal to unity, the (v + 1) conditions

involve only v equations for the v quantities pi, p> ... p„. The equivalence between the

constructed system of steps and the given multinomial distribution of an element will be

attained if the following v equations are satisfied.

8q^2hP3--py _Pi .px Sq^q,p3...p. _P2
^'^

p,p,...pn Po'
^^

P^P2...Pn P/""

Put Wi for qjpi, &»2 for qJp-i, and so on; also A^ for Pi.Po, A.2 for PJP,-,, and so on.

Then the values of toi, w,, etc., m^, are given as the roots of the equation

0)" - ^lO)"-' + etc. + (- 1)- 4„ = 0.

As ^1, -do, etc., are essentially positive, the equation can have no negative roots.

* "Eegnlar" is here used in a sense wider than t The difference between the arrangements correspond-

" normal," to denote the extended law of error which has ing (1) to the supposition that •2a= 2''A.r, or (2) to the sup-

just been verified for the Binomial. position that 2a = 2"-'A.r may be neglected.
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First, let all the values of to be real and therefore positive. Then the aggregate of which

the frequency-locus is required may be considered as made up of v parcels, each parcel con-

sistint^ of m binomial elements with range A./-, for all the elements in all the parcels, and

frequency the same for each element in any one parcel, but in general different for

different parcels. By the preceding paragraphs the regular* law of error forms the approxi-

mate frequency-locus for each parcel and therefore for their sum. The mean square of

deviation from the centre of gravity for the aggregate i.s the sum of the mean squares

pertaining to the elements, viz..

Next let some of the roots of the equation in w be imaginary. A pair of imaginary

roots a ± \^^^0 con-esponds to two successive binomial steps each of range Ax with the

imaginary fi-equency-distnhution (1), for the first step,

1 ,

The result of two such steps taken in succession by a great number of particles may be

considered as resulting in a distribution of this sort. The particles will be massed at the

three points 0, Ax, 2Ax with the respective real proportionate frequencies

1 2a{(l-f«y4- /?'l-f2/3-(l+a) a-+^-
^>^^=

! + «. + ;?.; m"--^i^P^--
|^i + a)=-f/3=f-H4y8=(l + «>^ ' ^'''•^ " (1 + "l^ + ^^

'

In other words the quadratic factor of the equation which yields two imaginary roots

corresponds to a trinomial step, with three alternatives 0, Ax, 2Aa;, occurring with respective

frequency, 1-P - Q, P, Q; P and Q—unlike the p and g from which they are derived—being

real fractions.

Following the analog}- of the method proper to the binomial, let us investigate the

probability that the sum of m such trinomials should differ from the most probable sum by

just rAx. The most probable sum is equal to m times the mean value of the (tiinomial)

element, viz.

m (0 X (1 - P - Q) + A,v xP + 2Ax xQ} = mAx (P + 2Q);

which may be considered as an integer multiple of Ax, with a loss of generality that is very

easily repaired. Now the frequency with which out of the m steps (mP + s) are of length

A.r, while concurrently {viQ + t) are of length 2A;<: is, by well-known principles.

pmP+sQmQ+t n — P — Q)""^-P-Qi-s-t

mP + s ! niQ + t\ m {I -P - ^) - 6 -f:

Proceeding as in the simpler case with the aid of Stirling's law we find as a first approximation

to the above expression

1 / 1 s" It- 1 {s + ty \

m27rVPVQVl -P-Q ^^^^
V 2 mP 2 niQ 2m{l-P-Q))-

* So far at least as verified in this section, i.e. up to the fourth approximation.
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We have now to introduce the condition s+ 2t = r. When the resulting vakie of t, viz. ^ (r —s),

is substituted in the index of the above expression, the index becomes

1 s" l(r-s)- 1 (r + s)-

2mP 2 4mQ 2 4m(l-P-Q)

Put 1-Ax as before =x and also sA.r= ?/, and we find for the required frequency an expression

in terms of x and ?/, where y may have any value between extreme limits. To obtain an

expression free from y it is proper to integrate the expression in terms of a- and y, with respect

to y between extreme limits. For this purpose rearrange the index in the form —- + ^
with corresponding changes in the form of the constant outside the exponential. Put

y — ?M = y'; and integrating with respect to y' between + oo and — m we obtain for the first

approximation to the required frequeuc}- -j=r=: exp. — cc-l2k ; where

k = 7n{p (1 —p) + 'iq{\ - q) — ^pq\ Ax',

which is, as it ought to be, equal to in times the mean square of error for the trinomial element.

Thus for every pair of imaginarj' roots in the equation for w a sum of ??i tnnomial

elements fluctuating according to the normal law of error is to be added to the sums of

binomial elements corresponding to the real roots. Accordingly the sum of m elements

whatever their laws of frequency (provided they are of the typical kind) fluctuates according

to that law of error. The verification may be extended to the second, third, and further

approximations for trinomial elements by an extension of the method which has been applied

in this section to binomial elements.

The reasoning employed in the typical case having been thus verified, we proceed with

the more confidence to extend that reasoning to the general case.
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III. On Relations among Perpetuants. By A. Young.

[Received August 2, 1901.]

Any covariaut type of a system of qualities of iufinite order can be expressed in

terms of covariants of the form

(a,o,)^>(«a«3)^^---(«^«5)^«->*> (i)

or of the form

{cha.^^Ha-2ad^' ... {as-^asy^s-^, (ii)

the sequence of the letters being fixed beforehand.

All such forms are linearly independent, for it is evident that no linear algebraical

relation can exist between symbolical products of the form (i) when the sequence of

letters is fixed.

The conditions for irreducibility of either (i) or (ii) are

Again if all the letters are interchangeable, the conditions of irreducibility become

\, = 2«-^-' + I- + I .. + b }: .(iii)

X,= 2«-^ + e.. + f3+.-- + ?s-i

where the ^'s are positive integers or zeros:!:.

It has been pointed out that this result, which was proved originally for perpetuants

belonging to a single quantic (in which case fi must be even), also gives the conditions

for perpetuant types when these are expressed in terms of products of either of the

forms (i) and (ii), the sequence of the letters not being fixed §.

* In wiitiug down symbolical products we shall omit

factors of the form a, ., <ij ,, ...

.

t Grace, Proc. Loud. Math. Soc, Vol. xxxv., p. 107.

t Ibi<J. p. 3111.

§ Grace and Young, Aluebra 0/ Invariants, p. 379.
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The exact number of perpetuant types of degree 8 and weight w is known to be

V S-2

But when the sequence of the letters is not fixed it will be found that the conditions (iii)

give too many perpetuant types ; it is the first object of this paper to determine what

are the relations among these forms.

It will be convenient to make use of the notation of the theory of substitutions

;

to avoid confusion symbols which refer to substitutions are printed in Roman type.

The symbol [ab ... kj is used to denote the sum of the substitutions of the symmetric

group of the letters a, b,... f,:

The symbol 5ab...k}' denotes the sum of the substitutions of the alternating group

of the letters a, b, ... k- minus the sum of the substitutions of these letters which do

not belong to the alternating group.

In the last part of the paper the reducibility of certain transvectants is deduced

from the results obtained.

1. Consider a perpetuant of degree 8

P = (a,a,f' {a,a,f- ... (ffa_,Oa)V,.

All perpetuants such as P will be supposed arranged in order according to the

indices of the different fectois, the sequence of the letters not being fixed. Thus if

Q^{bA)'^(bAp...{bs-rbsp-^

where bi, L,...bs are the letters a^, a,,, ...us arranged in some order; then Q will precede

P provided that the first of the differences

Ml ~ ^i> Mi ~ ^2) • • • fJ'S-i ~ ^a-i

which does not vanish is positive.

If all these differences are zero, P and Q belong to the same set, and take the

same position in our arrangement.

To express that the sum of certain forms like P is equal to a linear function of

perpetuants which precede them in the chosen arrangement and of products of forms

of lower degree, it will be convenient to write

SP = P.

The symbol R is throughout used in this sense. Thus unless the indices X satisfy the

conditions (iii) we have

P = P.

2. Covariants of degree three.

All perpetuants of degree three can be expressed in terms of those of the form

(ala.,)M"2«3)^ ^«t V
9—2
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If \ = 2fi,

(aia^fi' {a,a,Y - (a,a,)-'' («,«.,)" = R.

If X=2/u, + l,

(cha.^"'+' (a,u,Y + (a,a,)>+' ((VhY + («,«,)='*+' (ctjao)" = J?.

These facts are well known. They may be deduced at once from Stroh's series*.

The relations may be written

(wiao)-" {cuchY = ^ (aiaoa^} (a.a.Y'' (a,a,Y + R,

[aiaoa^]' (aiao)*+' (a^a-iY = R.

When X>2/i+l, we have three independent forms (oja,)^ (t^fj)''.

Hence the number of perpetuants of degree three and weight w = '3k + 2 is 3^' ; for we

may take ytt = 1, 2, ... ^•.

The number of perpetuants of weight w = Sk + l is :){k - \) + 2 = Sk -I. And the

number when w = 3^- is ^(k -l)+ 1 =ok - 2.

In every case the number is (y — 2 ; and this is known otherwise to be the exact

number of perpetuants of degree three and weight w. Hence there can be no relations

between these perpetuants other than those just enumerated.

3. Let P = (oiff,) ' (fioaj) -'

... (a5_,«6) «-'

be a perpetuant of degree 8, whose indices X satisfy the conditions (iii) ; we proceed

to prove that if f,.-i
= (r > 2), then

|a,a,+,)'P = ii.

Let the symbol a refer to the perpetuant

(ttjao)'^' {a-M^) ... (o,._o(/,._i)
'--

when considered as a single binary form of infinite order. Then

(aa,)^'-' (a,a,+,)''- •• ("«-:«a^-' - P = R.

Now X,._, = 2*~''~' + X,., since ^,--i = 0, hence by Stroh's series

(
^i / \,_i + XA / 2X,. -i\ x,._, + X,. - i

X (a,+,a,+,)^'-« {a,+,a,.^..)^'*' • . (aa-i.'s^- = (iv)

But {iWUr+iT' (ar+,ap («,.+, «,.+.)^'-*'
. . . («6-: (U)^^-'

= (a,«,+,)^' («,.+>ar^ («n,-+2)^'-^' ••• ("s-iaa)^^-' + ii
;

and when fi.^ < 2°-'-' the perpetuant on the right-hand side can be expressed in terms

* Math. Ann., Ed. 31 ; .iUjebni of Invariants, p. 64.
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of forms which contain a greater unmber of factors involving a,-, a,.+i, a onlj'. Thus

we see that all the terms of the second sum in (iv) may be included in the symbol R

;

in fact this relation becomes

{- {aarf'-' (a,.a,.+,P + {-}" (w.+.a)^'-' (aa,)^^] (a,.+ia,+,^« ... («a_,a5)Vi = R

Whence {a,a,+i}' (ao.)^'-' (a,a,+,)^'' («,-+, a,.+,)'^'« ... (as-,a,p-^ = R ;

and therefore {afar+i]' P = R.

i. When ^, = 0, we have X, = 2V,.

In § 2 we saw that {a^}' (oia^f''' (a^chY' = R

where a, j3 are any two of the letters «], a^, a^.

Hence also {a^Y(a,a.^^^Ha.,a,t'{a,a,f'...{as-,ast^-' = R;

for (a,a3)"^^-^ (Oja/^ (cha.t' (««-i«5)^«- - (a>(h)^^' (a.a,)^-^ (a,rt,)^^ . . . (aj_,as)^-' = R

Therefore when f, =

{a/3)'P = i^, where a, /3 are any two of ttj, cu, «3-

Similai'ly fi'om the fact that

{a.a^a,}' (aia,)2^-'+i {aM,)>^' = R,

we deduce that if fi = 1

{a,a,a3}'P = R.

The following relations have been obtained

:

(a) r._. = 0. ('•>2), {a,a,+/j' P = i?.

(6) ^, = 0, (a^a.,}' P = i?, {a.a^j' P = i?.

(c) ?, = !, {a,a,a,)' P = iJ.

(fZ) ^1 even, {aia,}'P = P,

^1 odd, {a,a„l P = P.

It remains to shew that there are no more relations.

5. Assuming that the relations just enumerated are all that exist between the

forms which satisfy the conditions (iii), we proceed to prove that the number of these

forms which are linearly independent is ^" ~ -
^"^ ^"^ ~ "

j ; w being the weight and

8 the degree.

Let \ = 2^-- + fi„ \, = 2« -5 + M-,, •••X5_i = l +/XS-1.

The conditions (iii) become

together with the fact that the /a's are positive integers.
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Consider first those forms for which

/i,.+, = = ya,.^., = . . . = ^j_,

,

and fXi, /jLj, ... fly are all different from zero.

Let P = (a, 0,)^' ("2".)^= • • • ("«-. c'st^-'

be one of these forms: thou by § 3

{ab/P = ii,

when a, b are any two of the letters «,.+o, a,-+3,...a{.

The letters Oj, «..,... «,+i can be chosen in
( ^] ways. When this set of letters

has been selected, the number of forms corresponding to given values of /i,, fi.,, ... /j-r

depends (i) on what consecutive pairs of /I's are equal, and (ii) on whether /j.^
— 2/i,, = 0, 1

or > 1. This number is then quite independent of S, provided that S^r + l. Also the

set of values which can be given to {fi^, fi.,, ... fi,.) is independent of 8.

Hence if
(f>

(r, cr) is the number of independent forms P of degree B for which

In = -ST, fx, > 0, and

Mr+l = ftj-s = . . . = ^8-1 = 0,

then (j>(r, ot) i^ the number of independent forms of degree ?•+!, for which no fi is

zero, and S/u. = ct.

Now if fi,- is not zero, the number of forms of degree ) + 1, corresponding to a given

set of values (/Oj, /m.,, f^,) of the /i's, is the same as the number of forms corresponding

to the set of values (/^i
— 2, /i.,— 1, ... /i,. — 1). Hence (p(r, ot) is the total number of

forms of degi-ee r + 1, for which 'Efj. — ct — r — 1.

Again, the total number of forms of degree S is equal to the number of forms for

which /^i is the last non-zero fx, together with the number of forms for which fi^ is the

last non-zero fi, and so on. Hence this number

Now we shall assume that the total number of forms of degree r < 8 and

weight w is

/w - 2'-' + 1 + ?• - 2\ /ct' + ?• - 2^1

where sr' = S/u : alsd that the number of forms of degree S, for which —fjL = -:j!-', sr' < cr. is

/c7' + S-2\
[ S-2 )•

Then by hypothesis

/w' - 2\
'^('. -) = (,_J

when r + 1 < S, and when r + 1 = S, but ct' < 37 + S.
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Hence the number of forms of degree 8, for which S/i = cr, is

and this is the coefficient of x^ in the expansion of (1 +a;)^ x (.i-+ 1)^~-.

Therefore the number required

_ /C7 + S - 2\ _ /-sy + S--2\_:iu- 2^-' + 1 + S - 2n

-I ^ )-[ S-2 )-[ B--2 )

Hence the number of independent forms of weight tv and degree S is

2«-' + 1 + S - 2nfia - 2'-' + 1 + 6 - 2\

I S-2 )'

provided that this is true for weight < w and degree 8, and also for degree < 8 and

any weight.

Now if ((' < 2*~' + 1, CT is negative, and there are no forms of weight w and degree 8

;

the formula is then true for weight w < 2*~' — 1 and degi-ee 8 ; hence it is true for degree S

and any weight if it is true for degree < 8 and any weight. But it is evidently true for

degree 2, hence it is alwa3-s tnae.

Thus on the assumption that there are no relations other than tho-se of § 4, we

find that the number of independent irreducible forms is the same as the exact

number of perpetuants. It follows that there can be no other relations between the

forms considered.

6. In consequence of the relations of § 4

(a^a-oy^' (a,aj)**~^ . . . (a{_, Oj)

can be \NTitten in the form
{a,a, ...as}P + i?,

where P is a numerical multiple of the above form, and R is a sum of pi'oducts of

pei-petuants.

Again, if

Q = (a,(uf-'-Ha,ay-' ... (aj_, «,_,>' (aa-.a«),

we have {a,a.,] Q = R, [a^]' Q = R,

{aiaja^}' Q = R,

where a, j3 are any two of the letters U:}, a^, ... as.

Now using the substitutional series

1 —"< A T *

in which the letters affected are a-^, cu,...as; we have

V ~ "'^"l, «j, •••«» -'«u «i. •••'"1 Hi'

• Young, Froc. Land. Math. Soc, Vol. xxxin., p. 133, et seq.
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But from the above equations

Q = (aia,)' {a,a4 ... aj}
^ (g_2)' ^ + ^

Hence every ?„,, »,, ... a^ Q is equal to R, except Ts.,,, and Ts-i,!,!.

Now Ts-i, 1 {aiao}' (ajaj ... a^] = {a, a,]' {a^aj ... as] Ts.,, i

= X [aia,]' [{aiajaj ... a^] + {a,a,a4 ... ajj].

Therefore Ts-i, i Q = M {^i^Y [{^&^<^4 aa} + {a.2a3a4 . .
.
a^j] Q + E

= /x {ajaoj' {aoasBj ... ajj {aia„}' Q + R.

Again Ts-o, ,, i Q = ^ .g _ ^n
,

(aiaaK i^saj . . . as} Ts.,, ,, i Q + i?

= V {ajaj ... aj} (aja^a,]' {a.aj ... a^] Q + R.

But {a,a„a3}'Q = i?,

therefore {aja^as}' . {ajaj . . . aj} Q = (8 - 2 ) ! {aja^as}' Q + 7? = -R
;

and therefore Ts^,, ,, , Q = -R.

Hence Q = -4 {aia,,}' {aja3a4 ...as]Q + R,

where A is numerical ; and i? is a sum of products of perpetuants.

7. We proceed now to consider certain transvectants. The order of each of the

quantics involved is supposed to be greater than the weight of the covariant in which

it occurs ; in this case theorems proved for perpetuants will be true.

(i) Consider first the transvectants

If X = l, the covariant is of degree three and weight two, and hence must be

reducible,—for the minimum weight of an irreducible perpetuant of degree three is three.

If X = 2, and the orders of the quantics represented by a^, a,, are the same,

C = {iha^-(a.ai) + R.

Also {aia.,]C = 0.

But by §§ 4, 6 {aia^} {a, a,)- (a,a,) = 2 {a,a.)- (a^^a^) + R

;

therefore in this case C is reducible.

(ii) Transvectants Cs ((«!«;"), (wsf^))*

are reducible when X = l, 2, 3, 4, owing to the fact that the minimum weight of an

irreducible form of degree four is seven.

Let us suppose that the quantics concerned are

7li Ho "i "4

«U' <' «3.' "4,-

Then if », = ??, {a.a^} C=0.

Hence, if X = 5, we have by § 6
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Similarly, if n^ = n, and 7)3 = nj,

!a,a,)C=0, {a,a,}C = 0;

then if X = 6 C = lA {ah}' {bed} C+R = R
(where a, b, c, d are the letters O], a.,, 03, a^ in some order).

Again, if n^ = «o = n-^ = «4 and X = 7,

{aia,,! C= 0, {aja^} C = 0, [1 + {a^a,,) (a^a,)] C = 0.

Also C can be expressed in terms of forms

{ahy{bcf{cd),

and of products of forms.

Hence G=A,T,C + A,^,T,,^ C+1.A {ab}' {cdf {ac} (bd) C + iJ.

But from the above equations

and we have only to consider expressions like

jaiaj}' {aaaij' jaia,) {a^a^} C= ^ jaia,}' {osa.^]' {aja,} {aja^} [1 + (ajaj) (a„a4)] C = 0.

And hence G is reducible in this case.

(iii) Transvectants G = ((oiO.,), (a3a4)-)\

If X = 1, 2, 3, C is reducible owing to the fact that the weight is less than seven.

If X = 4, and n] = «2. C* is reducible since

;a,a,] C=0.

(iv) Transvectants C = ((oj^a^f, (aiafYY:

If X=l, 2, C is reducible owing to the fact that the weight is less than seven.

If X = 3, and «j = n„ = «3 = rij, C is reducible since

[l+(a,a3)(a.,a,)]C = 0.

(v) Transvectants C={(aja,,), {asUif)''.

C is reducible if X=l, 2, 3, 4, and n^ = n2, 7)3 = n4.

(vi) Transvectants C = ((aiOo)-, {a^atfY.

G is reducible if X = l, 2 and 113 = 714.

(vii) Transvectants (7 s ((aiOa)*, (aaaj)')*.

(7 is reducible if X=l, 2, 3, and ?!i
= 7!„ = n3 = rij.
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§ 1. Introduction.

This paper is a continuation of one with the same title presented to the Society

on January 4, 1902 and published in Volume xix of the Cambridge Philosophical Transactions

;

it is closely connected with an earlier paper " On Quartic Surfaces which admit of Integrals

of the first kind of Total Differentials," published in Volume xviii of the same Transactions.

I shall refer to these papers as " Quintics I " and " Quartics."

The problem considered is the discovery of quintic surfaces which admit of integrals

of the first kind (everywhere finite) of total differentials. In " Quintics I " I dealt with cases

in which the surface possesses a singular line of multiplicity greater than two, or a double curve

of order greater than two, or two non-intersecting double straight lines. The present paper

deals with cases where there is a double conic, which may in certain cases degenerate into two

intersecting straight lines, distinct or coincident. The cases not dealt with generally in either

paper are accordingly those in which the surface possesses a double straight line and no other
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singular curve, or merely multiple points but no singular curve ; certain surfaces belonging to

these latter types were however dealt with in a somewhat dififerent connection in Parts II and
III of " Quintics I."

In the present paper cases in which a surface has any further singular line in addition

to the double conic, or in which the conic breaks up into two straight lines, one of which is

a triple line, are ignored, as having been already dealt with. It is also unnecessary to consider

cones. Surfaces linearly transformable into one another are not regarded as distinct, and, as

a rule, specializations obtained by giving particular values to coefficients are ignored. Subject

to these restrictions the paper professes to solve its problem completely, but owing to the

complexity of the algebra I have very possibly missed some cases, though, I hope, not many.

I consider first the cases in which the quintic has in addition to the double conic a distinct

triple point (§ 2) or double point (§ 3), in which cases the surface can be birationally transformed

into one of lower order. I then consider the cases where there is no such point, distinguishing

for convenience the cases when the double conic is non-degenerate (§ 4), or degenerates into two

distinct straight lines (§ .5), or into two coincident straight lines (§ 6). The equations of the

surfaces discovered are marked with Roman numerals in continuation of the enumeration

given in " Quintics I." A summar}- of the results is given in § 7.

§ 2. Quintics with a doublk conic and a triple point.

Since a quintic with a quintuple point is a cone and a quintic with a quadruple point

is rational and therefore cannot admit of an integral of the first kind, we begin with the case

of a triple point not lying on the double conic.

The surface can be written

/ = q-z + qiiM + UiW- = 0,

where q, w„, u., are homogeneous functions of x, y, z, of degrees 2, 2, 3 respectively ; and the

double conic is 5 = w = 0.

Transforming birationally, by taking x, y, z, qjw as new variables, we obtain the cubic

F = w-z + wuo + «3 = 0.

As a non-conical cubic is rational, this must reduce to a cone, and therefore F must be

annihilated by a differential operator of the form

d y d d , d
aj-+o-j-+C:r + d^—.
ax dy dz dw

Substituting and equating to zero the coefficient of w" we have c = ; and since a, b

obviously cannot simultaneously vanish we can by linear transformation of x, y reduce the

operator to -7- + d -j— . Thus i^ is a function of y, z,w — dx, and hence"^ dx dw J '
>

F=(w — dxf z + {tv — dx) V.2 + Vs,

where Vo, v^ are independent of a;, w. Retransforming, we find for the quintic

f= (q — dxw)- z + {q — dxw) v.mj + v^w- = (XXIII).

10—2
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Let q = aa? -V (y, z'^a:, y, z).

Then there is a triple point where y = s = 0, ax — dw = ; this is a second distinct triple point,

if neither a nor d vanishes.

If rf = 0, ff 4 0> ^^^ two triple points coalesce into a triple point of a more complicated

character, the tangent cone at which breaks up into the three planes t^,-, s ; the surface assumes

the simpler form
q-2 + qv„iu + V3W- = (XXIV).

If a = 0, c? =1= 0, the second triple point becomes the point y=z — w = which lies on the

double conic ; we have there a triple point of a complicated character, the tangent cone at

which consists of 3 planes two of which coincide and moreover cut the surface in 5 straight lines.

If both a and d vanish, y = z=0 is & triple straight line, so that we revert to a case already

considered in " Quintics I."

The four fundamental quadrics 6 (cf "Quintics I," § 1) are easily found to be respectively

xqi — ^q — dxw, yq^—dyru, zq^ — dztv, — ^wq^ + ^dw^,

where qi stands for -^ .

The general surface (XXIII) which we have obtained is the general quintic with a double

conic and two triple points, a surface considered by Cayley*, and shewn by him to be rationally

transformable into a cubic cone. The cases when a or d vanishes are limiting cases.

§ 3. Quintics with a double conic and a double point.

Taking the conic to be g = (a-, y, zf = 0, w = and the double point to be x =y — z =0,

the surface is

f= q-Ui + qiuw + u^iu" + vm'^ = 0,

where u^, u„, U3, v.,, are homogeneous functions of x, y, z of degree indicated by the suffix.

Neither Uj nor v^ can vanish identically. We assume that there is no triple point off w = 0,

as this would lead back to the case of § 2. Moreover, if there is more than one double point

we assume that the most complicated one has been chosen to he x = y = z = 0, where we count

a tacnode as more complicated than an ordinary uniplanar point, a uniplanar point than a

biplanar point, a biplanar point than an ordinary conical point. Thus we may avoid duplication

of cases by rejecting all cases in which the surface has elsewhere a double point of a more

complicated character than the one at x = y = z = Q.

By the same quadric transformation as in § 2, we obtain the quartic

F=qv„+ U3W + UoW^ + MjW' = 0.

"We observe that from the nature of the quadric transformation F can only reduce to a

cubic if ^2 = 0, or if the conic split up into two straight lines, one of wliich is a triple line; both

* "On the Deficiency of certain Surfaces," Ncith. Annalen, Vol. in. (1871) ; Coll. Math. Papers, Vol. vin. p. 397.
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these cases can be ignored. Moreover, we need not consider the case when F becomes a cone

;

for since the section by w = is two conies, either F degenerates, or these conies become pairs

of generators ; in this latter case by a linear transformation of x, y, z, F is reducible to a

function of a;, y, w and on retransformation we see that the quinticy= is also a cone.

We have therefore only to consider the possibility that F may coincide with one of the

known non-conical quartic surfaces which admit of integrals of the tirst kind*.

If i^ be such a quartic it must satisfy the differential equation

where 0,- = Uix + hiy + C;2 + diiu, and a^ + h., + c, + rfi = 0. The functions have also to satisfy

certain conditions at the singularities of F : in particular the conic 0, = 0, w = must be an

adjoint on the section of F by w =
; but this section is two conies, hence 6^ divides by w,

i.e. 04 = 64=04 = 0. Any linear transformation of F which involves x, y, z only corresponds

to an exactly similar transformation of the quintie /' and can therefore be employed freely,

but a linear transformation involving w corresponds to a rational quadrie transformation of /.

Transforming first x, y, z we know from the theory of bilinear forms that the quantities Q

can be reduced to one of the three types

a^aj + diW, b.2y + d.M', c^z + djiv, d^u (i)

;

a-^x + d^iv, X + a,y + d^w, C3Z + d-^iu, d^w (ii)

;

a^x + diU', x + a-iy + d.M, y + a~,z + diW, dtW (iii);

where Oi, b.,, c,, di', Oj, a,, C3, dt; Oj, a^, a^, d^; are now the roots of the fundamental

determinant on which the integration of the differential equation depends. By the known

results for quartics these roots taken in some order must be one of the four sets of quantities,

1, - 1, 0, ; 1,1,-1,-1: 3, - 3, -I, - I ; 0, 0, 0, 0. In type (i) the roots cannot all vanish

or we should have a cone : in t}^es (ii), (iii) they must all vanish.

Remembering that tv is essentially different from x, y, z, we thus have for a^, ho, c,,, dt one

of the six sets of values

1. -1, 0, 0;

0, 0, I, -1;

1, 1, -1, -1:

3, -3, 1, -1;

1, -1, 3, -3;

0, 0, 0, 0.

We have now to reduce further by linear transformations which involve w ; either quotin"-

the known results for quartics, or directly, rejecting cases in which the integrals of the funda-

* "Qaartics," p. 343, " Quintics I," p. 250 footnote, and De Franchis's paper " Le superficie irrazionali di 4" ordine

di genere geometrico-superficiale nullo": Rend, del Circolo Matetnatico di Palermo, t. xiv. (1900), pp. 1— 13.
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mental differential equation are logarithmic or conical, we get for the differential operator

which annihilates F one of the nine forms:

^ d^ dr] dz aw

^ d ^ d ^ d rf /An\

af dtj dZ, diu

^ d d d d ,Tj,

^d^ + '^c^-'dz-'^d^,
^^>'

^^|-^''| + 4-^''i ^^'^'

h^r^t-^'^r^'^i (^2)'

^ d d d-d ,„,
0- J- +*;/ +«';7 -0. — (C),

dx dy dz dw

-i+4 + ^-^-^^-i (^1)'

«4+^^+4^'-i^ ''''''

d d d . d ,„.

'"dx-^'^dy^ydz^'^-d^o
(^)'

where ^, rj, f stand I'or linear functions of the form x + \iu, y + y^AV, z + vw, and the reference

letter corresponds to the notation which I have used for the several tj'pes of quartics which

admit of integrals of the first kind (" Quartics," p. 343).

It is known that the most general quartics satisfying these equations actually possess

integrals of the first kind, but may of course fail to do so if they are specialized. In our case

the quartic is sijecialized by the conditions that the section by w = breaks up into two distinct

conies, and that the point a: = y = s = is an ordinary point on the surface.

We have now to discuss these nine cases :

(A 1). The fundamental integrals of the differential equation are ^rj, z, w and the most

general quartic integral is

:

F= ^-T]'- + ^Tj (z, w)- + {z, wy.

The section by w = breaks up into conies of the form xy + k\z-, xy + k^- ; the equation

may be written

(^t; + k,z'-) i^-n + k.z"-) + ^'qw (z, wf + (z, ivf lu = 0,

where the coefiScients of the second and third terms have to be chosen so that the coefficient

of w* may vanish.

Taking q = xy + kiZ', v« = xy + k\z', the quintic is

f= [{{xw + \q) (ytv + fiq) + k^zHu-} {{xw + Xq) {yiu + fiq) + k.S-nf]jq

+ {xw + \q) (ytu + fiq) (zw, g)' + {zw, q)^] -t- w = 0.
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This has triple points where .c = z = ic + \i/ = 0, i/ = z = w + /mx = ; we thus revert to a

case treated in § 2, unless X = ^ = : in this case the quintic is

f=(xy + h^°-)tu' + xy(zw, qf iv + (ziv, ?)- ^ = (XXV),

the surface has triple points on the double conic, where x = z = w = 0, and x = y = w = 0, and
maj' be regarded as a limiting case of Cayley's surface (§ 2), when the two triple points coalesce

with the conic. The fundamental quadrics d ("Quintics I," § 1), are easily found to be xxv, — mv,

0, 0. The surface thus belongs to the class considered in " Quintics I," Pai't II, and is iu fact

a special case of the surface (XVII).

In general the conic is non-degenerate and the double point is an ordinary conical point.

If I,\ vanishes the conic degenerates and if Av = the double point becomes biplanar.

If k\ = k^ = so. that in the quartic qv^^a^^y-, we have the further possibility of taking

q = x^, V = y-, giving lise t6 an essentially distinct quintic

/s {{w + ->u;y-{yw+piar')- + x{w + \x)(yw+ixx')(zw, x'y + iziu, x'f}^w = Q ...(XXVI),

where as before the coefficients are so chosen that w divides out in the numerator.

The double point is uniplanar, the conic degenerates into the two coincident straight lines

xr = 0, and there is a triple point on it where x = z = 0. In general there is no other multiple

point.

The quadrics are :

— \x^ — xiu, 4i\xy + ofiaf + 9yw, iz (Xx + w), — 6?y (Xx + tv).

(A 2). The fundamental integrals are f, rj, fw, and the quartic is

where the coefficients have to be so chosen that the coefficient of w* vanishes
; q, Vo, u^ are all

0- along x = y = 0, and therefore the quintic has an additional double line x = >/ = 0. This case

has already been considered in " Quintics I."

(B). Three fundamental integrals are f tj, ?, w, ^z, aud

where as before the coefficients must be chosen so as to make the coefficient of tu* vanish.

The section by w = is of the form {x, yf z- ; this can be resolved into quadratic factors in

three ways, giving three quadric transformations and therefore three quintics. If we take z to

be common to q and v.^, since it is also common to u^, it is a factor of the quintic, which

accordingly degenerates; if we take q=z-, v.. = {x, yf, then since it^ contains s as a factor,

inspection of the form of the quintic shews that it has a triple line z=-w = 0. We have now

only to consider the case in which q = {x, yY = ax- + Ihxy + hy", v„ = z-: it is convenient to make

a linear transformation of x, y so as to remove one of the constants \, ^, which occur in the ^'s,

say the former, so that f now reduces to x. We can now write F in the form

(a, h, b\x, y + /aw)- z- + ( .', y + fj-w)" zw + {x, y + /u.wy xiv- = 0,

where we have expressed the condition that the coefficient of w" vanishes. We observe that ft.
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cannot vanish, or the quartic would have a double point at x — y = z = Q, which we have seen

to be impossible, since ii^ cannot vanish identically.

The quintic is

/= (a, h, h\xw, yiv + /nqf zhxijq + {xw, yw + (iqf z +' {xw, yw + ixqf xq = 0.

This has a double line along x = 0, w + h^y = (), which is distinct from the conic unless 6 = 0.

If 6 = 0, the double line x = iv = 0, which is now part of the conic, is cuspidal with the fixed

tangent plane w + 2/x/(,t = 0, and this expression is also a factor of the terms which are cubic in

X, lu ; thus the double line is tacuodal, being the limit of two double lines which intersect. We
revert to a case already considered in " Quintics I," § 6.

(El). The general integral is

F = a^^T)"- + h^-'W + c^rt^w + d^w' + etjC' = 0.

The section by w = is ax-y'' + eyz^ = 0, which can only break up into two conies if a or e

vanishes. The birational transformation employed in " Quartics " § 5, shews that in each of

these cases F is rational.

(E 2). The general integral is

F = a^-T]'- + 6pf + c^rj^w + drj-'w + e^-w- = 0,

where as before the coefficients must be chosen so that the coefficient of w' vanishes. The

section by w = is ax'-y'' + bx^z = ; if 6 = the quartic is rational as before, hence b=^0

and may conveniently be replaced by unity ; a may or may not vanish. We now have two

possibilities, q = x", v„ = xz + ay- or q = xz + ay-, v^ = x".

In the former case the quintic becomes

/= [«. (iv + Xxf (yw + fix-)- + x(w -\- Xxf {zw + i^;*'-) + ex (w + \x) {yw + fix-) (zw + vj'')

+ (/ (yw + fj.x-y + ex- (z\u + vx^f] -h w = 0,

where aX-/x- + X'v + cKixv + f//*' + ev- = 0.

There is a uniplanar point at \ :
fj.

-.v . — X-; this is an isolated point and distinct from the

double point at x= y = z = 0, provided that X 4= ; the surface thus possesses a double point

of a more complicated kind than the one chosen as the principal point of the quadric trans-

formation ; hence as explained at the beginning of this paragraph the surface can be ignored.

If \= this uniplanar point coalesces with a point on the conic
;
/"assumes the simpler form

a (yw + ixx-y w +x (zw + i/.i") w- + ex (yw + fj,x-) (zw + vx")

-\-d' [v- (yw + /jix-y - /xV (zw + vx-y'l/w = (XXVII).

The double conic consists of the two coincident straight lines x- = and has a triple point

on it where y = ; the double point x = y = z=0 is in general a conical point, but becomes

biplanar if a = 0.

The four quadrics are

— xw, 2fix', Svx' + zw, 0.
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In the alternative case, q = xz + ay\ v^ = a?, the quintic becomes

f~ [{a {xiv + X^)^ {yw + (Kif + {nv + Xq)^ (zw + vq)]jq + c {osw + \q) (yiv + tj,q) (zw + vq)

+ d {ytv + fj.qf + e {ztv + vqf q] ^ w = (XXVIII),

the constants being connected by the same equation as before.

The double conic is in general non-degenerate, but reduces to two straight lines if a = ;

the double point at x = y = z — is a uniplanar point, the tangent plane at which is « = 0, and

therefore touches the conic : there is a second uniplanar point, with the same property, at

\ : fi : V :
— \v — aft'.

To the generators of the cubic cone, into which the surface can be rationally transformed,

correspond a family of rational quartic curves on the quintic, all passing through the two

uniplanar points.

The four quadrics 6 are

— 2xu + 5\q — 9j-w. — 2yu + lO/xq — 'iyu', —2zu + l5vq + zw, 3wi< + 6?«-,

where u = '3vx + iufiy + \z.

(C). The fundamental integrals ai'e x, w, xz — yw ; the quartic is

F = {xz — yw)- + {xz — yw) {x, wf + x (x, wf = 0,

where we have expressed the condition that the coefficient of iv^ vanishes.

The section by w = is of {z, xf.

If we take q = a^, t^a = (•2, «)", since x is also a factor of u^, the quintic has a triple line along

x = w=0; if we take q = {z, xf, v^ = of, then since Mj is quadratic in x, z the quintic has a double

line x = z=0; lastly if we take a; to be a common factor of q and v^, the quintic divides by x and

degenerates. Thus this case can be ignored altogether.

(D 1). The fundamental integrals are z, tu, x'—2yw; the quartic is

F={a? — 2yw)- + {or — 2yw) {z, wf + z {z, wf =0.

The section by w = is of the form (a;-, z^f ; and the coefficient of ?y (Us) is at least quadratic

in X, z ; hence q, v.,, Vi are all at least quadratic in x, z and the quintic has a double line along

x = z = 0.

(D 2). If the constant \ does not vanish it is easy to see that /j, can be removed by a linear

transformation ot x, y, z; if \ = it is not generally possible to remove fi. Thus we have two

slightly different cases to consider.

(I) \4=0, fi=0.

The fundamental integrals are x, %u, y- — 2^z ; the quartic is

F = {y- - 2^zf + {y- - 2^z) {x, wf + x {x, ivf = 0.

The section by w = Q breaks up into two conies of the form

y^-2xz + kix'=0 (i=l, 2);

by a linear transformation of z, x we can reduce one of these conies, which we take to be ^ = 0,

to the form y-—2xz ={), the effect of this transformation is that the third term otitis xw{x,wf.

Vol. XX. Part I. 11
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The quintic is now

/= qtu (w — 2X2)'- + {w — 2\z) {xw, qf + x (xw, q)- = 0.

This has a triple point a.t x= 1/ = 0, iu = 2\z and therefore belongs to a type already considered

in §2.

(II) \ = 0. The ([uartic is reducible as before to

F={'rf- 2xz)- + {if - 2xz) (x, wf + w {x, wf = 0,

where the coefficients have to be chosen so that the coefficients of iv* vanish, and q = y"— 2xz.

The corresponding quintic is

f= [q (w- + 2fiyw + fi-qf + ( w- + 2/xyiu + fjC-q) (xiu, q)- + {xtu, qY] -r ?(; = .

.

.(XXIX).

The double point x = y = z = is an ordinary conical point ; the double conic is non-

degenerate, and has on it a triple point, where x = y = 0.

The four quadrics d are : 4/u.«^, 4/x,'7/ + 5xw, -ifixz + ofiq + byw, — Qft^io.

(F). Three fundamental integi-als are w, U = x- — 2yw, V = x? — Sxyw + Szw- : from which

can be deduced

d> = — = 6a^z — Sary- — ISxyziu + Sifiu + 9z-iv^.
W- O J ^

The most general form of the quartic, subject to the condition that the coefficient of w*

vanishes, is

i^ = (/) + a t7= + 6Fw + cJJvS- = 0.

The section by w = is ij^v'z — Sx-y- + a*-*, so that we can take q = *-, v., = 6xz — Sy^ + ax'-,

or vice versd.

In the former case the (juiutic is

f= {Qxzw- — Syhu'^ — ISxyzw + Sifiv + 9z-xr) tu + axr {w — 2y)- w

+ hcif ('W- - -iyw + Sxz) +cx-'(w-2y) = (XXX).

The double point at x= y = z = is n conical point, the double conic degenerates into the

two coincident straight lines x" = 0, and there is a triple point on the conic at y = 0.

The quadi'ics 6 are : x^, — ixy + 5xw, — ixz + byw, 6xw.

If we take q = 6xz — Sy- + ao?, v.. = x'^, the quintic becomes

y'= {Qoi?ziu- — 3x-y-iu'- — ISxyzqw + Sy'qw + 9z-q-w + a (x-w — 2yq)-] lu/q

+ b {x^w- - Sxyqw + Szq^) + c (a;-?y -2tjq)q = (XXXI).

The double point is uniplanar, the tangent plane at it is x=0, which touches the double

conic ; the double conic is non-degenerate. There do not appear to be any additional singular

points or singular lines.

The quadrics are

— 2xqi + oq, — 2yq^ + bx^u, — 2zq^ + byw, Swq^, where qi = -j^=Qz + 2ax.

This completes the enumeration for the case of a double conic and a double point not

lying on it. We have found seven surfaces, given by the equations (XXV)—(XXXI).
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§ 4. QnXTICS WITH A NON-DEGEXERATE DOUBLE COXIC BUT WITH XO DISTIXCT

MULTIPLE POINT.

We write the quintic in the form

/= (fill + qu.,w + ii^iif + V-iW^ + I'lW* + KW^ = 0,

where Vi, k, cannot both vanish, as we should then have a double point at .r = y = z = 0.

In accordance with the general theory we have to find four quadrics Oi such that / satisfies

the fundamental differential equation

''%-'4-'-1^-''Z-'> <^>'

while the O's are connected bj" the subsidiary equation

dd, de, de, dd,
J- + -T-+-7- + J— = ^ (i>)-
dx dy dz dir

The ^s have also to satisfy certain conditions at the singularities. Since the curve 0i = O, %u =
must be adjoint on /= 0, w = (" Quintics I," p. 265), and this latter curve is a double conic,

^4 must vanish identically when w = 0, i.e. must divide by w. Further each of the six cubics

xO^ — ydi, etc., pass through the double conic. We thus get

01 = 0-11 + aq + 7V@i, 6o = yu + 0q + u'&,, 0s = zu + yq + vjf^s. 0i = ivv + hdiV-,

where ti, v are linear in x, y, z and ©, = o,;r + 6,y + c,^ + d,w(i = 1, 2, 3). Equating to zero the

term independent of w in the fundamental differential equation, we have

where 2^. is used to denote

dx dy dz'

It follows that (.5« + 45a) n-^ must divide by q, but q is assumed non-degenerate, therefore

oil + iq^ = 0, and
dui r,dui dill „ ,,-.

a -T-+/3-^' + 7-1-^ = (1).
dx dy dz

Applying now the subsidiary equation (B) we find that v = iq^ and

ai+k + c,+ d, = (2).

The quadrics now reduce to

- ^xq^ -\-aq + w@i , - iyq^ + /S^ 4 w©2. - 1^9« + 75 + w©3. f w^'. + i diU\- (3),

subject tu the condition (2).

The differential equation is much simplified if we can remove the constants di, d^, ds in

©1, ©2, ©3. This can in general be effected by substitutions of the form x+Xw, y + fiw, z + vtv,

for X, y, z. We suppose now that this reduction can be effected, postponing to the latter part

of this article the discussion of the Case when this reduction is impossible.

11—2
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Ciwe I: di, do, d, all zero.

We proceed first to reduce @i, 0.,, 0;,. For brevity let us denote by A the differential

operator

^ d ,-, rf r\ d
(h) L (H)„ ^ (h) ,

^'dx^ 'dy^ 'dz-

Equating to zero the coefficient of w' in the fundamental differential equation, we have

hence A(/ must divide by q, say

Aq = 2kq (4),

where k is a constant which may vanish.

By the theory of bilinear forms we can reduce A to one of the three types :

d , d d ,.

^"'Tx + ^^yiy^'-^'dz
'^^'

a,^.^ + (.r+a,2/)|+C3.^ ^")'

,^^^ + (^+a,y)^ + (y + „,,)!- (iii).

Employing these forms in equation (4) and remembering that q is not to degenerate, we

easily find that in

Case (i). k = one of Oj , t™, c^, say a, , and then 6., + C3 = 2k, so that 2(?, — h, — C3 = 0.

Case (ii). q always degenerates.

Case (iii). A; = a, and q is of the form ax- + (y- — 2zx), which is reducible by a substitution,

z + \j; for z, to y- — 2zx.

Also from the coefficient of w'^ in the fundamental differeutial equation /crfj = 0. If /c 4= 0,

rfj = ; if x: = then from the coefficient of w'', since Vi cannot now vanish identically, one of

«i + 2di, b.2 + 2c^4, C3 + 2di must vanish ; thus in all cases we have the alternative conditions

d, = 0, or ai + 2d, = 0, or b.+ 2d,= 0, or c-. + 2d,= (5).

We now have enough equations to determine the ratios of the quantities a,, b.,, Cs, rfj ; we

can obviously multiply them by any convenient numerical factor ; solving we thus obtain four

sets of values

:

belonging to type (i) 0, 1, — 1, (A),

1, 6, -4, -3 (B),

(or 1, - 4, - 6, - 3)

0, 0, 0, (C),

belonging to type (ii) 0, 0, 0, (D).

In the first three cases we can take

q = ar — 2yz and in (D) q = y-— 2zx.
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In cases (A) or (B) if we employ the transformation 2/9s + (cj — ^rfj) ?<; = 2/3/, which only

fails if /S = 0, A is transformed into an expression of the form

(a^'x + b,y)
J^,

+ 6,V I + (a3.r + c//)^

,

where the new constants a/, b.,', c/, f// have respectively one of the two sets of values

Z — S. 1 _!i nr ^ — 3 r _*^
5' 5' 5> o' "' ^' II' J> "*I

and the 6's. are otherwise unchanged.

The same i-easoning as before shews that these new constants must still satisfy the condition

(•5). On substitution of the numbers we see that this condition is not satisfied.

Similarly, if 7+O, we can employ the substitution 27^/ +(62— ^(ij) w= 27/, leading to

the sets of values

5' S' .)' 5 > ^> 5> 2 > ">

which are similarly impossible.

Hence cases (A) and (B) are impossible unless /3 = 7 = 0. In case (A) when /3 = 7 =
we obtain from the coefficients of vf and w* in the fundamental differential equation

d d'
6«,.., +

(^ ,_),, = 0,

d I d
iaxvj + cue -]- Vi + { y ^- — 2

-J-]
V.2 = 0.

From the first equation we see that v^ is independent of x, y, z, and from the coefficient

of X in the second equation we then see that a = 0.

The whole differential equation now reduces to

the integral of which is {x, w, yz) or, more conveniently -^ {x, w, q), so that the quintic is

/ = q-x + q (q, affw + x {q, a^)' w- + {q, a^f itfi + XxW + kw= = (XXXII),

where q = c(r — lyz.

The birational ti-ansformation q=Y'W, x= X, z = Z, tv = W converts this into the

cubic cone
T-X+Y(YW, X') + X(YW, X') + {YW, X'-) W+XXW + icW' = 0,

which is in general non-singular, so that an integral of the first kind effectively exists.

The surface has triple points at x = y = 'w=:0, x = z = w = 0. The surface satisfies the same

differential equation as the surfaces (XVII) (" Quintics I," p. 277), and (XXV) of this paper

(§ 3). It is a special case of the former and a slight generalisation of the latter : if we put

\ = K = we get (XXV).

In case (B), when /3 = 7 = 0, the equation to be integrated is

where as before q = x- — 2yz.
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This admits the three independent integrals*

y'^z\if, U= q-z, V= {2aq - banv) yzw,

from \vhicb can be constructed

^ =
( V- - 50fzhv*)-IUy^zhv* = y {iaq- - 20aaw + 2^iu-)-.

The most general form of / is now

f=\q-2 + fi<b + vV=0 (XXXIII).

If we put 2aq - o.rw = Xiv, 4aq- - 20(xau' + 25u' = Wu\ q = Yiv, z = Z, which is a birational

transformation, we obtain the quartic

oOXY'Z- + (fi
^\'' + vXZ) {X' - YW) = 0.

This is a slightly specialised form of the surface E (" Quartics," p. 343), and as shewn there

can be transformed into a non-singular cubic cone, so that an integral of the first kind

effectively exists.

The quintic has tacnodes (close-points) on the conic at x = y = 0, x = z = 0.

In case (C), AsO.

The coefficients of w" and iv'' in the fundamental differential equation give the equations

id ^ d d\ ,,

Since g. cannot vanish identically when q is not degenerate, nor be a factor of q, the

first equation shews that « = and the second that Vi = ; thus we have an impossible case.

In case (D),

^^""ly^yj-z' 5 = r-2^^-

From the coefficient of w'' in the fundamental differential equation, we have

di\ dv, -

From the coefficient of z in this equation, we have xa = 0, so that k or o vanishes. If

K z= 0, Vi is merely x, and the coefficient of w^ in the fundamental differential equation then gives

From the coefficients of y", zx

a + 2/= 0, - 6a + 2/= 0,

where 2/ is the coefficient of yz in v., whence a=/=0.

Thus a always vanishes.

The ^'s now reduce to

-|a-(/9y-7.r), -
f,y {/3y - yf) + 0q + a-^v, -iz(/3y-yx) + yq + yw, ^w(^y-yx).

* In this and similar cases these integrals were by no means obvious, but, as wlien once discovered their verification

is simple, I have not thought it worth while to give any indication of the process of discovery.
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If ^4=0 the transformation 2j3z—v) = 20z' does not affect ^i, 6^ but removes the terms

a,w, yw from do, O^; we thus revert to case (C) which has already been shewn to fail.

Thus we must have /3 = 0.

The fundamental differential equation now has the integrals

aho\ a;f, {2yy + w)lx,

and the quintic is

f^q-ix, 2yi/ + wy + q(x, 2y>/+ lu)- lu + (x, 2yy + w)Hu- = (XXXIV).

The birational transformation q = ZW, x = X, y= Y. w=W converts this into

Z' (X, 2yY+W)' + Z (X, 2yY + Wf + ( X, 27 Y+ Wf = 0,

a cubic cone which is in general non-singular.

The quintic has a triple point of a complicated kind on the conic at x = y = 0.

Case IT: rZ,, d,, d^ not all zero.

We have now to investigate the conditions that it should be impossible to remove d^, dn, d,,

by linear transformation. If we substitute

X = X + - W, 1/ = 1/ + - W, Z= Z +-W,(1)0) (O

where ^, tj, f, <o are constants subject to the restriction « + 0, and x', y , z are new variables,

and express the fundamental differential equation in terms of x'y'z'tu, the coefficient of w" in the

new 01, i.e. the new d!,, becomes {w^, (f, j;, ^ — ^^4 (^, rj, f)}/^-, with similar expressions for

do, d^. Thus d^, do, dj can be made to vanish if the three quadrics

S,= d,-x0Jw = O, So = e^-y0,/w = O, S:, = 0,- zejw = 0,

have a common point not lying on w = 0. The process fails only if S^ = 0, So = 0, S^ = meet

only on w = 0, or in other words, if these equations, regarded as quadratic equations in the three

non-homogeneous variables x/iv, y/w, zjw, are inconsistent.

We take the 0's in the foi-m given by (3), (p. 83). It is convenient to distinguish three

cases according as (I) the point a, /3, 7 does not lie on the conic g = 0, (II) a, /3, 7 lies on q = 0,

(III) a, /3, 7 all vanish.

(I) By linear transformation of x, y, z we can an-ange that a = l, /3 = 7 = 0, and q = x- — 2yz.

The equation (4) then gives

X {a-^x + h^y 4- c^z) - y (a,p: + h^y + C;Z)- z (ooX + Ly + CoZ) = 2k (aP - 2yz),

whence 63 = 00 = 0, a3=6i, "2=Ci, 2a^— ho — 0^ = (6).

By a substitution {y + i^iu, y) we can now remove Ci , and by a substitution {z + viu, z) we

can remove 6j ; these substitutions having been performed, a substitution (x + \w, x) removes

f/j. The ^'s now have the forms:

— ^af+q + a^xw, — i.iy + boyw + doiu-, — ixz + dzw + dyw'-, jxw + ^diiv\
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Accordingly

(S, = - x^ — 2yz + OiVic, (So = — 2.ry + hnyw + dM^-, 83 = — 2tz + c~'zw + dsU^,

where rr,', b.-, c-' are written for brevity in place of a, — ^rfj, 6., — ^d^, c, — ^d^.

The three qiiadrics S meet on w = in the two points a: = y = 0, j' = r = 0, and nowhere

else on ?(' = : hence, if the quadrics S are to have no common points off w = 0. these two points

must be multiple points of intersection together equivalent to 8 points.

At iv = 2 = w = the tangent planes to Si, S„ are z = 0, 2i/ — K'w = 0. Hence if this point

is to count triply as an intei-section of Si, S^, S-, the line of intersection must be a generator

of the cone 183, therefore d^ = 0. Similarly if a-= y= w = counts triply as a point of inter-

section, d., = 0. But by hypothesis d.,, d, are not both zero. We must therefore have one

of rfo, ds zero, say ^3 = 0, and the point x = z = w = must count as 6 points of intersection

of the three surfaces. Now x=z = is a line on S.,, S~ meeting & where bo'y + dM' = 0: this

gives a finite value of y, contrary to h3-pothesis, unless bJ = 0. Again x — a^'w = z =0 is a line

on Si, S3 meeting & where — Sctj'y + doW = 0. Therefore also o/ = 0, and then from (6) 03' = 0,

so that Oi = 6._, = C3 = rfj = 0.

The ^'s now reduce to

— iar + f/, —iJ^y+d.^v", —^.vz, ^xw,

where rf>=t=0, and may conveniently be taken to be 1.

The fundamental differential equation now has the three integrals

2*w-, U=z{q-+ ixzw-), V= q'y + (Qxyz — ^af) vf — izw*.

Moreover these can be shewn to be the only quintic integrals, so that the surface is

f^Xz^w-^nU+vV^Q (XXXV).

The surface has a tacnode on the double conic at a; = j = 0, the tangent plane there

being z = 0.

The transformation

{rf + 6xzqw- + 6z'w')/w^ = Z' W. {q- + ^'zu'-),hv- = XZ. q w = T, .- = Z,

which is birational, transforms / into

\Z' + fiXZ- + ^1/ {X' -ZW-) = 0,

a non-singular cubic cone.

(II) Let a, /3, 7 lie on 5 = 0, then we can arrange axes of x, y, z so that q = x^ — 2yz,

a = 7=0. /5=1. The condition that A(/ divides by q shews as before that A can be reduced

to the form
fi f] fj

(«,.r -f b^y + Ciz) ^ + {cix + b._i/}^ + (b^x + c,z)^

,

where 2ai-b.,-c^=0 (7).

Further by a substitution {x + \w, x) we can remove rf,, and by a substitution (z + v^v, z)

we can remove d^. The 6's are now

^xz + {aiX+biy + CiZ)u>+dii(f, ^yz + q+ (dx -i- b.:^)u<, ^z- + (biX + CsZ) w, —^ztv+^diW^.
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The quadrics iS accordingly become

/S, = 2a.-z + (a/a- + b,y + c^z) u' + d,w- = 0, S„ = a^+ (c,a,- + L'y) w = 0. S, = 2z- + (6,.r + c,'z) w = 0,

where as before o/, 6/, c^' stand for o^ — ^d^, b. — ^di, e, — ^(7j.

If 6,' 4= 0, from S, and S^

b.,' (2x2 + ai'xw + CiZW + d^^v") — 6] (ar + Cixw) = 0.

If also 6i 4= we can eliminate x from 1S3, obtaining a nuartic in s, w in which the coefficient

of z* does not vanish ; we find accordingly at least one finite value of z :u<; then S3 gives a

finite value of x : w and S, a finite value of y : w, so that S,, S., S3 meet at least once off w = 0,

contrary to hj-pothesis.

Hence if b.,' 4= 0, bi = ; S^ then factorizes into z . {2z + c-w). If s = then from (Sij

Ui'x + d,v' = 0, so that we have a finite value of x:w unless 0/ = 0, and hence from So a finite

value of y.w. The second factor of Sj gives z = — ^cjw and S-, then gives

1 — XC3' + w (rf, — ^Cs'),

so that we get again a finite value unless C3' = 0. If «,' = C3' = then from (7) b^' = also.

Thus we must always have b./=0. S„ — and »S'3=() are now satisfied by x = z = 0, and Si

gives then a finite value oi y.w unless 61 = 0. The quadrics S are now merely functions of

X, z, w and have in general no common solutions.

From 62' = and (7) we find a, : 60 : Cj : d'j = 2 :
— 3 : — 7 : — 6 ; and we may assume

(a) that these constants have these actual values, or (/3) that they all vanish.

In case (a) the ^'s are

^xz + {2x + c,2) w + f?,w^ f,yz + (j + (Ox - Sy) w, ^z- + Iziu, - i,zw - 3iv-.

It is convenient to make a substitution (x + \iu, x) so as to remove d^ thereby in general

reintroducing d-, ; and then to make a substitution {y + \z, y), (y + \y + ^X-z, y) which can be

so chosen as to remove c,, without altering q. The ^'s are now

^xz + 2xtv, iyz + q — 3ytv + d,,iv-, iz'+7zio, —^zw-'3iu-.

The terms independent of x in the quintic / must now satisfy the ditferential equation

(- iy^ - ^y^o + d,w^)^ + iiz"- + izw)^ - {izxo + zw^^ = 0.

Two independent integrals of this equation are

z'{z + bwf w*, lOy/iv + d., log {z + bw)lz.

It is evident that from these integi-als no quintic integral can be constructed, do being

by hypothesis not zero, so that the quintic surface divides by x and therefore degenerates.

In case (/3) the ^'s are

^xz + c^ziu + d{w-, ^yz + q + CiXW, ^z-, —^zw,

when rf, 4= by hypothesis.
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We now remo\e Cj by a substitution (*, iv), thereby reintroducing d, ; we can then remove

(h by the substitution (x + \z, x), (y + \j; + ^\% y) used in case (a). Thus we have removed

Ci from ^1, ^o, without otherwise altering the form of the ^'s.

The fundamental differential equation now has the three independent integrals:

2?w^, U= (ixz + daW-) ZW-, V = Gqzhv + Gdizvf + di-iv^.

From these we can construct also the quiutic integral

(^ = { F^ - di U^/^vf}/z^w- = 4 [Qq-z + l^d^qxufi - IQd^afiu- - 6di'yiu*}.

It can be verified that these are the only quintic integrals, so that our surface is

f^Xz^iu^ + fxU + vV + pWcfi^i) (XXXVI).

The birational transformation

U = YZ- W% V = XZ' W', z = Z, w = W,

converts the surface into

XZ'^ + fjL YZ' + vXZ' + p {X'Z- d, F=) = 0,

a cubic cone which is in general non-singular.

The quintic has a triple point of a complicated type on the conic at ./; = z= w = Q.

This completes the case when the double conic does not degenerate and the surface has

no singularity distinct from the conic. We have found five surfaces represented by (XXXII)

—

(XXXVI).

§ 5. QUINTICS WITH A DOUBLE CONIC, CONSISTING OF TWO DISTINCT INTERSECTING

STRAIGHT LINES, BUT WITH NO DISTINCT MULTIPLE POINT.

We take the double lines to be cmj = 0, w = 0, so that the quintic is of the form

f= a?y-u-i + xyu..w + ViW" + v.^w' + Viiu* + Kvf = 0.

As at the beginning of § 4 we reduce the d's to the form

xu + ouxy + %iW + (^l?^l^ yu + ^xy + ^m + d.M-, zu + yxy + @,;iv + d^iu-, wv + ^ dtW-,

where @i= Gjx + b;y + CiZ, and u, v, are also linear functions of a-, y, z.

Now the conic 0y = x = O must be adjoint along the section of /' by .«;=0, and as this

section consists in part of the double straight line .«= iv = 0, the conic 6j = x = must reduce to

w^ = ; i.e. 6, = c, = ; similarly a, = Cj = 0. Similar reasoning shews that for all values of

\:^t the conic \d^+fjLOi=0, '\x + ij.w = must be 0- along oj = w = 0,

.". x{—v+u)+axy must be 0- along x=iu=0, .-. v=u + ay + a'x,

and similarly v = v + ^x + h'y, :. v = u+ fix + ay.

The subsidiary differential equation (B), then gives 4k + fix + ay+ v = 0, whence

i(, = -'i{fix + ay), v = Ufix + ay).
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As before we have

du, - du, dti, nil T r^

''Tx^^dy^'^'di^^'
''"'^ (h + h + c, + d, = (8).

The d's. are now

:

— fa; (/3a- + ay) + txxy + chx-w + d^w-, — fy {fix + ay) + ^xy + hi'yw + diW',

-Iz (/3a.' + ay) + yxy+ {a^- + b^y + c^z) w + d^w-, fw (/3a; + ay) + \diW-.

As before we can remove c?,, d.., dj if the three quadrics

S,= 0,- ad, !w =0, S,= e.- y0Jiu = 0, S,= e,- zOJiv = 0,

have a common point off w = 0. Now these quadrics are

<Si = - /3./-= + a/a-M' -I- diW-, S., = - ay- + bJyiv + d,tu^,

Ss = —z (ySa; + ay) + yxy + {a^x + b^y + Cs'z) w + d^w- = 0. . .(9),

where as before o/, b.', c/ are written for «i — ^rfj, 6o — ^rfj, Cs—^di.

Hence we can remove c?i in two ways if /34=0, and rf., in two ways if a=|=0.

It is convenient at this stage to distinguish three cases according as (I) neither a nor

/S vanishes, (II) one only vanishes, say a, (HI) both vanish; and to subdivide the third case

again according as (III A) 7=t=0, or (III B) 7 = 0.

Case I: a^O, /3=fi).

We can remove rf,, d.. We suppose this done; then x=y=0 lies on Si, S. and meets

S, where c^'z + d^w = ; thus we can remove d^ unless C3' = 0. If c/ = 0, then a; = 0, — ay + bJiu = ,

lies on »S'i, S., and meets S3 where —bJz + (bj3»la-\-d3)\u=0; thus we can remove di unless

also hJ = 0, and similarly unless «/ = 0. Thus we can remove d-i unless «,' = b! = C3' = 0, whence

Oi = 62 = Cs = dj = 0.

Take first the case, which proves to be simpler, in which d, =t= 0, and may conveniently

be taken to be unity, and a-^ = 6, = C3 = rfj = ; we can further remove 7 by a transformation

(z + \x, x). The ^'s are now :

— ^x{^x + ay) + axy, —iy(^x + ay) + ^xy, —^z(^x + ay)+{asX + b3y)w + w-, fw(/3a; + ay).

The coefficients of ?(.'", w', zv', itf in the fundamental equation now give the equations

:

3/c {^x + ay) + (a^a- + b.y) j-v. + j- v-2 = 0,

2 (/3a; + ay) v, + xy [a ^^+ ^ j^ v, + {a,x + b,y) ^ t'. +^ «3 = 0,

{^x + ay) V, + xy (^a ^ + ^ j-] v., + {a,x + b^y)^ «3 + ^ '^yih = 0.

From the first we infer that v^ is independent of z, from the second and third that v^ and U3

are at most linear in 2.

12—2
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111 the last equation the coefficients of x-z, y-z, xyz give the equations

^ = 0, /=0, 2c<^ + 2^/+ c = 0,

where 2g, 2/ are the coefficients of xz, yz in w, and c is the coefficient of z- in lu.

Hence c = 0, so that the whole quintic is linear at most in z, and is accordingly rational

or a cone.

We thus revert to the second case, in which d,., can be removed.

By a substitution (z + \x, x) we can remove (13 unless C3 = ai, and .similarly we can remove

63 unless C3 = h,

.

Let us suppose Ji7-st that we have removed «3, 63.

If we make the transformation /8*' — (aj — :|f/j) (y = /3*'', we do not reintroduce any of

di, di, d^; we may introduce a term byyw in d^, and the constants u^, b.,, C3, d^ acquire new

values, say a secondary system, viz. these are

«i -i(«i-2C^4), io. + Kai-if^j). Cj-Kai-irfj), d, + i{at-^d,).

Similarly by the transformation ay — {b.2 — ^d^) w = ay' we replace «,, b.,, C3, d^, by a tertiary

system

Now by considering the coefficients of w^ w" in the fundamental differential equation,

we obtain as before (equation (5) of § 4) the alternative conditions

«, + 2rf,= 0, or b, + 2d,= 0, or c, + 2d, = 0, or d, = (10).

Since this condition is independent of the existence of O3 and 63 it must be equally true for

the secondary and tertiary systems of constants. For the primary system we need clearly only

consider the three alternatives a^ + 2rfj = 0, C3 + 2di = 0, ^4 = ; but for the secondary and tertiary

systems we must consider all four. Applying the conditions (10) to the primary and secondary

systems we obtain equations sufficient to determine the constants; on solving them we get

nine possible systems, viz. :

- 1, (i)
\

2. (ii)

- 2, (iii)

9, - 2 (iv)

-3, -1 (V) y (I).

0, - 8 (vi)

8, - 4 (vii)

- 4, 2 (viii)

0, (ix)
'

In the last two cases the secondary and tertiary systems are the same as the primary

0,
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system. In the remaining seven cases the values of the tertiary constants (omitting common
numerical factors) are respectively

3,
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In this case the terms in / which are independent of y satisfy the differential equation

of which tiie most general integi-al is {x, zf w-. Thus the term kw'' vanishes, v^, v. divide by y

and the former may be taken to be simply y.
9

The coefficient of w^ in the differential equation now gives

|2 (/^.. + «^) + .2/
(a^ + /3 ;^^ + 7 ^J|-/

+ ^-32/ ^ ^^3 = 0.

Everything in this divides by y- except S^ooy, therefore /S = contrary to hypothesis.

The whole case when o + O, /S + O, accordingly leads to no solution.

Case II: a=0, ,8 + 0.

We can always remove d^; we can remove d., unless h.. — \di = 0.

Let us suppose first that we can remove d. as well as d^.

The quadrics S are now, rf, and d, having been removed,

S, = - /3a'= + (ff, - ^di) xw, S., = {b. - -i d^) yw, 8, = - /3xz+ yxy+ {a^x + b,y+ (c^ - ^ d^) z] w + d,w-.

As before these meet on a point off w = 0, so that d^ can be removed, unless 01 = 03 = ^^4,

whence «i : ?>2 : C3 : rfj = 1 : — 4 : 1 : 2.

Let us first suppose that d. cannot be removed, so that the four constants a^, b.., C3, d^

(a) are 1, —4, 1, 2, or (/3) all vanish.

In case (a) the ^'s are

-f^/3.r-+xw, ^^xy-iyiv, -l^ys + 'yxy -\- {chx + hsy + z)w + d.fiu-, 'j^^xiu + iu-.

We can then remove 63 by a substitution (2 + Xy, z) and «3 by a substitution {z + \tv, z). The

terms in the quintic which are independent of y now satisfy the differential equation

(- |/3.«^ + xu')^ + (- ^I3xz + zw + d,w')^ + (f /3a;i« + w-) ^[./'= 0.

This has the two independent integrals ^log x'lu- — otu/x, 2/32/x — d3{'w/x)-, from which no

quintic integral can be constructed, so that the whole quintic divides by y and therefore

degenerates.

In case (/8) we can remove a^ as before and we can remove 7 by a substitution

{z + Xy, z). The ^'s are now

—
f/3.'f-, f/3.«y, — f /S«^ + is^w + (^sM)-, \^xw.

The fundamental differential equation now has the two obvious integrals xjw, cc^if, and

it can be verified that a third integi-al is [2^xz - (h.y + dsW) w} y". The only quintic integral

which can be constructed from these is (x, w)- if, so that / degenerates.

We thus revert to the case in which ^3 can be removed, if d^, d. can ; and consider it next.
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We can always remove a- by a substitution {z + 'X.v, z) unless C:j = a]. Also since d^, d.,, di

have been removed we have the conditions (10). Combining these with c^, = fti we find that the

constants a^, 62, c^, d^ have one of the four sets of values

0,
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In case (xii) it is simpler to consider the differential equation satisfied by the terms in

the quintic independent of y, viz.

:

{(- s/3-'-' + *'w) ^, + (- t^^^ + «3*-w + nv) ^ + {iMU + iu°-) j\f= 0.

This has the two independent integrals

(/32 - aiW)lx, — 5%ujx + /3 log a^iu-.

From these evidently no quintic term can be formed, whether Bs vanishes or not,

so that the original quintic divides by y.

In case (ix) we can remove 7 by a substitution {z + \y, z) and a^ by a substitution

{z + \w, z) ; the ^'s then reduce to :

-
I ^af, f ^xy, - I ^xz + %w, f^x^v ;

and the fundamental differential equation has the three independent integrals

cc^y", y/w, U = {2^xz — bsyw)/xr.

If 63 4= the only quintics which can be constructed from these three integi-als are

a?{y,w)-, Ux{y,2vy, so that the quintic degenerates.

If 63 = 0, the general quintic integral is {x, z'^y, w)-, so that a; = ^ = is a triple line,

a case previously considered.

This completes the case when a = 0, /3 =}= 0. 'ind f/,, d„ can be removed; and there

is in this case no solution of our problem.

We have now to consider secondly the case when a=0, /3=fO, rfj = but d.2^0;

then as we have seen 60 — ^rfj = 0.

We make no assumption for the present about d^, and express first the condition that

a term quadratic or cubic in z exists. The highest term in z as we have seen must satisfy

the fundamental differential equation modified by the omission of the coefficients 7, 03, 63, d,.

If zHv' exists we have at once 'Sc-, + rfj = 0, whence ai : 6.> : C3 : rfj = 7 : — 3 : 2 : — G.

If z^w- does not exist there must be quadratic terms of the form

cxyz-iv + (kjX + Kr^) z-w- + cz-w\

Applying the differential equation and equating coefficients we obtain the four equations

c (6., - Cs) - /3«,, = 0,

erf, - K, (60 - C3) +/3c = 0.

(36.,+ 2c3)/c, = 0,

d,K, + {Sb, + 2c,) c = 0.

These are easily seen to be consistent only if 60 = 03, or 36. + 2c3= 0, whence

Oi : 60 : C3 : ^4 = - 4 : 1 : 1 : 2, or = 3 : - 2 : 3 : - 4.
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We thus have altogether 4 possible systems of values of the constants a^, b«, c,, rfj, viz.:

7,
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The transformation ^.ry — d2W-= YW, x=X, z = Z, iv=W converts this into

p(A', zy+Y(X, Zf-hiX, zy=o,

a cubic cone, which is in general non-singular.

The quintic has a triple point at a- = z = w = 0; and is further characterized by the existence

on it of a family of pairs of conies, which are cut out by planes of the family x + \z = 0.

These conies correspond to the generators of the cubic cone into which the surface has been

transformed.

We have now completed the discussion of the case a = 0, /3^0, and have found merely

the surface (XXXVII) just considered.

Case IIIa: a = l3
= 0- 7 4= 0.

We may conveniently take 7 to be unity.

From the terms independent of w in the diiferential equation we have -j-^ = 0, so that

«i is independent of z.

From the coefficient of iv in the differential equation we have

du2 { d , d . , x<^),„ r.

'^^ d^ + r^ cs

+

^'^y dy
+ ^-'' + ^^y + '^'^

iz]
^^""^ = ^'

so that Ui is at most linear in z ; and similarly from the coefficient of w- we infer that u^ is at

most quadratic in z.

Now we have seen that at least one term in the quintic must be quadratic or cubic in z
;

hence the only possible terms of this type are KiCcz'-w'-, kajz'w-, czV. Hence as before we must

have one of the three alternative conditions

a,+ 2c.j + di = C3-b, = 0, c, - Oj = 0, ics + Sdt^O (12).

We now consider as before the possibility of removing the constants rf, , rfo, d. by

substitutions (.f + Xw, .t), {y + fj.w, y), (z + vw, z).

First: let rf, , d., be removed. Then the four fundamental constants a^, b.,, Cj, d^ cannot

vanish, since we should then have -p = 0, giving a cone.

The coefficient of z- in the fundamental differential equation gives

(c,-h.^K, = 0, (c,-a,)K, = 0, (^c, + M,)c = (13).

Also the coefficient of xyzw" in the differential equation gives

c + «3«-o + 6:,«, = 0.

The last equation shews that if /c,, k., both vanish c vanishes also: therefore one of /c, , «•.,

must not vanish, say Kj, and therefore from (13)

h,=^c, : (14).
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We can remove d^ by a substitution (z + viv, z) unless c^ = ^di. If this equation holds, then

the four fundamental constants are — 4, 1, I, 2 ; since c-i 4= a^ we can remove a^ and the 0's

are then

:

— 4xiP, yw, xy + (Ij^y + z) w + d^iv-, w-.

The fundamental equation now has the three independent integrals

XIV*, yjw, z/w + ^xyjvP — {h^yjw + rfj) log w.

The first two are independent of z : hence the third must occur in the qiiintic, and must

therefore be non-logarithmic, i.e. 63 = d^ = 0, and the third integral reduces to {oztv + xy)/iu-.

Any quintic integral constructed fi'om these three integrals, of which the last two are of zero

dimensions, must have .t as a factor, so that the quintic degenerates.

We thus revert to the case Cs^^di, in which d^ can ahva3s be removed. The coefficients of

t(f and w^ in the fundamental differential equation then give as before the alternative conditions

a, + 2d, = 0, or h + 2d, = 0, or Cs + 2d, = 0, or d, = (15).

The first, with (14), gives C3 = ^c?4 and can therefore be rejected ; the second or third gives

for the four fundamental constants the values (a) 'i, — 2, — 2, 1 and the last gives (/S) 2, — I, — 1, 0.

In case (a) we can remove a^ by a substitution (z + \x, z), and the 6's are

'ixiu, — 2yw, xy + Qi-^y — 2z) 10, ^w-.

We now have the three integrals of the fundamental dififerential equation

afi^, ytu*, — z\u* + %xyiif 4- 2h3yw* log w.

As before, since z must occur in the quintic, the last integral must be non-logarithmic,

so that 63 = 0, and the quintic is then

f= X (2xy - bzwf + y {xy, vff + (2xy - 5zw) {xy, lu-f w = (XXXVII a).

The quintic is quadratic in x, w- ; hence the double line x = tv = is tacnodal and can be

regarded as the limit of two coincident double lines ; we therefore revert to the case of three

intersecting double lines, two of which coincide, a case alread}' treated in " Quintics I," § 6

;

the surface which we have found is in fact reducible by the linear substitution

2x = X, y = Z, oz = W, w = Y,

to the surface (VII) of that article.

In case (/3) we can remove a^ as before, so that the ^'s are

2xw, — yw, xy + {b^y — z) w, 0.

The differential equation has the integrals xy^, Wj — ^x/w + z/y + b^logy. As before 63 must

vanish ; and we now obtain

/= ax {xy — 22i<z)- + bxy {xy — 2wz) w + cxy'^w- + kiv^ = 0,

so that x= iv = is a triple line, a case already considered.

This completes the case when a = /3 = 0, 7 = 1 and rf,, (/„ can be removed.

13—2
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Secondly, let one of rf,, d.^ be removable and the other not : let us take d^ = 0, c^2 4= ^< ^^^"^

h=id,.

We can always remove a^ by a substitution {ij + \w, y).

The conditions (12) now give three sets of values for a,, b.^, c^, d^, viz., (a) —4, 1, 1, 2,

(^) 3, - 2, + 3, - 4, (7) 0, 0, 0, 0.

In case (a) we can remove d,, by a substitution (z + Xy, z) ; the terms independent of ,'• in

the differential equation then satisfy the equation

{(y + c?.«,)| + (6.^ + .)|^^ + ..^}y = 0;

this equation has the two independent integrals

yjw — d., log w, 2d.iZJiu — b.^y'^/w''.

From these no (juintic integral can be constructed, so that the original (juintic divides by

X and degenerates.

In case (/8), since C3=t=^2 or ^d^ we can remove 63, d^ by substitutions {z + \y, z), (z + /xw, z),

and the ^'s then reduce to

Za-w, — 2y7v + d.M'-, xy + Zzw, — 2w'.

The fundamental differential equation now has the integrals

a/'w^, 2y/iu + d-i log lu, xw {xy- — 2d.,zvf).

The only quiiitic integrals which can be formed from these are simply the first and third

of these, so that the quintic degenerates.

In case (7) we can remove d^ by a substitution {z + \y, z), and b-^ by a substitution

{x + fiw, x), so that the 6's are

0, rfoW^, xy, 0.

The integrals of the fundamental differential equation are now

X, w, xy- — d-iZiu",

from which no quintic integral which is quadratic in z can be constructed.

Thirdly, let neither f/, nor d„ be removable ; then «i = L = ^rfj, whence by (12) Ui, h.^, c^, dt

all vanish. We can remove O:,, 63 by substitutions {x + \w, x), (y + fj,w, y) and then rf, by a

substitution {z + vx, z). The ^'s are now

diW-, d.,w-, xy, 0.

The fundamental differential equation has the integrals

^2*' — d\y, w, Gdj-zw- — Sd^x^y + d„oif,

from which no quintic integral qviadratic in z can be constructed ; so there is no solution of our

problem.

This completes the case in which o = /3 = 0, 7 4= 0. We have found no new solution of our

problem.
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Case IIIb: a = ^=y=0.

The O'a all divide by w, and we may for convenience omit this factor.

The terms independent of w in the differential equation give the equation

whence we obtain the alternative conditions

3a,+ 2b,= 0, or 2a, + 36o = 0, or c, + 2d, = (16).

We have as before the conditions necessary for the existence of a term, quadratic or

cubic in z,

2c3— dt = 0, or C;, = ai, or 03 = 62, or 4cs + 3rfj = 0, or Sc, + di = (17).

Solving these two systems of equations we get ten possible systems of values of

Oi, 60, C3, d^, viz. :

6,
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The fundamental differential equation has the three independent integrals

x^y'-, XIV*, «3 log x — 2z/x.

In order that z may occur the last integral must be non-logarithmic, so that «3 = 0,

and the integral is z/x.

The most general quintic is now a sum of terms of the form {x, zf y'-, (x, zfyw'-, (x, zf lu*;

expressing the condition for the existence of the double conic we have therefore for our quintic

f= x-y"- {x, zy + y (x, zf w" + {x, z)^ lu* = 0.

This surface, like (XXXVII a), has a tacuodal line y=w = 0.

If the coefficient of x^y- is not merely x it can be taken to be z, and we have

the slightly simplified form

f=aFy-'z-\-y{x,zyvf + {x,zyw' = (XXXVIIIa).

This is easily seen to be identical with surface (VII), of " Quintics I.," § 0. But

if this coefficient happens to be x we have the special case

f=afy'+y{x, s)- w' + (x, zf w* = (XXXVIII),

which was omitted by error in " Quintics I.," § G.

The birational transformation x = X, z = Z, lu = W, y = W-/Y, converts this last surface into

x--> + Y{X, zy + p (Z, zy = o,

a cubic cone which is in general non-singular.

Case (vii). We can remove «3, b^ in the usual way, so that the d's are

ixw, —Qyiv, —zw, |«'^

We have the three independent integrals x^y'-, yiu\ zhv", and the quintic is

f= a?y^ -I- {axy + bz^) zw" + cyw' = (XXXIX),

The surface has a triple point at x = z = lu = 0.

The birational transformation x = X, z=Z, w= W, y— YWIX converts it into

X-Y- 4- aXYZW + bXZ' + cYW = 0.

This is a special case of the quartic which I call (E) ("Quartics," p. 343); and the

transformation there employed converts it into a cubic cone which is in general non-singular.

Case (ix). We can remove «3, b^ and the O's are merely

xw, — yw, 0, 0.

The general integral is ^ {xy, s, w) so that

f=x^y-z + xy(xy, z-yw+z{xy, z-f w- + \zw* + Ktv' = (XL).
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This surface is a specialization of (XXXII), of § 4 [see p. 85] ; the double conic which

was there assumed non -degenerate being in this case a pair of straight lines.

(II) Let di, d-i be removable, but d^ not removable. Then Ci = ^di, and we have one

of cases (i) {or ii), (ix), (x): and the last fails as before.

Case (i). We can remove a,, 63 so that the ^'s are proportioDal to

6^, — 9y, z + dsxv, w.

The differential equation now has two algebraic integi-als involving x, y, w only, and a

logarithmic integi-al involving z, so that we have a failure as before.

Case (ix). We can remove a^, 63 so that the 0's are proportional to

X, -y, d^w, 0.

This fails for the same reason as case (i).

(III) Let one of rfi, rfo be removable, the other not; say, d., = 0, c?i
=t=

0, then Ui = \di,

and we have to consider cases (v) and (x).

Case (v). We can remove 03 by a substitution {z -^\x, z), thereby changing rfj and then

we can remove d^ by a substitution (z + viu, z). The 6's are now proportional to

Ix + diw, - 3y, h^y - 'iz, 2w.

The differential equation has the two algebraic integrals dizjy — h^jw, y^w', and a

logarithmic integral 2x/w — dilogw. The only quintic integrals which can be constructed

from these are of the form

y'lLf', (djzw — b-jX-y)- w, {diZiu — h-^y) yw",

all of which divide by w, whether 63 vanish or not.

Case (x). We can remove d, by a substitution {z + Xx, z). The ^'s are now proportional to

diW, 0, a^ + h^y, 0.

The differential equation has the integrals y, w, U = 2dizw — a-^ — Ih^nj.

The most general quintic which can be constructed from these is

y = f7^ {\y + MW) + V {y, wf + {y, wf = 0.

But since 1/ = w = is to be a double line either X = /j.= Q, or f/j = 0, and in either case

y = w — is at least a triple line.

(IV) Let neither of di, d., be removable; then ai = b2=idi, and the only possibility is

case (x). We can remove d^ as before by a substitution {s + \x, z). We may conveniently

replace d^, d^ which do not vanish, each by unity. The ^'s are now

w^, w"-, {a^ + %) w, 0,

where either of a-^, 63 may vanish, but not both, as we should then have a cone. Let us suppose

a3=^0, so that (modifying z) we can replace it also by unity.
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The fundamental differential equation has the three independent integrals

:

x—y, w, U = 2zw — 2xy + {1 — b.j) y".

From these we can construct the quintic integral

/= U'- {\ (,e -y) + f^w} + U (abcd'^x - y, wf + («', b', c, d', ^,f'\x - y, w)" = ^•

When w = 0, this reduces to

(- 2xy + (I - 63) fY \{x-y) + a[-2xy + {\- b,) y'^} {x - yf + a (x - yf.

This to divide by x^y-, leading to a = a' = 0, X(I— 6,,) = (); but, if X = 0, the surface

degenerates, therefore 63 = 1 ; the further condition that xy = 0, w = should be double gives

b' = 0, and the surface then reduces to

f= (xy — ztv)- (x — y, wf + (xy — zw) {x — y, wf w + {x — y, wf w- = (XLI).

The birational transformation xy —ziv = ZW, x = X, y = Y, iv = W converts it into

z-'iX-Y, wy + Z{X-Y, wy + iX-Y, wy = o,

a cubic cone, in general non-singular.

The quintic has a triple point at x = y=iu = {).

The pencil of planes x — y + Xtv = cuts the surfaces in two families of conies given

by the equation of the plane and an equation of the form xy — zw + fiw- = 0.

We have now completed the case where a = ^S = 7 = 0, finding four new surfaces

(XXXVIII)—(XLI), of which (XXXVIII) properly belongs to the case of three intersecting

double lines treated in " Quintics I.," | 6. Since when a = /3 = 7 = the 6's all divide by lu, all

the surfaces obtained should belong to the class treated in "Quintics I.," § 10. On inspection

we see at once that (XXXVIII) is a special case of (XVIII), (XXXIX) is a special case of

(XXI) (the coefficients p, a of that equation being replaced by zero), (XL) is a special case

of (XVII). If in (XLI) we write x — y = 2X, x+y=2Z, z= W, 7U= Y we obtain a surface

which is a special case of (XVI).

The results of this section (III b), might have been obtained by assuming the result

of " Quintics I.," § 10, and examining which of the surfaces there obtained had, or could have,

double conies on them ; but I have preferred to carry out the independent investigation of this

paper, as a check on the work of the earlier paper.

We have now completed the case when the double conic breaks up into two distinct

straight lines.

§ 6. Quintics with a double conic, consisting of two coincident straight lines,

BUT with no distinct MULTIPLE POINT.

The conic being x^ = 0, zu = 0, the quintic can be written in the form

As at the beginning of § 5, we reduce the ^'s to the form

X2(, + ax- + a^xw + d^w-, yu + ^x" + ®„w + d^to-, zu + <yx'^ + ©sW + d^w'^, wv + ^diW",

where ^i = aiX+biy + Ciz{i = 2, 3) and u, v are also linear functions of x, y, z.
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From the term independent of w in the fundamental differential equation we have as before

Hence (i), if u^ does not divide by x, we have ou + -icui- = 0, whence as before v = ^otc, and

''d^+^^+yir^''' «. + ^^+^3 4-rf. = o (18),

or (ii), if »! is a multiple of x, say x itself we have

.5« + 4aa; + a.r = ; or u = — (xx.

The secondai-y differential equation then gives v = 2ax.

The coefficient of «i- in the fundamental differential equation then gives

J d -, d d\ { d ^ d ^ d ,,1„ - i , ^
axu^ + x^[a-r-

The second, third and fourth terms of this equation divide by of, so that axu^ must do the

same; but u^ cannot divide by x since x = w=0 would then be a triple line, a case previously

considered ; hence a must vanish, and we revert to a special case of case (i).

Thus we have only to consider case (i), in which the O's are

— ^ax^ + ax^ + a^xw + djW^, -^axy + ^j'^+@.2tv+ d.M-, —^ax2 + yx' + &jv + djW^, ^0x10 + ^dtW",

subject to the conditions (18).

i^ow »3 must contain one or more terms of the form (y, zf, since otherwise x = tu =
would be a triple line. By substitution in the differential equation we see that these terms

are annihilated by the operator

(b^ + «) j^ + (% + c^z)^ + ^4

By linear transformation of y and z we can always remove c.,, and can further remove

63 unless C3=6.2- -A^pply'^g the operator in this reduced form to {y, zf we must have one of the

alternatives

:

862 + ^4=0, or 26,, + C3+rf4 = i2-«i = 0, or c,-a^ = 0, or 803 + ^4 = (19);

if 63 is not removable we have the further condition 6., = c-i, whence :

rti = L=C3 = l, c?4=— 8, or a^ = b., = C3=dt=:0 (20).

We have seen (Case II. of § 4), that the constants di, d^, d^ can be removed by linear

substitution if the three quadrics

Si = 0^-xejw=o, s„ = e..-ye,iw==o, s, = e,-zd,hv = o

meet in a point not lying on iv = 0. lu our case

>S'i
=- aar + (aj-^ d^) xw + daitf, S„ = - cuy + jBx' + a.^iu (L - h d^ yw + rf„w=,

.S's s — auz + 737^ + a^w + h^yiv (Cj— \d^ zw + d^w'^.

Vol. XX. Part I. 14
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Heuce we can remove rf, in two ways if a=^0; supposing this reduction effected so that

di = 0, the quadrics meet where a- = 0, (k — ldi)r/+ d^w = 0, b.,y + {c, - ^di)z + d^w = 0, so that

we can remove rfo unless 6, — ^ rfj = 0, and then d^ unless c,— ^ rfj = 0. li bi — \d^ = 0, we take

the other factor of S^, viz., — aa + («! — ^rf^) ?f, and we see that we can remove d., unless

Q] — ^f?4 = and ds unless Cs — a] = 0. We can proceed similarly if c^ — ^rf4=0.

Thus, if a =^ 0, we can remove d., unless

a, = h, = \d, (21),

and we can remove d^ unless

a, = c, = ^d, (22).

It is now convenient to distingui-sh two cases according as a does not or does vanish.

Case I: ol^O.

As we have just seen we can always remove d^.

Firstly, let us suppose that we can also remove do, rfj.

The coefficients of w" and w^ in the fundamental differential equation give as before

the alternative conditions

01+2^4=0, or 6., + 2rf, = 0, or Cs + 2rfj = 0, or d, = (23).

As before at least one term quadratic or cubic in z must occur in our quintic, i.e. one

of the terms a?z-w, xzhv-, yz-itfl, ^w", zhifi must exist. As before we deduce the alternative

conditions

i6.,+ 3rfj=0, or C3-a-t = 0, or Cs-b„ = 0, or Sc3 + di=0, or 40, + 3^4 = (24).

The only values of a^, h.^, c^, d^ which satisfy (19), (23) and (24) are (a) 0, 0, 0, 0;

(/3) 1, 0, - 1, ; (7) 1, — 1, 0, ; of which we need not consider both (/3) and (7), as

they are obtained from one another by a mere interchange of y and z.

If in case (/S) we make the transformation ax-—w = oix', a^, b.,, c^, d^ are respectively

changed into ^, —4, —
f,

J^
; the constants d.,, dj reappear but can be removed again by

substitutions (3/ + fiw, y), {z + vu\ z) ; we can then apply the conditions (23), which are

obviously not satisfied.

Thu.s we have oulj- to consider case (a) : the ^'s are now

\a.c-, — ^axy + /So;^ + a^vxu, — ^axz + ya.'^ + (a^ + hiy) w, 5 «.«<.

We can further remove /3 by a substitution {y + f^, y), 7 by a substitution {z + vx, z),

and tlien a^ by a substitution {z + \w, z) ; it is convenient further to remove a* by a

substitution {y + tsw, y), thereby reintroducing d^. The ^s are now

\ouc-, — ^oixy, — iaxz + b^yw + d^ii^, iaxiv.

The fundamental differential equation has the three independent integrals

a-^y, fw-, x-^JJ,

where U = axz — b^yiv — ^d,w\
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From these we can construct the quintic

/=!/(a.^, ytv)- + xU (x", yivY + [lhv = (XLII).

This is the most general quintic integral if U does not factorize, but if 63 = rf^ = we have

an integral of a more general form

x* (y, zy + of' (y, zf IV + {i/, zY w- = 0,

which has a triple point at x = i/ = z=0, contrary to our present hypothesis.

The transformation .r = A', y = Y, xv = W, U= YZ converts (XLII) into

(X-, YWy- + xz {X\ Fir) + yz'^w = o.

This is a slightly specialized form of the (juartic (A) ("Quartics'' p. 343), which

is known to possess an integral of the first kind.

The quintic surface has a triple point at x = y= w = 0.

Secondly, let us suppose that after cZj has been removed, either or both of iL aud cLj cannot

be removed by substitutions (y + \w, y), (z + fiw, z). If d^ cannot be removed, we have seen

that the conditions (21) must hold, so that either (a) a, = 1, b.j=l, c- = — 4, d, = 2, or

(fi) a^, b.,, Cj, rfj all vanish.

In case (o) since the conditions (20) are not satisfied, bj=0; the terms highest in

z are annihilated by

(Icur' + xw) -}- + (— 5 "^'y + /3.'- 4- a^w + yw + d.2iv-) -j^ + {— i^^z — 4'zw) -j- + {iaxw + w-) -v—

.

The terms highest in z must be either ^w'^, or oneof ar'^^, xz'^vt^, yz-w", zHu^; on substitution

and arranging by powers of w we see that none of these terms can exist ; so that this ca.se fails.

Since 63 = there is in this case no essential difference between y and z\ so that the

same reasoning shews that if rfj is not removable, the case corresponding to (a), viz. that

in which 0^ = 03=!, 6.^ = — 4, d., = 2, fails also. Hence if either do or ^3 or both cannot be

removed we have only to consider case (yS) in which u^, b.,, C3, dt all vanish. The ^'s are then :

iax', — iaxy + ^x' + ajcw + doW^, — iaxz + yx- + (ugX + bsy) lu + dsw-, ^axiu.

By substitutions of the form (y + \u<, y), {y + \j;, y), {z + X3W, z), (z + \^x, z) we can

successively remove a„, yS, a^, 7; finally by a substitution (z-^fxy, z) we can remove d^, unless

dj vanishes. The ^'s are now:

^aaf, — iaxy + d^w^, — ^axz + b-iyiu + d^w-, foucw,

where one of rfo.^^s vanishes and the other does not. These two cases need only be distinguished

if 63 + 0.

Case (i). d, = Q, d,^Q.

The fundamental differential equation is the same as the form to which it was finally

reduced in the preceding case, viz. when d^, ds were removable, but it was found convenient

to reintroduce d^. The integral is accordingly (XLII), as before

14—2
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Case (ii). (/,4=0, d, = 0, 6,4=0.

The terms cubic in y, z which must exist in u.^ are annihilated by 63 -,-
, so that

dz

they reduce to a single term Xy\ where X =j= 0.

The coefficient of w' in the fundamental differential equation, gives

6axK + hill ,- +d„ -,- v., = ;
•^ dz ' dy

-

hence v., contains no term of the form ^fyz-

The coefficient of w* now gives

""^^
dx + *"'^) ^' + ^'^ dz "' + '^' dy

^y' ^ ^•

The only term in this equation containing y- is SXrfo, which must accordingly vanish,

contrary to hypothesis.

This completes the whole case when a=j=0.

Case II : a = 0.

First, let us suppose that d,, d.,, ds can be removed; then the analysis employed

in the corresponding sub-division of Case I. (a=)=0), shews that the constants Oj, 62, c,, d^

either (a) all vanish or (/3) have the values 1, 0, — 1, 0.

In case (a), the ^'s are

0, ^x- + UM'ir, ya' + (a^x + b^y) w, 0.

The fundamental differential equation has the three independent integrals

X, lu, U = lyx-y + (a^xy +
-J-

63^/-) w — {^x- + a.^w) z.

If U does not divide by a function of x and w any quintic function made up of

these integrals can only contain U linearly, so that z also only occurs linearly, a case

of failure.

(i) //' b-i = 0, U divides by x and can be replaced by the simpler integral

V = lyxy + a-^yw — ^xz — u.^zw
;

if V cannot be further reduced by the removal of a factor ; from x, w, V we can construct

no term cubic in y, z conjointly; so that we revert to the case of a triple line ; if a further factor

linear in x and w divides out, then V reduces to a linear function of y, z say \y + ^lz, and then

our quintic is a function of x, w, \y + /u.^, i.e. a cone.

(ii) If 63=1^0, but /3 =7 = 0, JJ divides by w and can be replaced by the simjiler integral

W = a^xy + ^h^y- — a.jcz ; but from x, w, W we can construct no quintic containing terms of the

type (y, z)' w" ; so that we have a failure as before.
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In case (/3) we can remove «,, a,, b, in the usual way, so that the ^"s are:

xit', ySur, •yar — zw, 0.

The fundamental diflferential equation has now the three independent integrals

?t', U= 03^ — 2yw, V= X (ya:^ — Szw).

From these we can construct

<f>
= {/S'V'-rP)/w = 6^x* {yy - 0z) + 9/9'a'=2^f - 1 20y-xY-w + Syyiv^

The most general quintic integral that can be constructed is

f=a<l) + bUV+cU-w+dVw-+eUw^ + Kti'' = (XLIII),

where a, b, c, d, e, k are arbitrary coefficients.

The birational transformation x= X,w= W, 2yw — 0a~= YW, x{ya?—^zw) = ZW'- converts

the surface into

a i^'Z'W- rfP) + bYZW+cY'W+d YW^- + eZ 11'^ + « TF^ = 0,

a cubic cone, which is in general non-singular.

The quintic has a triple point at x = y = w =0.

Secondly, let us suppose that rf, can be removed but that one or both of d.,, d, cannot be

removed ; suppose first that d., cannot be removed ; then 62 — i (^4 = 0. Combining this with

conditions (19) we have five possible sets of values for o,, 6.,, c,, d^; viz.

1,
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The fundamental differential equation has the three integrals

X, w, U = yx-y + a-jxyw + ^ h^ifw + d^w-y — {/3x- + Uorav + d.,tu-) z.

In order that our quintic should contain tenn.s cubic in y, z conjointly U must

occur raised to the power 2 at least ; hence it must divide out by a factor depending only on

X, w. If b;, =j= 0, the only factor Avhich can divide out is w ; and then /3 = 7 = and U can be

replaced by the simpler integral V = Usxy + hhy" + d-jW-y — a„xz — d.^zw; now V- contains y*,

which cannot occur in our quintic ; hence V still cannot occur raised to the second or higher

power; and we have a case of failure. If 63 = 0, U is linear m y, z; hence in order that

terms cubic in y, z conjointly should occur, W must occur; hence U must divide by a

cjuadratic factor depending only on x and w, and the residual factor is of the form V=Xy { fiz,

where X and /tt are constants. Our quintic is accordingly a fviuction of three variables only,

viz. X, w, \y + fis, and is a cone.

This completes the case when d, can be removed.

Thirdly, let us suppose that we cannot remove d^: then a^ = ldi\ combining this with the

conditions (19) we have for the fundamental constants five possible sets of values, viz.

:

3,
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From these we can construct no integrals quadratic in y or z unless at least one of the last

two integrals divides by w, so reducing. This can only happen if/3 = 0, or 63 = 0. If 63 = we

can remove ^ from the differential equation and therefore from its integrals by a substitution

(y + X^, (/) ; hence whether 63 vanishes or not, /S must vanish.

We now have the simpler integrals

w, U= oje' — Id^yw, V =2 (a.,63 — 70?,) ar* — 'ia^d^a^w — Qh^d^xyiu + Qdi-ziv^.

From these we can construct the quintic integral <j> = (\U^ + /jlV-)jw, where \ and fi are

constants so chosen that

XaJ + 4/i (a.,63 — ydj)- = 0.

The most general quintic is now

f=<f> + (U, w'yw + K,rw' + K,UV=0 (XLIV),

where ^i, k« are arbitrary coefficients.

The birational transformation U = YW, V = ZW-, x = X, w = W transforms the surface into

\ Y' + fiZ' w + ( F, wyw^ K,zw- + KJZ^y = o.

a cubic cone which is in general non-singular.

The form of the quintic requires some modification if o, = 7 = 0, as in that case the integral

^ which we have used becomes indeterminate. The simplest integrals are now

y, w, a^ + 263^^ — 2diZiv.

If from these we construct the most general quintic with x- = 0, iv = double on it we find that

w must be a factor of the whole expression, unless 63 = 0. If 63 = 0, a^ cannot vanish or we

should have a cone; we may conveniently take each of rf,, a^ to be unity and the quintic now

becomes

f={a?- 2ziuf {y, «-)' + (a^' - iziu) (y, w)- w + (y, w)' w- = (XLV),

the ^'s being now w-, 0, x^u, 0.

If we use the transformation of — 2zw = ZW, x = X, y = Y, w = W, we get the cubic cone

Z'{Y, Tf)' + ^(F, TF)^ + (F, ir)»=0,

which is in general non-singular.

This completes the case of a = 0, so also the whole case when the double conic degenerates

into two coincident straight lines ; we have found four surfaces represented by equations

(XLII)—(XLV).
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§ 7. Conclusion.

We have now given the equations of a number of quintics satisfying the conditions

of our problem as defined in the introduction. Each surface possesses at least one integral

of the first kind of a total ditil'ercntial, and has a double conic but no further double line ; cones

have not been taken into account. According to the system of classification adopted there are

twenty-three surfaces, the equations of which are marked by Roman numbers in continuation of

the enumeration given in " Quintics I." Three of these surfaces possess a triple point not lying

on the double conic ; they are Cayley's quintic with a double line and two triple points, and two

limiting fornis of it; they are represented by equations (XXIII) (with a modified form) and

(XXIV). Seven surfaces represented by equations (XXV)—(XXXI) have a double point not

lying on the conic. The remaining thirteen surfaces have no double or multiple point distinct

from the double conic; in the case oifive of these thirteen surfaces, represented by the equations

(XXXII)—(XXXVI), the conic is non-degenerate, in the case of fuur surfaces, represented by

equations (XXXVII) and (XXXIX)—(XLI), the conic degenerates into two intersecting straight

lines which are distinct, while in the remaining four cases, represented by equations (XLII)

—

(XLV), the conic degenerates into two coincident straight lines. The surface (XXXVIII) should

have been given in " Quintics I," § 6, and only differs slightly from the surface (VII) of that

article. Si.x of the twenty-three surfaces belong to a class considered in " Quintics I," Part li, viz.

:

those for which the fundamental quadrics d have a common linear factor ; three, viz. (XXV),

(XXXII) and (XL), are special cases of (XVII), two, viz. (XLI) and (XLV), are special cases of

(XVI), while (XXXIX) is a special case of (XXI).

The surfaces of this paper share with all other known quartic and quintic surfaces, which

admit of integrals of the first kind, the property that they can be transformed birationally into

cones ; so that in all cases the geometrical genus (pg) is zero and the numerical genus {p„) is

negative. All the surfaces of this paper can be transformed into cubic cones, so that p„ = — 1.

Each surface possesses a family of rational curves corresponding to the generators of the cone.

I have not in general worked out the equations of these curves, but they can be immediately

deduced from the transformations, which I have always given, by means of which the surface can

be transformed into cones either directly or via quartics. None of the surfaces of this paper are

ruled, a result which is in agreement with Schwarz's enumeration * of ruled quintics.

* " Ueber die geradlinigen Flachen fiiuften Grades " : Crelle's Journal, t. 07 (1866) ; reprinted in Gesammelte

Ahhandlungen, t. 2, pp. 25—64.
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being the interval between adjacent values of an element, shall be the same for all the

elements may be dispensed with by taking Ax as the greatest common measure of all the

intervals (between adjacent values) presented by all the elements (in the long run). Thus

if an element which (measured from its lower extremity) presents the values

0, A;c, 2 A,/', ... v\x

is to be combined with a binomial element which presents only the values and i^Aa;,

it is allowable to regard the latter element as presenting the values

Aa-, 2Aa', ... (i^ - 1) Aa;

with zero frequency.

* See Part I. p. 38.
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Substitution for the tenth, ninth, and ei(jhth conditions. The three conditions which (in

the reverse order) come next may be rednced to one : namely that a descending series

should be formed by the coefficients k, l\, k.....kt*, each ilivided h\ k (or 2k) raised to

a corresponding power, viz., respectively ^(0 + 2), ^(1+2), 1(2 + 2), ... i(i + 2). For thereby

it will be secured that the mean powers of the compound x will be broken up into groups

forming successive approximations. Thus +

^!2^V l.S! W^ '

,...+>, = 2p + l!A:'''-"
fA_ + 2(^-1) A,]

^
p-V.'if'-' |8;A-3"^ 5! A-?|

Also the expression for the ordinate:]: can be exhibited as a descending series, viz.,

y"' "' 3 ! dx» '
+ -4

! dx^ + ^ ' 8 ! 3 ! d.x« + ••• '

where x = xj^^k, k, = A-,/(2A-)^ <''+-',

^»=vfc^'"'
and accordingly ^J= (2,),.

go
_

The convergency of the series is thus secured, provided that x is not too large with

respect to 2A-§.

This convergence tends to be impaired by the inequality between the elements in

respect of mean deviation against which the tenth condition is directed. This may be

seen by considering the case in which some of the component elements have a mean-

square-of-deviation which is very small in comparison with the corresponding coefficient

for the other elements. Thus suppose the .system of elements to consist of two classes,

?>ii elements assuming the values 0, 1, 2, 3, ... 18 with the same frequency as the number

of pips on a domino taken at random, and nu elements assuming the values or 1

according as a tossed coin turns up tail or head. We have for k the mean-square-of-

deviation for the compound ?)ii X 16'.5 + 7«2X 0"2.5. For A;^ we have )n,x — 83"325+ '"cX — ^•125.

Unless vu is ver}' great in comparison with niy it will not contribute much to the con-

dition that A-„/A'- should be small. It must be supposed that the elements are not||

regular, otherwise the inequality of their dispersion would not impair the regularity of

the compound.

Another circumstance unfavourable to the fulfilment of the essential condition is

extreme asymmetry on the part of the elementary locus; which is guarded against by

the eighth condition. The effect of a.symmetry is illustrated by the case of the binomial

when one of the alternatives is very improbable. The quantity mpq which affects all the

coefficients kj, k., ... as a denominator then tends to be small, and accordingly those

coefficients tend to be large IT. Analogously in general when an element has a very

* See Part I. p. 44.
. jipplied to the law of error as generalised in this paper

;

t Ibid. p. 43. J Ihid. p. 4.5. the term " normal " being confined to the first approxi-

§ See Appendix, Note 2. mation.

II
It will be remembered that the term "regular" is II See Part I. Sect. 5.
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asymmetrical locus its mean powers will be small, say ey-, eV> e'V. &c., where 6, e', e" are

small fractions of the same order. Accordingly the k coefficients will not form a de-

scending series (unless m is very large). E.g. k,> = S (€"7^ - 3ry')/4eV»" ; where 6 and

V are presumably of the same small order.

In general, whatever the abnormality of the elements, whether it be due to asymmetry
or other incidents, and whether or not it be aggravated by inequality between the elements

in respect of dispersion, the regular law of error will be generated, provided that the number
of the elements is sufficiently great. The number need not be great when the elements

are nearly regiilar (themselves perhaps compounds). If they are perfectly regular the sum
of any two elements will obey the regular law of error.

Removal of the seventh condition. In what precedes it has been taken for granted that

the mean powers of the elements are finite ; as follows from the attribute that the range is

finite. This attribute is only required in order to afford that inference ; if the method of

proof recommended in Sect. 1 of Part I. is adopted. That proof is not affected by the range

of the elements becoming infinite, provided that their mean powers remain finite.

But in employing the method originated by Professor Morgan Crofton, in cases where

the range is infinite we are met w'ith a difficulty when we proceed to expand the expression

for the frequency of the compound in terms of the mean powers of the elements*. Some of

the constituents of these means now become infinite ; and accordingly we are employing

Taylor's theorem for the expansion of f{x + h} in ascending powers of h, in cases where

/( is infinite. A similar difficulty is presented by Laplace's method when it is attempted to

expand x(a) (in our notation) in ascending mean powers of an elementf. As Laplace

himself says, "si les erreurs peuvent seteudre a I'infini, I'application de la methode prece-

dente pent offrir quelques difficultes;):."

These difficulties may be removed by the following theorem. An element with

indefinitely great range may be reduced, without sensible effect on the locus of the com-

pound, to an element with range finite and small in comparison with the " standard

deviation "§ of the compound
;
provided that the mean powers (up to the tth) of deviations

in excess of the centre of gravity, and likewise the mean powers of deviations in defect

—

each set being taken in absolute quantity—are finite and not very great, so that the tth

root of the mean tth power is a small quantity || relatively to the standard deviation of

the compound. For consider a case in which the area of the element above its centre of

gravity is p, and below the centre of gravity q (j) + q = I ). Let OP, measured from the centre

of gravity to the right, represent the tth root of the mean tth power of deviations in excess

;

and likewise OQ the tth root of the mean tth power of deviations in defect. And let us

endeavour to arrange that as large as possible a portion of the element should lie above

a limit considerably greater than OP, say SOP; and likewise as large as possible a proportion

below SOQ. The arrangement most favourable to this result would be that the portions of

the area not outside these limits should be huddled up in the neighbourhood of the centre

* See Part I. Sect. 2. quantity here denoted by ^'A-.

t See Part I. p. 52. |i
A quantity of the order l/x'»' according to the scale

t TJieorie analytique des Prohahilites, 'Rk 11. ch. rr. § 18. of units recommended in this paper. See Part I. Sect. 1,

§ Professor K. Pearson's convenient term for the and Appendix, Note 1.

15—2
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of gravity so as not to contribute to the mean powers of the element. Let pp be the

proportion of the area outside ^OP ; and likewise p'q the proportion outside 30Q. If all the

portion outside SOP were indefinitely near that limit, pp {SOPy = pOP^". But if the

portion outside SOP is more dispersed, p .0P'<'= pp (OPJ", where OP' is greater than SOP.

Accordingly p if {^y. Likewise it may be shown that p is very small. A fortiori when

the element has a less peculiar form of frequency-locus than that which has been supposed*.

Therefore (it being granted that the mean powers of the elements are finite) all the elements

may be considered as ranging within limits sufficiently small to permit of the expansions

practised in the methods originated by Laplace and Professor Morgan Crofton. The pro-

portion of observations involving values of elements outside those limits must be so small

as to be insensible when distributed over an area (bounded by the frequency-locus of the

observations compounded of elements) which is nearly equal to unity.

Removal of the sixth condition. Beginning with the case of two dimensions, let us

represent the frequency-locus of the rth element by the equation f,.
=

(j)^ (J, tj) ; signifying

that the probability, or comparative frequency in the long run, of the concurrence of the

values ^ and ?; is for the ?'th element <f)r(^,'>]) A^Arj. Let the pair of values contributed by

the rth element to the sth observation be (g^,., sV,)- The sth observation consists of a pair

of values for the compound quantity (gU.\ ^y) such that

r-m
- «?,•; sy= S ,7},

)•=!

Beginning with the method placed first in our First Part-f- we have to find a repre-

sentative surface whose mean powers of deviation from the centre of gravity are approxi-

mately equal to those of the actual locus ; not only mean powers for one of the variables,

such as the mean of x'^ or of yi, but also the mean of products such as x* x j/*'. The

latter mean may be designated thus (.r, y)'"' "'. If f{j'y) is a surface approximating in

form to the actual locus [JJx^y'^f (xy) dxdy]—the square brackets denoting integration

between extreme limits

—

= {x, y)<">i'\

Take the centre of gravity as before for the origin, and transform to principal axes by

putting .'<; = A' COS0— Fsin ^, y = Xsm6+ I'cos^, where 6 is taken so that (A'', F)"'-"', the

mean product of the coordinates pertaining to the compound, may vanish. This will be

eflfected if

tan2^=2(.r, y)"'. "'/(.f, y)-'"-(x, yf'-X.

Following the analogy of the simpler case§ let us express the generating function of

7r(X, F)'''' '" in a form suited to our purpose. The generating function of
t\ t'\

is e«-r+3i'; the coefficient of o'|d' in the expansion of this function being -—;-, X'F''.
L i Z i

* See an example in Appendix, Note 5. t Section 1.

* Compare " The Compound Probability Curve," Fliil. Mag. 1896, vol. xli. p. 208, by the present writer.

S Part I. p. 42.
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And e»Jf+3r= g<iSH-^sH
^[{ ^^^ jj^ j^j.g (-j^g coordinates for the ?'th element referred to the

principal axes A' and Y)

x(l+aE,+/3R,)+^(a-=,-+ )+...

x(l+aH,„ + ieH„)+ 2-, («'=»,'+
) + ....

Therefore, taking averages on both sides of the identity,

1 +aJ'>' +^Fi'i + i(a^Y'^" + 2a^(Z, F)"*."' + /3=r=') + ...

is identical with the mean of the last written product; that is, as the elements vary

independently of each other

where p,,^»fr is the coefficient of —;—; oP/S' in the expansion of

log ( 1 + aH/" + /SH.'i' + -M^Br'"-' + 22^(E,H,)i'M" +/?^H,'=» + ... )+ . .

r=/M r-m
Put 2,0^^. or more shortly K, for S 2_o«r''''. o,2-K', or more shortly K\ for S u, 2*r'"'; and

r=l '

'

r=l
r=m ^

generally ^^K for S p,qicr; and we obtain for the generating function of , {X, F)i'm''—
r=l ' till

remembering that X"\ F", (Z, F)"''''' all vanish—

i (a:K+efiK')+^, („„Aa3+.f,, ,Ao2^+.•^„JA:a^=+o,3i:^')+...

.

where ^^.^K is of an order inversely proportional to the {p + q — '2.)t\\ power of V?h (if the

elements are supposed to be typical*, except in that they are two-dimensioned).

The values of (X, F)*""''' thus given may be expressed as integrals of a repre-

sentative surface, if we convert the generating function into an ojjerator by omitting the

first pair of terms in the index, viz. \Ka- + hK'^', substituting in the remaining terms for

a, — -Ty . and for /?, — j^r , and putting for operand the (normal) function

1 „ fX' Y' \
^-,=_,Exp-(^^-^^, + ,^,J,sayZ„.

For it will be found that the expression given by the generating function

—— (A' Y )'''''''

t\ t'r '

* It is often convenient in enouncing the relaxation of one typical attribute to treat the others as in force, where

no new difficulty is introduced by their relaxation.
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is identical with

^,.r r X'Y'ZdXdY;

where Z is the function which results from the performance on Z„ of the operation which

has been indicated. For by analogy with the case of one dimension* it will be found

that any term in one of the compared expressions, e.g. a term which involves K'' and /v '',

is equal to a corresponding term in the other expression. The comparison ma}' be

effected by the equations

A'=^+''F=3+»- -~ ^ C- 1 V( - 1 Y dXd Y=
A>A"5

2"]) !
2iq

I

'

where t == ip + r, t' — 2ij + s.

It remains to transform the expression which has been found back to the original

coordinates. This is effected by substituting iu the operand Z„ for X and Y their values

in terms of a;, y, and 6, for K and A" their values in terms of {x, y)'-''"", {x, yY^''*^',

{x, y)""''-\ say k, I, and k' respectively, and for tan also its value iu terms of those

coefficients. There results for the operand, and as the first approximation to the required

law of error,

zo = ^ l—^^ Exp - ( k'x- - 2lxy + kf)l-l (kk' - t-).

For the operator it suffices to change each coefficient of the type ^..^A to the corre-

sponding symbol in lower case, viz. p^.jk where ^, ,;^• has the same relation to z that p^gK

has to Z; that is, p^,jk is the difference between (x, y)i''''<9' as it actually is, and as it

would be if Zp+q—, the {p + q — l)th. approximation were correct+. This may be shown bj^

considering the group of terms which are of the order (/) + 5 — 2) V»i|, as having the

character of an emanant. For instance, in the case of yi + 5 = 3 the group (of the

order Ij'Jm) is

1 / ,^d-'Z„ d^Z^
, „ j^ d^Z„ j^d^'ZA

3 !

['''^'- dX' "^ '^ -'^^dX^dY^ ^ '^'- dXdh + "'^^dY'

This expression is the mean, that is, the quotient of a sum, of constituents each of

which is of the form

1 / „,3 d'Z,, ,r ,., , , , d^Zp

3][^ dX^^'^^^
"^ dX^dY^-

where X'Y' is a particular pair of values assumed by the compound quantity. But by

the theory of emanants§ this constituent is identical with

dy

* Part I. p. 44. + Ou the supposition of lypictil—not in general reriular

t Or the sum of the corresponding differences for the —elements,

elements. Cp. Part I. p. 44. j Ssdmon'a Hinlier Ahiehra, Art. V2o.
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where x'y is that pair of coordinates referred to the original axes which corresponds to

X'Y'. Whence it follows that the group

is identical with the group

Like reasoning may be applied to any other group.

With the aid of premisses furnished by the foregoing proof of the law of error in two

dimensions, the same conclusion may be obtained by the proof which is based on partial

differential equations*. When a new element is taken in we have now' for the first

approximation :

(1 ) dz = [SSr-<i>.., {^,v) A? A,;] ^^

;

(2) dz = [SS^vcl>„, (^ V) A|A,?] ^^^

;

(3) dz = ^ [SSn-4>u. (f V) A?A,] ^1^

;

the square bi'ackets indicating that the summation extends over the whole range of the

new element. By fii-st priuciplesf the three bracketed quantities may be replaced respec-

tively by Ak, M, Ak', the additions made by taking in the new element to k, I, k'

(respectively representing a;'-"', {x, y)'"'''', y"-^). We have thus the system of partial differ-

ential equations

:

. , dz _\ d-z dz d-z . dz _l d-z

^' dk~id:^' ^'' dJ^dMy' ^' dk'~2df-

If we transform to principal axes I disappears. There must be satisfied the two partial

differential equations

dZ ^Id'Z dZ _ 1 d'Z

For subsidiary equations we obtain, by parity with Professor Crofton's reasoning* in the

case of a single dimension.

Combining the subsidiary with the leading system, we obtain the first integrals

:

(1) ZZ+g- = C'; (2) ZY+^=^C,-

where C, does not involve X, nor C.,, Y. Further, as by the fundamental theory the odd

* See Part I. Sect. 2. t Cp. Part. I. p. 46.

J Eiicyclopcedia Britannica, 9th edition, Art. "Probability," p. 781.
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powers of X and Y in Z may be neglected in a first approximation*, when X = 0,

^ = 0, and therefore C'l = 0. By parity of reasoning C^ = 0. Whence by a second inte-

dX

gration—utilising the condition
|

|

ZdXdY=l—v{e obtain the normal surface.

There is no difficulty in extending this method to further approximations on the lines

indicated by the present writer in a former paper f; with the aid of the fundamental

theory stated in this paper.

The proof of the law of error for two dimensions on the lines traced by Laplace for

one dimension J presents no additional difficulty; so short is the step from the generating

function (or the operator) which has been above written to that function in o for one

dimension§, in a and /3 for two dimensions, which is proper to Laplace's method.

Nor does the use of the method which is based on the condition of reproducti\'ity

present peculiar difficulty in the case of two dimensionslj.

Nor need we be detained by the extension of the theory to dimensions more than

two; nor by relaxations of the typical conditions, such as have been already considered

with reference to one dimension.

Slight relaxation of the fifth condition. So far we have supposed the method of com-

pounding the elements to be of the simplest sort, namely, summation. To this species

may be reduced the case in which the compound is the sum, not indeed of the m elements,

but of m magnitudes each of which is a given function of a different element, say

Here if ^r obeys the law of frequency v = 4>'(^r), the statistical quantity which we may

call [-^r] obeys the law

where for
f,.

is to be substituted its value in terms of [yp-r] obtained from the equation

The compound quantity is thus shown to be the sum of m elements [t/t,], [^jr.^, ... [y}r„,],

each of which Huctuates independently. Accordingly (if the new elements satisfy the

essential conditions) the law of error will be set up. This variety includes the important

case in which the function whereby the elements are compounded is linearlf.

Functions other than linear are not in general amenable to any of the proofs which

have been o'iven. Nor is there any universal form towards which the frequency-locus of

such aggi-egates converges. If we are free to employ any combination of the elements we

* See Part I. p. 47. variety is where -^ (4) = f > a beiug a positive integer; the

+ Phil. Mag., 1896, vol. xli. p. 208. case discussed by Todhunter, History of Probabilities, Art.

+ See Mr Burbury's extension of Laplace's method, in 1006. Among known and simple cases of relations other

Phil. Mag. 1894. than summation by which the law of error is set up may be

§ See Part I. p. 52. mentioned here the vtediaii a.Dii percentiles of a large set of

II
See Appendix, Note 6. elements ; though they cannot be classed as functions of

U Another important simple ease belonging to this the elements.
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can arrange that any assigned function shall be the limiting form for the frequency-locus

of that combination when the number of the elements is increased without limit. For

consider the frequency-locus of a statistical quantity, x, which is some function of the

sort of compound which we have hitherto been considering, viz. a sum of in independent

elements; say x' = <j) (x), where « = fi
-h f

2
-t- . .

.

-I- ^,„* . Then, if $ (x) denote the normal

error-function,

, Exp. — x~j2k,

dx .

we have for the frequency-locus of x, 6 (x) -j-, , if for ;i- is .substituted its value in x' de-

rived from the equation x'=<f)(.r). The resulting expression in ,'•' is to be identified with

dx
some assigned ftinction, say f(A''). We have thus ^ (a:) , ,

= f (a;'). Whence & (x) + C = F (x'),

if capital letters are used to denote the respective indefinite integrals. Whence

x' = F-'(C+&{x)).

For example, let i(x') be (for positive values oi x) (a — x')/a^. Then

F(x') = {ax' -ix'"-)/a';

which is to be equated to C + & (a). Thus

x'-' - lax + '2ce (C 4- («•)) = 0,

a;' = « [1 + Vl-2(0-|-©(a;))!.

Kemarkiug that is a quantity, which increases from zero to \, as x increases from zero

to infinity, let us arrange that ,/' should increase from U to a while x increases from zero

to infinity. This is effected by taking the lower, the negative, sign in the expression for x

,

and putting C = 0. The resulting frequency-locus for positive values of x will therefore

be of the prescribed form y = {a — x')ld', if a;'= a ( 1 — Vl — 20 (a;))t. By a proper change of

signs the result becomes applicable to negative values of x and x'. The larger the number

of elements the more closely will the actual frequency-locus of x approximate to the

right line (corresponding to the assigned function) as a limiting form.

A fortiori there is no unique limiting form to be expected when the compound

involves the elements, not implicitly as a function of their sum, but in any other way.

Of course if the function can be expanded in ascending powers of the elements which

after the first may be neglected, the case is reduced to that of a linear function. Between

this simple case and the mo.'st general one—both of which have been now considered

—

occurs an intermediate, probably extensive, case: where the compound is expanded^ in

* The writer has employed the form .c' = ai + bj;- + cr' by Dr Burgess in the Trans. Roy. Soc. of Edinburgh,

for the representation of abnormal groups (Journal of the vol. xxxix. 1900.

Statistical Society, 1900). J Quantities of the order (l/^m)' in relation to the tirst

t Laplace has expressed 6 {.r) in several forms ; discussed term of the compound magnitude being retained.

Vol. XX. Part I. 16
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ascending powers (and products) of the elements, which are not neglected, but retained

down to a certain order of magnitude, say the tth. It may be enquired whether the

regular law of error is applicable to such expansible functions of elements.

The answer to this question may be found by showing that there is a generating

function for the mean powers of such a combination of elements essentially resembling

the generating function which has been found for the mean powers of a compound formed

by a sum of elements*.

The following method of determining the law of frequency for expansible functions has

the advantage of affording a fresh proof of the law of error for sums of elements. If x'

is the given function of the elements, and y' its sought law of frequency, y'^x may be

considered as a certain strip of the locus

.which (multiplied by A^jA^. ... A^„,) represents the probability that any particular system

of values for the m elements should concur (77 =
(fy,.

being the law of frequency for the

rth element). The slice of this " solid " which contains all the " points," or systems of

?i> ?2--- fm. foi" which the given combination of these variables is betweeuf x and x' + J\x',

is equal to y'Ax'. Change the system of independent variables from |,, ^o, fj ... f„ to

a', ^„, fs ... ^„. The required strip may be written [jf ... il.r\v>d^«d^s ... d^^]: where the

integrations are to extend between the extreme limits of the variables
;

jW is what w
becomes when for f, is substituted its value in x', ^o, Is---, and this form of tv is multiplied

by (the determinant proper to a change in the system of variables, here) the differential

of that value of |i with respect to x', j-^.

The handling of this integral is facilitated by two propositions which have been above

established. (a) The equation for the locus of any element may be put, without loss of

generality, in the form

V27r/c )-ii^h^^^i'^^-^^'^''^^ + (Syh^''--^^-]'

the form of the regular law of error ^. where k, /f,, «•..,, &c. are determined in the usual way

by the mean powers of the element under consideration. For the mean powers of the

element as determined from the proposed locus are the same (up to any assigned power)

as the given mean powers ; and it has been postulated that when one locus has the

same mean powers as another they may be considered as identical§. (/3) The portion of

any element which lies outside a limit equateable to k multiplied by a small numerical

* See Appendix, Note 7. J In the form, but not in general presenting the essential

t Or rather at .r', if the function designated by x' varies character of the law of error, viz. a series of approximating

with its variables |i, f;, ... discontinuously by very small teims.

steps. § Part I. p. 40.
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coefficient (small with reference to \/m) is an inconsiderable fraction*. By these propo-

sitions IV, the locus of concurrent elements, may be put in the form-f"

Q

where the portion within square brackets outside the exponential breaks up into groups

forming a descending series (the variables, by proposition (0), being restricted to the order

of the corresponding power of ,.fi4)-

These theorems are now to be employed in cases where x', the given function of the

elements, may be expanded in ascending powers thereof, say

*' = «,f , + cxS+ a.e. . + ^u^o' + 2/8,,^,?, + 20y,^S: + • • , + y<n^:' + Hnm^ + 67i-^.fi?2?. + •.•

where the a's, y3's, and 7's are respectively of the order 1, Ijsjm, I'm..., as in general (with

respect to the typical case§) it will be found necessary to postulate. Let us begin with

the simple case in which the /8's, 7's, &c. vanish, and the a's are all equal to unity, the case

already treated by other methods, in which the compound x' is equal to the simple sum

of the elements. By the present method we have for the locus of x', when in w (as

above directed) there is .substituted for fi its value — ?2 — ^:: • • •
— ?»/ + *> say — ^. + R,

d^ . . . . \

-J
, being in this case unity

J

, an expression which may be put in the form

Q.
v^ I I ... e 2,«oa«o V ' (i«o+2«o)' 2(,ico+2iCoJ 2o«3 -oti

•

, a«. 1 /12(E-g,) S(R-^,y\ .jc, 1 /12|, \

/"*'(2.«„)^ 3!l VC^ {2,K„f- ) (2,«„)t 3 ! W2;7„ "1 dM^....dl„

—to confine ourselves at fii-st to a first correction. Change the variable ^., by substituting

for it ^./ + i?2»fo/(i«-|, + „«„), and integrate with respect to f^' between extreme limits—for ^..',

as for
f.j,

+ X and — x . There results an expression cleared of
f.,

(as well as ^j), in

which it will be observed that ^3, fj,... ^m, ^'. enter the exponent only in (powers and

products of) the second dimension; and enter the parenthesis on the right of the ex-

ponential only in the first and third dimensions. Also the (inverse) coefficient on the

left of the exponential, Q, which consisted originally of the continued product

v2iKo7r, v22K„7r ... V2^K,|7r

is now transformed by substituting for the first two factors \/2 (,«:„ -f- ^ko) '''" (one Vtt being

ejected). Rearranging the index properly we may similarly get rid of
f;,,

the parenthesis

on the right still involving only terms of the first and third dimensions of the variables,

while in the coefficient on the left instead of the first three original factors we have now

s/2 (i«o + 2«0 + 3«o) TT

* Above, p. 116. coefficient.

t The number of the element to which any k coefficient t ^rl^'^r''o being of the order unity, as we may say
;

belongs is designated by a subscript on the left ; the place small compared with ^m.

on the right being already devoted to the order of the § See note on p. 117.

16—2
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(another ^jir having been ejected). Continuing the process we reach ultimately the form

We may be sure, in the present case for which the regular law of error has been otherwise

demonstrated, that the constants B-^ and B-i, are identical with those pertaining to that law.

Next, let there be retained in the expansion of x terms of the order l/V'i involving

second powers (and products) of |, , ^._. . . . . We have then

?, = - e.- ?,...- |.„ + *'' -/3n(-?.- ^3-. ..+«??-2/3„(-^.-^„ -... + *•')?.-...

(with the degree of accuracy required for a second approximation) from which the expression

for ^ can be derived. Substituting these values in the expression to be integrated we

obtain an expression similar to that of the last paragraph ; except that the exponent

now contains, besides terms of the second dimension in
f.,, fs ••?)», "»'. terms of the third

dimension: such as — ^^jtl'^^^jl-^Kf, or +2'2/3,.,^2?3?4/2i'c„. But as each of these terms is affected

with a small coefficient, the variables also being (in effect) confined to a limit of the

order lj\/m, we are entitled to bring down these adventitious terms from the exponent

to the external parenthesis ; thus obtaining for the expression to be integrated a form

similar to that which was dealt with in the last paragraph ; the form not being impaired

by the factor

^; (= 1 - 2^„*' - 2^,,f, - 2/3,3?;, -...)•

Proceeding therefore, as before, we obtain a final result of the form

1
e-^'^'-* [1 + B,x + B.,x'%

But we have not now the same a priori assurance that this form is identical with the

regular law of error. Indeed we may be sure that it is not identical with the law of

error in the form which we have mostly employed—referred to the centre of gravity.

For the mean first power is not zero, but Ai^i'-' + /Saa^J-' + ... a quantity of the order

l/Vwi, say /8i (+ quantities of lower orders). Put x =x" + ^, and, expanding in powers

of /3 and neglecting small quantities, we shall obtain for the locus of x" an expression

of the form

y = ~ e---^'=* [1 + 5/.r" + B.;x"-^].

NZirk

This expression must satisfy the conditions that

(1) the area I ydx{x"^''\ as we may say) = 1,
J - CO

(2) r x"ydx{=x"^'') = l,
.' - CO

(3) f
x"^ydx{=x"'-') = k;

J —00

(4) [ x''ydx{=x'^) = ,r'i»' - Sx''"->/3 + Sx'^'>/3- - /3»,

J —00
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(quantities of the order 1 /»i (/?-) being neglected). Equations (1) and (3) are already

satisfied. We thus obtain, on performing the integration, two simple equations for i}/

and B^, affording for the solution a unique system of values. But the same equations

are satisfied by the cori-esponding coefficients in the form

Vl2iTk
e 2*

1 li^

Therefore the compared loci are identical as to their constants, as well as in form.

We have so far supposed that the a coefficients in the first term of the expansion

of X are each = unity. But it is easy to pass from the simple case wiiich has been

treated to that in which the a coefficient of
f,.

is a,, by observing that wherever ,.Ko occurs

in the preceding paragraphs a^v^o should now be written ; and (more generally) wherever

rKt occurs Hr^-rK, should now be wTitten.

By parity of reasoning we may obtain the frequency-locus of .v when account is taken

of those terms in the e.xpansion of x which are affected with the 7's. Some difficulty

in identifying the locus thus found with the regular law of error may be caused by the

incident that the denominator in the exponent, viz.—as in the preceding paragraphs— 2A-,

is not now (as might perhaps be expected) identical with the mean square of deviation

for x'. That mean square

= Sf^" + 2S(37u.ri'-^'l='^' + 37.^?! '^'fc'-^' + 373.:?3'-^'l.'^' + ...)

(up to the required degree of approximation) = k + (say) 7. In order to compare the locus

which has just been found with the law of error in the form that has been given, it is

proper to substitute in the former, for k, k' — 7 (where k' is the mean square of error for x',

and also—quantities below the order Ijm being neglected—for x"). Expanding in ascending

powers of 7 we shall not introduce any new powers of x"*, in addition to the first and

third which come in by the first correction, and the second, fourth, and sixth powers

which the second correction introduces. As before it may be proved that the frequency-

locus of x" must be identical as to its constants as well as in its form with the third

approximation of the regular law of error.

By parity of reasoning we may proceed to another and another approximation, observing

that the coefficient of any power of x" outside the exponential, e.g. x, is now to be treated

as made up of parts of different orders, e.g. B^x + D^x, B^ being of the order Ij^Jm, D^

of the order Ijm^];.

When we go on to the case of several dimensions the question arises, how are we

to understand an expansible frequency-function of several variables pertaining to a compound

of numerous elements ? The proper conception appears to be that the locus pertaining to

each element, e.g. the ?"th, is of the form ^ = <pr{^, V< ••)> assigning the frequency with

• A t, V 1. • 1, 1 rf'/fi , 'i'lln powers of x.
As may be seen by observing that -f^—i-r^ „,, „ . . , , ,

ciK ax- t The small quantities p and 7 defined lu the last

where y^ is the normal law of error (Part I. Sect. 2), and paragraphs will be made up of different orders.

80 the expansion in powers of 7 wUl involve only even
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which particular vahies of ^ and rj are concurrently enjoyed by the rth element. The

values of f, •»?, •• are assumed by the j-th element independently of all other elements,

but not in general independently of each other, the variables for each element being in

general correlated. There is sought a locus of the form

z = F{.r',y',...),

assigning the frequency with which particular values are concurrently enjoyed b}' the

compound magnitudes x and y' ... , each a (different) function of the elements, say,

A' = -»|r(f,, f,, ...; 7;,, 7?,, ... ; ...),

these functions admitting of being expanded in ascending powei-s of the ^'s and rfs. Pro-

ceeding by analogy we obtain, by multiplying together the 0's, an expression for the

frequency with which 111 particular systems of values will be concurrently enjoyed by the

m elements. Substitiiting for |i and 771 their values in terms of the other elements and

x',y',..., attending also to the determinant proper to the change of vai-iables for fi, 17, to

x\ y'*,..., we obtain as before an expression, with terms of the second dimension in the

exponent and a descending series of groups in the external parenthesis. The exponent

being put in the proper form, ^., and 77., maj- be got rid of by integration, and finally

a result obtained which may be shown to be identical with the regular law of error both

as to form and constants.

Slight relaxation of the fourth condition. The modification of the fifth attribute which

has just been obtained suggests an analogous modification of the fourth condition, that the

variations of the elements contributing to a compound observation should be independent-f".

Consider the exponent in the expression for jW in the preceding paragraphs, when firet it

was disturbed by our having put for f,, not as in the simplest case^ a linear function of

^o, ^3... ..'(', but one involving ascending powers of those variables. Just the same effect

will be produced if we suppose that jW—or rather what it becomes when the ./' therein is

replaced by fi+ ^2 + ^3+ ••• + ^m—"ow denotes the law of interdependence between the values

of the elements, and the problem is to find the locus of x the sum of fi, ^o, ... f,„ elements

no longer perfect!}' independent, but correlated in such wise that iW represents the probability

that a particular system of values is enjoyed by the elements. As the compound need not

be a perfectly linear function of the elements, so the elements need not be perfectlj' inde-

pendent of each other. The two kinds of imperfection may coexist. But the divergence

from the typical ideal must in both cases be small. The suggestion that there is a general

form of frequency-curve for a compound of elements interdependent in any way is met by

* Above, p. 122. other groups. For then the sum of the elements in each

t It ueed hardly be said that the fourth condition is gronp may be regarded as a single element obeying a

not infringed when the m elements are interdependent in definite frequeucy-law ; so that, 71 being sufficiently large,

such wise that the set can be broken up into a large number the law of error will be fulfilled without further relaxation

(«) of groups, the members of each group being correlated of the typical conditions.

inter se but independent with respect to the members of all * Above, p. 12i.
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the same reasoning as that which has been applied to the supposition that the compound is

amj function of independent elements. We saw* that if we are free to take x as any

function of the elements, we can enable the fi-equency-locus to take any assigned form.

Suppose that the relation of x' to the elements has been properly determined for this

purpose ; and that (according to the last method) the values of ^i and -j^, having been

thence derived, we obtain ^w in the form

then I

I

...iivd^,d^.j...d^,„

results in a function of x' which is of the assigned form, say i{x'). Now substitute in ^,

for a;', ^i + ^> + --- + ?m ; and let ;^ (thus modified) represent the law of interdependence between

the elements. If there is sought the frequency-locus of x the sum of such elements, it is

found to be f (x) !

Considerable relaxation of the third condition. The divei-gence from the type which

has been discussed in the last section is to be distinguished from the interdependence between

values assumed by the same elements in different observations. Such interdependence, if

complete, would of course be fatal to the fulfilment of the law of error. If each of the

elements had exactly the same value for all the observations there would be only one obser-

vation ! But a less complete degree of such interdependence is not fatal. Other things

being favourable, there will still be fulfilled the approximate equality between the mean

powers of the actual and those of the representative locus. Only the long run by which the

mean powers of the actual locus are to be ascertained will now be longer. The Pearsonian

criterion applied incautiously to such a system would vield a too unfavourable answer to

the enquiry whether a given set of observations should be regarded as having emanated from

—

being a sample of—a distribution which in the long run would present the law of error. For

the number, «', which forms one of the data for that test is not now the number (+1) of the

observations in a proposed set+; as, may be seen in the simple case where the observations

are supposed to enter in pairs, the value of any element entering into the first, or any odd

observation being the same as the value of that element which enters into the second, or

generally the next, observation (rfi = r^2; r^p+i = r^p+i)- The observations forming each pair

being thus identical we should regard ^m as the effective number of independent observations.

The interdependence between the observations is more serious when they are con-

sidered, not as in this paper, with reference to the law of frequency according to which

they are gi'ouped, but as constituents of an average affording the measurement of an

object under observation. In this case each observation—divided by the total number

of observations—stands in the relation of what is here called an " element " to the average.

Accordingly a considerable interdependence between these observations will (by the last

section) impair the law of error, and the rules which are based on it.

* Above, p. 121.

t Compare Mr Bowlej's remarks on the application of the criterion to statistics of wages, Joiint. Stat. Soc. 1902, p. 338.
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Rehucation of the second condition. So far it has been taken for granted tliat

throughout the long run formed by a series of observations the frequency-loci of the

elements remain unaltered. But the conclusions which have been reached would not be

affected by the relaxation of this cnndition, provided that the functions of the mean

powers which have been utilised, k„, l\, k.,, ... kt, remain undisturbed, however the individual

elements change their form and k coefficients. For example, the first approximation for

the frequency of an aggregate made up of ??!, elements, each formed by the number

of pips on a domino taken at random, and in,, elements, each formed by the number

of pips turned up by a die thrown at random—the constant k in the normal function

which forms the first approximation to this law of frequency would be unaffected if in

the course of a series of observations there were substituted for 198 dies, or any multiple

thereof, the same multiple of 35 dominoes*.

The average, indeed, of the total number of pips, presented by the /*;, + vu elements,

would be altered by the change ; but even this disturbance would be avoided if there

were substituted, for the 198 elements formed by the casting of dies, 35 elements, each

consisting of the number of pips on a domino plus the constant l"8f.

Laxity of the first condition. The condition that the varying values of the elements

should be assumed at random limits the domain of our law less than might be supposed

;

first, because the condition is fulfilled far bej'ond the sphere of aleatory phenomena from

which examples of randomness are usually selected, and secondly because the condition

need not be fulfilled perfectly.

(1) Randomness is here understood as an objective! property of things, implying,

irder alia, (a) that there is a "genus" or '' series "§ of instances such that the proportion

of instances possessing a certain attribute—belonging to a certain species—tends, as the

number of instances is increased, to approach a fixed limit; (/3) that a like series may

be formed by taking as the genus each successive pair (or triplet, quartette...) of the

original instances, the species being defined by the characters of the two (or more)

constituent instances; (7) that like propositions hold good however a set of instances is

arranged so as to form new series. As these properties do not depend on our " ignorance
"

or feeling of uncertainty, so they are presented by phenomena which admit of the most

exact knowledge and power of prediction. Such is the sequence of decimals in mathematical

constants; the random character of which, in the case of ir, has been shoAvn by Dr Venn.

There are doubtless in the region of physics an infinite number of examples like the

following :—The dates in minutes of high-water in the morning at London Bridge, given

in the Nautical Almanack, have been taken for January 1st, April 1st, and July 1st,

1903 ; and according as the number of minutes in the date fell in the first, second,

third, or fourth quarter of the hour, the number 1, 2, 3, or 4 has been put down. The

* The mean square of deviation is for the doniiuo (the J Cp. Venn, Louie of Cliamv; and Le.slie Ellis, in

sum of two digits) 16-5, for the die 2-916. Camb. Phil. Tranx., vol. ix. p. 605, on the "realistic"

t The average number of pips turned up by 198 dies nature of Probabilities.

= 8ix 198= 693; the average number of pips on 35 § loc. cit.

dominoes= 2x4-.5x 3.5= 315; 693-315= 378; 378/35 = 1-8.
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three numbers thus obtained have been added together. A like triplet has been obtained

from January 2nd, April 2nd, and July 2nd ; and so on (cases in which no morning tide

is given for one of the dates belonging to the triplet being omitted). Other triplets

are formed by similarly combining the dates of February, May, August, 1903. There

are thus obtained fifty figures of which the ideal distribution is deduced from the respective

probabilities that a single triplet should have the values 3, 4, 5 ... 11, 12 on the sup-

position that high tide is as likely to occur at one part of an hour as another. The

actual being compared with the ideal distribution by the Pearsonian criterion, the probability

of random origin is found to be considerable, about •?. A not very different result is

obtained from the like treatment of afternoon tides.

(2) The illustration may be varied so as to illustrate imperfect randomness. If the

triplets are selected—not from days separated by three months, but—from adjacent days,

the periodicity of the tides impairs the random character of the result. But there are

many methods of selecting triplets (or more composite elements)—from days that are neither

very distant, not yet quite adjacent-—of which it may be affirmed that they will probably

result in an approximation to the ideal distribution. The character of periodicity—often

consistent with, but sometimes fatal to, randomness—is illustrated by the digits of a

recurring decimal with a long period. The writer has formed 180 decades out of the

first 1800 figures in the period of the decimal which represents the fraction y^'^y. These

figures are given in the Messenger of Mathematics for 1864 (Vol. II. p. 1) in eighteen

rectangular blocks, each block having ten rows and ten columns. For the first half of

the series, the sum of the ten figures forming each column of a block has been taken
;

and for the second* half of the series the sum of the ten figures forming each row.

If the figures dealt with obeyed a random law of frequency, the probability of any

assigned digit occurring being ^ij, it is to be expected that sums of ten digits would

range according to an approximate law of error for which the mean square of deviation

is 2^0 (O'S-* + lo-+ 2"5- + 3".5- + 4'5^) = 825. To test this the observed sums have been

tabulated in a form convenient for the purpose of verification. In the annexed table

the first row presents limits demarcating the total possible range for a sum of ten digits,

between and 100, into seven compartments. The second row shows the number of

observed decades in each compartment. The third row gives the corresponding calculated

number, that is the mean of the numbers that would be given in the long run by

batches of ideally random digits. The fourth, fifth, and sixth rows give the data for

Professor Karl Pearson's criterion of the probability that the observed set of statistics

forms a random deviation from the theoretical frequency distribution assigned by the normal

law of error. Employing the test we obtain for P, the probability that the given set

is a sample of observations obeying the law of error, about 0"9. It is interesting to

compare this result with one obtained from a set of ISO decades in other respects similar

to the above, except that the digits were taken " at random " in the ordinary usage

of the term—from mathematical and statistical tables"!". The probability of this set having

* The better to secure that the random distribution of half of the period,

the digits should not be vitiated by the complementary \ Part of the figures referred to in the Journal of the

character (loc. cit., p. 39) of the digits forming the latter Statistical Society, 1885, Jubilee volome, p. 186.

Vol. XX. Part I. 17
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Table showing the distribution of decades formed by adding successive digits in the

periods of the decimal which represents xi^r

Limits of

compartments

Observed
number of

decades

Calculated

number of

decades (m)

e^jm

35-5 40
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1. Orders of magnitude. The reasoning about errors requires that several orders of

magnitude should be distinguished. There is (1) the limit within which the "typical"

(above, p. 3S) element is in effect (as shown at p. 115) confined, the practical range,

as it may be called, of the element, usually a small multiple of the mean deviation in

1

absolute quantity as given by the formula \^\ = {S\^\'y. (2) Corresponding to this limit

of the element is the practical range of the compound quantity, a small multiple of its

1

standard deviation tjk (or of its mean deviation \x\ = {S\x [*)*). (3) It is evident, the number

of the elements being large, that the last named limit belongs to a different order from

the limit to which the compound observation might possibly extend, if every element

contributed to the observation a value at the extremity of the element's practical range,

on one and the same side of the centre of gravity. (4) For the element too as well as

for the compound there may be a possible as well as a practical range ; as is evident

in the case when the element is itself composite. (5) The admission of order (4) introduces

a higher order of infinity to be enjoyed by the compound observation on the immensely

improbable supposition that every element contributes to the observation a value at the

(same) extremity of its possible range. (6) There is lastly to be considered the magnitude

Af, or Ax (above, pp. 39, 113); which cannot be larger than the range of the least

dispersed element—for example is equal to the range in the case of identical binomial

elements—and may be indefinitely small. It appears to the writer that there is a propriety

in treating this difference, however small, as still finite. Accordingly not much seems

to be gained when, in certain versions of the Laplace-Poisson method, instead of the

obvious quaesitum, what is the probability that a certain value of x meaning a certain

multiple of Ax (+ a constant) should occur, there is substituted the complicating enquiry,

what is the probability that x should have a value between limits I ±ri.

17—2
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2. Degrees of approximation. How f'ai" the series presented by the law of error are

available for purposes of approximation is an investigation which bifurcates according as

the representative is compared with the actual locus, (a) with respect to mean powers,

as above proposed (Part I. § 1), or {b) with respect to ordinates, as usually. In both cases

the general rules as to the convergence and remainder of series are to be applied to

the data. It will be found that in general ceteris paribus the series are less available,

(a) the higher the mean powers compared, (b) the larger the abscissa of the ordinates

compared. A consideration of the first term in the expansion of the law of error supplies

the following tests, in the case of symmetry. (a) 2p, the highest power used for the

purpose of comparing the actual and the representative locus, must be such that in

the series

^'{l +'"-''-#^.t. + ...) (Where t.-VW),

the first term within the brackets shall be a small fraction. Whence, if k„ is of the

order ^ in the typical case of irregular elements for which the k coefiBcients do not vanish,

p^ ought to be small with respect to m. (b) x the abscissa of the outmost ordinate that

is used for the purpose of comparison must be such that in the series .!/» + A-'o J! -r^ + •••

(where ^o is the normal error-function with k as constant) the second term shall be

small with respect to the first. Whence k2(i — 2x^-1- |x*)—where x = a;/V2A;—ought to be

small with respect to unity. When the loci are not symmetrical the conditions become

more stringent.

Example. Let the locus of all the elements be the same, namely the simple one

first considered by Laplace, the horizontal line extending from — a to + a, with equation

^ = 7r- (A|^ being indefinitely small); and let the number of the elements be three*. We

have then /c„ = ^a-; «., = — ^a^; /£j = i!ia"; ... and accordingly, for the aggregate of three

elements A'o = la=; ko = — \oi.*; A4 = ii'ia''; — Whence for the representative locus we have

^=^^71^^ ' V-52=(2-22-a=-^34Tj + -

If ((/) we compare the mean powers of the actual and the representative locus ; the

second and fourth powers are, by construction, the same for both. The sixth power of

the actual locus, viz. a" 9^, differs from the value given by the representative locus, not

continued beyond the first term of expansion, by a"f, a considerable percentage. If we

proceed to another power, the approximation breaks down, the first two terms of the

series being 105a', — 84a''. (6) The formula for the comparison of ordinates breaks down

when—if not before-— - ^7, ( ^ — 2x= + ^x-*] ceases to be small with respect to unity.

* The example is considered by the present writer in the normal is sufficient to afford some approximation to the

Journal of the Statistical Society (1900, p. 73) as showing law of error. A larger number is required for a good

that a very small number of elements which are far from approximation.
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These propositions may be illustrated by considering the form of the actual locus : for

which the equation is* y=— (3a- — a-^) for values of the abscissa between +a; and beyond

those limits, y = y^—j (9a- + 6ax + of), the upper or the lower sign to be taken according

as the positive or negative branch of the locus is designated. From these equations the

mean sixth, eighth... powers can be found by integration. Also with the aid of proper

tablesf the ordinates for the actual and the representative locus can be compared at several

points as in the annexed table.

Table shotuing ordinates (as multiples of a) corresponding to certain abscissae.

Length of abscissa

(in units of a)
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sufficiently large* (account being taken of tlie number of types, e.g. two in the third

group of the series, and also of their coefficients).

An important case of this first theorem is where, for each of the positive quantities |^,|,

we put the square of a typical element, viz. ^r'- We have thus, putting k for the mean

of ^j= + f,= + ... + f,r, that is the sum of the means f,"' + fj'-' + ... + f,„w,

=t\ 3:r,'^'^2'=' •• h'' + 2; se,'^'i='^' ... p,-.(r^-:)=+ ....

Whence S^i '='^2'"' ...?('"' = ", ^''> ^o ^ ^^s* approximation. Also

|1 S^i'^'fJ=' . . . 1'=',-= (?'^-0' =
I7

S?i'^'f.'=' . . • r^-= X S(f.-'=')^ approximately,

= (by the former approximation)

-^-——^ X /i'~=S(f,-''-')- approximately.
^ i

1 1 S(? •''')

Therefore S^i'^'fo'-' ... ?; ''' = r,
/>-•' - r^y,

^•'~''

^i ' *° '^ second approximation.

Next, considering typical elements, since fj'", f;'" ... ^„,'" all vanish,

-^ 2! 2! 2!
'^-'^•-

2: 2! 2! 4!

fc (21 fc 12) l:(2) , tiai fc(3i

^' ^ 2! 2! 2! 3! 3!
"

Substituting for the continued products of mean-squares the approximate values given in

the last paragraph, we have

^'''~p\2P p-2l2P~^2^ 2 '^p-2\2P-^ 4! jp-3! 2p-» '
3! 3!

2»'ytJ' 2d^ k-P-' 1 2io')t'^' 1 (Sf <")•-

=^ +/--2r2^ ¥1
^(^''^' - ^ ^^^'=')^)+;riW3 2W (-PP--™ately).

Replacing S^,™ by ^, (= 2a:,) and 2 (?,.'•"- 3 (|:,. '=')") by /.-.,(= 2«:,) we obtain the result

already deduced (Part I. p. 43).

The expansion of odd powers may be similarly verified. The principle may also be

extended to the case of two (or more) dimensions ; verifying the expressions which have

been found for (X, F)i'i."> (above, p. 118). Some difficulty may be caused here by the

incident that all the terms involving mean first powers do not now vanish ; there survive,

along with terms involving only second powers, terms of the type

73 (2) = 12) 5(2) , If <2) ff (2)

^ 2! 2! 2! ^ '' ~^ 2! 2! " '' ''

* It must be large enough to cover au.y irregularities in the gradation which may be due to the absence of perfect

equality between the mean powers of the different elements.
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(supposing e.g. t and t' even) where the first powers do not vanish, as they form factors

(Hp, HpY^^-^'^ (=p+i. -ffp+i)'"'"' (in the notations of p. 116), say Ap and A^+i, which, the

coordinates for the same element being in general correlated, do not vanish. As there

may occur any even number of these A's as factors of constituent terms in the pre-

dominant group of the multinomial expansion with which we are now concerned, it may
seem at first sight that the character before ascribed to that group—a sum of products

of mean squares—is no longer maintained. But it must be remembered that, as the

axes X and F are (with respect to the aggregate) principal axes, {X, F)"''"', that is

(Ai + Ao-h ), vanishes. Accordingly SAjAa has not the weight to which it seems

entitled on account of the number of its terms. It has —^-^ ^^ terms, any one of
2 •'

which may in absokite quantity be of the order S-H"; yet the algebraic sum of these

terms is equal to half the sum of only m squares, viz. A,^-|- A2=+ ... + A,„- (since (SA)= = 0).

If then we substitute in the last written expression for a portion of {X, F)'"'"'', when

t = 2p, t'=2p',

2' 2! ' 2' — '91 9! 91 -^^^WV.

we see that this portion of the expansion does not rank with one which is made up

of square factors only. The former is of the order 1/m as compared with the latter.

Like reasoning is applicable to products of more than two A's. Thus 2AiA^A. . . . A^g

does not contribute to the terms of which it is a factor, a weight proportioned to the

m
number of terms in the predominant group of (2A)* that is "—

, but only to them — q\
'

sum of the other terms in I 2 Arl which, m being very large with respect to q, is of an

order — compared with the number of terms in the seemingly predominant group of that

series. So the A's do not affect the predominant group in the expansion of (X, F) '"><*''

with which alone the first approximation is concerned ; they are taken account of in

the third approximation by the coefficients of the form t,fK, and in subsequent approxi-

mations.

4. Variant of the second method. The general solution of the leading partial differential

equation in Professor Crofton's method, viz.

dy_ld''y
dk~2d^'

may be written Cle * ''''
4> (^')*> where ^ {k) is an arbitrary function involving the symbol

jT, and d denotes the significant part of the expression, the part not aiTected with

that symbol. In the case before us we know by Professor Crofton's subsidiary condition

* Cp. Forsyth's Differential Equations, Art. 256.

^/.
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that
(f>

(k) is of the form -jf^f{k) ; and by theorems above given that y involves the

coefficients K\, h ... in such wise that

These conditions will be satisfied by putting for </>(/;)

where the condition that, when l\, L ... vanish the integral of ij between extreme limits

should be 1, gives ^ = I/^tt*. It will be observed that the operator [in
-.-^J

constituting

(f){k) is the same operator used above in Part I. to express the law of error, say F (-^],

when for j- is substituted */ 2 -^ . We have thus a variant form of the law of error

VV dkj ^/2Trk

This result may be verified bv changing the order of the two operators on -t=
;

v27rk

substituting in F, thus transposed, for x/^-jj,, -r (as we are entitled to do by the

equation j7,= 9 rn); and moving £1, as after this substitution is legitimate, so as to follow

F. We have then

[dxj 'J27rk U^/ ^/2^
the original form.

5. Test of the third method. The airopiai of Leslie Ellis and Professor Czuber

respecting Laplace's method f are not damaging to the version of it above given. They

take as a test-case that in which the elements have each the locus, in our notation,

where the upper sign is to be used for ^ positive, the lower for f negative. The parameter 7
does not figure in the form given by the eminent authors ; they treat as unity a magnitude

l~^ ,
1 -"^ t Articles on "Method of Least Squares," Camt. PAi7.

* Sinceae-'V *d*-7= = -75?=«~2*' Trans., vol. ix. p. 605; Theorie der Beobachtunrisfehler,
^ ^

pp. 267 et seq.
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which has been above treated as of the order l|^/m (the standard deviation of the composite

locus being treated as unity).

Professor Czuber investigating, on the lines of Laplace, an expression for the probability

that the aggregate of elements will lie between certain limits, questions {loc. cit., p. 267)

whether the results obtained by the approximations employed are not mere formal but

actual approximations (tiicht blosse Ndherungen der Form sondern audi Ndlierungen dem
Werte nach sind), unless some additional assumption is made (loc. cit, p. 271). This doubt

appears to be justified : but it does not touch the version above offered, in which it is

proposed to supplement the reasoning as usually presented by additional—in general justifiable

—assumptions: namely, (1) that the elements are such and so numerous that the coefficients

ki, k.,,.-. are each small in relation to the corresponding powers of k, the mean square of

deviation for the aggregate; k,. kj,... and likewise k,, k^,... forming series descending in

order of magnitude (above, p. 42); (ii) that the abscissae of the ordinates for which au

approximation is sought should not be large with respect to ^/k (above, pp. 131—2) ;
(ill) as

a consequence of (l), that the elements may be treated as virtually confined to a range which

is small with respect to ^/k (above, p. 115). The third assumption removes any scruple which

might be felt in expanding x(a) (above, Part I. § 3) in ascending powers of a and mean

powers of an element. In the case before us let us employ the rule suggested above

(p. 116), and take as the limit on either side to which the range of the element is practically

confined, two or three times OP where OP = (jf I™)^- We have for the mean tenth power

of deviations on either side 10 ! 7" ; and, for OP, 7 log_i 0'65.59, which, multiplied by 3, > I37.

Let us be content with IO7 as the limit on either side of the centre ; thus leaving out

of account a proportion of area less than a twenty-thousandth (!) ; the operation of which

cannot sensibly affect our results. Attending to the orders of magnitude involved in %(a)

and (;^ (a))™ (loc. cit.) we cannot doubt the legitimacy of the step which gives

for the required function. By assumption (l) we are entitled to differentiate with regard

to ^'.2 under the sign of integration, and expand in powers of k„, in a parenthesis outside

the exponential ; thus obtaining a series of definite integrals

- e~°'* cos axdx+ ^, L a*e~» * cos axdsc + . . . = Vo + ^r;
«-"» -^ + ... .

By assumption (li) such values of x are to be employed as (tested by the usual rules for

series) make the above-written series convergent.

Ellis first obtains a series in a.scending powers of u (his equivalent for our a;) and descending

powers of n (his equivalent for our m) representing the probability in the case proposed that

the sum of n elements should be u (between u and u + d^t). Comparing this actual locus

with the normal law of error he expresses a doubt about their coincidence, except upon the

supposition that n is (not merely large, but) infinite. He remarks (comparing the two

Vol. XX. Part I. 18
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functions) " we retain — and neglect —— , although unless u be large, the former term is

of the same or a lower order of magnitude than the latter." The explanation of this

difficulty is that we are concerned only, in a first approximation, with the case in which u

is of the order Vw [x of the order V/k 7]. For w of this order it is quite proper to " retain

— and neglect ." The next order of magnitude (in the case of even loci) is

1 7
"

our — , or -f- smaller in the proportion - , that is, of the order —j- . When u is

thus small, hvth the compared terras are to be neglected in the first approximation formed

by the normal error-function. The actual and the representative function give the same value

are neglected. If greater accuracyfor u \= x\ = when fractions of the order -
'-

-" n

is required the next approximation must be taken in ; furnishing the correction \k\ x i/„

(where y„ is the first approximation), for u zero or a quantity of the order -
.

6. Variants of the fourth method. In appl^'ing the condition that the sought function

must be reproductive (Part I. § 4) it was at first taken for granted, as a result of the funda-

mental theory (cp. p. 46), that in a first approximation we are concerned with onl}' one

constant (k). Other constants (k^, k^, ...) were introduced later. Otherwise, we might at

once introduce one or more additional constants, say j, and determine i/r {Joe. cit.) so that

myfritt, j) = yfr(pa, a-j).

A general solution of this functional equation, found by an extension of Boole's theorem

referred to above (p. 55), is Aa' + BaP'j'''' + Cf, where p + q=l. This general solution is

required for the application of the fourth method to two dimensions. But for the present

purpose, if we may presume from the fundamental theorem that the constant is A,, entering

into the second approximation only in the first power, the general solution for yfr reduces to

Aa' + Ba'"k,.

By the first approximation in the text we have t = 2, p = \/m. Bringing down Ba>"ki from

the exponential we have for the first correction, if y^ is the first approximation*,

(Real part of ± 1, or V^) Bk,j^;

assuming that pt must be an integer. We may employ the condition that ki enters the sought

function over k„^-[ to determine that pt=S; and accordingly a- = l/i\Jm.

Again, the investigation of the first approximation in the text may be varied by taking

as subsidiary to the condition of reproductivity the partial differential equation which was

taken as primary in Prof Crofton's method, viz.

* See p. 53. + Above, p. 4G and ep. PhU. May. Feb. 1896, pp. 95, 96.
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Let the function, supposed to be reproductive, be

~ / (~
)

. where c= q^/k (above, p. 56).

We have then, beginning with the case of symmetrical elements,

Put - = X ; and it is seen that x (''•) is of the form (p (ca), say e*'"'. By the first step
c

taken in the text we find that yyica) must be of the form a (ca)' ; and accordingly

^
TT Jo

Now introduce tlie equation
~Ti.

= a J^- ^"d we have -=a.<j^a*k- = — ia-; which can onh' be

satisfied by making i = 2, Aq- = — \. (Substituting this value of t in the expression for y, we

see that a must be negative in order to secure a finite result.) Integrate with respect to a and

we obtain the normal function, A (and aq") being determined by the conditions that the mean

zero power = 1 (and the mean second power = k). The case of asymmetry may be analogously

treated by the use of e+'^"'" for the first cosow;, and e^"^"'** for the second cosaa;, in the

preceding investigation (see the text, p. 56).

Once more, the last written partial differential might be treated as the leading one, and

the condition of reproductivity as subsidiary. One of the general solutions of the equation

dy _\ d^y

dk~2dx-
is of the form

.00 fO

.1 ""/-
g-&-,'k COS a (« - X) i/r (\) d\*,

where ->^(X) is an arbitrary function. This may be regarded as the result of superposingf

a statistical quantity having the frequency-locus yfr (x) upon another quantity having the

frequency-locus - g-a^aU- ^q^ axda, that is, the normal law of error. In order that this form

should be preserved when another form is superposed, that other must be also normal (one

constant only being admitted as is proper in a first approximation, above, p. 138). E.g. if

•\|r (x) were of the form ( e°°^ cos ax, where t is other than 2, it would not (though itself

Jo

of the reproductive family), when superposed on the normal curve, produce a reproductive

function of the simple species proper to the first approximation. Therefore -^(x), as well as

the other component, is normal ; and therefore the compound is normal.

7. Substitute for the fifth proof. The extension of the law of error to functions capable

of being expanded in ascending powers of the elements was, in the text (above, p. 122), based

* Forsyth, Differential Equation, Art. 258. t Above, p. 45.
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on a postulate which .seems particularly appropriate to such a function ; that the range of

any element is (in effect) small. The proof may also be effected independently of that

premiss, on the lines of the first method (Part I- § 1).

Let «' (as above, p. 123) be an expansible function of the elements; the first term of

the expansion being, as we may put without loss of generality*,

1^1 + ^, + ... + ?,„ (=*).

Consider any subsequent term of the expansion, e.g. i^^i^i^s (when
fj,

is small), making

abstraction of other terms after the first. The mean powers of x, each divided by the

corresponding factorial, are generated by a function of which the expansion in ascending

powers of 6 is

1 + 6^^;'"' +^ ff'x '-' + .^ 61'a;'''' + . .
.

,

where «''" = «'" + /aS^,<"^,<"^s'" = ;

(terms which vanish being omitted).

Likewise a;'"' =ki + ...

,

.r'(4> = 3^.2 + A'„ + 24/xSf ,=^,=^3- + . . . = 3/u-^ + k, + 4/iP

(terms of an order lower than /a, as well as those which vanish, being omitted). And so on.

Consider, as the generating function of mean powers.

Exp. log 1 + ^^^ (a- +
3 ,

f^'k^ + ^^ ^ (A-0 + e^ i-j {k, + 4^A^') +

The character of the law of error will be preserved if the coefficients of 6-, 0", 0\..., say

k/, kn, ... continue, when referred to the corresponding powers of A-„', to form a descending

series. This may be verified by expanding the above-written logarithm in powers of 6. It

will be found that no power of after 6' is affected with a coefficient of so high an order

as fi if fi is of the order — f. The generating function up to the third degree of approxi-

mation is

+FT*'''+Ti*i«'+ri ** ('•2+ ^f*-")

.

6

as may be verified by comparing the value of
^—^ a.-''-^' as given by the coefficient of ff^
1

-^

in the expansion of this function with the value obtained from the equation

a;''--^' = (^ + ^l^a^i^oY''^ = x^-i» + 2p^2p-l ! cSf^'«^.'•^'^s'^'' ... ^^J''^a%%".
2! 2! 2! 2!

* If the first term is + No exception to this statement is made by a term of

a^^^ + a4., + &,e., put ti=ti7'»ii f2=vj7"2--- • ^^^ '^°''™ C'c/iF2t,J''l (e a small numerical constant) since

(Cp. above, p. 125). 21^''*' is of the order ljm= ij..
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where c is the number of difiFerent arrangements that may be made with the same (j) + l)

elements so as to form the same product of squares, viz. (p + l)p (j) — l)ldl,

= a;'^' + 2/> ! ixk»+'j2t^- 3 ! jj - 2 !,

as it ought.

Analogously, verification may be obtained with respect to any other terms in the expansion

of x, e.g. \2fr° or vS^il^o^s^j; where \ should be of the order l/Vwi, v of the order l/zji^ ; and

it is to be observed that a;'"', in the first instance, does not vanish, but = \k.

Corresponding verifications are to be obtained in the cognate case of elements not perfectly

independent *
; when in that expression for the mean value of e*^^ from which the generating

function is derived (above, p. 41) the means of products such as f,^2, ^1^2', ^1^-2^3, ^I'^i', &c.

(in the notation above used (fi, f,)'"-"', (f,, ^,)<"''=',
(f,, fo, ^s)"*' '""', (|i, fa)'-'-'-') differ by

small quantities from what tiiey would be if the elements were perfectly independent, \dz.

respectively,

0, 0, 0, ^,'-^'|J°-'.

In both cases the propositions admit of generalization.

* See p. 126 above on the analogy between curvilinear functions of independent elements and a linear function of

interdependent elements.
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PART I.

Professor Elliott has constructed a complete syzygetic theory of the absolute

orthogonal concomitants of binary quantics ; his method is not symbolic, but it is quite

convenient for obtaining the fundamental covariants of a quantic whose order is small

or of a system of such quantics. In general the process leads to a Diophantine Equation

which is difficult to handle for an order which is not small.

I propose, in the present research, to obtain results of a general character by the

employment of a symbolical calculus involving imaginary umbrfe. I obtain an inferior

limit to the maximum degree of an irreducible covariant of given order, appertaining

to a quantic of given order, and in certain cases I shew that there are also superior

limits, but I have not succeeded in establishing this for the general case. For the first

three degrees I obtain the actual numbers of irreducible absolute concomitants of the

quantic of general degrees, and also some results in respect of the fourth degree. These

results enable me to obtain the fundamental syzygies of the third degree.

§1-

Let the binary quantic be
ft " = 7) " = r " ="x — "x — '^x — • • • )

and the transformed quantic, due to the orthogonal substitution,

Ax — -DX —^X — •••)

then it is easy to shew that

X, ±ix._ = e^i^X, ±iX,),

ch + ia„ = e*''* (^1 ± iA._).

I write

Xi + {a;, = fi, Xi — ix„ = fo,

and I take new complex umbrce, linear combinations of the old umbrae, viz.: I write

Oi + icu = Oi, «i — iiu = Ro,

6i + ih. = /3, , b,- ik = /3.,.
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The general expression of a non-absolute orthogonal concomitant of degree 6 and

order e is

where there are different symbols a, /3,

For the form to denote an absolute concomitant the second of the exponents of

symbols with suffix unity must be equal to the sum of exponents of symbols with

suffix two.

Hence Si+s.>+ ... + Sg-i- e — p = 6n —Si—s.,... —Sg + p,

or Xs = ^ {dt> — e) + p.

Since f i f» = a',- + x,-, is a covariant,

and we are concerned with irreducible forms, we may put p = e and take the form to be

a,<.at„«-»./Si*>/9,"-*»...fo%

where 1s = ^{6n + e).

The weight w may be taken to be

i {0n - e),

so that On — e = 2i(!.

The form a,''ai»-»'/3i'«/S,"-''» ... |/,

for different values of s,, s,, ..., satisfying the condition

Ss = I (en + e),

denotes the asyzygetic invariantive forms of the degree and order e. When e > we have

the associated form

a,"-*>a./'^i"-*2/9./2 ... fi%

obtained by interchange of suffixes ; hence in this case the invariantive form connotes two

concomitants.

When 6 = there is a one-to-one correspondence between the invariantive forms and

the invariants.

For example the linear quantic has the invariantive form of degree 2

which is unchanged by interchange of suffixes, and therefore }delds one and not two in-

variants ; in fact

Oi/Si = (cTi -I- ia.) (6i — ibn) = ai, — i {ah),

wherein (ah) is a vanishing form.

The covariantive form may be written

P + iQ,
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and denotes the two covariants

the reducibility of P and Q depends upon the reducibility of P + iQ and conversely.

The symbolic identities in the umbrae, a, b, c, ... can be very simply obtained from

the complex umbrae a, /3, y, .... Ex. gr. from the identity

Mia.,. /3i/3, = aj/3„. a„^,,

we derive «„&(, = jaj — i (ab)\ {aj + i {ah}} = ai- + (ahf ;

and from a^a., . /3i^., . 7172 = ai/80 . /3i7., . 7ia„,

we derive aahcc = aihca - a,, {he) (ca) — be (ca) (ab) — c^ (ab) (be),

ai,bc (ca) + bcCa (ab) + CaUi (be) = (ab) (be) (ea),

by equation of real and imaginary parts.

It will be convenient at this point to have before us the irreducible invariantive

forms for quantics of the first six orders for comparison with Elliott's list and for easy

verification of general results to be presently established.

For brevity I will denote the form

by (SiS„...Sg; e).

Linear Quantic.

The irreducible forms are

(10; 0), (1; 1), f,?,;

where observe that the covariantive forms other than ^,^3 connote two covariants ; in fact

(1; ^) = ai^-2 = ax - i (c^X

and we have 1 + 2 + 1 = 4 invariants, viz.

ab, Ux, (ax), «]- + x„:.

The table is

Order

1 2

be 1
» J.
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pelding five forms which in the umbrae a, b, c, ... are

flo, «6", Ox". Cx(xa), Xx.

I give these in the most suitable forms, not restricting myself to those which are

immediately obtained from the complex umbrae.

The table is

Order

1 2

60 1
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The table is

Order

1 2 3 4

50
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Sextic.

The irreducible forms are

(3; 0), (60; 0), (51; 0), (42; 0),

(621; 0), (540; 0), (522; 0), (441; 0),

(6222; 0), (4440; 0), (6411 ; 0), (5520; 0),

(66111; 0), (55500; 0),

(4; 2), (61; 2), (52 ; 2), (622; 2), (550; 2), ^S,

(5; 4), (62; 4), (6; 6),

viz. 14 invariants and 17 covariants.

The table is

Order12 3 4 5 6

147
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or, denoting 1 — of by (s) for brevity, this is the coefficient of x^ ''"+^' in

(n + l)(n + 2)...(n + e)

(1)(2)...(^)

The form «/ «,"-« ^,''0^^-'' ... ^^'

is reducible only if it be factorizable into other forms. This fact enables us to specify

the conditions which lead to irreducibility and thus to specify those partitions of

into 6 or fewer parts, which give irreducible forms. If the form can be exhibited in two

ways as the product of irreducible forms of lower degree and order, we have evidence

of one or two syzygies according as e = or > 0. These observations will be verified as

the work proceeds. The first of them enables us to find forthwith an inferior limit to the

maximum order of covariants of given degree to a quantic of given order. A preliminary

observation is that, if the form

of degree 0, has a factor

of degree 6^ (< 6) and order e, (< e), the partitions of | {dn + e) into 6, or fewer, parts

must include some partition of

into 6i, or fewer, parts.

Inferior Limit to the maximum degree of an invariant to a quantic of even order In.

Consider the invariant

ar"a2°ySi="/3,° . . . \,\o=»'->,;i,/»-i
. . .

,

of degree 2?i-l, to the quantic of order 2n; there being n-\ symbolic factors with

exponent 2n and n with the exponent unity.

Denote it briefly by
(2)1)"-' 1".

This is a partition of

h('ln- 1)2«

into 2?! — 1 parts none greater than 2h.

Assuming this partition to contain a partition of tn into t parts where t<2n-\ we
must have

«i . 2n + (t-t^) 1 r=tn,

where ^^ < t.

Hence t = r- t^
;

but this condition cannot be satisfied, for on the one hand t < 2n — 1, and on the other

ti must contain n — I as a foctor, circumstances which are incompatible.

Hence the form is irreducible and so also is its conjugate obtained by interchange of

suffixes.

Theorem. Two irreducible orthogonal invariants, of degree 2n -\, appertain to the

binary quantic of order 2n.
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Inferior Limit to the maximum degree of an invariant to a quantic of uneven order 2n + 1.

Consider the invariant

a,™+' a.:^^,-"^'^.^ . . . \, X,-"/x,/i.,-'' ....

of degree in, to the quantic of order 2n + 1 ; there being '2n — 1 symbolic factors with

exponent 2n + 1 and 2n + l with exponent unity.

Denote it briefly by

This is a partition of
i.4«(2«+I)

into in parts none greater than 2» + 1.

Assuming this partition to contain a partitiou of t (2n + 1) into 2t parts, where

t < 2n, we must have

t^ (2« + 1) + (2t -t,)l = t (2n + 1),

2«

2)i — 1

which, as in the case of even order, is absurd. Hence the form and its conjugate are

irreducible.

Theorem. Two irreducible orthogonal invariants of degree 4?i appertain to the binary

quantic of order 2n + 1.

Inferior Limit to the maximum degree of an irreducible covariant of given order 2e to the

quantic of even order 2n, e being > 0.

Consider the form

there being ri — e symbolic factors with exponent n — 1. It is of degree ?i — e + 1 and

order 2e.

Denote it by
2n .n- 1»-'^;-', or (2»i . /i - 1"-^

; 2e);

and suppose a factor of the form to be

(SiS, ...Sg; 2e'),

where ^<« — e + l, and e' < e.

We have s, + So + . . . + s^ = ?i^ + e'

;

since the numbers Sj, So, ... s« must be drawn fi-om the numbers

2n, M — I, n - 1, ... n — 1,

this necessitates either

(i) 2n + (6i-l)(n -l) = H^ + 6',

or (ii) ^(„-l) = ,;^ + e';

(i) leads to (^ = « — e' + 1,

or 71 — e' + 1 < n — e + 1

,

e<6'.
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which is inconsistent with the assumption

(ii) leads to 0+e' = (),

or 61 = e' = 0.

Hence the form is irreducible.

Theorem. Two irreducible orthogonal covariants of degree n— e + 1 and even order le

appertain to the binary quantic oj even order 2h, e being > 0.

Inferior Limit to the maximum degree of an irreducible covariant of given order e

to the quantic of uneven order 2n + l, e being > 0.

Consider the form

there being 2)i + 1 — e symbolic factors with exponent n. This form is of degree 2n + 2 — 6

and order e; denote it by

2n + 1 .
»•-"+'-'

^/, or (2n + 1 .
?i="+i-'

; e).

Suppose a factor of the form to be

(s,S2...S9; e),

of degree 6 and order e, where

9<2n + 2-e, e'^e;

then ls=en + h{d + €').

Since the numbers s,, Sj, ... s« must be drawn from the numbers

2n + 1, n, n, ... n,

we have either

(i) 2n+l + {e-l)n = dn + i(d + e'),

or (ii) On = en+^{e + e')

;

(i) leads to 6 = 2n + 2 — e',

.-. 2n + 2-e < 2n + 2 - e,

or e < e,

which is inconsistent with

(ii) leads to 6 = e = 0.

Hence the form is irreducible.

Theorem. Tiuo irreducible orthogonal covai-iants of degree 2n + 2 — e and order e

appertain to the binary quantic of uneven order 2« + l, e being > 0.
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§ 3. Irreducible Invariants and Covariants.

Degree in coefficients 1 ; ordei- of quantic 2n + 1.

The form of symbolic product is

where s = 7i + e + 1

;

leading to a,"+'-*-iao"-'fo='+^

There is thus one irreducible symbolic product yieldiug two irreducible covariants in respect

of each uneven order. The order of the covariant evidently cannot exceed the order of the

quantic.

Degree in coefficients 1 ; order of quantic 2n.

The form of symbolic product is

where s = n + e

;

leading to a^"-^' a.;^-' ^."

,

giving one irreducible invariant and two irreducible covariants in respect of each even

order. The order of the covariant cannot exceed that of the quantic.

Degree in coefficients 2 ; order of quantic 2n + 1.

The form of symbolic product is

where Sj + So = 2)1 + 1 + e.

The number of asyzygetic products is equal to the number of binary partitions of

2» + 1 + €,

zero being admissible as a part, and no part exceeding 2« + 1.

The product may contain a factor

and then Si=n + e'+l, s. = « + e — e'.

Hence, for irreducibility, it suffices to have uo part of the binary partition equal to

n + e' + 1,

for all values of e' from to e — 1 ; that is, no j^art must be taken from the series

n+l, )i + 2, ... n +e.

The binary partitions satisfying these conditions are

2n + 1, 6 ; 2h, € + 1 ; . . . n +e + l, n;

n — e + 1 in number.
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Hence there are n — e + 1

irreducible symbolic products and for

e = 0, 1, 2, 3, ...

the number of irreducible covariants is

w + 1, 2w, 2(w-l), 2(rt-2), ...

respectively.

Generally for the order 2e, (e > 0), there are

2(n-e+l)

irreducible covariants.

The theorem given above in regard to the inferior limit to the maximum order shews

that, for degree 2, the order of an irreducible covariant is at least equal to n; hence

tlie results are consistent and in this case the inferior limit is also the superior limit.

Degree in coefficients 2 ; ordei- of quantic 2n.

The form of symbolic product is

where Si + Sa = 2n + e.

The number of asyzygetic products is equal to the number of binary partitions of

2h + e,

zero being admissible as a part, but no part exceeding 2n.

The product may contain a factor

and then Si = « + e', s, = n + e — e.

Hence, for irreducibility, it suffices to have no part of the binary partition equal to

n + e',

for all values of e' from to e ; that is, no part must be drawn from the series

n, '*( + !, ... n + €.

The binary partitions satisfying these conditions are

2n, e ; 2/1 - 1, e + 1 ; ... « + e + 1, « - 1
;

ft — 6 in number.

Hence there are n — e

irreducible symbolic products and for

6 = 0, 1, 2, 3, ...

the number of irreducible covariants is

ft, 2(w-l), 2 (ft -2), 2(n-3), ...

respectively.
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Generally tor the order '2e, (e > 0), there are

2 {n - e)

in'educible covariants.

No irreducible covariants exist when

6> n.

Moreover we have established above that 2 is an inferior limit to the maximum degree

of a covariant of order 2n — 2 to a quantic of order 2«, or, the same thing, that if the

degree be 2 the order of an irreducible covariant is at least equal to 2k — 2. Hence

the results are consistent and the inferior limit to the maximum order of an irreducible

covariant of degree 2 to a quantic of order 2« is also a superior limit.

Degree in coefficients 3; order of quantic 2n-l-l.

The form of symbolic product is

where Si + s., + Sj = 3» + e + 2.

We know that there is one irreducible product of this degree when e is equal to n — \

and it will be shewn subsequently that e cannot exceed n — 1.

Put therefore n = j' + e,

so that 2i' i* the excess of the order of the quantic over the order of the covariant.

The symbolic product is then

where Sj + So + «3 = ^v + 4e + 2.

We are concerned with the partitions of

31/ + 4e + 2

into 3 parts, zero parts being admissible but no part being greater than

2i/+2e + l.

If the product be reducible there must be a factor

where s = v + € + e+\,

and e' < e.

Hence the condition of irreducibility is that no part of the ternary partition of

3;^ + 4e + 2

must be drawn from the series
,

v+e + \, i' + e + 2, ... j' + 26 + l.

I shall shew that the number of these partitions is a function of v only.

The parts which may compose
32^ + 4e + 2

Vol. XX. Part I. 20
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are separable into two series:

first series 0, 1, 2, ... v + e;

second series i/+2e + 2, v+ '2e + 3, ... 2v + 2e+l.

Since the sum of three parts of the first series is at most equal to

3v + 3e,

and that of three parts of the second series at least equal to

Si- + 6e + 6,

it is seen that the partitions must consist either of one part from the first series and

two from the second, or of two parts from the first series and one from the second.

Taking the first alternative the parts may be v — s — t — 2 from the firet, v + 2€ + 2+s,

v + 2e + 2 + t from the second; \yhere s, t assume all values from to v-2 subject to the

conditions

s + t ^ V — 2, s^t.

We have therefore a partition of the required form corresponding to every partition of

v-2

and lower numbers into 2 or fewer parts.

This number is the coefficient of

in the expansion of the algebraic fraction

(1 - «) (1 - fl) (1 - ax) (1 - cur=)

On the second alternative the parts may be v + e — s, v + e — t from the first series,

v + 2e + s + t + 2 from the second, where s, t assume all integer values subject to the

conditions

We have, therefore, a partition of the required form corresponding to every partition of

and lower numbers into 2 or fewer parts.

This number is

Co a-af~^ in
{l-a;){l-a)(l-ax){l-aa^)'

so that taking both alternatives the number is

Oo a-x^'^ in
{l-x){l-a)(l-ax)(l-ax')

~ ^''''-'
(1 - xy (1 - of)

~ ^""-^
(i-xf
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Hence the number of irreducible symbolic products is

and the number of irreducible covariants of degree 3 and order 2e + 1 to the quantic of

order in + 1 is

2^2^) or {n-e)in-e + l).

As a verification it is not difficult to prove that the coefficient of

in the expansion of the fraction

(1 - aa;"+') (1 - aa:»+'') ... (1 - aa;"-'+')

(1 - a) (1 - ff.r) ... (1 - a^'+J) '

is equal to ^ (« — e) (« — e + 1), and this supplies us with a proof that the order of an

irreducible covariant of degree 3 cannot exceed

2?i - 2.

Degree in coefficients 3 ; order of quantic 2n.

The form of symbolic product is

where s^ + s., + s, = 3n + e.

For irreducibility the ternary partition of

3/1 + 6

must have no part drawn from the series

n, « + 1 , ... n + e.

Putting « = i- 4- e,

consider the ternary partitions of

31^ + 46

no part > 21- + 26 and no part drawn from the series

v + e, v + e +1, ... v + 2e.

The possible parts are in two series

:

first series 0, 1, 2, ... i^ + e — 1

;

second series i'4-2e+l, v -i- 2e + 2, ... 2v + '2e
;

and, clearly, we must take one part from the first series and two from the second or

two from the first and one from the second.

On the first alternative the parts may be v — s — t — 2 from the first and i'4-2e+l+s,

i; + 2e + 1 + ( from the second ; and on the second alternative, v + e — s — 1, v + e—t—l from

the first and v+2e-^s + t + 2 from the second.

20—2
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In both cases a partition corresponds to every partition of

v-2

and lower numbers into 2 or fewer parts.

Hence the enumeration is given by
1

2 Co a"x'-- in

If V be even this is

(1 -x)(\- a) (1 -ax) {I- aa?)

1 +x
2 Coj (^_2|

(!-«.)

If p be uneven it is

i(^ + 2n^2f^'''

2Coj,._, ^'^

Hence the number of irreducible symbolic products is ^v" or ^{v'—l) according as v is

even or uneven. Thence the number of irreducible invariants of degree 3 to the quantic

of order 2n is

hn- or i (?i-— 1),

according as ?i is even or uneven ; and the number of irreducible covariants, of degree 3

and order 2e (e > 0), is equal to

(n-e)- or {n-e)"-l,

according as n — € is even or uneven.

This result is clearlj- consistent with the previously established theorem which states

that for the degree 3 the inferior limit to the order of an irreducible covariant is n — 2.

The facts that have been discovered in regard to the quantic of general order are complete

as far as the third degree in the coefficients inclusive and we may now enumerate the

syzygies of the second and third degrees in the coefficients.

The syzygies, between symbolic products, are of two kinds, (i) those which involve

the covariant ^,^«; (ii) those which are free from this covariant. To obtain a syzygy of the

first kind it is merely necessary to multiply a covariantive symbolic product by its conjugate

to obtain a form which is divisible by some power of ^i^.,. I propose to avoid these by

restricting myself to symbolic products of the form
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and I proceed to the study of the syzygies of the second kind appertaining to such forms.

The syzj-gies of the fii-st kind might be made the basis of the study of the whole question.

By the method of the present paper they are not necessary.

The table of fundamental symbolic products is, for a quantic of order 2« + l,

Order

4 5
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Syzygies of Degree 2.

Order of Quantic 2n.

For a quantic of even order 2n the table of fundamental symbolic products is

Order

4 8

P 2
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The number of asyzygetic syuibolic products of degree and order 3, 2e + 1 is, by

previous work,

p (2>i + 2)(2>i + 3)(2»+4)
'-0^+,+,

(i)(2)(3)
•

Compounds are obtained by multiplying products of degree 1 and order 2i+l by products

of degree 2 and order 2e — 2i for all values of t fi-om to e ; the number of these is

(H-e + !) + (« -e)+ ... +(/( +1) = /((6+ D- (^^)
+ 1.

Compounds are also obtained by taking the products of degree 1, three together; the number

of these by a well-known theorem is equal to

p J.
^°^-'(l)(2)(3)-

Moreover the number of ii-reducible products is

^(n-e){n-e+l).

Hence the number of syzygies is

/ , 1^ /^^_L^^l/ \> _L_^^_,P 1 p (2n + 2)(2« + 3)(2n + 4)
n (« + 1) -

(^2J
* + - ^" ~ ^^^" - ^ + 1^ + Co.-i

(1)^2) (3)
"~ ^°^''+'+=

^

(1)(2)(3)
'

It is somewhat remarkable that the number, denoted by this expression, is independent

of n and probably there is some easy way of establishing this a priori. I found this to

be the case by actually working out the value of the number. The result is easily verified,

so that I do not intend to reproduce the investigation here.

Assuming the value to be independent of n it follows that n may be assigned au}'

suitable integer value for the purpose of arriving at the number of the syzygies.

I find it most convenient to put n equal to e + l, viz., to assign to ?; the least value

which yields an irreducible product of degree 3 and order 2e.

The expression to be evaluated then becomes

,x. w -.x I T n 1 n (26 + 4)(26 + 5)(2e+6)
(e + \r-- ie(6 _ 1) + 1 + 1 + Co._.

jYrni^)
- ^°^^+=

(1)(2)(3)

'(1)(2)(3) ^ ^^=(1)(2)(3) ^"^'+'(1)=(2)-

When e = 2ei the last three terms may be written

xjl + xYl + x") x{\ +x){\ + a?)
,
^ x{\JrXf

^*'^-
(2)=(«)

^''«''+^
(2>X6)

+^°«'+^—py—'

„ x + a? ^ ox + llx^ + llo'^ + ox* „/2ei-|-2
Co, ^^^^

- Co,,,
^j^^

+ 2
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or -Co,.
^^^^^ +2^ 2 )'

1 1 /9p J. 9\
-5Co,iy,-5Co,_,^- +2(^2 >or

"H 2 )-H 2 J
+ ^l 2 J-

Hence, for 6 = 2?!, the whole expression is

2er + oe, 4 3 - f (er + Sej + 2 ) - § (er + e,) + 4er + 66, + 2,

which is ff + 61 or ^(e + 1)'- — ^.

On the other hand, when

the three terms may be written

Therefore

"(1)(2)(3) *"*"' (1)(2)(3) ^ "+'(iy-^(2)-

^^°''' ^°^'^'
(l)(2)(3)~^''^m3)'

1 _ P •g + a'- _ ,-< (1 + .r)Hl + a^)

^°"-^
(1)(2)(3)

~ "'^^ (1)H3)
~ ""'"''

CmQ)

1 + 10a; + IQjr + 10.e" + x*

^'''"
(1)(2)(3)

" ^°">+''
(1)(2)(3)

--to„+i
(1)(2)(3)

= - C0„+,^3 - SCo,, ^, - COe,_i
JJy,

=-("rVn"r)-f'?'
Hence for e = 2e, + 1 the whole expression is

i(26i + l)= + 4(26,+ l) + 3-i(er+5ei + 6)--i(er+3ei+2)-Her +

1
+ 20o3,,+, Tj^

,

which is

- 3ef - 8e, - 5 + -i.v 4- lOei + 6 = er' + 2€, + 1 = (e^ + 1)=,

and this is 4 (e + 1)"-
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Hence the number of syzygies of degree 3 and order 26 to the quantic or order 2?; + 1

is in every case the nearest integer to

where, from previous work, e does not exceed n.

As an illustration we have one syz3'gy deg-order 3, 3 for the cubic, viz. :

—

one syzygy deg-order 3, 3 for the quintic, viz. :

—

and generally one syzygy deg-order 3, 3 for the 2« -I- 1-ic, viz.:

—

ai"+^OL,'% . A"'^'/82"-'7,"72"+'f2' = a,"+'as"7i«7.,"+' . /3i"+=/3,"-'^/.

Similarly for the quintic we have two syzygies of deg-order 3, .5, viz. :

—

«^fi,m^ • 7iV2f/ = <='.%' 7i^^./8/.

«.'«==!=
. /8,'7.Vf' = fii%' «iV71V>

and generally, for the 2?i+l-ic, h'^2,

Ol''+V-=/3,»-'JS,"+=|„^ 7i"+-^2»-'^/ = al"+'a2»^^2^ 7i"+V~'/3i"-'/32"+=,

a,»+'a.,»f2 . /3i»+'^,"-Vi"72"+'|2* = A"+W'-2^/ . ai''+'a./7i"7,»+i

;

the syzygies for the 2n + 3-ic being obtained from these by multiplication throughout by

aia2/Si/3.,7i7o.

Syzygies of Degree 3.

Order of Quantic 2n.

It will be shewn that the number of fundamental syzygies of order 2e is the nearest

integer to

4= •

The number of asyzygetic symbolic products of degi-ee and order 3, 2e is, b}- previous work,

(2K-l-l)(2n-h2)(2w + 3)
^Osn^-e

(1)(2)(3)

Compounds are obtained by multiplying products of degree 1 and order 2t by products

of degree 2 and order 2e — 2t where t has all values from to e. The number of these is

e 4- I
{n-e)+{n-e + \) + ... + n or n{e+\)-\ ^

Compounds are also obtained by taking the products of degree 1 three together. The

number of these is

Vol. XX. Part I. 21
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Moreover the number of irreducible products of degree 3 and order 26 is

h{n-ef or ^{n-ef-^

according as n -e is even or uneven. Hence when n - e is even the number of syzygies is

, r,
1 n (2n + l)(27i + 2)(2« + 3)

n (e + 1) - ie(e + D + H" - «)' + <-«.
(T)(2)(3)

~ '"+'
(1)(2)(3)

*

It may be verified that tliis number is independent of 7i
;
we may therefore give n any

value such that n — e is even; it is convenient to put n = € and then the number has the

expression

ie(e + 1) + Co,
(Y)(2m ~

^°''
(1)(2)(3)

+ ^"""^ (iW)

'

which is

ie(e+l)+6(e + l) + Co.^jy^^-Co,,^jy^2)(3)-

Now Co..
(1)^2) (3)

= ^°''
(2)=(6) - ^°^"

(!K3)

^ (l+a;»)(l+a;)=(l-|-^)
= ^°- (2m
_ (l+a-)(l + .r + 2ar'

)
^^

(1)=(3)

Hence ^o,
^^^^2)(3) -^°*(1)(2)(3) "

^°'
a)(2)(3)

= -Co.-
3a; (1 + a; + *•=) + 2a;= (1 +x + x')

(1)(2)(3)

If e = 2ei this is

or

- - 3Co._,
^jy^^

- 2Co,_, ^^^^

.

a;(l+a;)- 2p (1+^-)-

2a; 1+a;
-SCO,— -2Co,_,-^

or

(1)3
— ^.-' (1)3 .

-H"2')-K%"')-K^')"--'-^-
giving a number of syzygies equal to

f2ei(2e,+l)-5e,= -36„

which is fi" or ^e".

If 6=2e,+ l,

Coe ,.,.,„,.„. — C04,
(1)(2)(3) -«(1)(2)(3)

- - JOo,„ -^2)i ^^o^'i —(2)5

—

= -3Co.,^-4Co,_,i3;
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which.
-C'2')-^^(%^')-^C'2'''

or — Sei" — 8^1 — 3
;

giving a number of syzygies equal to

|(2e,+ l)(2e, + 2)-.5er-8ei-3,

or 6f + ei

,

or i €= -
i-

Hence when n — e is even, the number of syzygies is the nearest integer to :^e'-.

Next consider the case when n — e is uneven; the number of syzygies is then

Putting n = 6 + l, we find

(e + ly - |e (e + 1) + Co. ^^^^^ - Co,,,, ^^j^^ + Co.,^

;

or, after some simplification,

K6 + l)(3e + «) + Co,,-.f^-l-™-Co,
^

'(1)(2)(3) ^"^^*^(1)(2)(3)-

^"" ^"^^^'
(I)(2)(3) = ^°^^+^

(2)^(6)

_ ^ a: + a;- _ „ a; (1 + a;)'(l -f a?)-
^°^^+^(T7(3) - ^°=-=

(2^6)

_ 3a; + 2a,-= + ?-,a? 3 + 2a; + 3ar'

- ^°-'
(1)=(3) = ^°^

(1)^3) •

Hence Co. ^, ^ ^^-,^ ,.-,^
- Co^+3

= Co,

(1)(2)(3) " «^^(1)(2)(3)

l-(H-a)(3 + 2a; + 3ar)

(1)(2)(3)

If e = 26i this

^ _ p 2(1 +a; + a^) + 3a;(l +a; + a;^)

(1)(2)(3)

-2Co,^^+^-6Co„_,i^3,

or _5gj=_7gj_2 or -fe=-|e-2.

Hence the number of syzygies is

4(6+l)(36+4)-fe=-|€-2,

or \e.

or
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If e = 2ei + 1, Co, ,,,„,..,, - Co,,+3
(1)(2)(3) ^ ^'^^

(1)(2)(3)

7f\+'l-3r^rV 0.-5.-12.-7.or
•
" V 2 y ^ - . /

Hence the number of syzygies is

Ke + l)(Se + 4) - 5(e - ly^ - 6 (e - 1) - 7,

or ie'-i-

Hence when n — e is uneven the number of syzygies is always the nearest integer to ^e-.

To resume these results we have the theorem :

—

The number of syz3'gies between symbolic products of order 3 and order 26 + 1 or 2e

to the quantic of order 2>i + l or 2ii, the products being free from ^i, is the nearest integer to

^(e + iy- or :^6^ respectively.

Doubling these numbers we obtain the number of syzygies, free from ^i^.,, amongst the co-

variants.

Illustrations are: one syzygy, degree 3 order 4 for the quartic, viz.:

—

one syzygy, degree 3 order 4 for the se.xtic, viz. :

—

<=^.'ci,%'
. m.J.'l.%: = ai^«/7i=7.' • /3i^/3,?,^

two syzygies, degree 3 order G for the sextic, viz.:

—

y^n^ . «,wm,'

=

A^/8.^7iV • «i'?.'>

The corresponding syzygies for the quantic of order 2n are :

—

Degree 3 orrfer- 4,

Degree 3 order 6,

So far the results are complete in regard to the third degree in the coefBcients for all quantics.

I have obtained incomplete results in regard to the fourth degree in the coefficients which

I reserve for a future communication.
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§ 1. In a recent paper, described for shortness as (B)*, I have discussed the mean

results from the Falmouth magnetic records for 1891 to 1902 on the "quiet" days selected

annually by the Astronomer Royal. A previous paper described as (A)f contained a

similar discussion of the Kew results for 1890 to 1900, and in addition investigated the

differences at Kew between a sun-spot maximum period 1892 to 189-5 and a sun-spot

minimum period consisting of 1890, 1899, and 1900. The present paper aims at investi-

gating the difference between a sun-spot maximum and a sun-spot minimum period at

Falmouth. For the former period I have taken the same years as for Kew, viz. 1892

to 1895, but for the sun-spot minimum period the four consecutive years 1899 to 1902.

It was shown in (B) that in the average year there is a remarkable agreement between

a number of phenomena at Kew and Falmouth, especially the times of occurrence of maxima

and minima. In (A) it was shown that a considerable difference exists between sun-spot maximum

and minimum years at Kew, not merely in the amplitude but in other features of the diurnal

inequalities, and it was obviously desirable to make sure that this was no purely local

phenomenon. It is not of course safe to assume that the difference between two sub-groups of

years from a single sun-spot cycle is an absolutely exact and unchanging measure of sun-spot

influence. One 11 -year period differs from another in its average sun-spot frequency. There is

Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc, Vol. 204, A, p. 373. t Ibid. Vol. 202, A, p. 335.
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also some direct evidence* that the relation between sun-spot frequency and magnetic diurnal

variation varies somewhat from one epoch to another. Still it would appear that no great

change in this relation has taken place since regular magnetic observations were commenced,

and the sun-spot cycle now dealt with is a fairly average one, thus the results to which the

investigation leads may be accepted with considerable confidence as fairly representative. Even

if less representative than I believe them to be, they will serve a useful purpose in bringing out

the notable differences that exist in magnetic phenomena within a short series of years.

§ 2. In (A), § 2 gave particulars of Prof. Wolfer's sun-spot frequency from 1890 to 1900.

The following Table I supplies the additional details necessary for dealing with the period 1891

to 1902. Wolfer's great Tablef of revised frequencies ended with 1901. The data in Table I

for 1902 are from his quarterly lists in the Met. Zeitschrift which are liable to revision. It is

unusual, however, for revision to introduce more than minute changes in Prof Wolfer's figures,

and as 1902 was a year of very small sun-spot frequency, revision could hardly modify the mean

results to an appreciable extent. The differences in the last line of Table I are employed in

calculating the constants of Wolfer's sun-spot magnetic relation formula by the method of

groups of years described in (A) § 52.

Table I.

Sun-Sput Frequency (after Wolfer).
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show relatively low frequencies in years of sun-spot maximum and relatively high frequencies in

years of sun-spot minimum, whilst other months have high relative frequencies in years of

maximum and low frequencies in years of minimum. Thus the differences in the last line of

Table I do vary somewhat conspicuously, the value for August being nearly double that for

March. The uncertainties thus introduced are discussed in a recent paper*.

§ 3. The present paper makes use to a minor extent of data for areas of faculae, umbrae

and whole sun-spots as recorded photographically at Greenwich, Mauritius, and Dehra Dun,

and communicated by the Astronomer Royal to the Royal Astronomical Society. The figures

employed here are taken from the Society's Monthly Notices, Vol. LXIII, Table II, p. 465. This

Table gives two sets of data for the mean daily areas of the year, described here for brevity as

"Projected" and "Corrected," or "P" and "C." The former are the areas as seen and measured

on photographs, expressed as millionths of the sun's apparent disc ; the latter are the areas as

corrected for foreshortening, expressed as millionths of the sun's visible hemisphere. For the

present purpose the size of the unit emploj'ed in any measurement of solar activity is im-

material, but it is desirable to compare the modes of variation of the several quantities

throughout the 12 years. This object is secured in Table II by expressing the faculae, umbrae

or whole spots, as the case may be, in terms of their mean value throughout the 12-year period

taken as unity. The ab.solute values of the several 12-year means, in the units employed by

the Astronomer Royal, are given at the foot of the Table. Comparative data are also given for

VVolfer's frequencies.

Table II shows that whilst the mean absolute P and C values differ by from 10 to 40 per

cent, according to the element, their variation proceeds in each case in a very similar way

throughout the twelve years. We thus see at once that so far as concerns the existence of

a general connection between magnetic elements and the Greenwich faculae, umbrae, or whole

spots, the conclusion come to is sure to be pretty much the same whether use is made of the

projected or corrected areas. It is also evident that the mode of variation in the areas of whole

spots and umbrae is so closely alike that it is sure to be pretty nearly indifferent whether

we employ whole spots or umbrae in Wolf's formula in place of his sun-spot frequency.

It will be noticed that the means of the corrected areas for whole spots and umbrae are as

nearly as possible in the ratio of 6 to 1. If this somewhat cui'ious fact be borne in mind,

the parallelism in the variation of whole spots and umbrae is readily recognised even in the

Astronomer Royal's absolute values.

The mode of variation of the faculae is conspicuously different from that of whole spots or

umbrae in the years of sun-spot maximum, there being an enormous excess in the figures for

1892 as compared to subsequent years, especially 1894, which is not seen in the case of the

other elements.

Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc, Vol. 203, A, p. 151 (especially § 18, p. 166).

22—2
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Table II.

Mean annual values of Faculae, Umbrae, and Sun-spots, expressed as decimals of their arithmetic

mean from 1891—1902.

Year
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the order C'OI in Z), and 0"l7 in i/. For convenience in eliminating the non-cyclic element

the hourly values were really taken out to O'Ol 7, but the last figure has been discarded in

Table III in all the 5' columns, as well as in the D columns devoted to the sum of the 24

differences. The discarded figures were used, however, in calculating the results dealt with

later in Table XV.

Table III.

Month
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comparing the two curves of Fig. 1. The full line curve answers to the sun-spot maximum,

the broken line curve to the sun-spot minimum group of years. The ordinates represent

1-4
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§ 7. The mean declination for the S max. period really exceeded that for the

S min. period by 36''5, but so small an angle could not have been shown clearly in

the diagrams. It is obvious to the eye that the vector for the S min. curve is in

advance of that for the S max. curve at noon and in the early afternoon, but this is

not generally the case throughout the whole 24 hours. Owing however to the slowness

of the angular change throughout the night, vector diagrams would require to be drawn

on an excessively large scale to facilitate a study of this phenomenon. I have accordingly

calculated the exact hourly values of the vectorial angles in both the S max. and S min.

periods. The approach of the <S' min. period to an ideal definite condition, viz. a total

absence of sun-spots, would naturally lead one to pay it chief attention ; but owing to

the smallness of the diurnal changes, the calculated vectorial angles for this group of

years are exposed to considerably larger probable errors than those for the S max. group

of years. The latter have thus been selected for exhibition in Table IV. The angles,

though recorded only to whole degrees, were calculated to the nearest 0°'I. They are

Table IV.

Vectu7-ial A ngles for S max. period.

Forenoon

Hour
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Table IV continued.

Afternoon

Hour
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Table V.

Excess of Vectorial Angle in S van. as compared to S max. period.

Forenoon

Hour ...
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On the average of the 12 mouths the S miu. angle was the larger during 16,

and the S max. during 8 hours of the day. This is practically the same proportion as

in the mean diurnal inequality for the year.

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

Year

_^^.^-^—^^_—^ ^_^____________^^^ ^^—

10 NOON

Fig. 6.

10 12

§ 10. From some points of view the rates of change of the vectorial angle are of

more interest than its absolute values. In the case of the S ma.K. group of years the

hourly increments in individual months are immediately derivable from Table IV. As

a comparison with S min. years appeared however desirable, I show side by side in

Table VI, for the two groups of years, mean hourly increments of the vectorial angles

for the three seasons and for the year.

The values for the seasons are arithmetic means of the values for the individual

months ; those for the year are derived from the mean diurnal inequality for the year.

The S min. increment from 3 to 4 a.m. in winter is queried for reasons already

explained.

As one would have anticipated from the remarks in § 7, the hourly- increments

are markedly less regular in the S min. than the S max. period ; but in addition to

irregularities ascribable to observational uncertainties, there is in the iS min. period an

unmistakable tendency to a greater difference between the fastest and slowest (or most

retrogressive) hourly increments than in the S max. period. The phenomenon, I may

add, is even more distinctly shown when one considers the individual months. If the

difference between the algebraically greatest and least hourly increments be defined as

the range, then the mean value of the ratios borne by the S min. to the /S max. ranges

from the 12 months of the year exceeded 1'8, the iS min. range being the smaller in

only one month, June.
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Table VI.

Hourly increments in Vectorial Angles.

Forenoon

Hour
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Table VII.

Declination. Fourier Coefficients, Amplitudes and Phase Angles.

Month

January.

February.

March

April .

May ..

June ..

July ..

August

September

October . .

.

November

December

Max.

1'75

2-54

2-63

3-22

3-51

3-95

3-62

3'50

3-11

2-51

1-62

1-.55

Min.

0-76

104

1-70

2 05

2-03

2-53

2-42

2-29

1-91

1-47

0-74

0-64

Max.

1-12

1-28

2-49

2-71

2-85

2-92

2-82

3 05

2-66

1-98

1-37

1-06

Min.

0-82

0-85

1-58

2-18

2-08

2-15

2-07

2-16

1-82

1-46

0-91

0-64

Max.

0-56

0-81

1-41

1-58

M3

0-96

1-05

1-41

1-37

M9

0-6G

0-43

Min.

0-40

0-46

MO

1-21

0-90

0-81

0-92

1-07

1-05

0-94

0-57

0-30

Max.

0-36

0-40

0-56

0-43

0-13

0-03

0-01

0-32

0-39

0-53

0-44

0-25

Min.

0-21

0-22

0-53

0-40

0-20

012

0-23

0-17

0-35

0-48

0-31

0-12

Max. Min.

234

227

216

204

206

201

203

217

224

221

223

234

243

245

222

210

203

204

203

222

226

225

248

266

Max. Min.

16

23

25

27

39

34

34

46

44

22

17

17

24

33

33

27

39

35

35

50

45

30

33

31

«s
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suflSciently prominent to make its presence certain in individual months, when data from

only one sun-spot cycle are available.

Table VIII.

Honzontal Force. Amplitudes and Phase Angles (Unit for c's 1 7).
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positive, i.e. for the daily maxima to occur earlier in S min. than in S max. years, is much

more marked in winter than in summer.

Table IX.

Amplitudes ( Unit for c's in H, W, and N, 1 7).
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Table XL

Phase Angles.
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Subtracting the hourly values for the sun-spot minimum period from the corresponding

values for the sun-spot maximum period, we obtain a diurnal inequality which should be

wholly free from what was called above the fundamental part of the real diurnal inequality.

Fourier coefficients were calculated for this difference inequality for the three seasons and

the year, and a summary is given in Table XII.

Table XII.

Difference Inequality (Diurnal) Smaaj.—Smin. (Units for c's I' in Declination,

1 7 in Horizontal Force.)
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Table XIII.

Annual Variation.
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means an earlier occurrence of maxitnum wheu sun-spots are numerous than when they are

few. As a check on the accuracy and g^enerality of this result—corresponding data not having

been given in (A)—I calcuhited the amplitudes and phase angles at Kew for the ranges, the

sums of the differences, and c^, corresponding to those in Table XIIL

In ten cases out of twelve—both exceptions occurring in H in the semi-annual term

—

there appeared as at Falmouth a larger phase angle in the maximum than in the minimum

sun-spot period.

§ 17. As the difference between phase angles is less suggestive than that in the times

of occurrence of the maximum, I give the latter in Table XIV, giving only the means found

in the case of Kew. Except in the case of the semi-annual term in H—where there are con-

siderable differences between the ranges, the 24 differences and c,—corresponding Kew and

Falmouth means approach closely to one another. The phase differences in D from the ranges,

24 differences and c, are, it may be added, in closer agreement at Kew than at Falmouth.

Thus the acceleration of the epoch of maxinmm in the years of sun-spot maximum seems

fairly established. The fact that an acceleration of the annual maximum should be combined

with a retardation of the diurnal maximum seems a little curious.

Table XIV.

Aiinual Variation. Difference of times of occurrence of Maodma in years of Sun-spot Maximum
(1892 to 1895) and Sun-spot Minimum (1899 to 1902), in days (-1- denotes earlier occurrence

in years of Sun-spot Maximum).
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Application of Wolf's Formula.

§ 18. The nature of Wolfs formula

R = a + bS (1),

where S is sun-spot frequency, a and b constants, and R the value of a magnetic element,

and the methods of determining a and b have been discussed in (A) and a subsequent paper*.

Table XV gives the values of a, b and b/a in the case of the ranges and 24 differences

for D and H for the several months of the year, also the arithmetic means of a and b from

Table XV.

Valibes of Constants in Sun-spot Formula, calculated from Groups of Years

(Units r for Z), and 1 y for H).
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the months forming the three seasons . and the year, with the seasonal and yearly values

calculated for b/a from these arithmetic means. The results were obtained by grouping the

years (cf (A) | 52) and are immediately comparable with the Kew results in (A) Table XLI.

It will be seen that b and bja in both D and H tend to be larger at Falmouth than

at Kew

—

i.e. sun-spot influence is greater at the former station than the latter—but the

mode of variation throughout the year is remarkably similar at the two places. In the case

of the II ranges the mean values of b and b/a for the year at Falmouth are in excess of

those at Kew by only 18 and 13 per cent, respectively, and yet taking individual months

of the year the Falmouth value of b is the greater in 11 months and the Falmouth value

of b/a in 10 months. Again in the case of the 24 differences in D the mean values of b

and b/a at Falmouth exceed those at Kew by only 8 and 18 per cent, respectively, but

there is only one month in the year in which the Kew values of b and b/a are the larger.

This is far from what one would expect if chance were the dominant factor in individual

months.

The mean values of b/a for the year ami the equinox are closel}' alike in all cases, as

at Kew ; also the winter value of b/a is notably the largest and the .summer value the least.

It will be seen that the value of b/a for the 24 differences is in excess of that for the

ranges in every instance in D and in all but two instances in H. The ratios of the seasonal

values of b/a for the 24 differences to those for the ranges vary in H only between 119

and 1"2.5
; but in D the ratio is 1-23 in summer as against 1'72 in winter. The corresponding

ratios for the year are 119 for H and 1"37 for D.

§ 19. Table XVI gives the values obtained by the method of groups for a, b and b/a

in the case of Ci, Co, C3 and Cj for the m,ean diurnal inequalities for the year in D, H, N and

W, and for the three seasons as well in i) and B. The data correspond to those for Kew

in (A) Table XLII, and closely resemble them. The sun-spot influence as measured by the

size of b/a diminishes when we pass from the 24- to the 12-hour term, and from the 12-

to the 8-hour term. The same tendency is generally visible in passing from the 8- to the

6-hour term, but to this the winter values appear an exception especially in D.

§ 20. The values of a and b assigned to the year in Table XV are arithmetic means

from the monthly values. Table XVII gives values of a, b and b/a obtained by the method

of groups from the mean diurnal inequality for the year; they answer to the Kew values in

Table XLIII of (A).

Taking b/a as the best measure of sun-spot influence, it is according to Table XVII fairly

alike in D and T^, and again in H and N ; but it is considerably greater in the second pair

of elements than in the first.

The values of b/a for the 24 differences bear to the corresponding values for the ranges

the following ratios

:

D W H N mean

1-24 l-ol 1-21 111 1-27
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Table XVI."

Values of Constants in Sun-spot Formula, calculated from groups of years. Fourier

Coefficients in Expressions for Diurnal Inequality.
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The corresponding ratios for Kew—obtainable from Table XLIII of (A)—are somewhat

larger except in W, their mean being 131.

The considerable excess in these ratios over unit}' shows that the difference between

years of many and j'ears of few sun spots may be materially under-estimated when attention

is directed solely to the ranges, at least when these are based on hourly readings.

Comparing Table XVII with Table XLIII of (A), we find for the mean values of the

ratios of b'a at Falmouth to b/a at Kew, from ranges and 24 differences combined,

D H' H N
1-23 1-33 107 108

This points again to the sun-spot relation being more important at Falmouth than

at Kew.

I 21. In order to ascertain whether the connection between terrestrial magnetism and

.solar activity btcame clo.ser when Wolfer's sun-spot frequency was replaced by the area of

faculae, umbrae or whole spots, I have calculated values for the a and b of (1)—applied

to the ranges from the mean diurnal inequalities of D and H in individual years—making

<S represent in turn the Greenwich solar data described in § 3 and Wolfer's frequencies.

The method of least squares was used. From the values of a and b thus found ranges

were then calculated for individual years.

Tables XVIII and XIX show the excess of the observed ranges in D and H respectively

over those thus calculated, with corresponding results at Kew for Wolfer's frequencies. The

tables also give the arithmetic mean of the differences irrespective of sign between observed

and calculated values, and the "probable error" of a single calculated value. At the foot

are shown the values of a and b in the formulae reached, and the value of B, where B is

what b transforms into when the mean value of the variable S during the twelve years is

taken as unity. The values obtained for a and b in the case of Wolfer's frequencies answer

to those for Kew in (A) Table XLIV.

It is immaterial to the fit of a formula of the type (1)

—

i.e. to our estimate of the closeness

of the connection between magnetic ranges and the particular measure of solar activity—what

unit is actually employed. If, for instance, we multiplied all Wolfer's frequencies by an}-

constant n, the only result would be that every b would have to be divided by ??. The

amount of agreement between the several formulae is most clearly seen by comparing the

values of B.

It was certain a priori for the reasons stated in § 3 that results obtained by the

intermediary of the Greenwich projected and corrected areas would be closely similar. I

thus thought it unnecessary to take more than one series of projected areas, selecting the

umbrae. The agreement between the results from the P and C umbrae will be seen to

be remarkably close. The ranges calculated for the same year ditier in no instance bj' more

than 0''04 in D, or 0'27 in H. In the case of H the formula from the corrected umbrae

agrees slightly better with observation than that from the projected umbrae, but in the

case of D they agree equally well.

Vol. XX. No. VII. 25
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Table XVIII.

Observed less calculated Ranges in mean Diurnal Inequality of Declination for the year.
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Table XIX.

Obsei'ved less calculated Ranges in mean Dhirnal Inequality of Horizontal Force for tlie

year (unit = 1 7).
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§ 22. Excluding the faculae, the several calculated ranges at Falmouth for the same

year agree on the whole decidedly better amongst themselves than they do with the observed

ranges. The mean numerical difference, for instance, between the ranges calculated from the

whole spot areas and from Wolfer's frequencies is only 0'"12 in D and 0"647 in H, the

latter quantity being less than 40 per cent, of the mean difference between either set of

calculated ranges and the observed ranges.

Whenever the calculated ranges, excluding those from faculae, differ substantially from

the observed—as in 1891, 1897 and 1898—all the calculated values are too large, or else all

are too small. Further when the values calculated from Wolfer's frequencies for Falmouth

differ notably from observation, so also do those at Kew. There are two years when the

calculated range for H is in excess at Falmouth whilst the observed is in excess at Kew,

but in D the differences between observed and calculated values have invariably the same

sign at the two stations. It would thus appear that the differences between the observed and

calculated values, though comparatively small, cannot be ascribed in any large measure to

accident, or to observational or local peculiarities. If the variation of magnetic range is due

to direct solar action, then its intensity at a single station cannot be exactly expressed as a

linear function of any one of the measures of solar disturbance considered above.

§ 23. In comparing the goodness of fit of Wolf's formula at different stations one has

to take into account the extent of the variation of the element dealt with and the size of

its mean value. During the 12 years considered the difference between the greatest and least

of the mean annual ranges in D amounted to 3''95, the mean value being 7'"63. The

corresponding quantities in H were respectively 21'07 and 29"07. Thus the mean differences

in Tables XVIII and XIX between observed values and those calculated from Wolfer's sun-

spot frequencies represent 3'4 per cent, of the mean range in D, and .5"9 per cent, in H;
whilst the probable error represents 5'5 per cent, of the excursion of the range in D, and

6'9 per cent, in H. The above agreement is about the same for D, but not quite so close

for H, as the agreements found in a previous paper* at Kew, Pawlowsk and Katharinenburg.

§ 24. Looking at the values of a and B in Tables XVIII and XIX one cannot fail to

notice the remarkable accordance between the results from the several Greenwich series of

data. The agreement in the values of the constants derived from the faculae and sun-spot

areas, for instance, is much closer than that between the constants derived from the spot

areas and Wolfer's frequencies, notwithstanding the much closer agreement between the ranges

calculated from the two latter sets of data.

* Phil. Tram. Hoy. So,:, Vol. 203, A, p. 151.



YIII. The infiuence of very strong electromagnetic fields on the spark spectra

of (1) vanadium and (2) platinum and indium. By J. E. Purvis, M.A.,

St John's College, Cambridge.

[Eeceived 27 February 1906.]

In developing Zeeman's important discover}' various experimenters* have measured the

separation of many spectral lines of elements when vibrating in very strong electromagnetic

fields, and they have shown, amongst other facts, that the lines of various elements

which con-espond to the laws of series are affected similarly, and that oa the scale of

vibration numbers the components of corresponding lines have the same distances in the

same strength of field, and that the separations of the same type agree to the smallest

detail for different elements t.

The following paper is to describe the general effect upon a large number of the

spectral lines of vanadium and of the stronger lines of platinum and iridium, and also to

give the value of dk/X- for the constituents of the separated lines.

The 21 -foot concave grating spectroscope and the apparatus used in these experiments

have already been described in a preliminary paper in the Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc, Vol. xiii.

Pt. II. p. 82. It will be sufiicient to state now that the strength of the field used in

these experiments was 39,980 C.G.S. units. The maximum time of exposure was 30 minutes,

and only those lines are noted which appear on the photographic plate after this period of

exposure. The polarised condition of the constituents was determined by a calcite prism

placed between the source of light and the quartz lens used to focus the spark on the

slit of the spectroscope. The spectrum of the second order was used for wave lengths

from about X 3480 and extending into the ultra-violet, and that of the first order for lines

whose wave lengths are below \ 3480. The column X. gives the wave length of the

undisturbed line ; d\ gives the distances of the constituents from the undisturbed line,

a + sign meaning lines of greater wave length, and a — sign, lines of shorter wave

length; d\/X- is multiplied by 10*; the letter s signifies that the line vibrates so that

its electric vector is perpendicular to the lines of force, and p that it is parallel to the

lines of force. The remark " the middle constituent removed by calcite " means that

the constituents of the divided line were so close, or so intense, or so broad, that they

could only be seen separated when those vibrating parallel to the lines of force were

blotted out by introducing a calcite prism between the source of light and the quartz

condensing lens. The constituents of the divided lines are usually diffuse, and they

vary in their relative diffuseness ; some constituents are much more diffuse than others.

This varying diffuseness renders the measurements very difficult; but for all lines whose

constituents are more than three, there were eight or nine separate measurements ; whilst

for those lines which give triplets there were at least three separate measurements.

* Preston: Royal Dublin Soc. Trans. Vol. vi. p. 385, 1898; and Vol. vii. p. 7, 1899. Phil. Mag. Vol. XLv.

p. 325, 1898; and Vol. xlvii. p. 165, 1899. Royal Soc. Proc. Vol. Lxni. p. 26, 1898. Keese: Astrophys. Journ.

Vol. XII. p. 120, 1900. Kent : Astrophys. Journ. Vol. sin. p. 289, 1901.

t Ennge and Paschen, .istrophys. Journ. Vol. xv. pp. 285, 333; and Vol. xvi. p. 123.

Vol. XX. No. VIII. 26
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Vanadium.

The lines were identified by comparison with the numbers and descriptions of Exner and

Haschek* for wave lengths above 467(V45. They describe over 2000 lines, and about 1000 of these

are sufficiently strong to leave their images on the photographic plate in the time exposure of

these observations.

The two following lines are divided into six constituents. The general appearance is that of

two strong inside constituents which are more diffuse on the inner edges than on the outer edges,

and two weak constituents, one on each of the outer sides of these. On analysis by the calcite

the two stronger inner constituents further subdivide.

X
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dX

3934-20

3930-21

3926-68

3926-45

3925-40

3924-86

3922-61

3916-59

3914-51

3912-37

3910-05

3903-50

3902-70

3899-32

3893-03

3878-85

+ 0-350

- 0-350

+ 0-230

- 0-230

+ 0-236

- 0-236

+ 0-192

-0-192

dXjX-

+ 0-214

-0-214

+ 0-294

- 0-294

+ 0-208

- 0-208

+ 0-214

-0-214

+ 2-26

-2-26

+ 1-48

- 1-48

+ 1 -52

-
1 -52

+ 1-24

- 1-24

+ 1-38

-
I -38

+ 1-90

-1-90

+ 1-34

- 1 -34

+ 1-38

- 1 -38

The middle constituent re-

moved by calcite.

do.

+ 0-294

- 0-294

+ 0-308

-0 308

+ 0-284

-0-284

+ 0-240

- 0-240

+ 0-344

- 0-308

+ 0-230

- 0-230

+ 1-92

-1-92

+ 2-02

-2-02

+ 1-86

- 1-86

+ 1 -57

-1-57

+ 2-26

-2-03

+ 1-53

- 1 -53

do.

do.

Too weak to measure and

widens into 39-24-86.

The middle constituent re-

moved by calcite.

do.

do.

do.

Too weak to measure.

The middle constituent re-

moved by calcite.

do.

do.

do.

rfX

do.

3876-03

3871-21

3867-75

3866-90

3865-02

3856-00

3855-49

3847-50

3844-60

3840-92

3828-72

3827-13

3823-37

3823-50

3822-21

3820-14

3818-10

3815-50

+ 0-244

-0-236

d\l\-

+ 1-62

-1-57

+ 0-308

- 0-306

+ 0-308

-0-318

+ 0-203

- 0-203

+ 0-251

- 0-25

1

+ 0-225

- 0-225

+ 0-327

- 0-327

+ 0-220

- 0-220

+ 0-184

-0-184

+ 0-294

- 0-294

Too weak to measure.

+ 0-104

-0-104

+ 0-213

-0-213

+ 1-51

- 1-51

+ 2-21

-2-21

+ 1-49

-1-49

+ 1-25

-1-25

+ 2-00

- 2-00

The middle constituent re-

moved by calcite.

do.

Too near 3856-00 to measure
exactly.

[The middle constituent re-

I
moved by calcite.

do.

do.

do.

do.

+ 0-71

-0-71

+ 1-46

-1-46

Widens into 3823-50 and
difficult to measure.

Widens into 3823-37.

Too weak and diffuse to

measure.

The middle constituent re-

I moved by calcite.

do.
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3683-25

3680-15

3675-83

3()74-S3

3673-50

367 1 -33

3669-5S

3667-84

3663-68

3661-53

36*6-02

3627-83

3625-71

3621-35

3619-09

3593-53

3592-19

3589-90

d\

+ 0-360

- 0-356

+ 0-370

- 0-368

-I- 0-320

- 0-329

+ 0-203

- 0-203

dX/\2

+ 2-65

-2-62

+ 2-74

-2-72

+ 2-37

-2-4.3

+ 1-50

- 1-50

Too weak to measure.

Too weak and diffuse to

measure.

+ 0-159

0-1.-59

+ o-.'n4

- O-30'.i

+ 0-298

- 0-282

+ 0-274

- 0-260

+ 0-184

-0-184

+ 0-220

-0-220

i

+ 0-194

-0-190

+ 0-157

-0-157

+ 1-18

- 1-18

+ 2-38

-2-30

+ 2-26

-2-14

+ 2-08

- 2-00

+ 1-40

- 1-40

+ 1-70

-1-70

+ 1-49

- 1-47

+ 1-21

-1-21

do.

Middle constituent removed
by calcite.

Too weak and diffuse to
measure.

I Middle constituent removed
1" by calcite.

Too weak to measure.

Middle constituent removed
by calcite.

do.

do.

\
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d\ rfX/\2

3338 00

3321-72

3319-05

3318-04

3317 02

3304-62

3293-30

3288-47

3285-29

3282-69

3281-92

3281-26

3280-02

3277-88

3277-55

3276-25

3274-65

3271-27

+ 0-116

-0-116

+ 0-149

-0-147

+ 0-126

-0-126

+ 0-177

-0-177

+ 0-150

-0-147

+ 0-216

- 0-200

+ 0-203

-0-195

+ 0-157

-0-166

+ 0-164

-0-164

+ 0-141

-0-141

+ 0-176

-0-172

+ 0-155

-0-155

+ 1-04

-104

+ 1-35

-1-33

d\ dX/X2

The middle constituent re-

moved by caleite.

+ 1-16

-1-16

+ I -64

-1-64

+ 1-39

- 1-36

+ 1-99

- 1-90

+ 1-88

-1-81

+ 1-45

-1-54

+ 1-52

-1-52

+ 1-31

-1-31

+ 1-63

-1-60

+ 1-44

-1-44

^Too weak and diffuse to

measure.

The middle constituent re-

moved by caleite.

Too diffuse and weak to

measure.

The middle constituent re-

: . moved by caleite.
1

1

do.

do.

]
The middle constituent is

[ very little stronger than
) the two outside ones.

Too weak and diffuse to

measure.

("The three constituents seem
to be equally strong : the
middle one is only very

I

slightly, if at all, stronger
I than the two outer ones.

3270-25

3267-84

3266-06

3iJ58-02

3254-90

I 3252-01

3250-90

3238-08

3233-98

3233-67

3232-10

3227-05

3217-23

3214-86

3212-55

+ 0-133

-0-127

+ 0-164

-0-159

+ 0-145

-0-153

+ 0-125

-0-122

+ 0197

- 0-203

+ 0158

-0-135

+ 0-148

-0-148

+ 0-139

-0-139

+ 0-125

-0-125

tO-JOO

-0-116

+ 0125

-0-125

+ 0-170

-0-159

+ 0-240

- 0-224

+ 1-24

-1-18

+ 1-53

- 1-50

+ 1-36

-1-44

+ 1-17

-1-15

+ 1-86

-1-91

+ 1-50

-1-30

+ 1-40

-1-40

+ 1-32

-1-32

+ 1-19

-119

+ 100

-1-10

+ 1-20

-1-20

+ 1-64

-1-53

+ 2-32

-2-l6

Too weak aud diffuse to

measure.

\ The middle constituent is

j I

only very sUghtly, if at

!

'"
all, stronger than the two

I outside ones.

+ 0153
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3208-46

3205-70

3196-66

3194-06

3190-80

8188-60

3187-78

3185-46

3184-04

3183-48

3174-61

3174-17

3168-21

3167-55

31f)5-96

d\
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d\ (i\/\=

3128-81

3128-40

3125-52

3125-20

3123-49

3123-01

3120-36

3119-44

3118-51

3116-90

3113-19

3110-82

3109-51

ai08-81

3106-90

3105-03

3102-39

+ 0-191
i

+ 1-95

-0-191

+ 0-191

- 0-209

+ 0-070

- 0-070

+ 0-168

-0-166

+ 0-172

-0172

+ 0-116

-0-116

H- 0-139

-0-139

+ 0-130

-0139

+ 0-135

-0-135

+ 0-149

-0-147

+ 0-229

- 0-236

^ 0-202

- 0-205

+ 0-153

-0-153

-1-95

+ 2-00

-2-13

-^ 0-72

-0-72

+ 1-72

-1-70

+ 1-76

- 1-76

+ I-I9

-1-19

+ 1-43

- 1-43

+ 1-32

- 1-41

+ 1-39

- 1-39

+ 1-54

- 1-52

+ 2-36

-2-44

+ 2-09

-212

+ 1-58

-1-58

' Calcite used to remove the

i

middle constituent.

Too weak to measure and
widens into 3125-52.

Too weak and diffuse to

measure.

do.

Calcite used to remove the
middle constituent. All

three constituents seem
to be equally strong.

do.

Too weak and diffuse to

measure.

I

Calcite used to remove the

middle constituent. All

three constituents seem
I to be equally strong.

d\

3101-09

3094-33

3093-23

,S086-6l

3083-31

3082-65

3081 -.39

3070-31

3067-20

3066-.50

3065-71

3063-30

3060-60

3057-55

3054-00

3053-48

3050-85

+ 0-096

- 0-096

+ 0-168

-0-154

^0-168

-01 68

+ 0-205

- 0-205

+ 0-166

-0-164

+ 0-213

-0-213

d\/X2

+ 0-113

-0113

+ 0-186

-0-176

+ 0-123

-0-12.S

t 0-174

-0-164

+ 0-143

-0-149

+ 0-174

-0-164

+ 0-135

-0-1.^9

+ 0-99

- 0-99

+ 1-67

-1-60

+ 1-69

- 1 -69

+ 215

-2-15

+ 1-75

- 1-73

+ 2-24

-2-24

+ 1-20

- 1-20

1-97

-1-87

+ 1-31

- 1-31

+ 1-85

-1-75

+ 1-53

-1-59

+ I -86

- 1-74

+ 1-44

-1-49

Calcite used to remove the
middle constituent.

All three constituents seem
to be equally strong.

I
Calcite used to remove the

f middle constituent.

Too weak and diffuse to

measure.

Calcite used to remove the
middle constituent.

Too weak and diffuse to

measure.

Calcite used to remove the
middle constituent.

Too weak and diffuse to

measure.
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2655-82

2645-90

2642-32

2630-72

2595-20

2593-18

2553-11

2549-36

2528-97

d\

+ 0-130

-0-13.0

+ 0-108

-0-108

+ 0-120

-0-120

+ 0-123

-0-123

+ 0-087

- 0-087

dX/\-

+ 1-86

-1-86

+ 1 -56

- 1 -56

+ 1-78

-1-78

+ 1-89

-1-89

+ 1-34

- 1-34

)
Too weak aud diffuse to

r measure.

}Very weak, middle constitu-

ent removed by caleite.

do.

do.

Too weak aud diffuse to

measure.

2528-59

2528-00

25-24-07

2521-62

2516-19

2479-60

2479-09

2405-30

2393-70

2382-59

2371-19

2366-40

d\ rfX/V-

+ 0-115

-0-115

+ 1-80

-1-80

+ 0-080

- 0-080

+ 1-42

- 1-42

{Constituents overlap and are

too broad and diffuse to

measure.

Too weak aud diffuse to

measure.

The middle constituent re-

moved by caleite.

Too weak and diffuse to

measure.

The following Hues became doublets, and most of them are very diffuse and weak ; and it is

probable that other constituents overlap. In each case the width between the centres of the aggregate

of the two constituents has been measured.

3885-03

3876-25

3864-00

3566-32

3560-78

3524-89

+ 0-164

-0-164
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The following lines do not seem to be either divided or widened ; they appear to become a little

sharper and weaker when vibrating in the magnetic field :

—

4330-28 2910-50

396819 2889-71

3896-32 2775-89

2950-40 2739-80

There are numerous other lines which are widened, but they are too weak to examine or

separate by the calcite ; and others show a weak diffuse widened middle constituent, whilst the two

outer constituents are too weak to affect the plate in the maximum time exposure of these experi-

ments ; they would probably become visible if an exposure of two or three hours were given.

Platixum.

The spark spectra of platinum and iridium have a large number of lines, most of which are

weak. Only the strong lines are noted and whose images were photographed during a maximum

exposure of 30 minutes when vibrating in the magnetic field. The lines were identified and

compared with the descriptions of Exner and Haschek*.

The following lines are divided into triplets with the exception of those specially described in

the notes.

4.164-9

4118-9

3966-4

3925-6

3818-9

3628-3

3408-3

d\ d\IX-

]

M The triplet could be measured
+ 0289 + 1 '66

I
only by removing the cou-

I

' ")
stituents vibrating parallel

- 0-28Q ' — 1 '66 '

'" '^'^ lines of force by

\

\ means of the calcite prism.

+ 0-286

- 0-286
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Iridium.
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General Summary.

The more important couclusiouy which may be drawn from the preceding observations

and measurements are :

—

(1) The values of dX/X- for many lines are essentially identical. The general

appearance of the corresponding constituents, and that of the normal lines, are also in these

cases very similar. The most striking illustrations of similarity in the case of the vanadium

lines are the sextuplets derived from 4I23'7 and 4109'98, the quintuplets from 29.34-48

and 2903-20, and the quadruplets from 4444-42 and 3696-00 ; and amongst the lines

which are divided into four on analysis by the calcite there are several which are very

similar in their appearance and in the values of dX/X-. Also amongst the lines becoming

triplets there are lines which can be grouped together in a similar way.

The method, therefore, may be a means of correlating and classifying into groups

having the same general properties the spectral lines of elements which have not been

classified in the same manner as those of the alkalis and the alkaline earths.

(2) The metals platinum and iridium are usually grouped togetiier in the same

famil}^ having the same general physical and chemical properties, and the method may be

a means of correlating and classifying corresponding lines of elements belonging to the

same family. Only the strongest lines of these two elements were photographed, but

amongst them it will be noticed that there are several lines which have the .same essential

value of dXjX- for the constituents, and the general appearances both of the constituents

and the normal lines are in these cases essentially the same.

(3) In some instances the values of dX/X- for the several constituents of the

same line seem to be simple multiples of each other; and also the value of dX/X- for the

constituents of some lines is a multiple of the value for the constituents of other lines.

The results of the measurements of other metals will be published later.

Finally I desire to convey my thanks to Professor Liveing for the use of the spectro-

scope, and to Professor Larmor for his sympathetic interest in the investigation.



IX. On the Asymptotic Expansion of the Integral Functions

^ a;" r (1 + an ) :^ a"r(l+ii6)

„Zo r(i + «) "" -„r(i + n + »0)-

By E. W. Barxes, M.A., Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge.

[Received and Read March 12, 1906.]

§ 1. In a memoir "Od the Asymptotic Expansion of Integral Functions defined by

Taylor's Series*," the author has discussed the expansions of various ^-ide classes of

integral functions. The results obtained in the present paper were indicated, though no

detailed investigation was given. Such an investigation is now supplied. The functions

are of interest in that the associated functions have not finite radius of convergence.

Tliey may well be considered together as their asymptotic expansions are related. And
the method employed to obtain their asymptotic expansions in a region including the

positive half of the real axis ditfers from that which was used for any of the other

functions considered, depending, as it does, on the use of Lagrange's series.

"^ a;" r ( 1 + o/i

)

The function represented bv the series S —=— — we denote bv f(x, a) : that
n=o 1 (1 + ")

»= a'" r(l + nO)
represented by S „ , —--—^. by ^ (ot, 6). We shall assume that 0<a<l, and that

e>o.

When a=l,f(j:, «) = i"^ ; when a= 0, /(a-, a) = e^. Both the functions /(.r, a) and

l + (b(x,6) are particular cases of the more sreneral function S ^fA ^^{ «", (/3>2>0),^ ° „=or(l + ^n) ^"^
^'

which also includes as a particular case Mittag-Leffler's function Ea (x). This function

the author hopes to consider on a future occasion.

§ 2. The asymptotic expansion of f{x, a) when R (x) < 0.

If an be real and > — 1, we know that

r(an + l)=
I

e-vy»dy,
Jo

the real positive value of y"" being taken, and the integration being along the positive

half of the real axis.

* Presented to the Koval Society in May 1903 and shortly to be published.

Vol. XX. No. IX. 29
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Hence, if 0<a<l, the function /(,/;, a) can be represented by the integral

-oc

exp {-y + xif] dy.
.'o

Make now the substitution t = >/', in which t is real.

Then f{-aj,a) = ^l e-^'e-'"'V^^-'dt

00 (_\n-00

Xte~
n!

Suppose now that
j

arga.'
|
< 7r/2. Then in the latter integral we may make the sub-

stitution xt = T, and take the integral with respect to T also along the positive half of

the real axis. For the difference between the two integrals is an integral along an arc

of a great circle at infinity whose value is zero.

If then
I

arga; I < 7r/2,

1 ,-=^00 /_\n

•^ ' ax'" Jo ^-onlA*'"

Now I have shewn in my original memoir (§ 5) that if we replace the previous

integral by the sum of the integrals of the various terms in the subject of integration

we obtain a series which is truly asymptotic.

We therefore have

f( xa^- 1 ^ {-Yr\(n + l)la}

where \JjfX^^+''^i'\ can be made as small as we please by making \x\ sufficiently large.

Finally therefore, if R {x) < 0, and < a < 1, we have the asymptotic expansion

the principal value of (—a.)"'", which is real when x is real and negative and which has

a cross-cut along the positive half of the real axis, being taken.

§ 3. The asymptotic expansion of/(x,a) when 7r/2>
|

arga;|> (1 — a)7r/2.

We now proceed to shew that the previous expansion is valid when

7r/2 5 I arg a;
I

> (1 - a) -rr/'I.

Suppose that 6, the argument of x, is positive and equal to 7r(l —7;)/2, where 0^7?<a.

We have seen that

f(x, a) = exp [- y + xy'} dy,
.'o

the integral being taken along the positive half ot the real axis. Put ^ = ^e'*, and we have

f{x, a) = e'* {-
(f))

exp [- se'* + .re'"*i;") ds,

the integral now being ti.'ken along an axis of argument (— <^).
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Choose
<f>

so that 7;7r 2a < ^ < 7r/2, as is always possible if /;<«. Then we have 0<7r/2

and a(/) + 7r(I — 7?) 2 > TT 2. Hence the subject of integration tends exponentially to zero

along an arc of the great cii-cle at infinity for which the argument lies between and

— ip, the limits included. The integral can therefore be taken along the real axis, and

we have

f " (— ^)" e"'*
f{x, a) = e'* exp (aje*'* z^\ S dz

Jo H=o " !

And thus we have the asymptotic expansion

I " (-^-rft'
«„=or (» + !)(- *)'"+""'

We may obviously employ a similar method when 0, the argument of x, is negative

and •7r/2$,^i>(l-a)7r/2.

§ 4. The asymptotic expansion for f(x, a) which has been obtained in §§ 2 and 3

is thus valid when
|

arg(— «•) i < (1 +a)7r/2-

We proceed to verify this result hy means of the contour integrals employed in the

fundamental memoir.

Let us consider the contour integral

-^^~ jr(-s)r(as + r)(-xyds,

where the contour of integration embraces the positive half of the real axis and encloses

the poles of T{—s), but none of those of r(as+l). Its value, by Cauchy's theory of

residues, is evidently f{x, a).

Now when arg(— a;) <(l4-a)7r2, the integral will vanish when taken round that

part of an infinite contour for which R (s) is greater than a finite negative quantity

however large. This theorem is immediatel}' evident from the known asymptotic expansion

for r (s), when s ,
is very large.

The integral may therefore be taken along a contour in the finite part of the plane

which consists of a straight line parallel to the imaginary axis which passes between the

poles —kla and —{k + l)l(x, together with a loop which encloses the poles —l/a,..., — k/a of

r(as+l).

We therefore have, if
]

arg (— a;)
, < (1 + o) 7r/2,

fix, a) = S r (n/a) (- *)"""" Lt eT (- n + 1 + ae) + J* (x)
K=l e =

I
(-)"-' r(«/a)

where
|
J* (x) a;*'"

j

can be made as small as we please by taking
[

x
|

sufficiently large.

This is equivalent to our former result.

29—2
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§ 5. The nsi/mptotic expansion of f{x, a) when
|
arga;

j

< tt (1 — a)/2.

We will now shew that, when
]
arg .?;

|
< (1 - a) 7r/2, we have the asymptotic expansion

f(x, a) = exp 1(1 - a) a"'"-" a>'«-'') (cu;)"-
»—'

r(» + i/2) d^ ji-or-(r+i)«i-'»'+>i'n

) r=o„=„r(2» + l)(aa-)'""-"i dT" ar-

We have seen that

f(x, a) =
I

exp (- // + xi/"] dy,
J

the integral being taken along the real axis.

Suppose now that we make the substitution

^ = (aa;V' "-"'«.

Then the integral becomes

[ exp [{axy^'-'i [t'/a - t]] (ca-y'"-" dt,

taken along an axis such that arg< = — jarg «}/(!- a).

If now
j

arga- j/(l — a) < 7r/2, this integral may be taken along the positive half of the

real axis, for the difference between the two integi-als will be an integral along an arc

of the great circle at infinity which vanishes. If then we put X = (ox)' """, we have,

if
I

arg *
I

< TT (1 - a)/2,

f{x, a) =X I exp {Xi-Za - Xt} dt,

the integral being taken along the real axis.

Make now the substitution

>j = {\-f'}/a + t-l,

all the quantities involved being real.

Since a<l, we see that, when t is very large, i/ = t. When ^ = 0, ?/=l/a — I. When

t=l, y = 0, and we have the minimum value of y.

The curve which represents the connection between y and t will be given by the figure.

«=0

O (=1

The line y = l/a—l, cuts the curve again when < = «'''""".

We obtain upon substitution

/(a;, a) exp {Z (1-1, a); A'-' =
f

e"
J u

..
\
dt

\
, r

-Vv
\

\dy +
^ dij\ ^ Ldyi

i—^ii
dt

dy
dy.
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dy
% 6. We have now to investigate

Putting t=T+l, we have

when that value of (T+l)" is taken which corresponds to a dissection of the T-plane from

r = _l to T=-x.

When T is small the expansion of y in powers of T begins with T'-. Hence we

may put

and, by Lagrange's theorem, for such values of y as make the series convergent,

r= idny"^ln\ (1):

ci"-' [l+aT-(T+\)'
where d,, =

r=o

When r > we must take the positive value of y'-, and when T <0, the negative value.

Evidently rf, = V2/(l - a).

To find the actual radius of convergence of the series (1), we must adopt the process

of Nekrassoff* or some analogous method.

Let ylr{s)=\ - "^~A- -' I , one or other of the two values of the root being

definitely taken. Let T be a region of the s plane containing the origin within which

the function s-«|r (z) is regular. Draw within T a contour .S' containing the origin but

excluding the points for which z is real and < - 1 : such points lie on the cross-cut

which serves to make (T+2)" one-valued and for which yjr (z) is not defined.

Then, as Cauchy first shewed, the equation

2/>« = V[l+a!Z'-(r-l-l)«]7a,

will have one root T, which can be expanded in terras of \/y by the series (1), within

the contour S, provided on the contour S, y''--v^ (s) < 1.

We must find that contour S on which yfr (z) has the smallest possible value if we

are to obtain the largest value of ^^ for which the series (1) is convergent. At each

point of the domain T erect a perpendicular to the plane of length iV = y}r{z)\. We
thus get a surface which is cut by a plane M = J/„ in a curve. When J/„ is very large

this curve consists of a series of ovals round 2 = and the other zeros of l+ttZ — {l+zY.

As M decreases these ovals expand until finally the oval round z=0 touches some other

curve, let us say, when M = k.

* Nekrassoff, ilathematUche Auiialeii, Vol. xsxi. pp. further references see Osgood, Encyklopadie der Mathema-

337—358. Cauchy's original development will be found in tischen Wissenscha/len, Bd n. 2, pp. 44—J7.

the Exercices d'Anabjse, etc., 1840, T. 11. pp. 41—98. For
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When M^k, we see that the corresponding contour <S' will enclose at least one other

root of \ + a: — {\+zY = besides z- = 0. And therefore zyjr (z) will cease to be regular

within *S', so that the assumption that S lies within T will not hold.

When M=k there will be a node on the curve \-<^{z)\=^ M, since two ovals touch.

Let \- -[ = ^^ =u + t.v, where z = x + iy and u and v are real functions

of .r and y. Then the ovals correspond to «- + r = 1 J/^.

At a node of such a curve i:- = = ^^, and therefore -j- -1
, ^

> =0, that is to say
dx dx dz {^{z))

{\ + zY-' = \.

We therefore have s = - 1 + g-''"'"'-''.

And therefore 1 + a.- - (1 + r)" = (1 - a) ;i - e-"' '"-"}.

Hence /,• =
, ^ (--) =

[

" ^^ " "^f''' '"^
"

L

We must exclude the value corresponding to r = 0, for that indicates the origin at

which we have taken a definite value of z-^{z). Otherwise we take the largest value for

k which this expression can assume.

Be3'ond this we have to ensure that the oval round z = Q does not cut the surface

in points which correspond ro values of z which are real and ^ — 1.

Now, when r = — 1 —k,

. ,
il-a — koL-k'- e*"") -'-

• ^^-^^=1 «
} •

When < a < 1 and k > 0, this expression is nowhere infinite, since ei"'" is not real.

There is therefore a quantity pi'- which is greater than zero and such that, when

|y""j^/3i"': the expansion (1) is valid.

Hence, when \y ^p<p^.
dt _dT_\ ^ dny'"'-'

dy-dy-2„^,{n-l)\-

the series being absolutely and uniformly convergent.

And therefore, if Vy denote the positive value of the root of y, y being real.

dt\_l ^ d„ WyY--

^
rf2/r2„ti (n-l)l

^>^'

§ 7. By the result of § 5 we now have

exp{A'(a-lVaIX->/(.r,a)=f' e-v^/ § dy + j"^~\-^'> 2 "^'"^'iff

"""'

^y.

wherein, for values of y such that p<?/^l'a — 1, we substitute for the series the sum of

the functions of which the series is the expansion when y ^ p.
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Write, for brevity, 1 a — 1 = </> ; Q(y)= S ,^5^, i/",
so that Q(y) is defined by au

absolutely and uniformly convergent series when ^ 1/ ^ p, and is one-valued and finite

when y is real and p< y^cf). Then / say that

admits the asymptotic expansion

fe''-'-"-^y-"'Qiy)dy

where
\
JxX^'

j

ca« 6e made as siimll as we please by taking X
,

suj/iciently large, provided

\axgX\<Tr2.

For I e'*-i..A-^-,/=Q(^)rf^_-f ( e'^-y^^r"';^,y"dy

+ f%'*-'"-^'r"= Q(i/) rfi/ -''s'
f
%'*-."• -r^-./.

fl^,y-dy.

Therefore Ji?f\< X-V+./2;;
((argAOe-"

,-0 Z"(2n + 2iVr)!
dy

+

^

e-<'-'-re-:'^'Yf^,(y + pr-"'dy
J u 11 = (-";•

the first integral being taken along an axis whose argument is equal to the argument of A"

which is < 7r/2.

Hence
I
JyX-'*

\

can be made as small as we please by taking
|

X
|

sufficiently large

and
j

arg A < 7r/2. The theorem is therefore established.

§ 8. Now -j =
^ i^~i'

^'1^ this is finite on the range 1/a— 1 to 00, and at infinity

it behaves like — y'^".

Hence e'*"*'-'^! e'-^'A-^r- dy, where 6>0, tends to zero as \X\ tends to infinity
Ja/a-i

I

dy

provided [argA|<7r/2. Finally therefore if jarg« <(l-a)7r/2, we have the asymptotic

expansion

,., . ^ ,^,.1 ,„
(\-i d>,.+ir(re + I/2)

,
J^\

^(^•'«)=-^""P{^(i/°'-^)l{„!o r(2« + i)A^- + z^r

where IJvi can be made as small as we please by taking
j

A"
j

sufficiently large, and
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This result may be written

/(.r, a) = exp {(1 - a) a"'"-"' x""-"'] (ow)"="-°'

^ r(?i. + l/2) d'" a+aT-iT + lY'i-"-"'

The first term of the series is

}27r/(l-a)l'^

§ 9. An interesting deduction from the previous formula may he noticed.

The author has for a long time speculated as to whether it was possible to con-

struct an elementary integral function which should tend to zero for all values of a;
|

round infinity except those within a range of values of arg x as small as we please,

being, of course, infinite within the latter range.

Such a function is given bvo
" a;"r(l +n -n'p)

r(i+«)

where p is a large positive number.

For if we put a = I — lip in the previous formula, we see that, within the range

I
arg X

i

< 7r/2jj, the function admits an as3-mptotic expansion whose dominant term is

exp]^(l-l,/)V\'/*U.r-?^^y'*(27r/))"= (A).

Outside this range the function admits an asymptotic expansion whose dominant

term is

r(-2 + ^) /(-.ry+'/'*'-» (B).

By taking p as large as we please, we may narrow the range arg.r < tt, 2jJ indefinitely.

When p is infinite the function ceases to be integral : it becomes 1/(1 — x).

In this case the asymptotic value round infinity becomes to the first approximation

—
, a result which accords with the formula (B). The formula (A) becomes infinite and

X

indicates the existence of the finite singularity at the point .r=l on the positive direction

of the real axis.

I he special function - —ftt^ ,

,,=-11 r(l+)0

§ 10. In the preceding general formula we have only obtained the dominant exponen-

tial term in the region arg ,r
' < ( 1 — a) 77/2, and for all we know to the contrary other

e.sponential terms of lower orders may exist.

In the special case when a = 1 2, the corresponding series of Lagrange is finite, and

we can shew that no such terms exist : we can also bring out more clearly the dis-

continuity in the asymptotic value of the function.
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V y'Td + ni)
^^^^ ,-« r(i + «) •

223

1 d^
-,

•'

= — 1/ +jr -l and , = 1 + , -
,

Then, as before, /(a;)=l exp {— z + xz^} dz, the integral being taken along the real axis
Jo

from to 3C , and the positive value of z^'- being taken.
^

The previous transformations in the special case now considered lead to

z'^ = y"^ + x2 (1),

whence — z + j:z'

We thus have

The transformation (1) is the usual parabolic transformation.

If xl'2=p + iq and i/ = ^+t'ri, we have, con-esponding to real values of z,

This is the parabola DACBE, with its focus at the origin, of the figure.

We will consider three cases

(a) when < arg xktt '4,

(;8) „ 7r/4<arga;<:3ir/4,

(7) ,, 37r/4 < argx< ir.

The con-esponding cases when argj; is negative

will follow by symmetry.

In case (a) the point P,, for which y = ar'y4, lies p
—

^

between D and A.

When 5'- describes the real axis from to + x

,

y describes the curve P^ACBE, and j/'- moves from

j9, (= — a' 2) through the corresponding points a, c, b, e.

In case (ff) the point P., {y = iC^/4) lies between A and B ; and in case ( 7 ) the

point P:i(y = j?l4i) lies between B and E^.

§ 11. Thus, in case (a), y- is initially —xl2 and a circuit PACBEP^ enclosing the

origin would bring it back to Pj ^^•ith a value +xj2.

Hence, by Cauchy's Theorem, in case (o), f{x) is represented by

L-L],^/''-"\^+^^dy'
where C is a contour as in the figiu-e with a broken

cross-cut inside to make y^'- one-valued and x Pj is

the initial part of this contour.
( o

On the contour G, if

y = /'C* (0 < < 27r), we have y= = j-i^e'i^-^-'M

Vol. XX. No. IX. 30
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Hence /(..) =
j

^(^''*-'-'
{«-J/-"V2) dy +

j^ f"*-"
|l +

2^,}
dy

= x^'i*
j e-."y-^ dy + j e-='-." jl -

.;^„.,| dy,
Jo J xy* ( -y ")

provided in the second integral i arg y"-
' < 7r/4.

The first integral is r(^) = V7r.

The second integral may be written

e->'{l-(l+iy/x')~""-\dy,f
that value being assigned to (l + iy/x'')^^'^ which, when iy/af < I, is represented by the

binomial series

^ (-),. 1:1:^^.^-1) fiyy
„=u :J.4. 6 ... tn \^if

.(2).

On the line of integration, when i4y/a^[>I, the series is divergent but suniraable.

We may therefore substitute the series under the sign of integration to obtain the

asymptotic value of the integral.

Therefore, when arg a; ,< 77/4, we have the asymptotic formula

/(,).vw..?li<:;>;j:ii:t±|>*4 (a).

where ! J^x^^'
\

tends to zero as a;
|

tends to infinity.

§ 12. Consider next cases (/3) or (7), when 7r/2 <arga;74 < 27r.

By Cauchy's theorem the integral for f{x) taken along the parabolic arcs PJJBE^ or

P^E^ can be represented by the same integral taken along a line, from a'-;4 to 00 in

the positive half of the y-plane, so drawn as to pass to the left of the origin. This is the

line B of the figure.

We therefore have ^.s/^

f{x)=re-:'{l-(l+4.y/.iT^^}dy.
Jo

taken along a parallel to the former line, that value

of ( 1 + 4y/ar')~"- being taken which when
j
4^y/x^

|
< 1 is

represented by the binomial series (2).

Hence, when
{

arg x
,
-^ 7r/4, we have the asymptotic

formula
2 f ^2 (% (-)"r(2H + 2)

+ J'k, IB),r(» + l)a.'-"

where [J^'X^^'] tends to zero as \x\ tends to infinity.

The formulae (A) and (B) evidently agree with the previous results. They shew-

that the large zeros of /(.r) have arguments + Tr/i.
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The function 4> (-v, ^) = I fji^^''^

§ 13. In the series by which we define the function 4>{j-,0) we suppose that 6 is real

and > 0. Evidently when ^ = the function becomes e*.

To illustrate the method by which we now proceed to investigate the asijmptotic expansion

of <j)(x, 6) when R{x)>0, we will first consider the particular case luhen 6=1.

In this case <f>{x, 1)= S p,i\ ., , •

,1=1 I (I -i- Sn)

Since f {I - x)"-' .c"-' dx = S,"'---'\ , if m and n be both > 0, we have
Jo 1 {m + n)

J ,1=1 1 W ' .'

Make now the substitution z = i/(l — i/).

We see that 2 vanishes when y = or y=l. It has a maximum value l/-i when

y = l/2.

If then we put s = l -t-^, ^=1/2 + 77, we have ^=rj- and therefore ?; = ± f
"-'.

We take the positive sig-n in this relation when y > 1/2, and the negative sign when

y<l/2.

Hence </> (.-, 1)=
jJ

|(l/2 + t'-^ exp [^- (1/4 - 0} ^"- d^

-£ I
(1/2 - r--) exp (:. (1/4 - r)i r-'^ ^r

JO

= -^e*'-'*"- e-'y-'-dy.
J

Suppose now that
|

arg « | < tt. Draw a line / from x/4> to x t, where arg t
,

< 7r/2,

this line not cutting the negative half of the real axis. Draw a line ./ parallel to this

line from the origin.

Then by Cauchy's theorem

(j>(x,l) = ^^i*x'''
I

(./) e->'y-"- dy - hx''"
\

(I) e^-'-y y-> '- dy

= le^'-'a;' - V (1/2) - f (./) e--" (1 + 4^/*-)"''' dy.

This formula shews us that, when |arg«|<7r,

(/.(«, l)-Je-'^^/'= r (1/2) I,

is finite for all values of \Xf, however large.

We can readily obtain a complete asymptotic expansion valid when largj; < tt.

30—2
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For, if ,arga;|<7r, the expansion of (I + 4?//a;)~' ' by the binomial theorem is either

(I) convergent or (2) summable and divergent on the line of integi-atiou.

Hence, by a general theorem proved in my original memoir*, the integral last written

admits the asymptotic expansion

•;; r 1 .3...(2n-I)/ 4vx" , ,

„!J./"" 2.... .2,, T')''^'^'
where {J^fX^'l can be made as small as we please for any value of N by taking \x\

sufficiently large.

We thus have, provided jarga;|<7r, the complete asymptotic formula

(^ {a:, 1) = 4" e"^"^''- - ^ 1 • 3 • • •
(Sw - 1 ) (- ^/«)".

2 11 =

§ 14. It may be remarked that this formula can be otherwise obtained. It is a

particular case of the asymptotic eupansions of generalised liypergeometric functions.

If Ff,{x)= 1 ^
a:", then, as I propose to shew in a subsequent paper, if larg.rj<7r,

»=i i (" + p)

we have the asymptotic equality

where \J]s:X^\ tends to zero as
|

*
j

tends to infinity.

Now <^{x, 1) = i^,/2(a/4)— 1, and we therefore have the expansion just obtained.

We see that </> {x, 1) satisfies the differential equation

^xy" -{x-1)y'-\-y = 0.

A second independent solution is, in the notation of generalised hypergeometric

functions,

^\^,[-l/2; 3/2;^/4}-l.

§ 15. We now proceed to apply the method used in the foregoing example to the general

function

^^ „=ir (I +n + nd)'

As before we have

<}>{.,;e) = xryOexTp\xy'{\-y)\dy (1).
Jo

We assume that y^ is real and equal to expj^logy}.

Make now the substitution

z = y'(l-y) (1).

Then s vanishes when (/ = or y = l: it has its maximum value 6^1(6+1)^^' when

y=f[d+l). And z is real for all values of y within the range of integration.

Put now z=e^\0+-lY^'-^; y = 0,(0 + 1) + ^?.

* § 5 of the memoir to which reference is made in § 1.
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or

if

The relation (1) becomes

e':{d + !)«+' - r= {0 {e + 1) + vY (l/(^ + 1) - V\

e
< 1.

This relation may be written

e

')'G4T-')r'
v-V-\

J

Hence, by Lagrange's theorem,

where

r ^
dT?"-' ['

'?=Sc„?'^^

s9 - 1 Nl-«-

t;-
, =

This series will be convergent for sufficiently small values of f ; say, when |5^-|<<r,.

Evidently
_ /1{e + l,Lr= 2((9-I)(^ + l)«-

3 eo '

When 77 >0, we take the positive value of V? i" the series, and when ?? < 0, we

take the negative value.

«T u dy dr) Z n J^

On transforming the integral (1) by the substitution just employed we obtain

[^
i dv i'^

(f>
(x, d)!x = I iji^ exp \xz\ \-^ dz + \ y.? exp [xz

d]h

dz
dz,

where
J3
= -^—r^i ^'^^ V^ i^ ^he value of y for which 7; < 0, y. the value for which 7;>0.

I{ 1
Now y^' = I ^^^_^j/J-—__,jl and this when ^'-\ is sufficiently small can be

expanded in ascending powers of '

f^'- , the positive value of V? being taken when ?; >

and the negative value when 7; < 0.

We therefore have, if
1 f- K o- > 0,

dy.
y^'

rf? 71 = 1

where d^ = (^^) \/
e \» /(6i + i)«-^

9^9-1

The corresponding value of y^
dj/i

dK
is obtained by changing the sign of V?-

30—3
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Hence
<f>

(x, 0)/x =
f
" exp [.r

( /; - f )} S d„ ^" "--' d^

JO n = l

= 2 fexp \j(p-^)\ r"' \d, + d,X+d,C'+---] (K
J V

If p > <r, the series is divergent and must be replaced by the function from which it

was obtained.

1 d
Now this function, which is the sum of the two values of

finite within the range of integration.

e+i {e+ifv
, 18

The integral can therefore, by the theory previously established, be represented by

the asymptotic expansion

n=l •

when R (x) > 0.

If then R (x) > we have the asymptotic expansion

The dominant term of this expansion is

The coefficients in the expansion can be written in a symbolical form by the use of

Lagrange's series. They can however be deduced from the coefficients in the asymptotic

expansion of

«=o I (1 +'0
by means of the following theorem.

§16. // largx <37r2 and <9=^,

(1 - «)/(.-.. .) - ^ u. .) = 1 + I TRiT^2 + -^^

where \Jya)^\ can he made us small as we please h;j taking \x\ sufficiently large.

Consider the integral

27rt J r (- as) sin TT (1 - a) s
'

taken round a contour which embraces the positive half of the real axis and encloses the

points

s=n and *-=h(1 — a), n = 0, I, 2, ... x

.

We assume of course that 0< a< 1.
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The integral will be equal to

229

- 2
(-)"-' TTJ."

_^l
^-^"-^l-nr^j--'-°

=0 r(M+l)r(-an)siii'7r(l-o)»i „=o t^ / «" wi \

where 6 = 0/(1 — a),

,Zo r(n+l) l-a,Zar{l+n + „0)

=/{x,a)-:^~^Jl + <j>{.c^--",d)].

Now, if [arga;i < 37r(l — o)/2, the integral will vanish when taken along that part

of an arc of a great circle at infinity for which R (x) > — k:

It is therefore equal to

r f-JL^\ ,-" -'-»'

i(-r^^ +^.v,

where i Jyx^"^~''
j

tends to zero as x
\

tends to infinitj".

If then argAJ < 37r(l — o)/2, we have

Change now x into x^~', and we obtain the given result.

§ 17. Let us noiu apply this residt to obtain the asymptotic expansion of (j){j; 6),

when R (x) > 0.

We have seen that, if
|

arga; < (I — o)7r 2, we have the asymptotic equality

f(x, a) = exp j(l - a) a" ''-»' *•' "-"} (aa;)' -"-""
]
1 d„ (ax)"" ""

r (h + 1/2)
where dn =

r(2« + l)

l«=o

"

rf™ (1 + ar - (1 + t)"1 _?i!±2

OT-

If then
I

arg x
I
< 7r/2, we have the asymptotic expansion

(^ (x, 6) = exp {6^x1(6+ l)»+>)
e^+^x \

'
-^ ^ d^ /! +

(i + ^/«| „":o^"V e

9\«

where
_ r (w + 1/2) !" q!=» (1+ ^ + 6't - (1 + ^) (1+ t)«'»+»'1_^''+J-'

f^T-" r(2n + l)

Since (?„= {27r (1 + 0)}>^ we see that the dominant term of this expansion is

and this is in agreement with the former result.
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S 18. It may be of interest to the reader if we actually obtain the asymptotic

expansion of (p (.r, 6) when R{x)>0 for a particular value of 0. We can then determine

the actual radius of convergence of the Lagrange series employed under the sign of

integration.

We will take the case u'hen 6 = 1, and shew that, if R{x)>0, we have the asymptotic

equality

The function is represented by the integral

.T I y' exp{a;2/^(l -y)}dy.
Jo

We put y = 2/8 + 77, and make the substitution

4/27-f=(2/3 + 7?)=(l/3-7;),

or ? = V- + v'-

The integral is then equal to

xe"- { I e-'^ (2/3 + 7,,)^
d^

I

di;
dA,

where t/i and t). are the values of 77 which correspond to ^ within the range of

integration.

Now, if 17 = V^(l \-r))-'"-, we have

h(^ + vf= 2S 1_
»=i "! [dy

"^'^(i+yr^My + s/S)'^

and therefore

d"-

dr
-(l+3/)-"M2/ + 2/3)=

_ y=t

When 77 > 0, we take the positive value of V?. =^nd when tj <Q, we take the negative

value.

On reduction we find that the above formula ma)- be written

^^ + '''rfr%-/ ' r(»)r(«/2)^ •

This series is evidently convergent if

<1 or fi<4/27.

Thus the series is convergent over precisely the range of values for )^ for which

titegrate.

We now have

|^«(2«)!^_2.r ,-- .^. r(3«-^)_
„=i (3n)l 9

'^

./„ „rir(2»-l)f (n-1/2)^
"''

we mtegrate.

\
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And, if ii(a;)>0, this integral is asymptotically equal to

_.,«.: V r(3n-7/2)

We thus have the given result.

The first two terms of this expansion are

^" ("9" "12:^

It may be readily verified that these terms agree with those obtained from the

general symbolical result of § 17.

For, when = 2. f/„ = V (i) (i - ^--t);^;'; = \ (jtt,

, r(|) rf- (1 2 7 \ -'!'
, ri^

§19. The ast/mptotic ewpansion of <}>{a; d) tuhen R(x)<0.

We have seen that, if arg a; [ < 37r/2 and = a'(l-«), we have the asymptotic

equality

Also we deduce at once from the results of § 4, that, when
|
arg (— a;) |

< 77/2, we

have asymptotically

/•(.- a)=-l I
r((» + l)/al

the principal value of (—a;)""""" being taken.

Therefore, when R {x) < 0, we have the asymptotic expansion

A^tr 0^--l S,
r !(» + !) (0+1)/^

; 5
(-)nT( n + ne)

terms of order less than that of any negative algebraic power of \x\ being neglected.

We see then that, when J? {x) < 0, the function ^ (re, 6) needs two asymptotic series

for its representation. There is, of course, no reason for surprise at this : it shews that

(^ {x, 6) is a function whose behaviour is slightly more complex than the functions

previously discussed.

§ 20. Tfe may obtain the previous result directly by considering the integral

1 [ a.-' r{l+ds) TT

"27rJ r(i +
.-- ds.

' (I + s + ds) sin TTS

round a contour consisting of that part of the great circle at infinity for zvhich R(s) > — k,

whei'e k is positive, finite and as large as ive please, and the line s = — k.

If arg^j < 7r/2, we see that
\

la^ ,
can be made as ."small as we please by taking

I

X
\

sufficiently large, when k' < k.
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By considering the residues of the subject of integration at its poles within the

contour we see that the integral is equal to

»(-«)" r (1 + 0/0 ^ {-..)-' r (I- i>B) I ^ (-)"-' 0;-"'+"^" TT

n =

- i + <p{-.r, ti)+
_^ p^f),,y^n + -^ er(n + \)x'"^'>'

Those terms are to be omitted from the summation for which respectively n > k or

(n + l)/e>k.

We therefore have asymptotically, if
\

arg (- x)
\ < Tr/2,

,, n.__._ K {-rr{n+ne)_i ^ r {(a + vijo + im

which is equivalent to the former result.

§ 21. The corresponding asymptotic expansions for the general function

may be stated.

(1) If /3-o<2, and |arg(— d): < tt U — - ,
f,

we have the asymptotic expansion

p / ^__ ^ rjl-an) 1 » (-)»_ rj^(« +J)/a) sin {7r/9(« + l)/aj

"^^ 1^; -
^ -^ ni -iSn) X" a „":„(- a-)'"+'» ' r (n + 1 ) sin {tt ( « + 1 )/«| '

the calculus of limits being employed for such particular values of a and /3 as give

rise to infinite terms in the coefficients.

(2) In the second place put p=/3-a, q = (^ - af-" a''/^^, .so that jj > 0, 5 > 0.

Then if I arg a;
j

< tt (/3 — a)/2, we have the asymptotic expansion

the quantities rf,. being assignable functions of a and /3.

The first two terms of the series are

/27ra

s/
1+ _^_.|1_1_1

p-/3 I 1-2 (qxy [a /3 2p

The first of these expan.sions is at once given by considering the contour integral

1
I"
r (1 + as) iraf

2-jn! r(l +/8s) simrs

The second may be obtained in two ways. We may employ an extension of the

use of Lagrange's series given in the present memoir, or we may make the analysis

depend upon the function defined, when R (s) > 1/2, by the series of gamma functions

- T( pn-s)ril + cm)

,"„ r(i + /3«)9" •

The latter method, by its analytical power, seems destined to play an important

part in the further theory of expansions of more complex functions.
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I. Introduction.

§ 1. The subject of Integral Equations bears the same relation to the Integral

Calculus as the theor}' of Differential Equations does to the Differential Calculus, and the

equations

/{s)=j''k(s,t)<f>it)dt (1).

/(s) = <^(s)-xf k{s,t),}>it)dt (2),
. a

in which (j) is the unknown function, present themselves just as naturally in calculations

arising from physical problems as do the corresponding differential equations

but strange to say until quite recently this branch of mathematics was practically neglected*.

Now an integral equation retains many features of a problem which are lost when

the description is given by means of differential equations, and the information which

can be derived from it is as a rule fuller—the disadvantage is that the calculations are

more dithcult to make.

For instance if we replace an ordinary linear differential equation of the ?ith order

by an integral equation of the form -|- (2), we may obtain a solution in the form of a

converging series of integrals which will give us full information about the solution at

any point in the plane when the value of the function and its first (« — 1) derivatives

are known at a point which can be joined to the first point by means of a curve with

continuous curvature, at every point of which the coefficients of the equation are finite

and integrable. We thus obtain the information directly without having to resort to the

method of continuation.

* Abel, Liouville and Eouche called attention to the Soc. Ser. 2, Vol. 4, Part 2.

new calculus and considerable progress was made later by t The necessary transformation is given in the paper

Volterra and other Italian writers. A list of references will by the author just referred to.

be found in a paper by the author, Proc. London Hath.

Vol. XX. No. X. .31
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111 the present paper I shall be occupied in studying a certain type of integral

relation between two functions h (s, t) and k (s, t). The general form of this relation is

h{s, x)f{x, t)dx=\ f(s, ij)k{ij, t)dij (3),

and it implies that the functions h (s, x) and k {>/, t) possess a number of common properties

which are of importance in the theory of integral equations.

As the subject will probably be new to the reader I shall commence by recapitulating

a few of the known results. It must be clearly understood that none of the matter

which is given in the remainder of this section is original, but I have thought it necessary

to introduce it here in order that the account of iny own work which is given in Sections

II and III may be intelligible.

I 2. An integral equation is an immediate generalisation of a system of linear

equations and important progress in the theory was at once made when it began to be

studied from this point of view*. The linear equations (1) and (2) which are the simplest

equations of this kindf con'espond to the system of linear equations

« n

/,= % Krs(f}s (?• = !, ...m), fr = (f>r-'K'SK,.s(ps {r = l,...n) (4),
s = l 1

and have been called integral equations of the first and second kind respectively
J.

The second equation is easier to deal with because the number of linear equations

is equal to the number of unknowns and the known results for the system of linear

equations apply almost word for word to the integral equation. Fredholm has in fact shown

that the function (j) (t) can be uniquely determined except when \ is a root of a certain

whole function 8 (X) which corresponds to the determinant

1 — X/f]]) ~ X/Cjo,

— Xk.,,
,

I

... ... 1 A./C,ijj

This solution can be expressed in the form

,f>{s)=f(.,) + \ ('K(s,t)f(t)dt (5),
. a

an equation which is similar in form to the original one, a fact from which many deductions

can be made.

The function K {s, t) is called the solving function of the integral equation ; it is a

uniform function of X and can be e.xpressed in the form

„ , ^, A (X; s, t) ,o\

^ ^^' *) = -
-s-(xr ^'

* The new departure was made by Fredholm ia 1900 by the variable s may be included in the ones given above

("Surune nouvelle mfethode pour la resolution du probleme by detiuing k {s, t) to be zero if f>s, a device due to

de Dirichlet." Oefrersigt af kongh vet. akad. F:irli. Stock- Fredholm; the equations of this type have been studied by

holm, 1900). Volterra.

+ The equations in which the upper limit b is replaced J Hilbert, GiHt. Nachr. 1904, Heft I.
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where A (\ ; s, t) and B(\) are whole functions of \, their formal expressions being*

A (\ ; s.t)=-k (s, t) + XA, (s, t)

-

X- A, {s, t) + .

S(\) = i-s,\+sa-- < *^^'

1 /"* r*
where A,, (.9, = r-, / ... I

1 f'
ds, ... dsh, ^h=T

j
i^A-i {s, s) ds.

If S(\)=0 the homogeneous equation

= yfr(s)-\l k{s,t)y!r(t)dt (8),
J a

will possess a solution </f(0 different from zero and conversely if a solution .yjr{t) exists

we must have B (X) = 0. Further the equation (2) will be impossible unless f(s) satisfies

one or more relations of the form

"'f(s)x(s)ds = 0.fJ a

(9),

We have here a phenomenon similar to that of resonance, for if the function f(s)

does not satisfy these conditions the solution of equation (2) will become very large as

\ approaches a root of S(X) = 0.

It has been remarked by Fredholni that if k(t,s) is written instead of k{s,t) the

new solving function will be K (t, s) and the value of S(X) will be unaltered, this shows

that the equations

= ,/r (s) - X [ I- (s, t) -f (0 dt)

'A
= x(0-^ lc{s.t)x{s)ds

la I

can be satisfied for the same values of X.

If X„ is a j)-fold root of S (X) = 0, it can be shown that for values of X very nearly

equal to Xr

K{s,t) =^^^ + F{s,t) (10),

where F (s, t) is finite for X = X„ and P (s, t) has the form

P (s. t) = yJTi (s, \n) Xi {t, X„) + . . .
i/fp (s, X„) Xp {t, X„).

The functions tfr and x ^.re linearly independent solutions of the equations (9) for

this value of X and possess the important integral properties f

fVi(s, X«0X«(«, Xn)rfs= rn = n, i^k^ (11).

• " ll m = 91, i = klm = n, i = kl

Also, in some cases the functions k (s, t) and K (s, t) can be represented by the series

p-" ^"^ '

.(12),

k(s,t)=l
"•n

J^(s,t)-^ X„-X
)

which are very useful for suggesting properties of the function K(s, t).

* I am following the notation given by Hilbert in Gott. finite and integrable for the given range of values of s and f.

Nachr. The functions k(s, t) and /(s) are supposed to be t See Fredholm, Acta Mat!!. 1903.

31—2
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We shall call the tunctioiis ^,{s,X,,) the t'undameutal functions* and the equation

S (\) = the determinautal equation of the integral equation (2).

Many of the ideas that occur in the theor}' may be traced back to two papers by

Poincarei", where practically all the properties of the fundamental functions are predicted.

The actual investigations have been carried out successfull}' by Hilbert who has established

several important expansion theorems for the functions yjr,. {s).

§ 3. An important advance made by Hilbert is the connection of the integral equation

with the double integral

[ f k(s, t)x(s)x{t)dsdt (13),
J a J n

con-esponding to the quadratic form "^kgiXgXt. The function k {s, t) is here supposed to be

symmetrical in s and t but this restriction is not of very great consequence ; the salient

point is that many of the properties of the integral equation are suggested by those of

the quadratic form. The determinautal equation 8 (X) = corresponds to the discriminant

of the quadratic form and Sylvester's theorem that all the roots of the discriminant are

real remains true, finally the resolution of the quadratic form into the sum of a number

of squares suggests the general expansion theorem from which so many other expansion

theorems are deduced.

When the double integral is positive for every function x(s) the fundamental functions

•Jti (s), v/r., (s)... may be obtained as the values of x{s) which make the double integral a

maximum or minimum^ subject to the condition

[x {s)f ds = 1,
IJ a

the theory being exactly analogous to that developed by Poincare in the study of the

problem of Dirichlet.

The applications of the theory of the integral equation (2) are many and varied, at

present the most important applications are to problems depending on finding solutions

of linear differential equations to satisfy given boundary conditions.

§ 4. The theory of the integral equation

/(s)=rk(s,t)<i>{t)dt,
J a

is not so simple as that of equation (2) because there is no definite relation between

the number of con-esponding linear equations and the number of unknown quantities.

In general in order that the solution may be possible it is necessary for the function

f{s) to satisfy all the linear equations in s that are satisfied by the function k (.<, t).

* In Germany they are called the Eigenfnnktionen, (1S94).

the function k (s, () is called the Kern and the cjuantities X„ J The function vi'i (s) makes the double integral a maxi-

the EiRenwerte of the integral equation. . /*,>,,,,/>•
"^

, , , , „ '
, ,.,- 3 ,^ L mum, when however the restriction I x{s) •J/. Is) ds=0 la

t " La methode de Neumann et le probleme de Dirich- la

let." Acta Miith. Vol. xx., p. 120, 1897. " Sur les equa- introduced the nest function ^aW is obtained. The varia-

tions de la physique math^matique." Pal. It,nii. t. viii. tioual problem is ascribed by Hilbert to Gauss.
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For instance if

we should expect to have

d

X(s)k(s,t)dt = 0,

/(s)x(s)ds = 0.

A complete determination of the necessary and sufficient conditions to be satisfied

by the function /(s) will be a matter of very great difficulty. A method of obtaining

the function <f)(t) has been suggested by the author*, but its field of application has

not yet been fully determined.

It is important to distinguish two cases, first when a solution of the equation

= [ k{s, t)4>{t)dt
J a

exists, and secondly when no solution exists which is different from zero ; in the first

case the equation will be said to be special and in the second case general.

II. A certain functional relation.

§ 5. The study of a particular differential equation can often be facilitated by means

of an appropriate transformation, accordingly it is natural to ask whether transformations

can be profitably employed in the study of integral equations.

The type of transformation which we shall consider here is of a peculiar nature as

it can only be applied to a certain class of functions determined by the generating

function of the transformation. The characteristic relation on which the theory depends

is of the furm

j\{s,x)f(x,t)dx={''f(s,ij)k(ij,t)dy (1),

the function j\ii, t) and the constants a, h, c, d are the elements of a transformation

which associates a function h (s, x) with another function k {y, t).

The properties of the function k {y, t) will depend partly on those of h (s, x) and

partly on those of /(x, t) ; we now inquire what are the properties that depend only on

those of h (s, x).

I G. Let us suppose that the function f{s, t) is such that no solutions (other than

zero) of the equations

=
f

fl ix)fix, t) dx, =
f f(s, y) b (y) dy,

exist, then we can prove that the quantities \ for which the homogeneous integral equations

= ^{x)-X h {x, t)
<f)

(t) dt,
J a

J c

can be satisfied are the same.

» Proc. London Math. Soc. Ser. 2, Vol. 4, Part 2.
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Suppose for iustauce that X„ is a quantity for which a fuuctiou x„{.r) can be found

such that

we form the function

On{s)=j/(S,x)xn(x)d^ (2)-

Then e„(s) = \„['' ff (s. x) k (.r, t) x« (t) djcdt
.' e .' c

= X„ 1 \' h(s, .r) fix, t) x« (0 rf-rrf^

on account of relation (l), hence

0„ {,s) = X,J /. (s, .r) e„ (j) djr.

. a

Now 6„ (s) cannot be identicall}' zero for the equation

0=( f{s.x)xn(x)d.T
r

is impossible by h}-pothesis, hence a function 6„ {s) can be found to satisfy the homogeneous

equation for \ = X„.

Moreover, if there are p linearly independent functions Xn corresponding to this

value of X the formula (2) will give us p linearly independent functions 0„, for a linear

relation between the functions 6„ of the form 2a„^„ = would imply the existence of a

relation of the form

0= [
'/(.•<, ;r)^a„x.(^)djr,

J c

and this is impossible by hypothesis.

Conversely, if X,., is a quantity such that the equation

e„{s) = \A h{s,x)0„{ic)dx
J a

possesses a solution, then we know that for this value of X a function ^ (t) also exists

for which

4>n (t) = X„ f A (s, i) ^„ is) ds.
J a

Now let >^., (?•>= I
/(s,x)ti>„(s)ds {H),

J a

then V'n (a:) = X„
[ \ f(s, x) h {t, s) ^„ (f) dtds

= X.,
f

I k (s, x)/{t, s) ^„ (t) dtds

= X„
I

k (s, x) -^n (s) ds.
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And since the determinant 8 (\) is the same for k {s, t) as for k {t, s) we conchide

that a function x„(a.) exists for which
rd

Xn (s) = ^' j ^ (*' *) Xn (*) f^*-

We can show as before that if there are p linearly independent functions (^„, the

formula (3) will give us p linearly independent functions Tlr^. Now the number p is equal

to the multiplicity of X„ considered as a root of the determinant Si(X) of the "h" equation,

hence the root X„ occurs to the same multiplicity in each equation and we can enunciate

the following theorem.

Theorem I. If the function f{s, t) is such that the equations

j dtf(s, t) b{t)=0 and [ f(s, t) a (s) ds = 0,
J c -'a

do not possess solutions, and if two functions h (s, t) and k (s, t) are connected by the

relation

I
h (s, x)f{x, t) dx =

I
f{s, x) k {x, t) dx,

then the roots of the determinantal equations for the integral equations

= (^ (x) — A. I h {s, x)
(f)

(s) ds, = 'x^(s) — \ I k [s, x)
;)^

(x) dx,
J a J a

are the same and occur to the same degree of multiplicity.

§ 7. The determinants will in general differ by an exponential factor, but in many

cases they are the same ; for instance if

h (s, x) = f{s, y) g (y, x) dy, k {x, t)= g (x, y)f(y, t) dy,
J c J a

the equation (I) is satisfied and we can easily verify that the quantities h (\) are the

same. To do this, however, it is more convenient to use a formula for log S (X) instead

of that for h (\), this formula is"*

- log 8 (X) = (h\ + \a.X- + iflsX^ + . . . ,

where an= \ •] k {s^ , s^) k (s. , s^) ... k (s„ , s, ) dsi . . . dsn.
'a J a

Thus for the " h " equation we have

rb rd rb rd

a„ = ... /(si, t,)sf{U, s.^fis.,, t.^g{L, s,) ...g {t,„ s,) ds^... ds,,, dt^ ... dtn,
J a J c J aJ e

and from the cyclical arrangement of the variables .Si...s,j, ti...tn, we see that the

quantity a,, for the " k " equation will be the same.

It must not be thought that the above formulae will give all the functions h (s, x)

and k{x, t) that are connected by equation (I) for this is not the case, the functions

Fredholm, Acta Math. 1903.
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h{s, x)=/{s, a-), k{,r, t)=f{x, t) providing an exception, for it is not in general possible to

express the function /{s, a.) by means of a definite integral of the form

f{s,w)=
j

f(s, y)g{y, x)dy.

§ 8. A particular case of some interest occurs when the limits («, h) and (c, d) are

the same and the function f{s, t) is equal to one when s is less than t and equal to

nothing when s is greater than t. The relation (1) then takes the form

I
/( (s, .r) dx = ( k {x, t) dx.

It is clear that we must have /( (b, x) = 0, and so we may write

h{s, x) = j-[(i>{s, x)-(j)(b. x)l

and this gives (j)(s, t) — 4>(b, t) — <p{s, a) + (ji(a, 6)= I k (x, t)dx.

Diflferentiating with regard to s we obtain

k{s,t) = j^[<}>(s,a)-,j,(s,t)].

It should be noticed however that this case is really included in the last, fi>r

and so we can verify as before that the determinants are the same.

§ 9. If the function f{s, t) does not satisfy the two conditions laid down we cannot

assert that all the roots of the two determinantal equations are the same, because the

functions dn(s) and v/r« (*') maj- be identically zero and then the above proof breaks

down. We can however say that some of the roots are the same except in the extreme

case when both sides of equation (1) are identically zero.

It should be noticed that if a function co (t) does exist for which

/.

ii

f(s, t) 10 (t) dt = 0,

then the relation (1) will still be satisfied if we replace k{x,t) by k{x. t) + w{x) F{t).

Also if we multiply equation (1) by w{t) and integrate between c and d we shall obtain

I I

f{s,a')k{x, t)(o(t)dt = 0.

The function a(x)=l k(.v, t) co (t) dt is therefore either identically zero or a multiple

of 0) (x) ; unless another function a (,r) independent of <o (x) exists for which

I''

In general the first alternative is true and so we see that the function k(x, t) in

general satisfies the same linear relations in t as the function /(.r, t).
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The fact that the equation (1) is satisfied by the two functions k{x,t) and k (x,t)+Q) {x)F(t)

for the same function h suggests that there is some relation between the determinantal

equations for these functions ; accordingly we proceed to calculate them.

Let i k (jjc, t)(o{t)dt = fiQ) (x), j (o(x)F (x) dx = c.

Then «i = l k{x,x)dx, 4i = I {k {x, x) + co (x) F (x)} dx = a^ + c,

J c • c

Oo =
I
Ik (x, t) k (t, x) dxdt, A„=

j j
[k{x,t) + o} (x) F(t)} {k {t. x) + a)(t)F (x)} dxdt

. c J c J c J c

= CU+ 2CfJ, + <?,

and ^ „ = a„ + (/i + c)" - /i".

Therefore -log A (X) = S^\'' = S """^^^^''^" ~^"
x"

= - log S (\) - log {1 - \ (m + c)l + log [1 - V},

I - X (/i + c)
or A(X) = S(X)

1 —\fi

The determinant A (X) thus has the root in place of the root - possessed by S (X).

§ 10. We shall now indicate another consequence of equation (1).

Theorem II. If « (s) and h{t) are two fiinctions connected by the relation

a (s) = f f{s, t) b (0 dt,

rb

the functions A{s)— \ h {s, x) a (a.) d^,
J a

B(t}=( k(t,x)b{x)dx,

are connected by a similar relation.

The proof is very simple, for if we substitute for a (x) in the expression for A,

we obtain

rdtA (s) =
f

*

f/(
(s, x)f{x, t) b (t) d,

J a J c

fd fd
=

I I /(«. «) ^ («. t) b (t) dxdt

= \''f{s,x)B{.,.^dx.

If two functions h (s, x) and k {x, t) have been determined and the solution of the

integral equation for a particular function a (s) is knowu, then we may fixid the solutions

for the system of functions obtained by repeating the operation

A (s) —I h(s, x) a (x) dx,
J a

any number of times.

Vol. XX. No. X. 32
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Again, suppose that we are required to solve the integral equation

A {s)= h (s, x) a (x) dx,
. a

the process may sometimes be simplified by first determining a function B such that

A{s)=l'f{s,x)B{x)dx,

then obtaining the function h from the equation

B(t)=\ k{t, x)b(x)dx,

and finally calculating a by means of the formula

rd

a(s)= I f{s, «) b (x) dx.

§ 11. Theorem III. If h{s, x), k{x, t) is one jmir of functions cuunected by the relation

1 h (s, x)f{x, t) dx = I f{s, x) k (x, t) dx,
J a J c

rd

then Aj {s, t) = I f{s, x) h (x, t) dx,

h {s, t) = f{s, x) k {x, t) dx,
J c

is another pair.

rb rh rd

For K {s, t)f{t, r) dt=\
\
f{s, x) h {x, t)f(t, r) dtdx

J a J aJ c

=
f '

I

/(s. ^)f{^> i) ^ (t' r) dtdx

rd
=

I
f(s, x) k\ (x, r) dx.

§ 12. Theorem IV. If H {s, x) and K{x, t) are the solving functions of the integral

equations

y (s) = (^ (s) — X I /( (s, x) (p (x) dx,
J n

^(s) = X (*)->] k{s,x)x(x)dx,

then H (s, x) and K {x, t) are also connected by the relation

I
H (s, x)f{x, t) dx =

j
f(s, x) K {x, t) dx.

To prove this we recall the fact that -ff(s, t) is the solution of the integral equation

corresponding to f(s) = h (s, t)*, so that we have the relation

/* (s, t)=H{s,t)-\ h [s, x) H {x, t) dx.
• a

* Fredholm, Acta Math, 1903.
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Multiplying by f{t, r) and integrating between a and h, we have

\ h(s,t)f(t,r)dt=l H{s, t)f{t, r) dt -\\' \' h{s, x)H {x,t)f{t, r) dxdt (A).

Again, since K{x, t) is also the solving function of the equation

a{t)=b{t)-\\ k (t, .r) b (x) dx,
J e

rd

we have k {x, r) =K(x,r)-\ k (x, t) K (t, r) dt.
r

Multiplying by f{s, x) and integrating between c and d, we have
rd rd -d rd

\
f(s, x) k {x, r)dx=\ f(s, x)K(x, r) dx-\\ f{s, x) k {x, t) K{t, r) dtdx,

but on account of equation (1) this ma}' be written ''

I

'/( (s, t)f(t, r) dt=[ f{s, x) K {x, r) dx-xT j h (s, x)f(x, t) K {t, r) dtdx . . .(B).
• a J c J n J f

Isow the solution of the integral equation

f h {s, t)f{t, r) dt = ^{s)-x\ 'h {s, x) (x) dx,
J a J a

is unique, hence we conclude on comparing (A) and (B) that

rb rd

H (s, t)f{t, r) dt = f{s, x)K(x, 1-) dx.

This theorem completes our knowledge of the relations between the functions h and

k, it shows us that when two functions li and k correspond to one another in the

given transformation the whole system of solving functions for the different values of

X also correspond to one another. We may sometimes use this fact to calculate the

function K (x, r) when the corresponding function H (s, t) is known.

I 13. As an example* we shall consider the equation

I h {s, x) dx =
I

k (.r, f) dx.

When s > f , we have 1 h (s, x) dx = I (1 - x) ^dx = ^—^^—- ^,
Jo J s ^

(1 — s)-
so that /( (s, ^) = —^

— for s> ^.

When s < f, we have

j b {s, x) d.r = f (1 - |) X d.r + [ (1 - -0 ^dx

hence h (s, ^) = ^^—

^

\- s — ^ for s ^^.

* I am indebted to the referee for the suggestion that examples of the theorems should be given. The actual

construction of the examples has proved instructive and led to new results.

32—2
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Now the solving function for the integral equation

J

is known to be*

vX sin vX

_ sin[V\(I_-^-)lsin(gVx) ^^^
Vx sin Vx

Hence, when s> ^, we have

('His, .) ^- = r sJniVMlllfH^-(i^)rf,,
Jo J« VXsinvX

. . „ [1 -cos{v'X(I -s)|]cos(^Vx)
which gives H(s, ^) = - —~—;

—

jiJ ^^
,

vX sin vX
and when s< ^, we have

Jo J

s

V X sin V

X

J

(

V \ sin vX

_ sin {Vx (1 - g)} (cos sVx - cos gVx) {I-cosVx(l - g)) sin gVX

X sin Vx X sin Vx

_ sin Vx (1 — f) cos sVx sin ^V\ I

X sin Vx X sin Vx ^

Therefore J?(^, ^^
^ co^ _ cos Wx_cos Vx (1 - g)

_

vX sin Vx Vx sin vX

Hence we conclude that the solving function of the integral equation

f{s) = <^ (s) - X f /; (s, </> (0 dt,
J u

(1 — s)-
in which h (s, t) = —^— if s'^t

= ^ -^^ +s-t if s^t,

v u, 4\
{l-cos(l-s)Vx}cos<Vx ^.

is given by H (s, t) = ^ ^—^—-=^ s > t

Vx sin Vx

cos <Vx — cos sVx cos (1 — <) Vx= y=~^—y=-^ '- s^t.
vX sin VX

The chief interest in this example lies in the fact that k(s, t) is the Green's functionf

for the differential equation -j-7, = 0, corresponding to the boundary conditions u=0 at

* Hilbeit, Gott. Nachr. 1904, Heft 3.

t Hubert, loc. cit.
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30 = and x=l. The characteristic property of such a function is that the solution of

j-j =f{x), that satisfies the given boundary' conditions is given by

u = -\ k{x, t)f{t)dt,
JO

and the function K (s, t) is the corresponding Green's function for the equation ^-^ + \u = 0.

Now the function h (s, t) on the other hand is also a Green's function for the

d-u
differential equation -j— = 0, for if the function f{t) satisfies the equation 1 f{t) dt = 0,

the solu

given by

.' II

the solution of tt, +/(«) = 0, which is such that u and ^ both vanish at * = 1, is

= i h {x, s)f{s) ds.
JO

u
'

Thus we have a method of passing from the Green's function for one set of boundary

conditions to that for another.

The corresponding function for the equation -r~:, + \u = will be found to be H {s, t).

§ 14. The equation (1) may sometimes be u.sed to construct a function k (x, t) when

the determinantal equation and the fundamental functions are given. In general the

function k{s. t) may be represented by the series

but this may not be always true as there is some doubt about the convergence, moreover

there may not be any obvious method of summing the series.

If however we introduce a new function

f(s,t)=l~e(s,Xn)x{t,'^n),

where 6{s,fin) are the fundamental functions for k{s,t) where the series

h{s,t) = ^^e(s,K)<ii{t,\„)

is known to converge, and the quantities /x„ are chosen so that the series for f{s, t)

converges rapidly : we may be able to determine the function k by means of the relation

I

/* (s, x)f{x, t)dx= I /(s, x)k (x, t) dx (1 bis).
.' a J c

To do this we must first calculate the integral on the left-hand side and try to

find k by solving the integral equation of the first kind

J (s, t)= \ f (s, x) k (x, t) dx.
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Let us suppose that the functions (s, X„) and also the functions %(<, X,i) are linearly

independent so that no solutions of

[ a is)f{s, t) ch = and
| f(s, t) b(t) = exist

;

then the function k as determined by the above equation will be such that the integral

equation

= ^|r{s)-\i' k (s, t) -ijr (t) dt,

is satisfied for the values (Xj ...\„...), this follows from Theorem I. for the equation

= («) - X [ h (a-, i) e {t) dt,
J a

is satisfied for these values of X.

Also the fundamental functions are known to satisfy the relations

ylr(f,X„)x{t'^n)dt= . _. .

J c ^ '^in — ^n

i'eis,X,„)<}>{s,X„)ds = ^^
^"'^^".

J „ -I A.,,, = A.,,

Heuce if we multiply equation (1) by yp-(t, X,,) and integrate we obtain

rd rd fd rb

I f{s, x) k {x, t) f {t, X,,) dxdt =1
j

h{s, x)f{x, t) yfr {t, X„) dxdt

= ('h {s, x) e {X, x„) dx = ^ e (.S-, x„)

1 f= —
I
/ (s, x) y}r (x, X„) dx.

fd
Also the equation I f{s, x) w (.;•) dx = is only satisfied by &> (.i) = 0, therefore we must

X„ [ k{x, t) yjr {t, X„) dt = yfr (.>; X„),

and so the function k {x, t) will possess the required properties.

III. A partial integral eqiiation.

I
15. The relation

r I,is,x)f(x,t)dx=( f{s,x)k{x,t)dx (1),
J a J c

may also be regarded as a partial integral equation to determine / when h and k are

given, but we conclude at once from Theorem I. that it is useless to seek a solution

except when the functions h{s,x) and k(x,t) are such that some of the roots of the

corresponding detemiinantal equations are the same.

have



is also a solution.

rb rh rb
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This condition is evidently satisfied if the limits are the same and we take

h is, t) = k (s, t)
;

the equation

f k{s,x)f{x,t)dx=
I
f{s,x)k{x,t)dx (,2),

J a J a

is then closely connected with the integral equation of the second kind

/*

/{s)=(f>{s)-X k(s,t)4>(t)dt.
J a

Theorem V. If / (s, t) and g{s, t) are two solutions of the equation, then

F{s,t)={ f{s,x)g{x,t)dx,
J a

rb rh rb

For k {s, x) F (x, t) dx= k (s, x)f{x, y) g (y, t) dx dy
.'a J a J a

=
I /(«. ^) ^' (a;. y)g (y. t)dxdy
J a J a

rb rb

J a •' a

= ( F(s,y)k(y,t)dy.
J a

The function k(s, t) itself is evidently a solution of equation (2), accordingly the

function

ki (s, t) = j
k {s, x) k {x, t) dx,

J a

is also a solution and we may build up a succession of .solutions in this way.

§ 16. Theorem VI. The solving function of the integral equation

f(s) = <l>{s)-xl''k(s,t)<f>(t)dt,
J a

is a solution of equation (2).

This is a particular case of Theorem IV., it may be established at once however by

comparing the relations
/"*

k (s, t) = K{s,t)-X\ k (s, r) K (r, t) dr
.' a

b

k (s, t) = Kis,t)-\l k(r, t) K(s, r)

d

J a

§ 17. Theorem VII. A function f{s, t) luhich satisfies equation (2) has in general the

same fundamental functions as k{s,t).

rb

Let i/r„ (s) = X„ k (s, x) i/r„ (x) dx,
J n

rb rb

then if I k (s, x)f{x, t) dx = I f{s, x) k {x, t) dx,
J a J a
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we have I I k{s, x)f{a;, t)-^n(t)dxdt=
j j

f{s,x)k{x,t)ylr„{t)dwdt
J n J a J a J a

1 /"*

= ^ /{s,a:)y}rn{x)da;.
"'H J a

Put <^„ (s) = I f{s, w) -^n {x) dx,

then <f)„
(s) = X„

I

k {s, x) <^„ (x) dx.

Hence if \„ is a simple root of the determinantal equation for k {s, t) we must have

or fJ-n I /(•'. *') '^n (x) dx = -v/r,, (s),

showing that yjr,, (x) is a fundamental function for f{s, x). The case of ^„ = x may be

considered to be a degenerate case.

If \„ is a multiple root, this proof breaks down
;
but taking for simplicity the case in

which there are two functions ^n and i/r,, associated with the root \„, we can either have

->/^«(i) = Mn f{s,il-)^lrn(x)dx, 4),,{s) = Vnl f {s, x) ^n(x) dx,
. a ' a

or y{r„ («) = fJ.n f(s, .r)
<J3„

(x) dx, cj)„ (s) = p„ f(s, x) yjr„ (x) dx.

In both cases the functions -v/f,, and (/>„ are fundamental for the function

Ms,t) = f\f{s,x)f{x,t)dx.
J a

§ 18. As a particular case of this theorem we learn that if the equation (2) is

satisfied by a function of the form

f(s,t) = ylr„(s)xn{t\

we must have simultaneousl}"

^Ir,, {s) = X„ A- (a, x) yjr,, (x) dx,
J n

i''

X" (^ > = ^H Xn (^) k {x, t) dx,
J a

this is easily verified by direct substitution.

We may build up a more general solution by adding together the products of this

form for the different possible values of X ; thus if the series

S a„ -^fr,, (s) Xn (t) =f(s, t),

is uniformly convergent it will be a solution of equation (2), but it is not always necessary

for it to be luiiforndv converofeiit.
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§ 19. It is natural to inquire whether anj' applications can be made of the results

obtained with regard to equations (1) and (2). At present the most interesting occur

when /} (s, t) and k {s, t) are the Green's functions for linear differential equations ; this

case will however be discussed in a paper shortly to be published by the author. We
shall content ourselves here by considering another type of relation which leads to an

equation of the form (2).

§ 20. Let us suppose that a function F(s, x) e.xists such that

F(s,x + w)= k(s,t)F{t,x)dt (3),
." a

for a certain range of values of x, then if -^Irnis) is the fundamental function for which

yftn (t) = \„
I

k {.% t) ^Srn (s) (Is,

J a

we should expect the function

<f)n{x)=l ir„{t)Fit,x)dt
. a

to possess a special property ; as a matter of fact it appears to be a periodic function of

the second kind.

For </>„ (a; + 0)) = [ -^^ (t) F(t, x + w) dt
. a

rh rb

= { i'f„it)k{t,r}F{r,x)dtdr
J a.' a

I fb 1= ^ fn (r) F(r, x) dr = — ^„ (x).

If we suppose that the function F (t, x) is given, the determination of the function

k(s,t) will depend upon the solution of an integral equation of the first kind; this may

or may not be possible but it is sufficient to know that there are cases in which it can

be done.

Let us assume that this can be done for more than one value of to, so that we have

F{s,x + co)= k (s, t) F(t, x) dt,
J a

F(s, X + ft.') =
[ f(.s, t)F(t, x) dt,
J a

and that these equations still hold when x+ai or x + w is written instead of x. The two

values of F {s, x + w + m) that are obtained are

\ ( k{s,t)f{t,r)F{r,x)dtdr and \ ( f{s, t) k(t, r) F (r, x)dtdr,
aJ a J a-' a

and these two integrals should be equal ; hence if the function F (r, x) is such that no

solution of
I
F{r, x)^{r)dr = exists which is different from zero, we must have

I
k (s, t)f{t, r) dt=j f(s, t) k (t, r) dt,

J a J a

which is an equation of the type we have just studied.

Vol. XX. No. X. 33
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Now we have seen that this equation implies in general that the functions k(s, t)

and f{t, r) have the same fundamental functions, hence we should expect that the function

</>«(*)=[ ^n{t)F{t,x)dt
J a

would satisfy the two equations

(pn (iC + a>) = — (/)„ («),
A.71

<^„ {X + 0)') = - -
(/)„ {x).

There are now several possibilities.

(1) j>n{x) may be identically zero; this case is trivial.

(2) The ratio of to and a may not be purely i-eal ; in this case these equations are

possible and c^,, is a doubly periodic function of the second kind.

(3) £0 and to' may be multiples of the same quantity fl.

(4) If to and &>' are not of the form nil and mil these equations can only co-

exist if <l>n{x) is of the form Ae~", and in this case the quantities X,,i and /i„ are of the

form e"" and e'"' respectively.

I 21. For purposes of illustration it is convenient to consider a particular example,

accordingly we shall endeavour to determine a function k(s, t) such that

1 ^ /•+' k (s, t) dt

l-2s(x + (o) + {x + Q)y- j_, l-2te + a;--' '

*
'

"^
'

on the supposition that a- > 1 and that co is positive.

Writing x = -z the equation becomes

1 [+' k (s, t) dt_/•+' k(s^t)dt_

1 j_, i-2t^+r-' ^p(l -2<»s+«0-2f(s-Q)) +

Now the solution of the equation

is given by*

Hence we obtain (omitting the algebra)

1

1 - 2s (a; + Q)) + (« + wf

_2 r+^ dt &)(&)- 2s) Vl - 1-

~Tr]_i\-'2,tx + x-'^{t-s+a>f + ^t{t-s+oi){(o-- 2sco) + (co- - 2sa))=

'

2 o) (o) - 2.») Vl - t'

so that ''^ («. ^) - ^ 4 (^ _ s + ^y + 4.t(t-s+ co) [co- - 2sco) + (co"- - 2scoy
'

* Thia result will be proved iu a paper shortly to be published by the author. If t is >1 it is sufficient to

change the sign of 4> iu this formula.
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If now we give w a dififerent value we shall obtain another function f{s, t) which

will be connected with k (s, t) by the relation (2).

Writing the above equation in the form

f+i
F(s, x + Q))= k (s, t) F(t, x) dt,

we have F(s,x+2(o)=
j j

k (s, t) k {f, r) F (r, cv) dtdr

= 1 \\{s,r)F{r,x)dr,

and F(s, x + iico) = I A-„_i (s, r) F{r, x) dr.

But for small values of \ the solving function K(s, t) may be expanded in the form*

K{s, t) = k(s,t) + \k,(s, «) + ... V'A-„(s, t)+...,

where k„(s,t)=:j ...I k(s, Si)k(si, s.,) ... k(sn, t)dsi ... dsn-

Hence if G{s, x) = F{s, x + o) +\F{s, x+2w)+ ...,

we shall have G (s, x) = j ^^ («. ^(t, ^) dt.

1 1 If" /

Now , — = =
,

e-^(!/-8) . siu 2V 1 - s= dz,
l-^sy + f-^l-s'-^^y-sf Vl-s^io

provided s-<\ and y>\.
»= \"~i 1 " f°°Hence S —^r—— ———

;

= ^=^= S X»-' e-^'^+""-" sin z'Jl-s-.dz
1 l-2s{x + na))->r{x + na)f Vl - s^^ i Jo

Vl-s^Jo 1-Xe-^" '

This is our function G{s,x); in order to obtain the corresponding value of K(s,t)

we must represent G{s, x) by the definite integral

r+i K{s,t)
G

. .
r+i Kis,t) ,.

(«. a-) = :, ±-—-—
:,
dt,

and to do this we first represent e"^^ by a definite integral of this kind ; our formula

^ (i) = - - {(< + i Vl - t-)f(S, + i Vl - 1-) -{t-i^\- f)f{t - 1 Vl - P)]

2
gives <f>{t) = e~"- {t sin z^/l- (- —y/l — t- cos ^ Vl — t^}.

Hence we have

2 1 r°°
g-j (*+•»-«)

K(s,t) = -- .
, t sinz^l-sK{tsmz'Jl-t--'^Jl-('cosz'^l-f\dz.

* Fredholm, Acta Math. 1903.
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The determinant S(X) may be calculated by means of the formula

Putting s = cos 6, we have

K(s,s)ds = -^ -———-sin(z nine) sin (z sine- 0)dzde
J —I TT .' .' • — \e

^Jo Jo 1 -\e
[- cos + cos (2z sin d-e)]dzd6

,—7(0 ' ^ '

Now

therefore

j'V'>/,(2^)=J 1 -

S(\)
= i S X" 1 - (« + I)a) "

The roots of the function 8(X) are of the form e"" for we have

s A = i-
1 ^i" \fn-ar + 4

'

and this is satisfied for all values of n if X,- is of the form ef*". Now this is exactly

what was predicted at the end of § 20, accordingly we can say d prion that the fundamental

functions are such that

/: r:*

•v/r {t) dt

.2te + .=
-^^-"^'

and as we have just seen, the corresponding value of i/r is

1A
>}r(t) = -'^— e-",' [f sin Pi Vl - t- - Vl - P cos p; Vl - t-].

The quantities e"", are the roots of the function 8 (X) and are known to satisfy the

relations

nco
Z, — = S e~"'"fi = -
.•=i?^t» i~i 2

I -
'Jn-ar + 4.

The problem of finding the roots of 8 (X) is therefore reduced to that of expressing

the function 1-
\'a? + 4.

by means of a series of the form

I -
Var'+4_

= 2 e-^p,,
! = 1

for positive values of x.
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The series satisfies the equation*

|(^ + a)-^^, (^ + p-l)j-V = 0,

d-y , (h/

An independent solution of this equation is

.r'-^/'.(a-p+l: 2 - p : x).

§ .">. \Vl- will shfw in the fii-st place that, for all values of *• of finite modulus,

,F, ;« ; p; w] = (^ jFi[p-oi; p: - .r|.

Consider the integral

round a contour C embracing the positive half of the real axis and enclosing the origin.

By Cauchy's theorj- of residues it is equal to

CO / \m ,-,.»-(-m

m=o m !

Assume now that A'(p — a) > e > (». Then the last series is equal to

_ _L [ V I" (* + n)T{ii - ,)
,^^^

For the series under the integi'al sign when (li\ided by r( — s) is convergent if

fi(p — a + s) >0,

that is to say at all points on the contour of integration, if the contour passes very near

the origin. And the integral is equal to the sum of the residues of the subject of inte-

gration inside the contour.

But by CJauss' formula

5 r(a-i-«)r(/' - ») r(p ^

,Z,V{p + n)V{n + \) r(a)r(-6)

= ,.F,(a, -s: p: 1)

1 (p) r(p-a-l-6) -J J r>/ X „=^—\^„. , { , provided R{p-a + s) > 0.
r(p-a)r(p + s)

We therefore have

r(p)^ ' ""^' '~ 27r^.le r(p-«)r(p + s)

r(a) 5 (-)»a:»r(p-a-??)

r(p-a) ~o rO(-i-i)r(p-(()

by Cauchy's theory of residues

r(a)

T{p)
i-*^;p-»; p\ -•'']

* The equation has been consideied by PocUliammer, Slathematuche Annalen, Bd. xlvi. pp. 584—aitO.

34—2
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Thus, it R(p — a) > e > 0, we have the required identity

,F, 'a; p: .v] = e^ ,F, {p - a : p: -
;<;j.

Since each side is continuous as a function of x for all values of « and p such that

p is not zero or a negative integer we see that the theorem is true in general.

The important result of the present paragraph appears to be due to On*. A particular

case had been previously obtained by Glaishert.

As the method is one which will be constantly used, we will indicate a modified form

of proof.

§ 6. We know that, when n is very large,

r(a + n)r(n-s) ^ 1 \-, ,Cj ce Jj^jn)]

r{p + »)r(n + l) hp-«+i+'| '^
a n^'*' ««

J'

the c's being assignable polynomials in p, a and s, and Jsin) being such that './»(?i)| can

be made as small as we please by taking >i sufficiently large.

Hence -^ - - \r(a+ n)nn^.^ _ | C )
r(«)

is convergent if R (s) > E(a — p) — R.

For such values of .s that R(s) > Ria — p) it is equal to

r(p -a + s)r{a) 4 c,t(p- « + >•+!+ s)

T{p-a)r{p + s) ,ro
' r(-s) ~

'

where f (s) denotes the simple Riemaaa f function.

This equality between analytic functions therefore holds provided Ris) > R(a — p) — R.

And by taking R as large as we please but finite we see that it will hold for all values

of .s such that R{s)>a finite negative quantity.

Consider now the integral

•2iri j c.v i
Tip -a)r(p + s) ,.=o J

taken round a closed contour C'.v which encloses the points s = 0, 1, 2, ... N, and excludes

the points a — p, a — p—l, ... which are poles of the Riemann f functions.

It is by Cauchy's theory of residues equal to

r(«)

r(p)
jF, Ip-a; p; - x}}f.

the suffix JV denoting that only the first (..V+1) terms of the series for jF, -p — a; p; —x]

are taken.

* Orr, Cambridge Philosophical Trainsactioin, Vol. xvii. t (ilaisher, Philosophical Transactions Royal Society,

p. 175. (1881) Vol. 1(2, p. 774.
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But it is also equal to

2-^0 jc, I r{p) -^ -^\r(p + H)r{u + i) ,ron^--+»+'+'jJ'*'^

= _ A i"
^ (r (« + /or(»- .s))

^

27rt jcv „~o [tip + n) r(n + l)j ''
'

We therefore have

r(o)p,
1 vv r(K + «)(-)"'*"+'"

r(^)' '"^ ^' • '-' r " r(/3 + '0r(« + i)r(»i + i)'

all values of n antl //* being taken which are positive or zero and such that m + « < iV.

Consider now the effect of making X infinite.

Those terms of the double sum for which m + n > X have evidently a sum which

tends to zero as jV tends to infinity. The double summation is absolutely convergent,

and may be summed in any way we please.

Hence
^(a} ^ ^ ^

T ja + ^Q^

^

or i-f^i '«
; P : .'} = e' ,F, \p-a-, p; - x\.

§ 7, We will next shew that, when R(x)<^), li^, [«: p ; x] admits the asymptotic

expansion

The error which results from stopping at the A;th term of this series is at most of

order «-•-*+• when \x\ is large, and (-«)"*= exp {- a log (— *•)}, the logarithm having its

principal value whose imaginary part lies between + -n-^.

Consider the integral

J_ rr(-g)r(a + g)(-a;)«

taken round a contour enclosing the poles of F ^- .9) and no other poles of the subject

of integration. In the integral (— «)* has its principal value.

The integral is evidently equal to

'^ r(a + n)x" _r(a)

Now, if R{a:)<0 so that arg(-a;) <_^, the integral vanishes when taken round

that part of the circle at infinity for which R (s) > — k.
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Hence asymptotically the integral is equal to

4 (-r r (« + «)(- .r)-'-"

„ro r{n + l)r(p-a-n) '

terms of order less than that of any ;ilgebraical power of — , when
|
a; 1 is large, being

neglected.

The series may be written

,._^v I^ (« + >') r (a -p + l+») sin TT (p - a)

Thus, if /?(.r)<0.

§ b. Consider now the nature of the asymptotic value, when [a^' is large, and R(:i)<0,

of iFi{a;p;x} when a and p tend to positive infinity, in such a manner that Lt(a/p) = l.

We have, when R (a-) < 0,

and, however large
j
a and p may be, we may take this integral along a contour in

the finite part of the plane parallel to the imaginaiy axis so that — o is to the left

of the contour.

If then A- be any finite quantity, and a and p tend to positive infinity in such a

manner that Lt(a/p)=l,

where, however large k may be, we can make ^J{x)\, when \.v\ is sufficiently large, as

small as we please.

§ 9. We may next shew that, if R (.<) >

The error obtained in stopping at the Ath term of the series is, when
|
a;

|
is lai-ge, at

most of oi-der
,git—l+p—

a

To prove this theorem we combine the two previous results. Then we see that if

R (x) < (K e^ iF^Ip — a: p : — a} is asymptotically equal to

r(p>
. E- f 1 1)

io - a) -
I

"^

.rip-a)
{

'^

a-\

Change a into — .c, ^— a into a and theiefort- a into p — a. and we have the result

stated.
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Combining this result with that just obtained we see that, if
,

aig j;
j

< tt,

This is the complete asymptotic expansion of ,i^, [a ; p ; x} in the vicinity of
|

*• = x

,

It shews us that the large zeros of ,Fj [a; p; .;;] ultimately lie along the imaginary axis.

§ 10. The nature of the asymptotic value of ,i^, [<i; p; *j when
j

«,
j

is large and

i2 (*•) > 0, when a and p both tend to positive inrinity in such a way that Lt(l — a/jo) tends

to unity, can now be immediately deduceil

For, when R(.,)>0.

i^\ !« ; P ; •«! = e^ iF, \p - a
; p; - jj\.

Hence if /; be any rinite quantity, and p and a tend to positive infinity in such a way

that Lt (ajp) tends to zero

,F,{.;p;.} = '^^,

where, however large /c may be, we can make |J(*)|, when 1*1 is sufficiently large, as

small as we please.

I 11. We have seen that the fundamental diffei'ential equation

d-ii , du

admits the two solutions

,F, [a; p; x] and ,F,]a-p + l- i-p; x\ x'^f.

The idea therefore suggests itself that it is possible to take such a linear combination

of these two integral functions as will admit all round ./; = v: the single asymptotic

expansion

and that equally we can take another combination which will admit the single asymptotic

expansion

e^ct^-^i-VJ/j-a, I -a; -l

.

We proceed to prove that such expectations are correct.

•SttWe will tirst shew that"*, if
|

arg *
|

< ^ .

T(,a)T(\-p),F,\oi- p: ,,; + r(a + 1 - p) r(p - l)./;'-^Z^, (a-p + 1 ; l-p; x)

= V{a) r (,1 + 2 - p) X-' .F., \rx, 1 + a - p ;
- -

* Conipaie Orr, Inc. fit. p. 17S.
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Consider the iutegi'al

taken round that part of the circle at infinity for which if(s)>— A-, and the line s= — k:

The integral along the circle will vanish if

|argar|<-2-.

The intesrral alona: the straight line is of order ;

—

pr.

Hence we see that

71=0 '* •

+ S '—! r r{p-n-l)r{<x + l-p + n)
n=0 »' •

+ s .*-•-" ^-^ r (« + « ) r (1 + « + n - /»)

= /.,

where R(a:) + 1 + 1 > I- > R{<ii) + ! and /j. is, when .r is large, of order ,—tl.
I
X

\

OTT
Thus asjTiiptotically, when arg .v < ^ ,

r(a)r(l-p),^, ja: p: «} + r(a + 1 -p) r(p -1).^-%^, :a-p+ 1 : 2-p: a:)

= .T--.j;la, i + a-p: --lr(«)r(i + «-p). (A)

§ 1 2. The previous result ha? been established when i arg x ' < |7r. Therefore when

R (x) < it is equivalent to two different results. And by eliminating the function

jJ^i !« — p+ 1 ; 2 — p ;
[ we can obtain the asymptotic expansion of i^i{a: p: x] when

R (x) < 0. This is readily done as follows.

Let ViiDra -p),F, a; p: x]=P,

r(ot + l-p)r(p-l),F,|a-p + l; 2-p: x]=Q,

r(«)r(l^«-p).J?', la, l+a-p: --] = «,
I. *)

and suppose that arg a- lies between ^tt and tt.

Then the previous result is equivalent to the two relations

P + x'-''Q = a--R,

P + .r'-'^ f-2"(i-(» Q = a-* e-*»ij,

the principal values of x^~'' aad .t~' being taken.
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Hence P (e-"" - 1 ) = *-*i? (e*'" - e="'«),

or P sin irp = e"* >r~" R sin tt (p — a)

= (— x)~' R sin TT (p — a),

where (— .r')~« has its principal value, the logarithm by which it is defined being real

when X is real and negative and having a cross-cut along the positive half of the real axis.

Similarly, if arga; lies between —;^ and — tt, we shall have

P sin irp = e^"" a-~°- R sin tt (p — a).

Thus in either case

P sin Trp = (— a-)"* R sin tt (p - a).

Hence, if R (x) < 0,

or ^!«'^^^' = r(p^^)(-^>~'^{«-^+«-'''-^

We have thus obtained the previous result.

§ 13. From the result (A) of the last paragraph but one, we can immediately

shew that, if
|

arg (—x)\< -^ ,

= e^{-,T)'-i'.,FAp-a. l-a: -I.

For putting p— a for ct in the result (A) we have, if arg.r < -s" •

r(i-p )

r(i-a^,i^ip-«; p; .•;+I|^,^ll-.: 2-p: ^} ^-

1

Now ii^i}p-a; p: ,r| = e^ ,i^i [a: p: -«},

and iF, {1 - a ; 2 - p ; .rj = e^ ji^'i [1 - p + a : 2 - p ;
- x].

Thus, if
i

arg x < — , we have

= e^ .'•'-'' ,i^,]p- a, 1-a; --

Changing a; into — x we have the given result.

When R (x) > 0, this result is equivalent to two different relations. By eliminating

the fiinction i.fi {a — p + 1 ; 2 — p ; a;} we can obtain the asymptotic expansion previously

given for ^Fi [a; p; x] when R (x) > 0.

Vol. XX. No. XI. 35
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§ 14. We proceed to give a dii-ect proof of the asymptotic equality of § 13.

•a-p-2 -a-p-l -a-p

1-p 2-p 3-p

C\

Let Ca be a contour as in the figure which encloses the points

0, 1, 2, 3, ...

1.1 o
-P, --P, '3-p, ••,

and excludes the points a-p, a—p-l, a — p — i, ..., and which is that part of a contour

embracing the real axis which is iucluded within a circle of radius X together with an

arc of this circle.

1 ^ / T{-s + t)r{l-p + t-s)^

t^o J27rt,roJc> T{t + l)T{l-a-s + t)
afds.Consider

It is equal to

j_ ,• y^^ r{-s + t)r(i-p + t-s) 1 ^ r ri-s + t)ra-p + t-s) ^,

1_
I"

'^'''
\
T{-s + t)T{l-p + t-s) R Cr(s)

27rt j e, (to 1 r (< + 1) r (1 - a - s + t) ^=0 <*+'--+'+>]
x^ds

r(-..)r(i + p-
a.-*"' ds,

27rt,~v.'c,_,r(« + l)r(l-a-s)
E

the double accent denoting that the summation 2 does not exist when ^ = 0. The

coeflBcients c,{s) are analogous to the polynomials introduced in § 6, and are defined by

the equality (1) below.

The integral is thus equal to

_J_r 4„ \

T{-s + t)Ta-p+t-,) 4 c^s) )

27rJc^r=o\ r(t + l)r(l-a-s + ,ro«'^'—+^')

r(-s)r(n-p-s),
afds + ly,

where

2-mt~yV(t + l)Jc,_, T (1 - a - s)

j_ ; ^ ^
r{-s + t)r(i-p + t-s) | Cr{s) ] ,

Now, if t;X is large,

T{ -s + t)T{l-p + t-s) 4 Cr(s) _ Jsit)
(1)

T{t + l)r{l-a-s + t) ;2o
«'+''—+•'+' i*-P-.+-B+i

'

where Jr {t)
\
can be made as small as we please, by taking t sufficiently large, for all finite

values of R.
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T =J_/" ^ '^ieW
afds.

And therefore, since we can always take N so large that
|
J^ {s, t)\ < 7] if t > N and

t/\ is large, 77 being a positive quantity as small as we please, we have

/.- <
2̂7r .' c, t=y f+f-IL+S+l

\ds\.

Making iV tend to infinity and \ also tend to infinity in such a way that X/'N is

small we see that
|
ly

\

tends to zero, if ii be a sufficiently large finite positive integer.

Again, when iV is very much larger than \, the terms of the series

- x' f T(-s)r(l + p~s)
tZyr{t+l)}c^_^ r(l-a-s)

x-^ds

all vanish.

Hence if C be the limit of the contour C\ when \ tends to infinity, we have

27rt ,=0 J c
'

r{t + i)r(i-a-s + t)

TTt ; c
S{s)- 1 cr{s)^(s + p-a+r+l)\x'ds,)\nf

where S («) is the function defined when li{s)> I{{ol - p) by the series

I
r{-s + t)r(l-p+t-s)

t=n r(t + i)r(i-a-s + t)

Thus, since f(s + p — a + r + 1) has no poles within the contour C, we have

1

Z-TTl J c r(l-a-s) 2774,',; ^

§ 15. We have incidentally seen that

Sis)- S Cr{s)^is + p-a + r + l)
1

']r(-s)r(-s + i-p)

can be represented by an absolutely convergent series valid when R(s) > R{ol— p) — R.

Thus the sole finite singularities of S{s) are poles at the points

0, 1, 2,

1 -p, 2-p, S-p,

p, a-p-1, a- p
_ •-)

And, if R{s) > R{a — p)— R, and the coefficients a,- be suitably determined,

Sis) 5 ttr_ v
r(-s)r(-s+l -p) r'^os + p-a + r

where Fis) is an integral function.

By Gauss' theorem we know that

Sis) ^ rjs + p-a)
r(-s) r(- s + i-p)~Tii-a)rip-<x)-

Fis),

35—2
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We thus verify the previous result and shew that

i-y
a, =
' r-!r(l-a)r(p-a)'

We now have

1 r r{-s)T(i-p-s) 1 r ri-s)T {-s + i- p)r(s + p-a)
~2^i}c r(r^-s) *'*'" 27r/ Jc r(l-«)r(p-a)

The first integral is equal to the sum of the residues of the subject of integration

inside the contour C.

It is therefore equal to

^ r(I -p-n)(-x)"
I

(-)" 3^-"+" T(p-l-n)
,~oT{l-a-n) n\ „=o nWip-a-n)

The second integral is zero along a contour at infinity for which the real part of

s is greater than a finite negative quantity, provided
|

arg x
|
< 37r/2.

Hence it is equal to

^,.-4 ^ (-)"r(«-« + p)r( » + i -«) /J

where I J^ |

tends to zero as
j

a;
|
tends to infinity.

It is thus asymptotically equal to

x'-''„F.,\p- a, I -a; --[.

Finally therefore, if
;

arg (— x)
,

< S7r/2,

^|1^J,J^.1«: p; ..J+^-lJ(-,.).-p,/^,.[a-p + l; 2-p: x}

= e^ (- x)'-" .J'Jp-a, 1 - a ; -I

.

I 16. To verify the complete asymptotic expansion for i^i(a; p; x), which was given

in § 9, we will obtain the result directly by the use of Pochhammer's contours and their

deformation.

By his result* we know that for all values of p and (j

l(I-e='"9)'

the integral being taken round the contour P of the figure.

Pochhammer, Mathetnatische Anmdeii, Bil. xxxv. pp. 470—526.
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The argument of y^^' ( 1 — y)''"' on the initial line is zero. Then we make a positive

circuit round 1, so that the argument of the return line is e^'«. Then follows a positive

circuit of the point 0, so that the argument on the following direct line is e-""^*''. Then

we have a negative circuit of the point 1, so that the argument on the second return

line is e*"^. Finally a negative circuit of the point brings us back to the starting-

point with zero argument.

Now jFi [a: p: -

x

,
r(a) r (a + n)

,(-*•)"
T{p) -,r{n + l)r(p + n)'

1 /' ^ ( — x'V= I
V _i i „a-rn— 1 (1 ,,y—a— 1 fl,,

r(p-a)(e=---l)(e»-'<P-«'-l)Jp„ror(n + l)'' ^'
"'^

r(p-«)(e*'«-l)(e=»'<p--i-l)jp^ ' ^- ^'
""'

where p = tt, ij = p - a.

Suppose that R{x)>Q. Then we may modify the Pochhammer contour till it consists

of the four contours of the figure.

~~/r\

On the first contour the argument of vP~^(\ — v)i~^ is initially e-f'(9-i> and finally

On the second contour the argument is initially e""'"". After the semi-circle round

the point 1 it is e^"'**"". After the loop round the origin it is e'^'-^P^'i~-\ and finally

it is e'"'^+9-''.

On the third contour the argument is initially e'""-f~'>~^\ and finally, after the negative

loop round the point 1, it is e^'isj^-s-D^

On the fourth contour the argument is initially ef^p-a-n. After the positive semi-

cii-cle round the point 1, it is e'^"*-=i. After the loop round the origin it is e'"", and

finally it is 6-""'^-''.
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If now we add together the integrals round the four contours we obtain

I
e-^" V"-' {1 - vf-'' dv

J p

= (1 _ e-'^P)
I

6-^"+"! (1 + i')p-i (
_ vy-' dv

I

+ e''P(l - e-"9) [ e-^"(- v)p-' (1 - i')»-' dv,

the mtegrals being taken round the usual contour G for the gamma function deformed

in the second case so as to pass above the point v=l, and (— i))'"' and {—vy'~' having

their principal vahies which are real \\hen v is real and negative.

Suppose now that arg .% Ues between — ^ and 0. Then by the substitution .'cv = w

the second integral becomes

round the new contour of the fisfure.

Suppose now that we expand (
1

1 by the summable divergent series

This will be valid in the plane dissected by the line passing from a: in a direction

away from the origin to infinit}-. Therefore when this series replaces (1 —
?</\»-'

X
under

the integral sign, the value of the integral along the w contour will be equal to that

of the integral along the contour (? which embraces the real axis if arg.r lies between

— ^ and 0, which i.s the case represented in the figure.
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Similarly in the first integral we may employ the summable divergent series for

( 1 + vy-\ though in this case since R (.>) > uo such difficulties arise.

Therefore
/ e-^' V^' (1 - v)^" dv

„=o r(l-p)T(n+l)x"+''' ir(l-n-q)

+ e'"P(l-e=''») 2
» r (« + 1 - q) (-)"

^TT

„=o r (1 - «7) r {n + I) .*"+? cVil-n-p)'

the principal values of .i"^« and .«."+* being taken, and the series being asymptotic in

Poincare's sense f.

Thus if R (a) > and if also arg u; lies between — ^ and 0,

P (, . p . _ ^.)
r(«)r (/>- «) _ _, - T{n + l-p)r{n+q)

^- V{n+ p)T{n+l-q)

or ,F,(a; p; -u:)=~~^ ^^e--,F,[l-ci, p-a; --,

where (—a;)""'' has its principal value whose argument lies between i7r(a — p) and 7r(a — p).

The reader will readily supply the deformation which it is convenient to take for

the original Pochhammer contour in the case when arg x lies between and ^tt. By
it we establish that the formula (1) is valid whenever R(x)>0.

Utilise now the identity i-fi'a; p; x} = e^ ^F.lp - ci; p; - x} or if it is preferred modify

again the contours of the original Pochhammer circuit and we establish that asymptotically

,F,,.;f;..)-^..-J^;j.(p-.. l-a:l

-r-^,<-')-=''-(i-^-.--').

whether R (x) be positive or negative. In this equality (— x)~' has its argument between

— OTT and air, and x'^~i' has its argument between —{2 — p)7r and {a — p)Tr.

This is the result previously obtained.

t See § 5 of the first memoir by the author quoted in | 1 of the present paper.
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§ 17. We have now completed the discussion of the asymptotic behaviour of the

function iFi[a.; p; x\.

But before proceeding to other investigations we may note the connection between

our analysis and the theory of linear differential equations.

We saw that

J, \a; p; w\ and w'~'' ,F, [a - p + 1 ; 2- p; x}

were the two independent solutions of the linear diflferential equation

X ^., - (x - p) -f - ay = 0.
ax- '^ dx

Hence from our results we also see that

and e-^-.r''-'',/^o]p-« !-«; --

are two independent asymptotic solutions of the type first introduced to analysis by

Poincare. These asymptotic solutions for this particular equation have been obtained by

Jacobsthal *. If the associated series were convergent one integral would be regular and

the other normal f.

The function FJx)= ^ ', '^
,

.

§ 18. If we put a=l in the asymptotic expansion which has been obtained for

,/^, [a
; p ; x\ we obtain

F, (x) = e^r'-p r (p) ,F,, \p-l, 0;
_^|

+ (p - 1) (- x)-^ ,F, |2
- p, 1 ;

-
Jj

.

In this equality x^-f is such that
|
arg a;

|

< tt, that is to say, .r'"'' has its principal

value with respect to a cross-cut along the negative half of the real axis.

Evidently ,F,\p-l, 0; ^] = 1,

1] ,
- (p-2)(p-3)...(p-I-H)

and .FA2-P, 1;

Hence, if
|

arg x
\

< tt, we have the asymptotic equality

F, (X) - e- x'-o r (p) = - S (Pr l^---(p-">
+ J^, (A)

where
| Jx oc^

I

tends to zero as
I a;

|

tends to infinity.

We can immediately verify this result when p = 1 or 2.

For -fp («) = e^' when p = 1, and F^ {x) = - (e^ - 1 ) when p = 2.

* Jacobsthal, Matliematische Annalen, Vol. i.vi. pp. t Forsyth, Linear Difffreiitial Eqiiatiniis [Theory of

129—154. Differential Mquationa, Part in. Vol. iv.], Cliapter vii.
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I 19. The previous asymptotic expansion (A) can be readily obtained de novo as

follows, when R (p) > 0.

XNehave J^, (.) = I + ,. 1^ - -^^^^.^^

The process of summation under the sign of integration is justified by the fact

that Ff,(x) is uniformly convergent for all finite values of \x\.

Hence F^(x) = l+e' *•'-"
I e'l jj""' dri.
J II

From the origin and the point x respectively draw two parallel lines A and B to infinity

making an acute angle with the positive direction of the real axis. When R (x) < 0, the

line from x must not cut the negative half of the real axis.

Then ['+ /(«)= l(.i) .

Hence, if
|
arg x' < it,

F^ {x) = 1 + e'x^-i' \ \{A) e-i rji'-hir} - J(B)
g-^ »;''-' dr)l

= 1 + e-^.'c'-p r{p)-e=' x^-"
I

J! e-1 t;"-' dyj

= 1 + e^ a,'-" r {p) - x"-" Ua) e-'J (.r + yf'^ dij.

Jo

Thus F^ (x) - e^ a^-" r (p) = - fiA) e-'J 1^1 + Q"
'- ij di/.

<1,If now we expand ( 1 + -
1 — 1 in the form, valid when

(1)i
(p-l)...(p-n)/j/y'

n=i n ! \xj
'

and substitute under the sign of integration, we shall obtain an asymptotic expansion of

the integral when \x\ is very large and |arga;|<7r since the expansion (1) is summable

over the area of the plane dissected by a line passing from the point —x away fr'om

the origin to infinity*.

Finally therefore we have the asymptotic expansion (A) of the previous paragraph,

if R (p) > 0.

When R{p)<0, and p + » (« = 0, 1, ... x ) is not zero, we can at once establish the

same result by substituting contour integrals for the line integrals which have been

employed.

* See the general theorem proved in § 5 of my original memoir.

Vol. XX. No. XI. 36
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PART II.

The fiiitctioH „Fj [p : x].

§ 20. We now proceed to consider the function

wherein p may have any value real or complex which is not zero or a negative integer.

The function satisfies the differential equation

d-y dy

A second independent solution is a-}~^ „Fi \1 — p ; a;]. The differential eijuation has

been considered by Pochhammer *.

The reader may feel surprise that the equation was not considered before the dis-

cussion just completed. The reason for this, however, is that by a relation due originally

to Kummer-f- it is possible to make the theory of the function ^i[p\ x] a particular

case of that of the function ^F^ !« ! P ; '!• And this method of treatment seems to be

more simple than any other which we could have adopted.

The reader will notice the connection between „i^i \p ; *} and Bessel's function.

For Jn{z)=^
<-Kl1

and therefore

) ^"^'^".ror(M + i)r(^ + « + i)-i>TT)»^-f + ^' -\]-

All the following investigation can therefore be translated into an investigation of

the nature of the asymptotic expansions of Bessel's function J„ {£), when
i

2 1 is large, for

general complex values of the parameter n, negative integral values being excluded.

§ 21. We proceed now to prove Kummer's result

,F, [p x] = e-^* ,F, {p-^_-2p-l; -ixi] = e:^^ ,F,{p - ^, 2p - I ; - iwi}.

We have e-^^ .F, [p ; .1 = T (,) 1^ j^^^^^.^^-^ .^
•

Now consider — -— I F (2n — s) ('ix)- ds
IttiJ c

taken round a contour C enclosing the points a = 2«, 2m + 1, 'In +2... as in the figure.

* Pochhammer, Matheniatische A/iiuilcii, Vol. xxxviii. pp. 228—240 and Vol. xli. pp. 174—178.

t Kummer, Crelle, Bd. xv. p. 139.
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By Cauchy's theory of residues it is equal to

2n+r

Hence e-'^F. [p; .] = -^EI i i
^^^f'^-^^^'^^ ,,.

27r< „=o.'c4"r(n+I)r(/3+«)

Now by the multiplication theorem for the gamma function

and this inteo;ral may by a similar argument to that employed in § 14 be written, if

R{p + s)>\ -2.

If x"- „ ( s ,s- 1 ,)„/ s\„/l s\ ,

-2;rJe27^^^-t-2'-2 + 2^''^Mr(-2)^(2-2)'^^-

= -2^/^^--'^^*-^'^^'{-|' -| + 2' P' 4^'-

Now by Gauss' formula

p ( s *• 1. I'l r(p)T(p + s~h)
iJ^ii-s. -5 + 0- p; 1 =—^—r^

—

}

—
:.—n if i?(^ + «)>i

Hence .-^.{,; .1=-^) i f^ V,..!^. ^ . J..^^ ^^

r (p) r (p + s — i) 2-''+*~'

= \,,if TY^n ^y *^^ multiplication formula.

Hence if at all points on the contour of integration R{p+s)>^, we have

^ X (-r ^^^^„^^„._.. r(p)r(p + m-i)
,„=o TO ! Vtt

""

r (2p + m - 1)

I (- 4a;"-^)'" r(p + m-^) 2''P-^r(p')

~
,„':o r (7*r+T) • r(2p + w-i) Vtt

= ,F,{p-i; 2p-l: -4a,->'^J.

We have thus shewn that

^, {p;x\= e^'" ,F, {p - ^ ; 2p - 1 ; - 4a^'^}

,

provided i— i2(p)<e<0. But it is evident that, except for those real values of p which

introduce infinities into the equality, both sides are continuous. The formula is therefore

true in general. And this at once appears if we modify the foregoing proof by intro-

ducing simple Riemann f functions as in § 14.

Since arga; is unrestricted in the proof we have equally

,F, [p x] = e-^'" ,F, (p - 1 ; 2p - 1 : ^x""-]

.

36—2
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§ 22. On account of the importance of the foregoing relation we will give an alter-

native proof, which however, though more simple, is not so intimately connected with the

general plan of this paper.

We will first shew that, if Sy denotes the series

( -2)-r (2p-I) ^ ,_ 9y„r(p-i/2 + m) r(2p + v -l)
r(2p + i'-l)„~o " r{p-l:2)m'. - (v-m)]T('2p + m-l)'

then S,. = ii V he odd.

Tip)

r{p + v/2)r(vi2 + i)
if V be even.

Write -. for the series i ( - 2)'" ^!^ " f.t
"^

.—-^^'/"'^ n '

Then it is evident that -^ is the coefficient of x" in the expansion of

(1 + 2a;)-'^"- (1 + x)-i>+--'

in ascending powers of x.

Thus -^ = 2^: I ^^— ^^ + ^'•'^"''^" '^''

the integral being taken round a small circle enclosing the origin.

Make now the .substitution xil + x) = f, so that

l-^=l/^l+.(,) and (I + |)/(I - ^) = 1 + 2a,-.

Then we have -. =^ I yl, (1 - p)-'^"=,

the new contour being a small oval enclosing f = 0.

Thus S^ is the coefficient of ^'' in the expansion of {I — ^-)-p+1'2.

Therefore -^ = it i- be odd,

r(p-ly2 + i;/2) .. ,^ — — '— II J' be even
r(p-I/2)r(.;/2 + l)

Thus )S'„ = if K be odd ; and, if v be even,

s-
= ^^-PJlM r(p- 1/2 + ^/2) (-2)-

" r(p-i2)' r(2p-i + i') r{v2 + iy

But by the multiplication theorem for the gamma function

r(2p-i)^2^-=
r(p-I/2) ^'7r'^'"'

Hence, when . is even, .S. =
^.

^

-^ ^ i7fTp'+;V2)

Consider now the product

e-'^'\F,[p-l2: ip-l; i-i'"'}

_ - (- 2x'^Y ^ r(p -t- m - 1/2) r(2p - I)(4a-'-)'»

~
«~o «: ,„':«r(p-i/2)r(2p + r«-i)r(»«-i-i)-
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This double series is unconditionally convergent : we may therefore rearrange it in a

series proceeding in ascending powers of a-'-. And the coefficient of w"'- is S^.

Thus the product is equal to

V r(p)
,. _ P , . ,

The theorem is therefore established.

§ 23. We may now obtain the asymptotic expansion of „Fj [p ; .r} from that of

1^1 la; /a; x}.

For by the previous result (§ 16) we have

,F,\p -lr2; 2p-l; 4'f-l

= '""
r(p-~l^)

(-^^•")"'""'"-^^"
'P - V ^. 3/2 - p l/iix'i-^)}

This result is valid if arga;j<27r: we then have
|

arg ;e"=
|

< tt. If a,Tgx = and

<
I

^
(

< 27r, we have arg (.i' =) = 0/ 2, and we must take such a value of (4x''-)"--'' as is

equal to •l^--" a^i*-"'-, where arg(a;"-'-'"^) = (1/4-/3/2)0.

We also have arg(— ./;'-) = ^; 2 — tt if 6/2 be positive,

= 0/2 + TT if 6/2 be negative
;

and therefore {— ix^i'^y'-~i'=2^--i'x''*-i'-,

where arg(a^'-'-''-) = (0 - 27r)(l/4 -/3/2) if 6/2 be positive,

= (0 + 27r)(l/4-p/2) if 6/2 be negative.

Thus, since F (2p - 1) = T ( p - 1 2 ) T (/j)
2="-^ Vtt,

JP, {p ;
x] = ./;'-p'^^ [e'--''',F„ lp-1/2, 3/2-p; l/(4.,;>-)}+Pe-^"%i?^,;p - 1/2, 3/2-p; l/{-iw^'^-)}l

where P= e-''"^--<", the + or — sign being taken according as 6/2 is negative or positive,

and where a;'
'-'''-=

(a;'^)'--'', and
|

arg «"=
j

< tt *,

We see that the complete asymptotic expansion for o-^i [p ; *'} persists in form as *

makes a complete circuit round the origin, except when x crosses the positive direction

of the real axis, when there is a sudden change in value in the second (and then

negligible) series.

§ 24. Consider now the asymptotic expansion of J„ (z) when
[

^^
j

is large, and n has

any finite value real or complex except negative integral values. The quantity n may be zero.

2-]We have J,^,., = Q)".^ „^ .[, + 1, _
J

* This result is due to Stokes, and appears substan- Cambridge Philosophica! Tninsactions, Vol. xi. (1868), pp.
tially in his long-forgotten paper 'On the discontinuity of 414— 418.

arbitrary constants which appear in divergent developments,'
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We assume as part of the definition* of Jn{z) that when n is complex j» = exp {« log s)

and that the logarithm has its principal value whose argument lies between —ir and tt.

Putting 2a;i = t2' in the formula of §21 we have

1
Jn{^) = e-'-',i?', JH + i; 2;) + I: liz].

k2J T{n+1)

Therefore for all values of args we have asymptotically

fzY r(2» + l) ^ \,.(.2,,rn-i F {» + i 1 - « • —

I

•/«(^) = V9

or

r(n.-

+ e-'^ ( - 2iz)-"-i .,F,. \n+^, i - x
;

V27r L y
-

+ e-'^ (- t2)-«-* ,F,\n+i, i,-n;

2^)'_

.V (A)

Now the argument of {iz)~"--'- lies between + {n + ^) tt and therefore we may put

where ^-"-^ is made uniform by a cross-cut along the positive half of the imaginary axis,

and has an argument which lies between §7r(»+i) and — ^7r(?(+^).

Similarly the argument of (-tz)"""* lies between ±(» + i)7r, and we may put

{- iz)-"-i = e-
(n+l)

where 2~"~= is made uniform by a cross-cut along the negative half of the imaginary

axis, and has an argument which lies between --g-C^ + i) and ^(» + ^).

TT

If now s~i has its principal value whose argument lies between + — , and with the

previous convention for the factor s" which intervenes in the definition of /„(2) we have,

putting

.F.Uh^-^-U-^'
1. When R {s) > 0,

V Ztt z-

2. When i?(2)<0 and /(3)>0,

1
Jn(^) =

\/27r si

3. When E (5) <0 and /(--)< 0,

Jn (2)

=

p.,_^,„+il p j^ g_,,+ 'J,„+i, Q

g.z+-^(..+i) p + e-iz+^m+i) Q

giz-'|(ft+i) p + g-.2—^(n+JI Q
\l-2-JTZ^-

These are the complete asymptotic expansions for /„ {z).

" A differeiit convention is adopted by Nielsen, Cylinderfunktionen, p. 19.
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It we ignore series which are infinitely small compared with those retained we have :

1. When l{z)>0,

V 27r 2i

2. When /(3)<0,

Jn{2) =
1

iZ+'-^ (n+i) p

When R(z)> the dominant term in the expansion of •/„ {z) may be written

1
i cos

K'27r3i

More completely we have, when R(z)>0,

^-{n + \)^

hi^) = sJl,U COS
B .

+ — sm ^(«+4'

where

and

"
,,Zo r (n + ifr ( - H + i) r {2m + 1 ) (2tzy"'

'^
z-^

'

i}= s
r(» + 2m + f)r(-/i + 2m + f) J*

^0 r (M 4- i) r ( - » + .1) r (2»i + 2) i'lizY"'-
^

z-''

The quantities /<; and J^ are such that their moduli tend to zero as \z\ tends to

infinity, for any finite value of k.

This is substantially Hankel's result. When z is not real, the complete series, of

course, is not such that the modulus of the difference between Jn(z) and the first k terms

of the series is of order less than
j

—

r^ when
j
^^ ; is large *.

§ 2.5. We will nest consider the nature of the asymptotic value of o-^i [p ', *'l
when

I

a-
j

is large and i arg a: \< tt, as p tends to positive infinity.

We have „F, {p ; x] = e^''
" ,F, [p - 1/2 ; -Jp-l; - ^af^]

.

If now R{x^'-) > 0, we have (§ 7)

,i?',!p- 1/2; 2p-l: - 4a,'"=}

-_J_ />(-.)
r(2p-l) T{p-\l-l + s)

and we may take the contour of the integral along a parallel to the imaginary axis

through the point s=l — m, if R{p) be large positive and ^ in, m being finite real and

positive.

Let us now consider what happens to the integral when R (p) tends to positive

infinity.

* With this series the reader may compare Forsyth, funktioneti, pp. 154—156, itc. The history of the investi-

Linear Differential Equations [Theory of Differential Equa- gation has been considered in the introduction to my funda-

tions, Part in. Vol. iv.] p. 331, and also Nielsen, Cylinder- mental memoir.
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As regards that part of the integral for which s ,^ L, where Z is a positive quantity

as large as we please but such that L/p is small, it is evident that

r (2p-l) r(p-l/2+s) ^ 1

r{2p-l+s) V(p-l/2) 2'"

When
j

s
I

> i, where L/p is small, we may put il(s) ' = fip. and on the corresponding

parts of the integral fi will take all values fi-om e(>0) to oo .

And now, if R{s) = u, we have, when p is large,

r (2p - 1) T(p-l/2 + s) ^ r (2p^l) r {p (1 ± tM) ±u-l/2\
T{2p-r+s) Tip -1/2) T (p - 1/2) T{p (2 ±,'/^) + u-l}

(2p)2"-=-e-2c [p(l +(a)]p"±"^|+«-ie-''<'±""
= -^=^^^ -

[p(2'r^r±^^.-3/^e-P(^..^ '
approximately,

the upper or lower signs being taken together.

Hence r(2p_-J}jr (p - 1/2 + s ) ' _ .^^.^_^,„, ^_j ._, [p Vl + /L(,-]''+"-i e-"" *""""

r (2p - 1+ s) r (p - 1/2) i

~
" '' [p V4 +"^2]2p+„-3/a g-^p ta^^,-

= 2-''=

(4^J4^«
exp Ip [f^ tan- /./2 - ^ tan- ;. f log Vl + ^'^ - 2 log Vl + ^V*]}-

Suppose now that

y = fi tan"' /i/2 — /x tan~' /j. + log Vl + /i'- — 2 log Vl + /iV4.

Then f =
, -'^^ _ --^

„ + -/^-^ _
^

^/2
^ + tan- ^/2 - tan- ;u

o(m 1 + yit-/4 1 + /x- 1 + /i- 1 + /i(.=/4

^ '* '*

= - t&n-'
fj.
1(2 + fi").

Hence dy/dp, is alwa3-s negative and therefore y constantly decreases as /i increases.

Now, when /t = 0, y = 0. Hence y is always negative if /x > 0.

We thus see that, if m be finite and if
|

arga;"-
j < 7r/2, that part of the integral (1)

for which \s\> L, where L is as large as we please but such that L/p is small, tends

to zero as p tends to infinity.

We now have, if
|
arg x \<Tr,

where /p(*') tends to a definite finite limit as R{p) tends to positive infinity for any

finite value of I*! however large, and where |/p(a;)| can be made for all values of p

(such that II (p) > m ) as small as we please by taking
|

a;
j

sufficiently large.

The first part of this theorem can, of course, be stated in the .simple form that, if
| «

|

be finite, Lt oFi {p ' •''! = 1-

(1=

§ 26. We have seen that „Fi {p ; x} and x^-f „/^, {2 — p, x} are solutions of the differ-

ential equation

Equally each of the as3'mptotic series which occurs in the complete asymptotic

expansion of „Fi [p ; x] is a solution in the neighbourhood of infinity. It is natural

then to seek a combination of the two functions which shall be completely represented

by one of the asymptotic series.
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We will prove that asymptotically, if
i

arg a;
j
< tt,

In the first place we ma}- shew that the combination on the left-hand side is, when

I

a;
I

is large and argx < tt, smaller than any positive power of l\x\.

For consider the integral

round a contour which embraces the positive half of the real axis and encloses all the

poles of the subject of integration.

It is evidently equal to

- (-oorTjl- p-n)
I a;-'-+»r(-n.-l+p)

This in turn may be written

+ 2
,ra^-p+»

„=orCft + l)r(p + n)sin7rp „=o r(n+ 1) r(2 - /j +«) sin (p- l)7r

= T(l-p),F,{p: x)+x^-T(p-l)„F,{2-p; x).

Now, if
I

arg x\<7r, the integral vanishes round that part of a great circle at infinity

for which R(s)> — k where k is a finite positive quantity. Hence when \x\ is large it

is smaller in value than any positive power of ,—;

.

I

x\

To prove the asymptotic expansion given we use Kummer's result.

We have (§ 21) T (1 - p) J", (p : .r) + x^-^ T (p- I) ,F,{-2 - p; x)

= e-»''" [T{l-p),F,(p-i; 2p-l; 4.i-"--) + x-^-" T{p-1),F,(I- p; S- 2p ; 4a;'«)},

and this expression is by § 9 asymptotically equal to

r(i-p)r(2p-i) ^ a^-pr(p-i)r(3-2p )i
,+

+ e-

_T (p - h) {- 'ix'iy-i r (I
- p) (- 4a;"^f

--"

r(i-p)r(2p-i) r(3-2p)r(p-i)a,-'-p

r (p - ^) (4a^'-)''-4 ^ r (f
- p) {^x'l'-f'-"

.^o(p-if-p;-^)

=^{f-p. p-i;^'

Now by the multiplication formula for the gamma function

r(^) -
Vtt

^^^+^>'

hence it may be readily seen that

r(i-p)r(2p-i) r(3-2p)r(p-i) ^

^

r(p-i) r(f-p)4»-^'>

and
r(i-p)r(2p-i)

,

r(p-i)r(3-2p).
\/7r,

r(p-A)(-4)p-i r(|-p)(-4r-''

remembering the prescription which we must give to the functions (— 4)''~2 and (—4)'-"''.

Hence finally we obtain the given result.

Vol. XX. No. XI. 37
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S 27. We proceed now to give a direct proof of the previous theorem and to shew-

that, if
I

arg a;
I

< Stt,

r (1 - p) 0^, {p;x}+ X--0 T{p-\),F,[i-p; .,] = sI-kx * e—"= ,F„[%- p- p - i,; - \ /(4^"^)).

We thus extend the range of validity of the asymptotic equality from iarga;|<7r to

I

arg X
I

< Stt.

Let S{s) denote the function defined when R{^s+p)> 1/2 by the series

» T{-s + tli) T(l-p-s + tl2)

tZo r(</2+"i)r(</2 + i/2) •

We will first shew that

S(s) = - ^ -^ 2^'>+« r (- 2s) r (2 - 2,9 - 2s) T (2s + p - 1/2).
TT

If 7^(2s+p)>l/2, we have

„ . , _ ^ T{-s^t)V{\-p-s + t) - r(-s + <+l/2)r(.3/2-p-s + t)

^''~t=^ r«+i)r(i + i/2) "^.ro r(«+3/2)r(« + i)

r(-s)r(i-p-s)
= ,F,[-s, l-p-s; 1/2; 1)

+ ,F,{-s+l/2, S/2-p-s; 3/2; 1

r(i/2)

r(-s + i/2)r(3/2-p-s)
r(3/2)

By Gauss' theorem we therefore have

sM-rrn+-^^ 1/2^1
r(-s) r(i-p-s) r(-s+i/2)r(3/2- p-s)

s{s)-T(p+ 2. - 1/2) |r(i/2T^r(p + s-i/2) + '
r(i + s)r(7T^r

= r (2s + p
- 1/2) ^ ([/^\y(7;,"_1/2) i^ + ^"^ -- ^-^ - ^^ + -)i

= -'°'7r(i/2-s)r(-s)r(3/2-p-s)r(i-p-s)r(2s + p-i/2)
TT"

= _ "°^^P 2="+* r (- 2s) r (2 - 2p - 2s) r (2s + p ~ 1/2).
TT

Let now be a contour embracing the positive half of the real axis and enclosing

the points

0, 1, 2, ..., and 1-p, 2-p, 3 - p, ....

Then by Cauchy's theory of residues for all values of jarga-j we have

/=-H^ I
r(-s)r(i-p-s).,-rfs

ZTTl J a

= r (1 - p) „F, [p ; ^'l + x'-" r (p - 1) o/^, (2 - p ; x].

Also we have

,.v.,/V__J- I j
ri-s)Til-p-s) 2^^^

2tti t=«J c "'" tl

And hence by the methods employed cither in § 6 or § li we have

^"' II^/tt = -^ I S{s) x'ds,
Ztti J c

if the contour excludes the points 7—^ — 9' " = ^' ^' ^
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We therefore have

e=-''' /Vtt = 2"^ ^^^^^^ f r (- 2s) r (2 - 2/3 - 2s) T (2s + p - i) 2« ar' ds.
IT ZTTI J c

Now if |arga;|<37r the integral will vanish when taken along a contour at infinity

for which -R(s) is greater than a finite negative quantity. It is therefore equal to minus

the sum of the residues of the subject of integration at the points

1/4 - /3/2 - ?i/2, »i = 0, 1, 2, ..., k

together with Jj, where J^ denotes an integral along a contour parallel to the imaginary

axis which passes between the points s = 1/4 — p/2 — A-/2 and s = — 3/4 — p/2 — A;/2.

Thus e^^-I/^. = -SS^J^ i ''^''^'-}"l^t^'"'-'^ + J.'^
IT „=o (-4a^T

= x~J',{S/2-p, p-1/2; l/{-ix^)U^,+ J„

where '

J^x^'*-'''^''"'] tends to zero as |a;! tends to infinity.

We thus have the result stated.

§ 28. This result, since it is valid when jarga; < Stt, is equivalent to three different

results.

In fact, if — TT < arg iE < TT, we have, in addition to the previou.s result,

r (1 - p) oF, [p; (€} + x'-" e»"" I'-"* T(p-l)Ji',{2-p; x}

= V^ a;"-^'"'-' e""" <'-=P)'=e»i^
^J, {3/2 - p ; p-1/2; l/{4>x''-)], (A)

where m=l or — 1.

We thus have found two combinations of the functions ,>Fi[p; x] and qFi[2 — p; x]

which give a solution of the equation

d-u du

''di^'di-y-'''

which to a first approximation behaves like e'-^'' when ja;j is very large and jarga;|<7r.

From the two results (A) we can obtain anew the asymptotic equality (§ 23)

,F, [p ; x] = Eig.r^-p = e-"%/'„ [p - 1/2, 3/2 - p ; \l{^%
when

I

arg x\<Tr.

For on subtracting one form of (A) from the other we find

X}-' sin 27r (1 - p) r (p - 1) ^,{2 - p ; a;] / sin J (1 - 2p)

= Vtt a;"-^""-' e^ - ,F„ {3/2 - p ; p - 1/2; l/(4a;^'=)),

Writing p for 2 — p, we have

the result of § 23, when
,

arg a; , < tt.

or ^, {2 - p ; a;} = ^g v/^
^^"'"°^'^^ ^'^'"

^^o {3/2 - p, p - 1/2 ; l/iix^%

^' ^P'''^^ ^•^""'"^'''=^» 1^/2 - p. p
- 1/2

;
V{^<^%





XII. The application of integral equations to the deteiinination of

expansions in series of oscillating functions.

By H. Bateman, B.A., Fellow of Trinity College.

[Received Dec. 24, 1906. Bead Jan. 28, 1907.]

§ 1. The theory of integral equations as developed by Fredholm* and Hilbertf has

provided us with a new starting-point for a systematic study of the important classes

of expansions which occur frequently in the mathematical theor}' of vibrating systems.

The analytical result upon which the present theory depends is that the homogeneous

integral equation

irn(s)=X,J k(s,t)^p„{t)dt (1),
J a

in which k{s,t) is continuous for values of s and t on the path of integration, only

possesses a solution yjrn{t) different from zero when the quantity X„ is a root of a certain

transcendental* equation B (\) = 0, and that corresponding to each value of X and each

function yfr, there is another function
<f>

for which the adjoint equation

is satisfied.

'l>n{t) = KJ k{s,t)(l)„(s)ds (2)
J a

If the equation (1) is multiplied by the function <^„, (s) corresponding to a different

root \n and integrated between a and b we have

I
<f>m («) -^n (S) ds = X„ 1

I
<f),n (s) k (s, t) i/r„ {t) dsdt

J a J a J a

=
J" \''<i>m{t)y\r^{t)dt,

which gives / 4,,„(t)ylr„{t)dt = 0, (X,„:^X„) (3).
.' a

* Acta Math. xwu. (1903). t o(X) is in general a transcendental integral function

t GStt. Nachr. Hefte 1 and .3 (1904). of X, but it may happen that in some special cases it is

a rational integral function of X.

Vol. XX. No. XII. 38
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If \„ is a simple I'oot of the equation 8(X} = there is only one pair of corre-

sponding functions (f>„{s), •v/^,i(s), and the arbitrary constants multiplying them are chosen

so that

4>n.(s)ylrnis)ds = l (4).
J a

When however X,( is a multiple root there may be several different pairs, but Fredliolm

has shown that we can find a set of linearly independent functions \fr/ and a corre-

sponding set of linearly independent functions <^„'' so that

/:
'<j>/{s)ir.„p(s)dsj^

;;J^| (5).

The number of linearl}' independent functions T/r,j'' (s) cannot be greater than the

multiplicity of the root X,.: it is usually equal to it, but there is at present no evidence

to show that this is always the case.

The formulae (3), (4) and (o) enable us to determine the coefficients in the two

types of expansions

f(s) = S anyffn (S)

•(«).

(I

whenever uniformly convergent expansions of this kind are known to exist and sometimes

when the expansions are non-uniformly convergent. The above analysis however does not

indicate how the adjoint set of functions (^,i(s) can be determined when the functions

1^,1 (s) are given or vice-versa. The object of this paper is to extend the analysis so

that this defect may be remedied. Starting from a single integral equation

fis)^^,{s)-x(''k(s,t)<p,{t)dt (7),

whose solution <^a(s) is known, we can deduce the law of the coefficients in the expansion

of an arbitrary function in the form

^«A<^^(s) (8),

where the quantities X are the roots of the equation in \ obtained by imposing a linear

condition of any kind upon the function <^a(«)-

Since the functions /{s) and k(s, t) are at our disposal it is evident that the results

obtained in this paper are of a very general character. The integral equation due to

Hilbert, which is chosen to illustrate the method, leads to some interesting results in

connection with expansions in trigonometrical series and puts in evidence the power of

the new analysis.

I 2. Many of the well known expansions in series of oscillating functions connect

themselves naturally with the problem of determining the values of \ for which a linear

differential equation of the form

Z-m-|-\m = (9),
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where L is some differential operator, can possess a solution which satisfies certain linear

conditions. It is natural then to expect that the problem of determining the values of

A. for which the solution of an integral equation may satisfy given linear conditions will

also lead to important results. This problem really includes the previous one because a

linear differential equation can in general be replaced by an integral equation.

Let us consider then the integral equation

f{s) = 4>{s)-\
I

k{s,t)<j>{t)dt (10),

concerning ourselves with the solutions which satisfy various types of linear conditions.

If X be regarded as the quantity at our disposal only one linear condition can be

imposed and then the corresponding values of \ will be in general the roots of a certain

transcendental equation. If we impose the linear condition

<f){x) = c, {a<x<b) (11),

supposing \, to be one of the possible values of \ we shall have

f(x) = c-\,
I

k{x,t)(f>„(t)dt (12).

Combining this with the equation

/(s) =
<f>,

(s) -\J k {s, t) 4>, (t) dt,
J a

we obtain the homogeneous integral equation

<f>o{s)=\ I k,(s,t)<Poit)dt (13),
J a

where k\(s, t) = k(s, t)- :^/^^ k(x,t) (14).

Now in order that this equation may be satisfied X,, must be a zero of the integral

function 8^ (X) connected with the equation

^(s) = X(«)-^ i''h{s,t)x(t)dt (1.5).

Accordingly, we can anticipate that the function B^ (X) contains (j){x) — c as a factor,

for S, (X) is zero whenever X satisfies the equation <^ (x) = c.

The solution of equation (10) is known to be given uniquely by the formula*

4,(s)=f(s) + xr K(s,t)f{t)dt (16),
-' a

except when X is a zero of a certain integral function S(X) connected with this equation.

* The formulae quoted will all be found in Fredholm's paper.

38—2
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The solvino- function K (s, t) depends of course upon X and is infinite at each zero of

8(\); moreover in the neighbourhood of a simple zero \„ it has the form

t^'M^l + F{s,t) (17),

where F{s, t) remains finite and <^n{.s), <f),i{t) are the functions mentioned at the beginning

of § 1.

It will be verified in § 3 that the corresponding functions 8^ (X) and K^ {s, t) for

equation (15) are given by

\

^>^-) =^^<-)
(18).

Now it follows from equation (18) that when X is a root of the equation (f>{x) = c,

the corresponding function <|)o(s) is a fundamental function for equation (15). To find

the adjoint function we apply formula (17) to the function Ki(s, t), remembering that

>jrn{s) corresponds to <^„ (s), and <^„ (0 to the function we want. Calling this function

do{t) we have

<f>„(s)e,{t)= Lt {\,-X)K,is,t)

A=Ao5

the terms K{s, t), (j>(s) and K(a; t) remaining finite for X = Xo.

The function ^o(*) is thus given by the formula

e.(t) =^^ (19).

and so if the function K {x, t) is known the coefficients in the expansion of an arbitrary

function F{s) in the form

F{s) = ^A(\,)<l>i\„s) (20),
An

for the different values of X^ which satisfy the equation

<^(X»,*) = c (21),

are given by A{X„) = j'' ^^^^ F{t)dt (22).

"rfx;"^"^^'^

It will be noticed that K^ (s, t) is obtained from A-j (s, t) by replacing the functions

y and k wherever they occur by (^ and K respectively : this rule enables us to write
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down the functions S, (\), K^ {s, t) for the integral equation obtained by imposing any

other linear condition upon the function
<f).

For instance if we requii-e <}> (s) to satisfy

the linear condition

f
p(s)<f>{s)ds = c (23),

the values of \, will be such that

I
p (s) f{s) ds = c-\„

j I
k (s, t)

p

(s) <\),(t) dsdt,
-a • a J a

/{s) =
<f>,

(s)-\J k {s, t)
(f)o (0 dt,

J a

and the equation which replaces (13) is

<f)ois) = \„ 'k,{s,t)<f>,(t)dt,
J a

where i,(s, t) = k(s, t) + '

/(«)

p{x)f{x)dx
J a

It will be shown in § 3 that for this equation

I
p(x)k(x, t)dx (24).

J a

K,{s, t) = K{s, t) +
4) is)

c-
j

p(x)(j>(a:)dx'
"

J a

i p(x)K{x, t)dx,
J n.

c— \ p {x')
<f>

(x) dx

S. (X) =
--f-,

8 (X)

^^.(0 =^^

J a

j p{x)KJx,t)

x) dx

V

dx

9Xo
I p{x) (j) (x) dx
J a

(25).

As an example of the application of these results we may consider Hilbert's integral

equation

4>{s}=fis)-\ C k{s,t)<t>{t)dt,
Jo

in which k(s, t) =
(l-s)t t^s
(l-t)s t^sj'

Here we have
v\ sin V

\

_ sin jV\ (I — t)} sin sVx

Vx sin Vx
t^s

(26),
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and if we take the particulav function j (s) = s, the formula

rf, is) =f(s) + \
I
K {s, t) 4, (t) dt

' It.' (I

S'^'' '^^*>=
sin V)^

^^'^-

The previous work thus enables us to determine the coefficients in the expansion of

an arbitrary function in the form

i^(s)=S^^sin.s^/X (28),

where the summation extends over the values of X for which the function (f>{s) satisfies

any given linear condition.

Suppose in the first place that the condition is (p (x) = c and write \o = m", then the

values of 711 must satisfy the equation

sin mx = c sin vi (29).

Now , - <f)(, (x) =—T= F= [x cos a;\/\i sin Vx,, - sin x \^\ cos V\o]
rfXo 2V\oSin-VX„

X cos mx — c cosm
2m sin m

Calling the different roots of equation (29) mj, m„, ... m,- ... the coefficients in the

expansion
F{s) = BmSmms,

as determined by formula (22), are given by

-^ Sin m . [x cos mx — c cos m\

= sinw(l— ir)| F (t) sin mt dt + sin mx i F (t) sin in {I - t) dt (^30).

Jo J X

Again, if the condition is (})(s)ds = c, the values of m are given by
JO

/I sinms ,
—. as = c,

J sin m

m
tan-s-

i.e. - = c (31).m

In this case 1 K {s, t) ds =
Jo

„ . mt . Ill (1 — t)

2 sin -2 sin ^

m
711- cos

2̂
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^0 io
'^^ ^'^ '^' = 4^

^^^^^" - 2^? *^°
T-" =i ['^'' ¥ - 2'') '

and so the coefficients in the expansion of an arbitrary function in the form S B,n sin ms,
m

where the summation extends over the values of m for which

m
tan — = cm.

are given by 4fi™ sin |(l - 2c cos^ f) = /' ^ («) sin y • ^n ''"'^\ ^^
cZ« (32).

I 3. Venfication of the formulae given in the previous section.

In this section we require a convenient notation for the result of imposing an arbitrary

linear condition upon a function <ji{s). The linear conditions which we shall consider will

in general be of the form

I

a(5)(/>(.s-)f/s + 2 2 p„ (2/) ,— (^(^) = constant (33),
-' a y n ".!/

and it will be supposed that the operator which produces the left-hand side when it

acts on <l)(s) is such that it can be introduced under the integral sign whenever <f){s)

has the form

I
k(s, t)x(t)dt.

J a

If the result of this operation is expressed by replacing the variable s in the function

0(s) by means of a star, the effect of imposing the given linear condition upon </>(«) will

be represented by

<^(*) = c (34),

and the effect of our operation upon the function represented by the above integral

will be

'
k(*,t)xit)dt.

Let X„ be a value of X for which the function <^ (s, \) given by the equation

f{s) = <l>{s)-\ j k{s,t)4,(t)dt
J a

satisfies the linear condition <^ ( # ) = c ; then we have

/(*) = c-\„
I

^(*, t}<f>,(t)dt (35).
J a

This relation may be used to reduce the equation

f{s) = <j)„ (s) -\
I

k {s, t) 4>, (t) dt
J a
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to the homogeneous form

J a

A-(«. 0-,v-^— A-(*,f) <^„(0* (36).
/(*)-c

Now according to the rule stated in § 2 the solving function of the integral equation

>lris) = xis)-^ rk;(s.t)x{t)dt (37),

in which

should be given by Ki{s,t) = K{s, t)

kAs.t) = k(s,t)--^.0_^k{*,t),

'l>(s)

0(*)-C
A'(*, 0- .(38).

To verify that this is the case it is simply necessary to show that the characteristic

relation

k,(s,t) = K,{s,t)-X [ k,(s,^v)K,{x,t)dx (39),

which is obtained by substituting in (37) the value of x given by

X{s) = y!r{s) + \ j K, (,9, t) yfr (t) dt,

J a

is satisfied.

rb

Now X
I

k {s, ./) K (x, t) dx = K {s, t) - k {s, t),

rb

\j k(*, x)<j){x)dx= ^ (*)-/(*),
• a

rh

\ k(*, x) K{x, t) dx = K{*,t)- k{%, t),

J a

fb
Xl k(s,x)(}){x)dx = <f}(s)-f(s):

J a

accordingly, when the values of k^ {s, x) and K^ {x, t) are substituted, we have

\ r jfc, (s, x) K, {x, t) dx = K {s,t)- k {s, t) - r^^fS-c [<^ *-*) " f ^^^^

/(S) rr^,.. .X ,., „ .XT ,

f(s)K{*,t)

= K (s, - k {s, t) - iV*;* '^„ </. is) + i^\ f is),^I^yiTcVV^^ -/(*)_ 0-

= A', (s, t) - k, (s, t)
;

hence the relation is satisfied.
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To obtain the value of S,(\) we make use of the formula

j\(t,t)dt = -^[hgS,(\)].

Substituting the value of K^ {t, t) we have

-i ti«g ^' (^^^=-1. t'«g ^ <^>] - ^(^c .C^(*' '^'f^''^^' (-^o)-

/*

To obtain the value of I K{s, t)(f>(t)dt we multiply the equation
J a

i''

k (s, t) = K («, t)-\\ h (s, x)K {x, t) dx
a

by </) (0 '^^ *"'i integrate, thus

I
k{s,t)4>(t)dt=\ K{s,t)4>{t)dt-X\ k{s,x)dx\ K (x, t) <}) (t) dt.

But if we differentiate the equation

/(s) = 0(S)-\ \'k(,S,.r)<f>{x)d,r,
• a

with regixrd to X, Ave obtain

= ?|il) _ (*
A: (., *) </. f^) rf,. - X

f

"
A- (.s, ,.) ^4^> dx.

PA. .'a
'

J a ' OA-

Comparing this with the previous equation we see that

j K(s,t)<f>(t)dt = .J^4,{s) (41),

and therefore K(*. t) <}>(t)dt = ^ <f)(*) (42).

Substituting this in equation (40) we get

-^ [log g, (X )] = -
J^

[log a ( X)] -
J^

[log ! .^ ( * ) - cj].

Now when X = 0, S, (X) = 8(X) = 1, (/)(s) =/(.v) ; therefore on integrating the above

equation we get

^.<^^=7(5p-:^(^^ (43),

which is the other formula that was used in § 2.

To determine the function ^o(0 adjoint to <^o(-5) we must find the limit of {\„ — X)Ki{s,t)

when X = X„. Substituting the value

K,{s,t)^K{s,t)-^^^^K(*,t),

Vol. XX. No. XII. 39
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and remembering that K {s, t), <t>{s) and A'(*, t) remam finite for \ = X„, we have

<f)o(s)7v„(*, t)

Lt (X„ - X) A, (s, t) = -!^—
^^

.

riX„

accordingly ''«O ~ "^

rfx:,'^(*>

Also since |

*
A' (s, t) <t>{t)dt= ^<t> (s),

it is evident that the equation
^^

J a

is satisfied.



XIII. The Variation of the Absorption Bands of a Crystal in a

Magnetic Field.

By W. M. Page, B.A., King's College.

[Communicated by Mr H. W. Richmond.]

[^Received 30 March, 1907.]

In March and April, 1906, M. Jean Becquerel published an account of some obser-

vations on the effect of a magnetic field on the absorption bands of xenotime, a uniaxal

substance giving sharp bands.

Two regions, one in the green, and one in the red, were observed, and it was found

that a diffusion and doubling of the bands occurred, analogous to the Zeeman Effect for

metallic vapours.

The first series of observations* deals with light rays perpendicular to the magnetic

field, and the variations of the bands are given when the optic axis of the crystal is

(1) in the direction of the light rays,

(2) perpendicular to the light rays and to the field,

(3) parallel to the field.

The most important results obtained were

(1) Certain bands are displaced to a greater extent than would be expected from

a knowledge of the Zeeman Effect in metallic vapours.

(2) The bauds of the ordinary spectrum behave very differently for different

directions of the axis of the crystal, although the orientation of the ordinary vibration

remains the same with respect to the magnetic field.

Thus when the axis is normal to the field, and the vibration is also normal to

the field, the green band No. 18 in Becquerel's Table (wave-length 522'14 /x/a) only gives

one component, slightly displaced towards the violet ; but when the axis is parallel to

the field, the same band, for the same direction of the vibrations, doubles, and the

separation of the components is 0'53 /i/ti in a field of 31,800 C. G. S. units.

* Jean Becquerel, C. R. March 26, 1906.

Vol. XX. No. XIII. 40
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On the other hand, the green baud Xo. 22 (.524'57 u/x) undergoes a large displacement

in the first case, and hai'dly varies in the second.

Again, there is a remarkable difference in intensity in the components of the doublets

separated by the field.

For example, in red band No. 6 (65o"71 ^l^l), and green band Xo. 22, the compoDent

displaced towards the red can only be seen at the instant of the field establishing itself

progressively. This component disappears as soon as the field becomes intense.

In a later paper* the case of light rays parallel to the field is considered. If the

optic axis is perpendicular to the field, the modifications of the bauds for the ordinary

vibration normal to the field and to the axis are identical with those given in the first

paper. The same is true for the extraordinary vibration normal to the field.

When the optic axis is parallel to the field the ordinai'y spectrum alone is visible.

As soon as the magnetic field is established the edges of all the bands diffuse, and the

bauds double.

The components are found to be circularly polarised in opposite senses.

If, however, the axis of the crystal is inclined at a few degrees to the lines of

force, it is found that for two symmetric positions A, B, independent of the strength

of the field, but depending on the thickness of the crystal, the components become

plane polarised in two perpendicular directions, independent of the field strength, and

turning through a right angle when the sense of the field is changed.

A very slight displacement fi-om these positions A, B makes this state of polarisation

cease, and the bands again become circularly polarised.

However, in the immediate neighbourhood of these positions a partial polarisation of

the two components is observed.

These phenomena are produced for all the bands at almost the same instant.

In observations on the Zeeman Effect previouslj- made it had always been found

that the components of the doublets which exhibited right-handed circular polarisation were

displaced all in the same direction, and that the left-handed components were displaced

in the other direction.

M. Becquerel, however, finds that for a large number of bands this is not the case,

but that the components are displaced in a sense opposite to that previously observed.

We shall suppose the crystal to be made up of a series of electrons moving about

centres under forces varying as the distance. For any one electron the intensity of this

force along the direction of the optic axis will differ from its intensity in any direction

perpendicular to the axis. In addition to these forces there will be forces of so-called

' frictional ' type, due to the action of neighbouring electrons, causing absorption.

We will first consider the case of a single electron moving under the action of the

central forces and external magnetic field only.

* Jean Becquerel, C. R. April 9, 1906.
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Suppose the magnetic field, H, to be parallel to the z axis. It the axis of the

system is also along Oz, the equations of motion are

inx = — kx + eyH,

my = — ky — e.iff,

mz = — k\z,

e, m being the charge and mass of the electron, and k, k, constants.

If we suppose x, y, z to vary as e'>", we obtain from these equations

(- mp" + h) a.\ = iepHy„

,

(- »np- + ^•) yo = - lepHxo

,

(— mp^ + ki) Za = 0.

Hence the period of the z vibration is unaltered by the field.

The periods of the x, y vibrations are given by

(mp- - k)- = e^H-p-,

or mp- — k = ± eHp.

If jDo denote the value of p before the field is established, and p^ + Ip^ the disturbed

value, we have

2mpoBpo = ± eHpo.

Thus we now get the two periods

eH eH

Hence an emission line of the system polarised in a plane perpendicular to the

xy plane will be split up into two, owing to the action of the magnetic field, if the

axis of the system is parallel to the field.

The line polarised in the n-y plane will be unaltered.

If, however, the axis of the system is perpendicular to the field, and lies along

Oy, the period of the z vibration is given by

lup- = k,

while the periods of the jy vibrations are given by

(mp- - k)(mp--kt) = e-H-p- (1).

In the absence of the field, the values of p are given by

vipo- = k, or mpo' = k^

.

The disturbance in the first period is found from (I) by substituting

P=pi) + Bpo, when mpo- = k.

Provided that k — k^ is not small, we thus get

2mp,hpo (k - k,) = e'H^^

^P" = 2m{k-k,)

40—2
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Thus the band corresponding to this value of po is not doubled but is displaced

by an amount depending on H". A similar statement holds for the band corresponding

to the other value of p„.

Hence we get a doubling effect due to the field when the plane containing the

directions of equal period is perpendicular to the field, but this doubling does not occur

when the plane perpendicular to the field contains directions of unequal period.

The above is to be regarded merely as an illustration giving us some idea of the

nature of the effects that are to be expected in a crystalline system in a magnetic

field. It can have no real validity since the ideal system contemplated is a powerful

radiator, and its vibrations could not persist for more than an infinitesimal time.

We now return to the general case.

If ^> V> ^ be the X, y, z components of the displacement of the electron from the

position of equilibrium the equations of motion will be of the form

d'-P „ 47re- ^ „ 9|

with similar equations in ?;, f.

Here e, in are the charge and mass of the electron ; 6 and r are positive constants

;

X is the X component of the external electric field.

The last terms in this equation are respectively the x components of the central and

' frictional ' forces.

The quantity e- is introduced into the coefficients of these terms to shew that the

corresponding forces are independent of the sign of the charge.

For a crystalline body Q will be supposed different in different directions ; but we

shall assume, for simplicity, that r is independent of direction, although this is in all

probability not the case when the asymmetric structure of the crystal is taken into

consideration.

The components of electric current at any point will consist of two parts, viz.

(considering the x component only)

(1) The current of aethereal displacement produced bv the electric force X. This

IS equal to ^-g^.

(2) The current due to the motion of the charges carried bv the electrons. This

is equal to SeiV— , where N denotes the number of electrons of any particular type in unit

volume.

Thus the components of electric current are given by

I az ^ „a?

1 dz ^ „a?
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Now suppose that a magnetic field H is acting. In consequence of this each electron

will be affected by a force - .e[v . H] where v is the velocity of the electron and c the

velocity of light in aether.

Hence if ^,, 6,, 6. denote the values of 6 in the directions of Ox, Oy, Oz the

equations of motion of the electron become

?-f „ 47re- „d^ e fd-n ^^ "bt „ \

'"
df-

dt- e,
*

dt c \dt ^ df "

Now let us suppose that light waves of period -Ittt are traversing the crystal. Then

in the steady state which supervenes ^, 77, f will vary as e'.

Hence from the equations of motion we get

, , 1 . «. ^1 0iH
where \, = 1 + t .

„ , ^i= ~ ,

T T- 47rCTe

47r
'

47re'-

'

with similar meanings for X-^im, etc.

We have assumed the magnetic force in the light wave to have no appreciable effect.

If this were not the case the equations of the field which we shall derive would no longer

be linear as regards the electric and magnetic forces of the light wave. This would mean

that the optical qualities of the body would depend on the intensity of the light. An
effect of this kind, however, has never been observed *.

Taking the magnetic field parallel to Oz the above equations become

e^\i - leix^T) = -^ X,

er]\-2 + '^^2^= j^ y,
4'7r

* Drude, Optics, pp. 452 et seq.
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Optic Axis norinul to the Field.

Suppose the axis to lie along Oy.

We have

OjAic Axis

e,^e, = e say.

e„=d' say.

re

47r
'

r^'

47r
'

md
iire-

'

a, = (J, = a =

iu = a =

b, = b.,= h =

K = h'

t'tdd

md'

4-Tre-

'

X] = X, = X = 1 + f
.,

T T~

'u =
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If we put 6, = 1 + i —-; , , 1^1 = 2, -—7
, ,'

A,A. — flfJi W — fJ,/J,

A.A. — /JL/J. A,\ — flfl

we obtain 4-n-7r = e, + ti^i -^ ,

91' dX

47r7, = €3

dZ

dt

0/)<tc A.ris parallel to the Field.

The axis lies along 0^ and we have

$^ = e, = e. e, = e'.

With the above meanings foi- X, \', fi, ft we get

t^ ^ VefA. — te/ir; = A,
ilT

^ ^ X'

efX' = f -?.

47r

„ ,
aA'/ „ K\d \ a?' ^^61

Hence 4777^ = -^- 1 + z ^^^ „ + ' ^7 - -> :^
' (it \ \- — jj?i dt \- — fjL-

oY/^ ^ Nxe \ ax„ Nad
a? V \- — fjrj dt V — /A-

Writing e,= l4--^^^,
_^ N^e

, ,
ax dY

we have 4-7771 = e, -15- + ivi^-- ,

at ot

dY dX
47r7, = 6,^-,.,^,

47r7, = e.g^.
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LigJit Rays perpendicular to the magnetic field.

If a, /9, 7 are the components of magnetic force in the light wave, Maxwell's Equations

may be written

l~(a, 13, y) = - curl iX,Y,Z).

4f7r— {yx, y,n 7^) = curl (a, ^, 7).
C

We shall consider light waves travelling along Oy, so that the quantities involved

are functions of y only.

Then Maxwell's Equations give

Hence, eliminating a, 7 we get

13 =
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To find the effect of the field ou the A' and Y vibrations put

pc = n (1 — ik),

so that II is the index of refraction, and k the coefficient of absorption.

^ d'Xfj. ^ ejSffj.'

Then „^(l-,^y- = e.-"'"- =l+sJ^^- ^^'

"

/^m' ' " XV - MM

\A. —
fj,fi

from p. 297.

The quantities X, X' are complex, and it is due to the imaginary parts of tiiese

terms that we get an absorption k.

,,, , ^ , « & ^ , , o' h'W e have X. = I + t. ,, X =l+i . „,
T T- T T-

dH , e'H

'iTTCre iircre

We shall suppose the frictional terms - , - in \, X' to be negligible unless the

impressed period t is almost coincident with a ' natural ' period of vibration of the electron.

Returning to the equation of motion of an ion given on p. 294 and supposing the

frictional and impressed forces to be absent, we have

Thus the ' natural ' period of a vibration of the electron along the x or z axis is

given b}'

T, = >Jb.

Suppose that the impressed period is given by

T = V6(l +_7) = Ti (1 + (/), where g is small.

Then for ions of the type we are considering

\ = 1 + 1 . ^ - ^^_^_gy.
= 2(7 + t

• " neglecting g\

and so is small.

\' = 1 — J neglecting g compared with the other terms.

For electrons of other types we have
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Neglecting terms which depend on H" we get

,
^.eN ex

f
,
= 1 + - ^ +

Again '- - is of the second order in H, and so will be neglected.

Therefore p"c- = n- (I — ik)- = I + 2. — - H .

0N
Since S'-^ is real, it follows that the imaginary part of the right-hand side, on

A,

which K depends, will be a maximum when ^r = 0.

Thus the maximum of k, which gives the position of the absorption band, is unaltered

to the first order by the presence of the magnetic field.

Hence, to the first order, there is no displacement of the bands of the ordinary

spectrum when the axis is perpendicular to the field.

Optic Aivis parallel to the Field.

We substitute the values of 7^^, 7^, 7^ given on p. 297 in the equations on p. 298.

Supposing that

A = ie' , 1 = J/e' , Z = AV
,

we obtain by the same process as above

hi^'-X)^^'

c- ^

Since from p. 297

and so is independent of H, it follows that the 2 vibrations are unaltered by the field.

Again, putting pc = « (1 — ck) we get
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Aj; before, we suppose the impressed period nearly to coincide with a ' natural
"

period, and put

T=\^(l+g) = r,(l+g).

Then for the particular electrons under consideration

\=2o + t.~,

which is small, while for the other electrons

x=l-^. x'=i-^.

and these are not small.

The electric force in the incident wave may be resolved into two components, one

along Oz, the other along Ox.

It is the vibration corresponding to the latter with which we are dealing at the

present moment.

For the other electrons fi is small compared with \. Hence for tiiese, we have

_L_ = ifi _ /fU—i— /i - _i^\
\ + M X- V '^'

I _ ^ [ 1 - ''
)

Thus if S' refer to these other electrons only, we get

1 .
^' ^'^ _ ^,iV^_^,iV^/.

\ + /X A, A,-

= A-A',

where A = 1 + 1
^, NQ

T,-

A'-t'-^'"'

A- A -\ \ A + A 4-

Thus n- (1 — ik)- =
Ne(2g+i.-

A+ ^

•2c/ + tf) -fJ^'

2g + ,
'i) -

f,^ (2g + /^) - ^-^ (% + ^^ -f^

NO (iq + t .
-

A+ ^
^

Ig + I .'] - fi-
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Now A', /a both contain H as a factur, aud also 2g + i . - will be of the same

order as /i.

Hence the terms in the numerator which contain ^-1' may both be neglected in

•comparison with the other terms.

^-. -. +

Therefore n- {I - ik)- = A + —^ i

= A +
N0 \a {2g +t-) + Xe]

A\{2g+c'^'-,.j + N0{2g + ./^

Now, when no magnetic lield is present the dielectric constant e, is given by

T,-

where Tj gives the unpressed period, and t the natural period of an ion. We have

supposed Tj to be not very close to t, so that the frictional terms may be neglected.

Thus 1 ; is a quantity which will never be very large for visible impressed periods,

but may be fairly small.

Hence, since ej does not vary very much with the period, and since there must be

a large number of vibrating systems in the crystal (as is seen from the large number

of bands in the spectrum) it is legitimate to assume that iV^^ is very small.

Hence we may write

N0 .Al2r, + i.-)
\ " T/

rt-(l - tKY=A +
^{(.,.,.=)=-4-

Hence if - is small, the imaginary part of the right-hand side, determining k. will
T

be a maximum when ig- — fjr = 0, i.e. when 2g = ± /i.

These maxima of k determine the positions of the absorption bands.

Thus, when the axis of the crystal is parallel to the field, a line corresponding to

a vibration perpendicular to the axis is split up into two.
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Remembering the result given on p. 300, it may be stated that, according to our

present theory, a band of the ordinary spectrum i-emains unaltered when the axis of

the crystal is parallel to the ray, but doubles when the axis is parallel to the field.

The bands of the extraordinary spectrum remain unaltered in the latter case, while

the bands of the ordinary spectrum corresponding to vibrations parallel to the field remain

unaltered in the former case.

Becquerel, however, found that a large number of bands in the ordinary spectrum

varied more or less when the Optic Axis was parallel to the incident rays, and so the

results which we have obtained above do not agree with observation.

They are approximately verified for Green band No. 18 (o22"14/u./i), which only varies

very slightly when the axis is parallel to the rays. The other bands, however, in many

cases double for this position of the axis, which is (piite contrary to our results.

Hence we must seek some extension of our theory to bring it into closer accord

with facts.

Becquerel suggests that an orientation of some <jf the molecules by the magnetic

field might remove some of the discreimncics.

We %vill therefore suppose the axes of one system of electrons to be deflected from

the axis of ij, and to take up a position in the plane jz.

This position must be definite, otherwise the absorption bands obtained will be bluired

and indistinct.

Consider a vibration parallel to Ox. We shall expect a doubling effect to occur,

for we have shewn that when there is a magnetic force

perpendicular to the plane containing the dii-ections of vi-

brations of equal period of the electron, the absorption band

is split up into two.

When the axis of the electron system is deflected through

an angle <^, there is a magnetic field H sin
<f)

parallel to

the axis, and so perpendicular to the plane containing the

directions of equal period.

Thus we should expect a doubling, with separation pro-

"* H~ portional to H sin 0, to occur.

We will see whether this will be the case, and whether

a band corresponding to vibrations along Oz is similarly split up in consequence of this

magnetic orientation.

Orientation of the axes of one system of electrons by the Magnetic Field.

We suppose the axis of the crystal to be perpendicular to the field and to lie

along Oy. We also suppose that when the magnetic field is established the axes corre-

sponding to one set of electrons are orientated and lie in the plane yz making an angle (^

with the axis of y.
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The equations of motion of these electrons will be altered. Au electron of this

system is subject to elastic forces of intensit}^ represented by 8 along Ox, 6' along its

axis, and 6 in a direction perpendicular to Ox and this axis.

Hence the components of the elastic force on this electron along the axes are

-ff-^
along Ox,

47re- „ . ,
47re'-

.. ,\ , u , ,
/47re' 47re=\ ,

-^ cos- 4>+ i^i"" <i>j+ K SI" 4> cos 4> I -^, -
ff-J

•' ^.'/.

^f-^sm=(^+ -^ cos-^j +7?sm(^cos0 1-^7 ^j „ Oz.

Thus the equations of motion fur ions of this type are

m g^
= e^ -

(^
^, sin- ^ + -^- cos- (^j

? - sui
<f>

cos
<f>

(-^,- - ^ )v- re-
.^^

.

With the same meanings for a, u\ b, h' as on p. 296 these equations become

where ^ = S-
p

t

If we suppose everything to vary as e'^ and use the values of X, V, fi. fi' on p. 296,

we obtain

t^ ^ Y
efX. - lefit] = A

,

a'

e?; (\' + o- sin- (^) — ea sin <^ cos (/>f + lefi'^ = , T,

ef (X + cr' sin- 6) + ea' sin ^ cos (/)77 = Z,

where S — l=o-, g-l=cr.

Solving these equations for f »?, f and writing, for brevity,

p = XX' - ^/ + Xo- sin- + (^' -
^x )

'^' *^"' "^ "^ °''^' ^"^' *^'
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we obtain, for the components of electric current

-305

47r7j.=
dt

„ ^ „ dX {W + (kcr + \'a' +acr') sin- <^1 + ififfYiX+a ' sin- <l>)+ifiOZ(T sin 4> cos </>

-^ \ V W - 'M^-^(^ + '^'siii-<^)-l-X^'F(X + o-'sin-<^) +\0Z<rsin<^eos<^1

dt _
"^ '

^
\p J

47r7; =
ct

„ ^^ ifjL'6X<r' sin<f)Cos<f) —XO'Yff' sm^cQs<f) + 6 .Z{W' — /jLfi.' +\<T sin- <l>)

Of course in all terms under the summation denoted by — which do not correspond

to the ions which have had their axes rotated, we put <p — 0.

Put

6o = 1 -I- S

6N\-

W — fifi

e,= l +

Then we have

, f XOa-fitz' \ + a
47r7^ = e, —

,

V \p \X — fifi

W — /Mfl

0X

v.> = Z. , , ,W — fifji

BFXffiia \ + o-' ...

p X\ — fifJ, I ct

Nada . , ,dZ
+ I . -— sin

<f>
cos 9 X- ,

\p at

, , Xd'aX \ + <t' . , ,\dY I Ndiia X + 0-'
. , ,\ SA'

47r7„ = 6;, — . , sm- '*• ' . ( ,. _ '^_ iiin- a i

47r7; -(.-

p W' — fJupl '''f')dt-'{'^-
--,

, sin- A>

p W — fjLp, dt

N6a sin cos <^ dZ

p at

Xda dZ Nu'da . ^ ^dX Xe'<T'sm<bcos(j}dY
, ^ + i. -^— sin d) cos <b

dt Kp at p dtp \

Consider a wave travelling along the axis of y. If we put

(Z, 7, ^) = (JA, iV,, P,)e''''"'\

we obtain from Maxwell's Equations as on p. 298,

NOafip,' \ + a'
., ,\ ir ( X6'fi(T \ + ct'

. ,\ ^t Xfidtr . , ,^
El .-^'

. ^^, , sm- <^ J/j + t I/, . , sin- d) A'j + t .
'^— sin (^ cos <pFi

\p W — fl,p. J \ p W — p,fM I \p

NO'a-X \ + a' . „ .\
. _ fcsln* -J. I

P W — flfJL

sm'
,N ., / NdfKT \ + a .. ,\ ^^ Xd(T sin <^ COS

<f> „
<f>]N,- civ.,- -^—

. ^ ^ , , sm- J/, -I-
'

. -Pi = 0,
/ V p XK —

fj-fj,
I p

, , 1 J, Xfji'dtr' . , ,,, iVf^'o-' sin (f) cos <i „ r> , osm- d) / P, + t . —^ sin d) cos 6M^ -*- ^ iVj = PijoV.
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Eliminating il/,, A^,, P, between these equations, we get for the period equation

/ e'NXa sin= 6 X, + o-' \ / ONa fi/u,' \ + <t' .
., , „ .A

\ p W — fl/X / \ p A. W — fl/M I

NOa' " ~
X.

N-ee'(7a' . „ ^ „ , / NOa fj.p.' X + 0-'N-ee'acr' . „ ^ „ ^ / Nea- fip. X + 0-'
. , ,

.. ,\

H ..
sin- 4> cos- 6, . ^-— . r^-7— , sin^ f - p-<-

p- \ p \ W — p-p, I

,
N6'pa \ 4- <t' . „ _, \ / Ndp:(T \ -f 0-'

.
, J- "i- • -TT^

"" ,sin-0 K,-- '^
.

,sin-(^

( Ma ' X'-^'^ -t-<7 \
Ve.-^^. sm-<t>-jyc^J

sin' d, cos- <f) ii 1*1 . ^—7 , sin- 6] \- y.[d v.. -^ e..][ =0.
r ^

[ \ p XX. - p-p. I \ - \ ~

Vibrations parallel to Oz.

If there were no orientation the period of these vibrations would l)e given by

p^c-=e,,.

Suppose that when orientation occurs, the period is given by

p=Pi,+ hj)„.

Substituting this vahie in the period equation above, we get

^'iV\<r sin- <i> \ + (j' \( 6N<T ^l^l' X + a . „ , , .

-
I
e, ^ ^ '

- e, - e, - - . — . -,
,
sur </> - •2p,.c-di\

p XX — pp J \ p X XX —fJ.p

(
N0a' ^ -^T^"
X p

+ „ sill- 6 cos- d) 61 - e, • T- • cv^ ; s'"" 9 ~ ~P«c-bpt,
p-

^ ^ \ p X XX —
fj.p /

I NO'pa X + a
., ,\ f NOpa X.-1-tr' . ., ,

\ p XX — up J \ p XX — p-u,

I Nda' ^ X^

sin=
<f>
+ 2poC-Spi

N-daa' . ... ...\ ,q( NO'pa X + a „ , N /., fJ^'O \\ _— sin- cos- 4> \po [vi- . ^-7
,
sin- (p]-\- p.\0 v.— -- e^ • = 0.

We cannot neglect tlie term 2^)„c'-8p„ in the middle factor of the Hist Hue or the

second factor of the second line, since ei— €;, is of the second order in H.

For e -e - < JA^l _^^iV_^^i\^
_ MmI^

XX — pp X A. A.A. — p,p,
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Vibrations parallel to Ox.

When there is no orientation, the period of these is given by

po-c- = d .

So

When orientation is present suppose the value of p to become

p=p,.+ ^Po-

Substituting this value in the period equation on p. 306, we get

(-
B'X\a-sm''<b X+a' \ Mi's dN.r aa X + o-'

, ^ .

Tv '
• ^ • ^-^^ ' sin- 4> - '^P"C-6p,

I'll'.. jSaa X . „ ,

e, — ei-\
' —

. siu-
e, A. p ^

6Na LLu! X + o"'

- 2i)„c-Bp,J

+ N^dd . -^ sin- d) cos'' d) .
*—

. ^—^ ; sin- <h — 2p.c^Bp,
p-

v. fs p \ W —
flfjL

-r I- r

Ne'fia X + 0-'
. .,A[ Ndufa X+0-' . ,

sin- tp
j
iv.,— -'—-

.
-—,

, .sin-
<f)

\ p XX' — /xfi J \
'

p XX' — fifj,'

\ e^ - e, + -^ ^ . sin- 4> - 2p„c-dp„J

We shall return to thi.s equation later.

Thus whether the vibration be parallel to Ox or Oz we get an equation of the

second degree in Spi,. Corresponding to each value of Bpo we get an absorption band.

Hence we conclude that if one system of electrons undergoes orientation, the corre-

sponding bands may become doubled, whether the vibration be perpendicular to the Optic

Axis and the Field, or parallel to the Field.

This conclusion removes many of the discrepancies which existed between our former

results and Becquerel's observations. In his table, doubling occurs in bands Nos. 6, 16 when

the vibration is parallel to the field, and in bands Nos. -i, 10, 22 when the vibration is

perpendicular to the field.

From the equations for Bp^ above it is clear that the expressions giving the index

and absorption when orientation occurs are not of the same type as the quantities

determining the displacements in the ordinary theory of the Zeeman Effect. These latter

displacements are determined from the equation 2g = ± p..

This may account for the fact that some of the displacements observed by Becquerel

were greater than those found in previous observations on the Zeeman EEfect.

These large displacements may be due to the corresponding electrons being somewhat

loosely held in their orbits.

Vol. XX. No. XIII. 42
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For if the Optic Axis is parallel to the field the separation of the components is

given by g = fi.

OH
Now /A =

^1
.

%ircre

Hence if 6 is large the separation is large.

But a large value of d means a small central force, as is seen from the equations of

motion on p. 294.

Thus if the electron is easily displaced from its position of equilibrium we should

expect a large separation of the components of the doublet resulting from the action of a

magnetic field.

Again, it will be noticed that in some cases a band is not doubled, but is merely

displaced or enlarged.

If the ' friction,' determined by the quantity r in the equations of motion, is small,

the maximum absorption deduced from the equation

n- (1 - iK)- = 1 + S^ ^ +
\ ' a

'

on p. 300, will be large, and it may easily be shewn that k decreases very rapidly from

its maximum value as g increases.

Hence, if the friction is small, the bands will be very dark and narrow, while if

the friction is large, the bands will be wide and not very intense,—i.e. they shade off

very gradually from the point of maximum intensity. Thus if the friction is large, the

band has much the same intensity throughout a large portion of its breadth, and so,

when the crystal is acted on by a magnetic field the components of the resulting

doublet will run into one another, and the separation will not be observed. The band,

however, on the whole, will increase in breadth. This explains how, in some cases, the

bands are observed merely to broaden, without being doubled.

The fact that some of the bands observed broaden for some directions of the vibrations

and separate for others indicates that the friction is different in dififerent directions.

If the friction were the same in all directions we should either get doubling for both

directions of the vibration or enlargement without separation for both directions.

We have now to explain the fact that in the case of bauds Nos. 6, 16, 22 one of

the components becomes fainter as the field increases and finally is almost invisible.

The systems giving these bands have to be supposed orientated by the field in order

to explain the doubling.

To find the intensities of the bands we must find the absorptions corresponding to

the values p^ + hp^ of p, where hp,, is given by the equations on pp. 306 and 307.

Since the values of Spo in each of these equations are quite distinct, the increments

of absorption corresponding to these two bands will be different.
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Also these increments will be quite as important as the absorptions deduced from

the equation for p„, since these latter mainly depend on the one system with which we
are dealing.

Hence the two components will be of different intensities. To get a fuller explanation

we will return to the equation for Bp„ on p. 307.

We must first state one or two results.

,TT , , ' 1 «' b'
\\ e have X = 1 + t

,
T T-

Similarly X + cr' = -g, X'.

For the 'particular' electrons X and fi are of the same order, and X' is large

compared with X.

Hence XX' is large compared with fi/x', and we may therefore write XX' instead of

XX' — /x/x'.

.•. p = XX' — fifi' + Xa sin^ <}) H . cr' sin= (p + era-' sin- (^X

= XX' + Xa sin- (^ + X'a' sin- <p + era sin- <p

= XX' cos'-(^ +(X + a')(X' + cr) sin-
(^

, 6 . 6' .= XX cos- 9 + 23-, . X . -^ X sm- d>
V u

= XX'.

Therefore if we write K for 2paC-Sp„, the equation for Sp„ becomes

XX'

-/f
JSfOa- sin- (/>\ / 2i/ij'., N6a sin"' (^ iV^^o-' sin-' (j) fifj.'

XX' V V^'
^''^

e, '^ XX'
"^

XX' X=

N-ed'aa' . „ J „ . / NOasui'd) a\ ( N0(t' sin- A a
+ ^,^,, .sin- cos- </,-(., ^^ .

^j
(., +^^^ . ^

/ iV^^cr sin- (f>\ fi'iV.2 N6a' sin- <^ /u./^'^^
^ ^

j/,!/.,
^
N6<t sin- </>

XX / V go XX X- / V e., ' XX'

N-dd'a-a-' . , , , , /!',J'., iV^o-'sitf rf) uu,'\

-^-w^--"'^'^°°^nir+ XX' -g)

/ N6(T sin'' <b u.\ I N0a-' ain' d, a'\ ( ^/,^^ iV^cr .sin' (i\

Consider the second bracket in the second line.

42—2
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We may neglect terms in /i/i' compared with the last term but one.

The last term will be retained since /li, fj!
aio of the same order as \.

^(Nd Nd\' \ ^N9 ^fi'

All the terms in this summation except the last are of the second order in /m, fi'.

The last term is approximately equal to —-7 . -^ since XX' — /i/x' is approximately
X A,"

equal to XX'.

Thus we may replace the second bracket by

N6 ixfi Nd(7sm-<j) Nda-' sin-
<}
) fi/x'

X X" XX XX X

Now fi, jj! are of the same order as X so that —- is of the same order as unity.

Also X is small, so that ^—
-r is large compared with —7 .

XX A-

Therefore we may neglect the first term and replace the second bracket by

Ndas\u-<1> NOa-' sin-
(f) fj,fi'

XX? XX? 'U'

N6(T sin- d> u
1 ^ v -^V^' tt • -> • 1

Again m the term i-, - ^r^,

—

-
• ? > "1 ^^ equal to 1 ——7-

.
Hence smce X is large

® XX X XX

compared with X' we may neglect v^ in comparison with the other term.

„..,,., . Nda'sin-d) / , ^
Similarly in the expression v.^ + , .^ —^fx\ • T" ^e may neglect v...

Thus the coefficient of - K may be written

/ NOa sin= <})\ /NOa sin-

r XV )\ XV +
N6a sin= (/)^ (Nea- sin' _^

Nda sin- <^ ixjx\

"
"^

XX' X^ }

+1^^ sin=<^cos=</.+ ^^^^-^
,_ N6cr sin- d> , 1 , j •

• viNow ~,—- may be neglected in comparison with e.^.

Xa,

Hence the coefficient of — K becomes

I'Nda sin- 4> N6cr' sin' 4> /x//\

^'[ XX'""" ^ XX' X=j"

Next consider the absolute term.

The first line of it is approximately equal to

N6a-' sin-
(f) nfx,' N6asm"<}>

^'" XV '"v"' XX'
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The second line may be replaced by

y-dO'cra' . „ , „ , X0a' sin- d> llul___sm-<^cos-<A.-^^^^^.^.

The next line reduces to

Nda- sin- (^ ft N6tT' sin-
<f) fi Nda- sin-

<i>

XV X \x7 \ " XV

The last line is approximately

N-Offa . , 3 J. j '/} ^^'^ sin= /a ^fx

or

'<''•
o J o J f //I Xdc sin= d) u uu,' . ]^ sm^(^ cos=<^ U'(9. ^^^^ .

J
+^ 6ie I

N-ff^aa' . ., , „ , a/j.' / iV^cr sin- An
^^,^.:n-<^cos-.^^(e.+ -^^),

or Co

.

„
- . sm-

<f>
cos^ 9 . ^— .

X-\

"

X"

Since e.^ is large compared with "-——7—? , the second and third lines may be

neglected, and the absolute term becomes

u-u X'-d'-aa . , ,

Hence the equation for K becomes

Tr„ ir fXOo-sin-d) X&a'sin-d) uu,'\ au.' X'-d'-aa . , ,

which may be written

, X6<T sin- <f>

where a = —
-;

—

-
XX

K--K(i. -l-/3)sin2</) + aisin'<^ = 0,

X6<T sin- </>

XV •

X6a' sin' (^ fifi!

^
XX' X'

If Hi, Ki denote the index of refraction and the coefficient of absorption, we have

= p;-c- + K

6.,

Neglecting the term -^—5, we have

_ ^ XO (a + /3) sin- 6 ± sin- (j> \'(a + ^)- sin' <^ - -tg/g

^^ ^ (^+^-^^sin^.^±siD.^^/(<.-fcr-.^)"sin'.^-W.^
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The imaginary part, determining K, is derived from the terms

^2 yO^^ ^.+.'.^)-sin^±^(. + .'.^)-sin-<^-W.^

\^ W ' 2

From p. 309 we may put \'= — a, since X is small.

t\ ISO — T^^^^^ — c^ >

a — 1 o

and g . mm' = m'--

Therefore the above expression becomes

sin 4>

.

^

Also \ = 2q+ ill when h = —

.

We shall retain only the lii-st power of //.

Thus we get

A^0 KO sin 4> ( ig-- fi'+-iig}i)sm(f>± \\4!g--fi-)-sm-4)+ l6fj.-g-+^i'gh{(4-g--fj.-)sm-<f>+2/i-}

2g+ih ~ 8f+12ig-h
'

2

We shall suppose g to be lai-ge compared with h so that terms like ^ 7 may be

expanded in powers of /(.

We shall further suppose ('ig- — fi,-)- sia- tp + 16fi-g- not to become very small.

Under these suppositions it is easy to shew that the imaginary part of the above

expression is equal to

A^dh f, • . r ^ , (7 - "0 sin- (f) + 2»i 3 . , ,
, ,, v, , , , . ,1]— t. -^l + sinc^ sm^j— ^ {(7 — m)sin ± \'(7— ;»)-sin-0 + 47?nj

\
7 I L v(7 — m)^ sin-^ + 47771 ^7 JJ

'

where 7 = \g-, m = /x-.

This expression determines the two values of k.

We shall now see whether one of these coefficients of absorption can vanish for a

particular value of </>.

If so, cf> is determined by the equation

1 , 3 , > • , f (7 — »i)sin-<f)-f 2Ht 3 ,- .„ . „ ,

—
sm(^ ^ 27'' l\/(7-TO)=sin^ ^ + 47771 27 ''

.

= 0.

1 9.33.
or „ . + sin= d> + -.—

; (7 — m)'- sin- (b + 2 (7 — m) (7 — m) sin- A
sin- (}>

^ iy- 7 7

!(7-»0sin=d) + 2?H'r 9 , x„ „ , . , 3,, x ,, „ ,=
t v^^-VT-T-r^- + T-- K7 - my sin= ^ + 47»« - - (7 - m) sm» ^ + 2m

,

{y — m)- sut- (p + iyni 4r/- ^

' ^ ' ' y '^

• ^ >
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or
1
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Eliminating p we find M- + N- = or M = .+ iN.

Therefore we have M = iN and ^V = e, + i-,,

or M = -i,N and pV = e, -i/j.

M = iN corresponds to a left-handed circularly polarised wave, and M = — iN corre-

sponds to a right-handed wave.

Thus a plane polarised wave is split up by the magnetic field into two circularly

polarised waves of opposite senses.

For the left-handed wave the index and absorption are given by

p-c- = n'- (1 — /«')- = 6,-1- i/j,

and for the right-handed wave by

2)-c- = n"'- (1 — ik")- = ei — z/,.

Remembering the values of ej and i/,, we have

ei + v, = l +t '
,

A, — /U,

\ + IJ.

If T lies close to a ' natural ' period Ti of a system of ions we put

and for this system we have \=2cf+i.-, while for the other systems X = 1 - ^

.

Therefore if S' refer to these other systems, we have

n- (1 - ik')- =e^ + vi=l + l
J-
+

6, T

71 -{l — IK )-= €i— I'j = 1 +2.
6 _ a'

Hence the absorption for the left-handed wave is a maximum when 2g = /a, and for

the right-handed wave when 2g = — fi.

Thus any absorption band in the spectrum is split up into two components by the

action of the magnetic field.

These bands are circularly polarised in opposite senses.

Thus far the development of the theory of the variation of the bauds is identical

with that for isotropic bodies, the crystalline quality of the medium not having entered

into the equations.

We shall now suppose the Optic Axis to be slightly inclined to the direction of

the field and shall find the states of polarisation of the bands composing the doublets.

Suppose the Optic Axis to make an angle
(f>

with the field. We obtain the equations

TT
of motion of an ion from those on p. 304 by writing ^ —<j> for

<f>.
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Thus the equations of motion are.

d'-T) ^ /47re^ • „ . ,

*'n"e^
., .A .,8'? elidP . , , „ /47re= 47re^\

^^'_^Vre=^o-f „ /47re= „ 47re- ., ,\ o . ,
, (4

*"a^
""

V~F"
'^"^' "^ ^F ^*"' <^j ? - sin 4> cos (^t;

( - ^, ^ , - 'c g7 .

If everj-thing be supposed to vary as e ^ we derive from these equations exactly

as on p. 304, the equations

e^ — tSfir] = — - X,
47r

G
er) (\ + a' sin-

<f>)
+ ea-' sin 4> cos (^f + te^f = -~ Y,

f)'

ef (X' — <T sin- <^) — ea sin cos <f)7/ = -— ^^
4Tr

where the quantities involved have the same meanings as on p. 304.

Correct to </)^ these may be written

e^X — learj = -— X,
i-TT

a
er] (X + a'<f>-) + ea-'if)^ + lefj,^ = -- Y,

tir

6'

ef (X' — O-0'-) — ea^ir) = ^~ Z.
47r

Solving these equations for ^, t), f, and neglecting powers of <^ above the second,

we get for the components of current

47r-y,= -.., - + e. -^ 4- ^ . ,^- ,

?x ^pF ,a^

, _ .. .^ , ,^ XX' -t- (X <r' — Xo" + crcr' ) c^-

6/'=l + 2.Vx^.^^^^'

where
P

P

p

Y = Z = — Z , tor 0a^V— = — 0(7,^
P P

_ ^ N^e<T _ _ ^ Xfji6'a'

"
p " p '

p = \' (\- — /Li-) + (XXV — crX- -I- afi" + \cra-') <p-.

Vol. XX. No. XIIL 43
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Consider waves travelling along the axis of z. Then the quantities involved are

functions of z, t only.

Putting (X, Y, Z) = {A, B, C)^' ''' and substituting in Maxwell's Equations as before,

we get
e,^4 4- iVi'B + ico(j)C= A .p-c-

— iVi'A + ei'B + X- 4' ^' — ^ P''^

- i(0(j}A + x4>B + e.XJ = 0.

Eliminating p and C between these equations, we find

^. _ , .

^^' ('^' - '^"} + (r- "') <^-^

AB + B^ = 0.

Vie., - cox<p''

From this equation we derive two values for the ratio of ^ to iJ ; complex in

general. If either of these values be substituted in the immediately preceding equations

we get a value of p" to correspond, giving us the index and absorption for each component.

The states of polarisation of the components are determined by the values of the ratio

^ to 5.

Thus when the Optic Axis is parallel to the field, we have
(f>
= and A'- + B'-=0,

or A = ± i,B, indicating that the components are circularly polarised.

We must evaluate
e,' {e,' - e^) + (t - ^^)f

''i f-: - ft'X'P-

We have e/ - e/' = S X0 .
^''l^^

. ^..

P

Now (p is small, and for all systems of ions except that under immediate considera-

tion \, \' etc. are not small.

Hence for these systems we may put

p = \' (\- - p.-)

= \'X- approximately;

/J, being small compared with X for these systems.

Thus if S' refer to all the other systems, we have

6i
— fi = <p-— Ji Oct .

, + jS6 . 0-.
X X" p

Suppose that the impressed period is almost equal to a natural period of the sj^stem

we are considering, and put t = Tj (1 + ^) = Vfi, (1 +5f) where g is small.

Then for the particular group of ions

\ = 2g+i.-.

From p. 309 we have
0'

X+. = ^X.
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For the particular system of electrons considered \ is small, and we may sometimes
use X' = — o- as an approximation.

For this group of electrons

p = (\- - /A-) (V - acf)-) + Xff' (X' + a) (j)-

= — o- (X- — fx") (1 + (j)-) H 2—
(fj:^

approximately

= — (T tX- — fi,-) — \-a(p- approximately

= — (7 (X- — fx'-) approximately
;

since

Again

where

a (X= - /li-)
n-^^

K X- X- — yL-

p

6, = 1 + 2
NO'

•^ nT/i' Xo" — X* + M"
e, = e, - 2iV0 o- . r^ .

(f)^

-
<f.-^ .

2'

\'p

NO'o- Xo-' - X- + u- iV^' Xo-'

X'- X° — /[*.- -=i^-v^.-*-

= e, - 0- . i -^^ . ^— + J\0

X'

X

X- — a'
>^

Also v; = 'EN'/j,e

.

X — o"(i)-

= »',-2iY/.^^—
X' — cr<p-y

fJ--

v,-:i.
iV>0 Xo-'(X' + ff) ,

X- — fi-

<}>'

, „ _ , A^iiffXa' \' + (j A^fidXa-'
^ r -V ' t\-2 ..-212 ' _

-S
(X^ - M^r (X^-^^) î<^^

Vi
^ , XfidXa X' + o"

""
X' (x'-fjL-y

. (j)' - XflO . T
x=

{X^-p.J r-

_^,Kfx0 N^e ^,Np.ea' x' + o-^, ,^ . X'-- v^ + x^^^-- -x^ •^v-'^--^^-0^^>.A''
43—2
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^ Nfjidff _ ^1 NfiOa Xftd

X = ^

\ \- X'- —
fj,-

X\0a-

P

X\ A.- — fi-

,„ f ,, ^,^^0'a- o-' - X iV^X ,A

j iA>6l i\V^ ,x\>6'o-' X' + o- ,. ^ ,„ X= )

,^ -x^ + xJ^^-*^"^ ^^- "v- -^^'^^'^"-
(^371^4

K" ' x'x- x=-/iv'," XX' x--ijiy'^'

The terms in the expressions for 7']', e^', etc., which depend on the particular system

of electrons, become complex when the impressed period approaches the free period. We
may suppose the real part of these terms negligible in comparison with the remainder

of the expression for v^ , etc.

Thus we may regard the quantities i/,', etc., as made up of a real part, and an

imaginary part which is small compared with the real part.

Hence we may write

, , .. .„3>6> / ^,N,ida-' X' + o- ^,Nae ^,N'e'a- a'-X

^^,Xf^^, xea\ ^,

X^' X=

X'X- ~ XX' y
^

where G is small compared with Sn'^'"—^.
X"

If it be remembered that

ff ^ h'

" = ^-1=6-1'

x=i-l X' = l-^,

= 1-^ =1-^-'
\' b,'

so that cr, a', X, X' ai-e all fractions of much the same order of magnitude, it will be

seen that each of the three terms

_, Nu.0a' X' + <r

composing the coefficient of cf)- in (I'/e/ — cox<f>') is of the same character as e..1' —^ .
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Hence we may suppose this coefficient of ^- to be fairly large compared with

Thus we may write

A"

Vi'e/ — Mj^cfi- = E — F(f>- + iG,

where F is large compared with E and G is small compared with E.

Again, owing to the presence of the factor ^, co is small compared with x> f^'id will be

neglected.

Neglecting the small imaginary part arising from the particular system considered,

we therefore have

e. (e. -.. )+(r-a,=)c^--=<^-'{.-^^ • ^^ +F '

XX^J }

= i)^^ say.

Therefore we have
e^^ (f/ - e^") + (\- - &>') <^- _ D

v^i^-(ox4>- ~ E — F(j)- + iG**^

'

where B is large compared with E, since E contains the small factor fi.

When (^ = the state of polarisation of the bands is given by A- + B" = 0.

Thus the bands are circularly polarised in opposite senses. As <^ increases, the

coefficient of AB also increases, remaining almost purely imaginary, since G is small com-

pared with E.

But now suppose that (p takes one of the values given hy E — F(f>- = 0,

Then the coefficient of AB becomes equal to —^,4''' which is large and real.

Thus the equation giving „ is

A---^<i^'.AB+B^ = 0.

D A
Since -^ <^- is large and real, it follows that the two values of ^ are real.

Hence for this value of <^ the two components are plane polarised.

IE .

When (/) changes from the value f./p this state of polarisation abruptly alters from

plane to elliptic ; for the term lG may now be again neglected compared with E — Fcfy',

and thus the coefficient of AB again becomes imaginary.

The ratio -^ is now given by

A--tk.AB + B- = 0, k real.

B
~

2
'

k ± '^k- + 4
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This shews that the two bands are now elliptically polariseii in opposite senses,

since /• + VA- + 4 is positive and A- — VA-' + 4 is negative.

E
The vahie of (/> for wliich we get plane polarisation is given by </>- = ^ ,

where E =e..—' -^^

" ^'-'~
X' V "*" ~ T=~ " \'- ' X "^ "" XV "

XX'

Since E, F both contain throughout the factor ix, which depends on the field, it

follows that is independent of the strength of the field.

Moreover, j) will be practically the same for all the bands, since the summations

which occur in E, F refer to all the systems except the one giving the band.

According to Becquerel the direction of polarisation of the bands is independent of the

strength of the field. We will now deduce this from our theory. We shall also shew

that the directions of polarisation of the components are perpendicular.

The direction of vibration depends upon the term G.

The imaginary part of i','e./ — wx^i' is contained in

X=-/i-V" ^ X'- X / X— yu-^ X- - '^ ^ (X--/X-)-

''"(X=-/Lin- X'--/i=*''"" X'X- "*"
X- - /i=

*'"
XX' (X- - /i=)-

^"'

The terms + -— ^, di- cancel.
(X- - fi-y

Now X = 2f7 + ill where li = t - , and the positions of the bands are given approxi-

mately b}- 2g = ± fi. (Their positions will be altered by an amount depending on (j)-.)

Therefore X is of the same order as /i for our particular electrons. Heuce it appears

that the term
, „ e^ is the only one we need retain, for the other terms are all small

\- — /x- '

compared with this.

„ Ku.e Nu.6
Now —^„ e., = -,—— 7,, - „ 6j.

X--^- (2!;/ + ill)- - fi-

If we take 2q = u. this becomes -r-^ e„ or — < V^e.,, and if we take 2(7=— u it becomes
'llfjill ' zli '

+ '
21,

'"

Therefore we have G=+ -^r «.•. and G is independent of the strength of the field.

[It is to be noticed that whether the above is the only term to be retained or

not, G will be independent of the field strength, since this will cancel out in each term.]

Thus the direction of the polarisation, which depends on ^ (/>-, is independent of the

field strength.
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Again, suppose that j^ , -^ are the values of -j for the two components. The

positions of the components are determined very approximately by '2g = fx and 2g = — /j..

For these values of g, G takes equal and opposite values. Since the two values of G
are of opposite sign it follows that ~ and -^ are of opposite sign.

Further, since the values of G are equal in magnitude, it follows that if we reverse
B B

the sign of one of the ratios -j- , -j- they will both be roots of the equation

N6

Hence we have
(rs^/l—i^) = l o'" -r -r = — ^-
,B,\f B,\ 5, B,

If the normals to the planes of polarisation of the components make angles ^i, d^

with the axis of .v we have
JJ D
,- = tan ^1 , -r^ = tan O.^

,

.-. tan 0t.tiin6, = - 1,

Hence the bands ewe polarised in perpendicular directions.

Again, the direction of polarisation will turn through 90" when the field is reversed.

For the displacements of the bands are given by 2g= ± p..

Thus the bands change places when the field is i-eversed, since fi changes sign

;

the component that was accelerated being now retarded, and vice versa.

Hence, since the direction of polarisation of a given band does not change with the

field, it follows that the direction of polarisation of the band which occupies a given

position turns through 90°, since the bands are polarised in perpendicular directions.

The results thus deduced for the states of polarisation of the components when the

axis is slightly inclined to the field agree fully with Becquerel's observations.

He, however, observed that the angle </> depended on the thickness of the crystal.

The above theory seems to leave no room for such a dependence.

With the Optic Axis parallel to the Rays and to the Field it was found that in

a large number of the resulting doublets the direction of displacement was contrary to

that observed in the Zeeman Effect.

According to our theory the displacement for the right-handed components is given

by 2g = — fi, and for the left-handed by 2g = + fx.

Thus for these ' inverse ' displacements the sign of ft must be difterent from the sign

for the direct displacements.

JMow M = -;

i-TTire
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Hence fx can onlj- change sign when either H or e changes sign.

In observations on the Zeeman Effect it has always been found that the %'ibrations

are due to negative electrons, and vibrations due to positive electrons have never been

observed.

From the separation of the components of the band whose wave length is 642'4/i/i.

Becquerel infers that the vibrations are due to negative electrons for which — = I'l . 10^

But for the band whose wave length is 522'14/x/Lt he finds almost the same value

for — , but considers it due to positive electrons.m '^

The coincidence of these values for — leads us to suspect that the electrons are,

however, negative in both cases, for it is well known that the ratio — is approximately

constant for negative electrons.

Also values of — for positive electrons, so far as known, are always much smaller

than this.

Hence it seems preferable to conclude that the vibrations are due to negative elec-

trons in all cases, and to suppose that in the neighbourhood of the systems which give

'inverse' displacements the magnetic field changes sign, i.e. that these inverse effects are

diamagnetic in character.

M. Becquerel * and Herr Voigt + have recently given explanations of the observed

phenomena, starting from a hj'pothesis rather different fi-om that used above.

* J. Becquerel, C. R., 19 Nov., 3, 10. 24 Dec. 1906.

t W. Voigt, Gm. Nach. 1906, Heft 5.
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§ 1. In the present paper we shall develop certain methods by means of which

it is possible to obtain asymptotic approximations for certain classes of functions defined

by a product-form of the type IT 1 + In this form we suppose that ai.ao, ... Oj, •

is a sequence of numbers arranged in order of increasing moduli, and that
|
ttj

|

tends

either to an infinite limit or to a definite finite limit when s tends to infinity. In the

former case \z\ is supposed large, in the latter z is supposed less than, but near, the

limit to which a« tends. The earlier part of the paper is devoted to certain results

which hold only in the former case, while in the latter part the two cases are treated

simultaneously.

§ 2. Throughout the paper we shall employ the following ideas and notation.

We wTite F{z) = U
-(I)'"'

a, = a.

The index f(s) is supposed to be real. When /(s) is an integer for all values of

s, the function F(z) is uniform. When /(s) has non-integral values, F(z) is multiform.

In this case we suppose a cross-cut made from the origin along the negative real axis,

extending to infinity, if Lt a,. = x , in which case z ranges over the whole plane, and
S- 3C

extending to the point — c if Lt o^ = c, in which case z is supposed interior to the circle

\2\ = c. Then in the cut plane z-^^'^ is interpreted to mean exp [/'(s) logs], when logs

has its principal value, and the function f{z) is uniform in the cut plane.

When Lt Os = X , we propose to find an approximate expression for F{z) when ?• is

large, and when Lt (Xg = a finite c, to find a similar expression when r is less than but
S=x

nearly equal to c. In either case there is a single integer as.sociated with ?•, which we

shall always denote by n, such that o„+i^r>3„.

Vol. XX. No. XIV. 44
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When r is uear its limit, n is clearly large. The approximations which we shall

obtain are expressed practically in terms of n, and it is the fact that n is large which

enables us to deal with the case when Lt Sj = c.

We shall always use the following notation

p =
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§ 3. We shall first establish a general formula for log i*'(^) = log 11 1 -I-
( —

)

under certain general conditious for f{s) and the a's. We shall then consider more

special forms of /(s), and shall replace the general conditions by others more precise.

Theorem. Let Oj, «., ... be a set of number.-^ arranged in order of increasing* moduli

a,, Oo— Let f(s) be a number depending on s, such that /(s -|- 1) >/(s) for all values

of s, and let the following conditions be satisfied,

(A) Lt

(B) Lt

H^: 1 = 30

/(£)
logs

(log a,+, - log a,) = 00 .

(C) Suppose we are given any finite integer p. Suppose ? is a positive number,

/a \'^**"'

and let n be the integer such that a„^r<a„^i. Let yS^ (/•) = (-;) ,
(s^n).

Then the following properties shall obtain when r is greater than some finite value.

(1) An integer m<n exists, such that

A(r)>/3,(r)>...>A„(r),

and ;8,„ (r) $ A»+i {r) < 0,„+, {r)< ... < /3^ (r).

(2) A positive absolute constant c<l, and an integer m' depending on n, exist,

such that

(a) /8,+i (r)//3s (r) < c, when s < m,

and (6)+ Lt »("^1 r"
r

= 0.

Then when z is restricted to lie in a region H of the

defined, we have the asymptotic expansion %,

plane, presently to be

where P = .logs- S [/(s)loga,],

and 2 Cs/a"' is the formal development of log fl

1 »=i

that i/j+i > Vg.

1 +
a..

;'(»)"

, arranged in such a manner

No asymptotic expansion for \QgF{z) of the above form can be valid throughout

the whole extent of any region which contains zeros of F{^z). We must therefore confine

z to some region R which contains no zeros. We shall proceed to define this region.

Assign any constant h between and \, both exclusive, but which we may take as

near to zero as we please.

* The condition (A) requires that ultimately a^+i > a,

equality being excluded.

t n is, of course, a function of r.

X This expansion is clearly always divergent.

44—2
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The annulus Ag, «,^.,*as'~* $ ^1 $«,+,'"* a/ is evidently coutained in the annulus

as_i $ ^1 ^tts+j. We take the region R to be the sum of all the annuli Ag, and we

suppose z to lie in R.

We have \ogF{z) = P + R+ T, + S+T„ (1).

We shall prove that Lt (R + T,)rf =0, and that S + T., possesses the asymptotic

expansion SCg/^^'.

First consider T, + R.

Condition (A) rnay be rewritten in the form

«s+i = »« /<•') , where Lt ^{s)=^ x •(2).

Hence, since z lies in R,

«(H
^[^r' <{^\

\k/m)

^n+i'

XI")

where

Agai n

< [a„+/"')+f<«)]-«--xi»)<a^^_^^-t»(«i < ,.-i^m)
(3^^

„,„>.,„o/(i.^i|).

2 \ /'"+*"'

3

/O^+s-iVr
Y'''"+" /an+A-^"'+^''

/ l"+S)

/ W+S)

V «„+.,/

< ;
,-i.uiii| „-«>(«+I) /,—»(/l+2)

*ii+i • •"n+2
-w(?t+s-i)

.(3)',

by a proof similar to the above.

Now if X (") >/("), o) (rt) > ^^^ > y{n),

and if X(n) </(«), a)(/0>

x(»)

2 •

Hence in all cases Lt &> (n) = x .

Then if ^ be any integer, there is a finite fi such that, when n > fi, we have,

kcoin) >p+ 1, and also w(n + s)> 1, (s = 0, 1, 2 ...).

Hence, when «>/x, we have from (3)'

2 \;'iii+<.)

<>-*+". r-'^'i, (s = l, 2...).
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Choose n so large that we have r > 2, so that

Then

Hence

log

II I M V'""^" ' 1

+

< ,x\ + iX - + ...

< ' < 2 .V

l — X

< 2/--^-'

<T, + R = I log(l+,'):

.(4)

<S log(l + *-)l
s=l

2/-^'

<-ti-p~\ (since ?->2) (4)'.

We shall now consider the term (jT. -f-,S'), and sliall determine for it an asymptotic

expression in descending powers* of z with an error of order less than z-p, p being any

assigned integer.

Let q be the greatest integer such that ./"('/) $ p.

For a value of s<q, let cr be the greatest integer such that a-f{s)<p.

When p has been assigned we suppose r so large that I
—

J
< ^.

+ - logWe have T, + 5 = 2 log Tl + ('-^'Y
'"

"1

Now when s<q,
\

(-f) \

< i^-^j < (^-«j < ^

'-(?)""

Then «i= Slog
s = l '<T
1— v

(o-+l)/lS)

.15).

-©'""'"i-ii-.-^ri)""--!

=.i{(r-K?r--Mr
* These powers are of course not integral, except in the case when /(s) is always an integer.

.{^),
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. 1 1
I

/«

<
I

+

1
1 /a.Y'"

I

1 1 1

+

0-4-1 a- +

2

2 2 (T+ o 2-

0-+ 1
< 2.

((r+ll/(«l J^

<F7Then i ^^.a^'-'+i'-^"' is finite and is less tlian a finite K, and S ^« ( -

)

1 s=l \2/
where /c is the minimum value of (a+ l)f(s).

But by the definition of a, (a + l)f{s)>2) for all values of s considered. Heuce k> p.

Then from (6),
6' = ^

] (^
)

-i(^~'j +...| + X.r-' (G)',

where
j

X
|
< .K".

or

We may aiTange the finite sum on the left-hand side of (6)' as S Cg/z"', where

i'j+i>i'g, and it is clear that this expression consists of all the terms of the formal

development of log 11

are such that v^^p.

Hence

1 + arranged so that the indices of 2~' increase, which

S,= 1 Cyz''' + \r-' .(6)".

where iv is the greatest v less than or equal to p, and k >p.

Call the second term on the right-hand side of (5), S^. We divide the sum Sj

into the two parts,

0-, = S log 1 + 1''^
, aud <r.2= - lug

*=ni'-rl
'-Ij'j

\/m'

where m' is the integer provided by condition (C)(2). From the condition (C)(2)(a), we

have, when ni > s>q,
in \ f<" fa , N ^'9+"

(^'j = ^. (r) < c-"-' . ,8,+, (r) < e-1-^ . ("^'j

ta \ f^V a
<(f-''[-'A < c«-« .

°^ < ic*-« < i

..(7)

.(8).

From (8),

Hence

log
««

2 . c-'^-' (^M , (fi-om (7)).

0-1
1
^ 2

I

log

(7+1

1 -^ r-^

2
< :p^^ («,+,) ''*9+".r- ''<?+"

•(9),

where, from the definition of q. we have /(f/ -I- 1) >/>.
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We have finally to consider o-,.

It is evident from the inequalities by which m, in', are determined in (C), that m ^ m'.

Now by (C) (1), /3„ (r) > /3„_, (r) >...> /3,„ (r) ; $,„ (r) < i3,„_, (/•)<...< ^ (r).

Then when n^s> m,

m = /3,(r)< the greater of (^

J

and '^^

First suppose

We have

.
f(m')

.(10).

..,„,-"<"'/[-^|] ,„)

<i-.when n is sufficiently large (12).

Hence, when n is sufficiently large,

I

0-2
1 « -

,

log
s= ia'+l

i.cyf

, since

Therefore

^ (»_„,' _i).
I

log ri_(^?i'^

< 2 {n - m' - 1) . \^\
''""

, Irom (12),

< 2n
. a„+r^'' *"' /(^ ^ /h) , from (11).

Lt log[r-i'/io-„,]^ Lt log [i-. a-P+*x(")/ii+x(«) //(«)}

^i)"HT

> Lt
H=3C

2 ^>:—^—7-7 log a»+i - log 2«

1 +

since —^^^——
- tends to infinity aud is therefore ultimately greater than 2p,

1 + ^.^"^

^U- Lt
7i=aD

^^^• Lt

/•(«)log«„^../l--^\-|log2»

log n \
/(») (log «-.+!- log a«) _ 2 _ 2 log^2

Hence

Next suppose

( log )i k k log n\

_

= +33, by condition (B).

0-2 1 .
?-^ = e (h), where Lt e(/0 =

It)
>

r

fin)

.(13).
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By condition (C)(2) (b),

Choose n so large that (
—

Then as before a-«\<2n l-

0.

< 2"

and therefore
„ A /im'i
Will' \

»(t)
j-PLt [ri' <7, ] < 2 Lt

)'=x n~y.

by (C), (2), {b).

Hence, in any case, a-.. .?-^ = e(«), Lt e(«) =

=

.(13)'.

Then remembering that .S'., = o-i + o", , we have, from (4)', (6)', (9) and (13/,

sr 9
rP,\T, + R + T. + S- 2 C./z"' < ir-' + K .

rv" +
:j

(a,+,)-'^'«+" •
?-p--'^'«+" + e («)

«=i 1 — c

= e(7-), where Lt e(y) = 0.

since (k — p), [/(,5 + 1) — />]. are positive and do not depend on n.

Since p > iv. ^^'^ have

Lt i C,;'--"'! .

^"'^ $ Lt [log- F{z)-P- i G,l/>\ 2^ I
= 0,\ogF{z)-P- S a'^-'L^"'^ $ Lt

^1 J >-=x

and the theorem is proved.

§ 4. The formula of the last article supposes z confined to the region R.

It is eas}-, however, to see tljat when z is unrestricted, the expressions R, and S,

satisfy the inequalities that we found in § 3 for T^ + R, and T.. + •'">'.

Hence when z is unrestricted we have the asymptotic formula.

\ogF{z) = P+T, + T,+ 2 C,;.^,

where ^ = ^^»h(<i.)"""
T, = log 1 + (S

/(»)"

Moreover at least one of the two expressions Ti, T.,, is as)-mptotically represented

by zero. For if z lies in the annulus A„, T^ and T^* are both asymptotically represented

by zero. If z lies outside the annulus A,,, in such a manner that An passes between z and

the origin, To
j

is less than the corresponding value when z is inside A„ and has the same

argument, and hence T. is asymptotically represented by zero. Similarly when z lies on the

other side of the annulus A„, T^ is asymptotically represented by zero.

The above extended formula enables us to study the behaviour of F {z) when z is

near the circle z =\a„'.

* In the course of the proof in § 3 we proved that Lt ?i.( — ) . r'' =0, whence follows the above result for T.-..
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We may remark, in connection with the conditions (A), (B), (C), that (C), in spite

of its complicated appearance, is usually satisfied, in the cases which arise most naturally,

when (A) and (B) are satisfied. Moreover in the case of any particular function, it is

usually fairly easy to determine whether or no (C) is satisfied. It is clear that when

no further assumptions are made as to /{s) than that /{s+l)>j\s), we must expect

complicated conditions. We shall now assume special forms for f{s), and shall replace in

each case the conditions (A), (B), (C), by other and simpler conditions.

§ 5. Suppose that f{s) = s. The function F(z) is the integral function

n
8=1

We proceed to show that the general conditions of § 3 are satisfied, if the two following

conditions are satisfied :

I. Lt Y(s)= Lt ^[^^"-"'^•-l^x.

II. 0) (s) = log tts+i -f s (log a,+i - log Os)

is an increasing function of s after some finite value of s.

Consequently, under conditions I, II, when z is confined to the region R, we have the

asymptotic expansion,

logF{z) = F+ 1 C,;y, where F = ^>i(n + l)logz - ^ s\oga„
s-l

and S Cj/i* is the formal development of log 11
1 1

of z.

1 + ©' , arranged in descending powers

The condition (A) is identical with I; we have then to consider (B) and (C).

We can deduce from I that when s is suflBciently large, a, > exp («*), for any assigned

value of \.

Let fi be the least integer such that i^ (s) s s .° '~' — 1

all values of s ^ fi.

Then

> \ + 1, and also a^ > 1, for

log a^+i = 1 + Xl«)' .log„. = ... = ,og,..(,.ffii>)(l + '=^")...(. + >=<t>)

>loga,.(l+--1(l.f^^

> log a^ . exp

1 +
\ + l

,x 1 1 1\
(\+l)l--|-——-!-.. .-I-

-

' \u. fl + l S,
1 +

x +
-)-(-^)]}

a).

Now the product in crooked brackets, when 11 is replaced by 11 , is convergent.

Hence the modulus of the product in crooked brackets lies between finite non-zero

limits, and has a lower limit K, say.
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Again

Then from (1),

Choose s so large that

Then

We therefore have

'S (log «8+i - log Us)

t = ix
s J ^+1 X fl

A+ l

/"+> (b; s + 1

J „+i Ic ^ ^^ a + 1

log ««+] > K . log a^ .e m+i . (s + 1)^+'.

(s + 1) . K log a^ . e ^+i > 1.

log «,+, > (s + 1 )\

Lt
logs

^ Lt
S= X loafs

-^^ ^ Lt
logs x(«)

since Lt
p^

(s) = go .

5=00

Hence condition (B) is satisfied.

We have finally, then, to consider (C).

We have /8s (r) = exp [s (log a,

/8,«('-)

r)].

Then 7» ('•) =
'^sji)

" ^'^P '^^'''^ "'+' ~ '°^' ''-* "•" * ^''^^ "'+' ~ ^°° ""^^

= exp[&)(s)-log?-].

Now by condition II, co{s) is an increasing function of s after some finite value a of s.

When r and ;i are large co(s) — logr is negative when S:^a-, and it is clearly positive

when s = »?. Hence since (o (s) is an increasing function, there is an integer m, such that

o) (s) — log r < when s < m, and &> (s) — log 7- > when s>m; that is, such that ^''"'^
^ < 1,

/3m(''').

/8..('-)

when s<vi, and -—— >1, when s > «i ; or again, such that ySj (r) >/3., (?•)>...> /i,„ (r),

Ps v)
and ^,„ (r) < ^„,+, (?•) < /3,„+2 ('') < • • . < ^„ (/')

Thus (C) (1) is satisfied.

Again, assign any constant c < 1.

Let m' be the greatest value of s for which

CO (s) — log ?• < — log

Mr)
Then for s < m, we have

If p be assigned we clearly have ?7i>ni'>p + l, when n, or ?•, is sufficiently large.

Also we have ?( < log r, when n is sufficiently large, since we ultiraatel)' have a„ > e".

K Lt n.^) .&"'-!'-' .rvHence Lt
r I

<«;';; Lt (logr.r-) = 0.

Hence (C) (2) is satisfied, and our theorem is proved.
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§ 6. We saw that the condition I involves that a„ = exp [«"""], where Lt u> (?() = oo

.

When On is any function of this form which increases with »! in a regular manner, the

conditions I and II will be satisfied. It is evident that the function F{s) is an integral

function of zero order.

Let us take as an example F{z)= 11

n is determined as a function of r bv the relation

1+^4:^' where ta is real and positive.

« -h 1 > — log log r > n.
CO

We determine a number a by the relations,

0<a<e— 1, - [logi'' + log (1 + a)] = an integer = n + 1.

The region R is the sum of all the annuli

exp [e*" {1 -I- i'(e" - 1)}] < |

^
|

< exp [e<''-+"" . {1 - k{e-" + 1)}].

When z is confined to R, we have

l + d 1

e-

\ogF{z) = n- [log.,r -f- log 1 -t- a\- Aogz— [log,/- -i- log 1 -f a]

.

where C, = e'", a = e'"' -^e^'", C', = e'''" -y^'", 0, = e^"*" - i e^.'^" -f
i g-i^",

etc.

Jl+VWhen 2= e" , we have the simple expression

log F{z) = 2^ . (log, zf . log z -
l^ 1 '

2^ "^
e-- 1

logo z . log z

+ , \.. log 2 - -^. + log 2 + 1 GJ^.

§ 7. Next consider the case /(») = «'', q>\.

The theorem for this case is the following.

The general conditions (A), (B), (C) are .satisfied provided the following conditions

log «s+l j'

are fulfilled:

—

(a) Lt x(s) = Lt si -r °
" - 1 = X

(^) Lt J— [log a,+i - log aj = oc
;

(7) ^(s) = [(s -I- 1)* log otj+i — s* log as]/[(* + 1)* "" *'] i^ !in increasing function of s when

s is greater than a finite cr.

(8) One or both of the following conditions are satisfied:

—

(a) A positive non-zero constant p exists such that when s is sufficiently large,

a, > sP.
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(b) A positive non-zero constant /t'i<l, and a positive non-zero h, exist, such

that if s be sufficiently large, and if s' be any integer less than kiS, then

[(s' -f- 1)' - s'l] log a, -(s +iy . log or^'+i + s'l log a,- > /*.

The conditions (A) and (B) are here identical with (a) and (/3). It remains to

consider (C).

We have

%^= ("t^O^'^V^-^''^
''''' ^'^'+^^'"''' ^^^'^~^"° '"^^ ^^^-

The expression in square brackets is negative when Srgcr, when r is sufficiently large,

and it is easily seen to be positive when s = n.

Moreover [(s 4- 1
)' — s''] and i{/(s) are increasing functions of s when s > o-.

Then it follows, as in the last article, that there is an integer m such that

^,(r)>l3,()-)>...>0,„ir),

and /8m(?') < /3,„+i('') < • < /3„(r).

Clearly also m, which differs by less than unity from the single positive root of '«|r(s)= log ?•,

becomes infinite with )i and r.

We see, then, that (C) (1) is satisfied.

Now suppose, in the first place, that 8 («) is satisfied. The integer p being assigned,

we choose a constant ni' ^ <j./ (p + -\ , where p is a number provided by 8 (a). When »• is

larsre we have m > in'.

From (I) we see that when r is sufficiently large, then, when son, ^"^ < c, where

c is any assigned constant less than unity.

Again

Lt n
r

^ (a,,,.)'"' . Lt j . nr" ^ (a,„.)'""' . Lt -^ = 0, since a„'> > n.

Then (C) (2) is satisfied.

Next suppose 8 (b) holds.

Choose m' to be the greatest integer contained in k\ti.

We have from equation (I),

^^j~^ < exp [ - (tog a„ [(s +l)i-si]- (s + I)' log «,,.+! + s* log aj].

Then from the condition 8 (b), we have, when s < m',

A' 2
Again ?h' = [k\n'\ 5= /u?* - 1 > ^' «, when "» > r
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Hence

335

c

*,\'

< /«-.^(^)

y

a,/ *-a«+i*

(^) •"

< (-^
) ,

where k. = k

Then Z = Lt log 1/IMt^ -^^1

m''

^ Lt log

)
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111 the first place if a^, a.,... increase in a regular* manner to infinity, we have

log «.+, - log a,>^.-

For if not we should have log a^+j - log a^ < -j:^^

,

s

for some value of e.

Then, adding, we have

l«g«»<^i+; +
:

< a finite number, which is contrary to our suppositions.

It follows at once, since </ > 1, that conditions (a), (/3) are satisfied. It is, moreover,

evident that (7) is satisfied when «], a,,... increase in a regular manner.

Concerning (S) we observe that with our suppositions, either ag > s" for some p and all

values of s sufficiently large, or else «s < s" for every value of p, when s is sufficiently large.

In the first case (8) (a) is satisfied.

Suppose then, in the second case, that a., = s^x^^\ where ;^(s) increases in a regular manner,

and let us consider the condition (S) (b).

We wish to show that, for some constant ki, when s' < ks, and s is large, we have

i|f (a-', s) = [{s' + 1
)» - s'l] . log as - (s +'!)'' log a^' + «'« log «« > h > 0.

If s is supposed less than any particular finite limit, then, by choosing ,s sufficiently

large, we can ensure that the above inequalit}' is satisfied. We shall suppose, then, that s'

is large.

Let e(s') = ^,{\oga^).

Since loar «/ = -^^, I'^S •'' is of less order than logs', 0{s') is of less order than -.
X(s) «

Let ^(s')=^rr7^. and put s' = e'. Let (f>(s') = f{t), and let
| — = 0(0- We clearly

6<p(s) J YV')
have Lt ^{t) = x .

Then log a, =
|

'
0(,/) d,/ = j'

^^-^
= fl (t).

Since Lt logas'=^, we have Lt ri(i) = x.
s' — 'Xi f= Xi

Then log «« - log a,' > log a^,.-,- - log «,, {k' = I/X'i)

>D.{t + \ogk')-D.{t)

>\ogk'n'{t) + ^{\ogk'y-il"(t + \\ogk'), \<l (1).

Now D.'(t) = -r-—^ is positive and decreasing, and hence D,"{t) is negative, and decreasing

in absolute magnitude. Also Lt ",
. = 0.

* The word "regular" is used above in a rough sense, and the analysis following is only rough.
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We have then from (1)

[log a, - log aj > (1 - e) hg k' . n'it) > (1 - e) log k
. 1

(2)

>(l-e)logA-'.s'^(s') (2/.

Again logSs'+j — log a^ = [1 + e(.9)] 6{s'), since 6{s') = -^, (log a,'),

aud tends to zero with 1/s'.

Hence
log «,-+,- log a^ ^ (l+e) 2 1

lOgHj — logHg' (1— e)log«.s logK.s 3

Then i/r(s', s) = [(«' + 1)« - s'l] (log a^ - log a,) - (*•' + 1)5 (log a,'+i - log a,-)

og k . s
_

9

> (log a, - log a,.)

Choose k\ such that

Then

> (log «, - log a/)

29+1

/<?/2.

5S'9-1 _ 2? . s'7 ,

log A-' . s'

log)t'

yfr(s, s) > (log a, - log a,.) . ^ s'5-'

> (log sa-v - log «,) .

I
.
s"i-'

> (1 - e) log A:' .

I
.
5'^-

.^ (from (2)).

Now n(^)=
I -ttt; tends to iufiuitv with t.

J fit)

Hence we must have yfr {t) < f < {log s')-.

Then t(s',*)>^(l-e)log/.'.f/.~^,.

s'«-'
But since q>l, Lt ^^2=-^' ^""^l hence the inequality which we wished to prove is

seen to hold.

'^=00 (logs')'

§ 9. As an example, let us consider the case a,j = ?('', where Rp > 0, and ?;'' means

exp (p log n).

Let p = p^ + ip., ; then a,i = ?)"'.

It is easily seen that (a), (/3), (7) and (8) («) are satisfied. We may, then, apply our

general formula.

The region R is the sum of all the anuuli

(s+ l)''-p. .
s(i-*)p. < \z\<(s+ ly^-'^'ii'' .s''f'.

It may be taken to be the sum of all the annuli
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The mimber n is determined by

{ii + !)'''>»•> Ji-Pi, or ?! + 1 > r' >' ^ n.

We take n=r^i''-a, where 0<a:s:I (1).

The restriction that z should lie in R is practically equivalent to the restriction

We have P =
u
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The obvious objection to this expansion is that it involves the number a. This, how-

ever, is unavoidable.

If we expand the various terms in n in descending powers of ?'^'''', and arrange the

whole expression in terms in r of descending order, neglecting, to our order of approximation,

pure imaginaries, which count as finite terms, we obtain, when q> 2,

log F(z) = ^\y- ' '"' + Pi
—

—

y^ ' "' +A.ri'^ -f (lower terms)

;

when * q = 2

log F{z) = § . r^^^ + p, .
6«(L-«>-l

.
,.1 P. + (finite terms)

;

and when 1 < q< 2,

log F{z) = ^' ?-~^ -f p, .
'^^^-^^^^—

. r~^ +?(-</) log r + (finite terms).
(q + ly IZ

It is clear that these expressions cannot be expressed in terms of the ordinary analytic

functions, since the function a cannot be so expressed, and since it enters inevitably into the

above formulae.

1+I5' , whose value

When z = n", so that a = 0, we can find an asymptotic expansion for \og F{z) in terms

of known functions.

We must add to the general formula P i-'ZCg/z"), the term log

is log 2.

We then have

9+1

+ f (- 5) log s + p?'(- 9) + log 2 -f S GJz-'s + Hi + H/,
s= l

21- q-

I

where Lt \Hi.z "
\
= 0, and Lt i/, ' . zt = 0.

§ 10. By means of the function F{z) of the last article we can give an example of the

following possibility.

It is pos.sible to construct two integral functions <j)i(z) and yjfi{z), whose moduli differ

only by a factor of the form [1 + A/z], where A is finite, on the whole circumference of

circles with centre at the origin and radii as large as we please, which functions are such

that every zero of ^i(z) of large modulus is at a large distance from every zero of •\|ri(^),

or more precisely, given any number /;, as large as we please, we can find a number k

such that every zero of ^1(2), which is outside the circle \z\ = k; is at a distance greater

than /(, from ever}' zero of ^i(z).

Let F,.^(.)=n^[l +
(^^^

* We have f(-2)=0, so that the term f(-g).lot;r, which appears in the last expression, is in this case absent.

Vol. XX. No. XIV. 46
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^-m"

where q is an integer > 2, p is an integer > */, and p is an odd integer. Fp,p(z) is evidently

an integral function of finite order.

From the definition of the region R, it is evident that this region is independent of p.

Clearly also, for a given z, the integer n is independent of p.

For the function Fp^p(z) we have

n It

F = p\ogz . S si —pp - s'' log

s

.5 = 1 S=\

= pT, where T is independent of p.

Hence if 2 pCj,'/^* be the formal development* of log 11

«=i

and log|i?'p„(^-) =p?+^J{[ S/VA-'l where f = JKT (1).

We have also the particular case

log|i^i,,,(^)| = f+;){[2^,C;/^*] (2).

Again, ^{z) = Fi,^p{z)jFi^p{z) is easily seen to be an integral function.

Let ylr(z) = [F,,,{z)]^-\

Then we have from (1) and (2), when z lies in R,

log \<i>{z),-\og ^{z)
,

= 9{ S (,CV - p . , C/) . 2-.
,v = l

.4
Thus

I

^{z)
1
and

j 11^(2) {
differ only by a factor of the form

Now the zeros of <^{z) are n'' . exp

1 + , where i^Aj is finite.

where ^ = 0, 1. ..(*<'- 1), .s=l, 2,...(p-l), and n=\, 2, 3....

The zeros of <^{z) are n^' exp — (2t + 1), each zero being taken (/a— 1) times, where

t = 0, 1,... (/i'-l), and H = l, 2, 3....

When /i'' is not a multiple of p the two sets of zeros on the circle
j 2 1

= n^ are

completely distinct.

When n'' is a multiple of p the two sets have common members. Let the assemblage

of these common zeros, for all values of n, be 6j, b.,..., arranged in order of increasing moduli,

each common zero h^ being taken
fj,

times when it is a common zero of ortler fi for both

<^{z) and i|r(2).

Let G{z) be any integral function with the zeros h^, h.^..., and no others.

Then (})i{z) = (f){z)/G(z) and yfr,(z) = yjr{z)/G{z) are integral functions, and their moduli
.4"

only differ by a factor of the form 1 +

* Since q and p are integers, this development proceeds in descending integral powers of z.
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Now on the circle \z\=n'', the least distance d{n) between a zero of ^i{z) and a zero

of «/ri(^) is greater than or equal to the least distance between two distinct points of the set
~\ 2sn-t

'-"•"'
e "

, where <= 0, 1 ... («"-!), and s = 0, 1, 2 ... (p - 1); for every zero ofn^ exp

<i)i{z) and <|r,(2) belongs to this set.

Now the difference of the arguments of the two points of this set for which s and t

have the values s,, ^i, and Sj, f.,- is

2(gi-g,)7r ,
2{t,-t.^ir {{si-s.;)n'' + {U-L)p].

p ?i* put

The expression in crooked brackets does not vanish since the two points are distinct,

hence this expression, which must be an integer, is equal to or greater than unity.

27r
Hence the difference of the arguments:

pni

Then the distance between the two points ^ 2)!''
. sin ^-^ , and becomes infinite with n'^ 2pni

when p> q.

Again the shortest distance between the circles 5 ='<'', and ;2 =(>; — 1)^, is greater

than |)(n — 1 )''"', and becomes infinite with ;(.

Hence when n is large, any zero of (^1(2) on the circle z =11^, is at a large distance

from every zero of •<|f](2). Thus the functions <l>y{z) and ^i{z) have the properties mentioned

at the beginning of the article.

§ 11. The functions considered in the last two articles are of finite order. As an

example of a function of infinite order consider

F{z)^ n
s=3

1 + 1. where q>\, ?iip > 0,
((logs/j

which is an integral function when q is an integer ^ 2.

Let p = Pj
-)- ip..^ so that «„ = (log ?()"'•

It is easily seen that the conditions (a), (/3), (7), of § 7 are satisfied. Moreover,

following the lines of § 8, we can prove rigorously that (8) {h) is satisfied ; thus we

can apply the general formula.

The region R is practically* equivalent to the region consisting of the sum of all the

annuli

(log s)"'

^
1 +

k'

s log s
< z,< (logs)P'(1 -I—

i

I
, where k <h.

s log sj

The integer n is determined by log ;; < r^'"! < log(;( -f 1).

We have then n = exp (j-^'*"') — a, where < a < 1

,

and \ogF{z) = logs.[ S s«]-p. 2 s-? . log.,.s-

s=:\ s = i

+ 2 GJz",.
*=1

* i.e., by choosing k' aufficientlj' small we can ensure general definition of R) sufficiently small we can ensure

that the region R' defined above is contained in R, while that R is contained in R'.

on the other hand, by choosing k {which occurs in the

46—2
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Now Ss'locr„s, qua function of n, cannot be completely expressed, asymptotically or

otherwise, in terms of known functions of n. Hence we cannot obtain a complete expansion

for logi^(2) in terms of z. We can, however, find an asymptotic expression of the form

We shall neglect in P finite terms, and pure imaginaries which count as finite, for

we propose to obtain an approximation for P in which we only retain the large terms

above a certain order.

We may then replace P by its real part P, i.e. replace logs by log?-, and p by p,.

We have log ?• - p, log, n\ = \ p, (log, n + a- log, n)
,

< ^
p,a

Ogrt

Aeain S s' = ,n''^^ + K.n'i, where K is finite for all values of n.

Then P = (-^j «'^+' + K . h«) (p, log, n +^^^ -p,i s'' log, s

^ .
««+'

. log, » — pi S s^ . log. s + Knjii log, a
- 1

u(t) =
1

7 + 1

sV+i logj S

where v(t)= i (s'il\ogs)ds.
J 3

From (1), (2) and (3) we have

1

v(t)

P = V (t) + /Tj . n"! log, n

i-log t

Now v{t)= I eS""""^ . — (on putting e' = x).
J log o ^'*'

This integral, as is well known, possesses the as3'mptotic expansion^

ll+q
{1-1)1 Jl

+ ... + =^n +
.q + l\ogt q + l'{\ogty g'+l(log«y (logO'-

* The expansion follows at once by integrating by parts (l+l) times.

(1).
q +

where the ^'s denote numbers which are finite for all values of n.

Let " (*•) = s'' log, sd.'s.

J 3

Let t = exp (?•'/''), so that ii + l >t>u, and n {n + 1) > u (t) > u (n).

We have, !(-„+i - *'„ < "«+i < (« + 1)' log, (n + 1).

n

. Also «(h+1)> Ss'? log,

s

>(«(«).

n

Hence [
2 s« log, s - ».(i)| <'((« + !)— «(»)> 'i"d hence is equal to ifa.^" logon (2).
3

Integrating by parts, we have

(3),

• (4).
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where

or, replacing t by esp (?•''">),

L9+1 (?+i)

343

-'p.

where

Now

Lt /( = 0.

.(5),

log F{z) = P + (small terms)

= P -f- (a finite expression)

= :iV{t) + K,ni\os,n, from U).
(1 + 1

°'

Also Lt $Lte-'-'"''log(r>''.)c' = 0.

Hence changing I into i -|- 1 in (•>),

, „, . exp[((/ -hi)*-''''] r, »•-""' ,, /-'" ^ ,

^ (9+1)- '• L ?+l ('/+!)'

§ 12. We shall not work out the conditions, analogous to (a), (/3), (7), (S), of § 7, by

which the general condition (A), (B), (C), of § 3 may be replaced, in the cases of other

special forms of y"(s), e.g. e*, [s^/logs]. When f (s) increases regularly and is of order

greater than w''^* where k is any number >0, and when the terms aj, a,... increase

to infinity in a regular manner, however slowly, the general conditions will be satisfied.

This will be the case, for example, when / (s) is of higher order than s' for all values of q.

In this latter case it is always easy to find the dominant term* of P, and hence that

of log F (z), as a function of r, but it is not always possible to find all the large terms

of P, even qua functions of n.

For example if /'(*) = ^'> ««=*'"> P = Pi + tp-2,

P= S e^'logi— S plogA-.e"''
»=1 s=l

and we easily find that the dominant term of P and log F (z) is

g^_.exp[e.xp (;!/*>. -a)],

where a is the fractional part of ;'''".

To find P as a function of n, however, we should have to sum or asymptotically

n M

expand the series 2 e* and 2 log s .e" , which is impossible by any known analysis.

§ 13. In II 6, 9, II, we gave examples of integral functions of zero, finite and

infinite order respectively, for which the general formula of | 3 held. We can also obtain

* By a 'dominant term' I mean a term Pj, such that P=(l + e„)P], where Lt ie„[ = 0.

?l = cc
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integral functions of transfinite order fui- which this formula holds. This can be done in

two ways.

We maj^ take f{s) = s'' (q an integer ^ 2), and for a. a function which increases

very slowly with s, e.g. the inver.se function S~'(s), where ^(.r) = e,^:' , where ei=e.^=...>\,

and V is the integral part of a:

Again we may take «j = 6'', and for f(s) a function which increases ver}' rapidly

with s, e.g. f{s) = e/-' , where fi = ?>=...= an integer ^2.

In each of these cases the function 11 1+ -©
f{ft'

is of transfinite order.

§ li. Tlu' functions for which the general formula holds have a certain common

property.

We have, when z is confined to the region B,

log F{z) =P + dilG,!z''.

Now P = 2 f(s)
.5=1

log ?• - S/(6-)l0g«,

and is clearly independent of the arguments of z and of the as.

Hence on circles lying in the region B, whose centres are at the origin, and whose

radii are large, ,F{z) varies only by a factor of the form [l+e(e)], where Lt e(2), = 0,

on the whole circumference of each circle.

Hence, in particular, integral functions exist, of every type of order, zero, finite,

infinite, and transfinite, which have this property. The projjerty is characteristic of

functions of zero order*, but quite exceptional in the case of finite order, and probably

also in the cases of infinite and transfinite order.

§ 15. In cases where the general formula of § 3 does not apply, it may happen

that the error committed by taking P as an approximation for \ogF{z), is finite. We
shall give a theorem for this case for the particular form s' of /' (s).

This theorem applies to a more extended class of functions than we have hitherto

considered : it applies to cases when the a's do not tend to infinity, but tend to a definite

finite limit.

Suppose then that a^, cu... is a sequence such that the moduli Ui, a.... increase, and

such that Lta5 = a finite limit, which we may suppose without loss of generality to
S=oo

be unity.

When Lt a., = 1, and q > 1, it is po.ssible for the product form
S=3r:

F(z)=U 1 +
«=i .

to converge, and if q is in addition an integer, F{z) will be an uniform function.

* Cf. a paper hy myself, Proc. Loud. Math. Soc. Oct. 1007, §§ 4, .5.
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Since F (j) has s'i zeros on the circle z = a,- , every point of the circle ^ = I is a

limiting point of zeros of F{z). Hence the circle z =1 is a ring of essential singularities

of F {z), the function F {z) only exists inside the circle, and the radius of convergence

of the Taylor series which represents F{z) is unity.

Let n be the integer such that a„ < : <«„+,.

Then when z is near its limit 1, n is large, and hence, as we shall see, P is

large. This fact enables us to apply, with a single reservation, the methods which we

have so far employed, to find an approximation for log F {z) when \z\ is nearly unity.

The sole modification which appears arises from the fact that since \z\ is finite, the

formal development of log 11 1-1-
(?:;

cannot be an asymptotic expansion. This is

the reason that we have not so far considered functions F{z) of the above form.

In what follows we shall suppose that «i, a,, ... is a sequence such that o^ is an

increasing function of s, and such that Lt a,- is either infinity or unity. In the first case

\z\ is supposed large, and in the second case it is supposed less than unity, but near

imity. In any case n is large, and the two cases can be considered together.

We shall continue to use the follow! ns; notation :

s=l
• log z

R= 'S. log
S = 2

tt-1

^^= S log

T, = log 1 -t-

tJ J'
1 +

1 +

and

T. = log
[1 + (fj

P = 9iP, etc.

§ 16. Theorem.

Let F{z) = n 1 +
o.

where q>0, and where the o's are subject to the following condition :

—

Lt s»[log»,+i-loga,]>/3>0* (1).

Let i?' be the region of the z plane defined as follows. Choose a positive number

k which may be as small as we please and which we take in any case to be less than

* This formula does not imply that the limit on the left-hand side is definite, but only that s' [log aj+j - log Oj] > /3 - e

when s is sufficiently large.
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both ^/S and tt. When q is not an integer. R is defined to be the sum of all the

annuli* a, (l + -,) < i

^ < «»+ (l -
,^)

•

When q is an integer, F {z) is uniform and has s'l zeros on the circle z = a^.

Let these zeros be ^bg, J^s ^q^'t-

With centre ,&« describe a circle j^g of radius
A-a,

Then, in this case, R' is defined to be the region of the z plane or of tlie interior of

the unit circle (according as Ltas=co or 1), which is exterior to all the circles ,4j, for all

possible values of s and t.

Then when z is confined to R, and n has its usual meaning we have

\ogF(z)^P + Q,

where P =

and where |Qj<a finite K.

S S'' log ?• — S S'' log Og

Choose a positive number /3'</3. Then a finite m exists, such that when s>m,

s'i (log Hs+i - log a,.) > /3',

and hence

W^e have, when n>rn, s > 2,

,/ z
Y"**''

I
\Hn+s'

!»+«)'

Now when
!

a-
1 < e"^',

Hence I log

< e-P'c-" from (2)

Iog(l+a0
is finite, and less than a finite A".

', ("+!)'

<A". (— )
|<7i".e-3>-i,

and hence jiJ.^S log
«=2

r / Z \ln+») 1 I

<»

,-/3'(«-i)

A"

l-e-3
Next consider the term S.

Assign a number $ between and 1, both exclusive.

Let Vs =
i

log 1 +

.(2).

.(3).

.(4).

, K=[Oii] (i.e. the greatest integer contained in ^?^), and let

0-, = S Us, cr„

iV ?i-l

= 2 , <7,= S u,

Then
^

S ^^<Ti + a„ + as.

* We shall show later that the above inequality is possible and that the region 7v' always exists.
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We shall consider ctj, g.., a-j, in order, and shall prove that they are all fiuite.

The finite sum a, is evidently finite and less than K^, suppose (5).

Consider a^.

When m + 1 ^s^N, we have, from (2),

©'<- _^.^-.!l + ,_l^„+...+ 1

li q > I, we have

(S+l)'! («-!)"

.(6).

7-1

0's

If Q = 1,

When 7 < 1,

>\yS, where X, > (7j).

s«/3'
J -^ = 0s(\og n - log *) > 0s . log (n/.V) ^ 0s log (1/^)

> X^s, where X., > (T,).

i-?L

1-?

1 - CI

1-7

.Iv)

My-''
i'

Hence in any case,

si

>X.s, where X3 = (Tj).

./S'f"— >X.5, where XX) (7).

Then from (6) and (7), we have

(fV(S)' < e" .(8),

Hence, as above, I log

Therefore

Vol. XX. No. XIV.

< e

<K"

.

s X"
a.<K'\ S e-'^<,-—- ..

,.= ,„+i I -e •*•

-«A

..(9).

47
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Next consider a-,,.

When iV + 1 :$ ^/( $ A- $ n - 1

,

-I < I
-

1 <
(^:

<?-"("-"', where /i >

< e" .(10).

Hence log 1 + e <K" . r*) <A"".e-'^("-",

and
n-A'-l

O":, = 2
I

log
.v=l

1 +
««-,.

»-.V-l

A""

l-e-"
A'" AT'"

From (5), (9), and (10), 8 ^ o-, + cr, + o-^ < 7j." + :; rT + -

l-e-'^ l-g-''

.(11).

.(12).

We have finally to consider 'i\ and Tn.

Suppose q is an integer, so that K is the part of the z region which is exterior to

all the circles lA^.
ha

The radius of lAn is —~, z is exterior to all circles ,4„, and we have further 2|>a„.

Let P be the point z, and let the centres of the circles j.^,,, o4„... be P,P2...P„«.

Let P' be the point in which OP meets the circle \z\<Xn.

Then
\

0»' + af =PP,.PF. ... PP„,.

We assume, what we shall presently show, that the circles t^n do not intersect.

Then P' cannot lie inside more than one circle. If it lie inside any circle let it lie

inside ,4,,, and if it do not lie in any circle, let Pj be the centre which is nearest to P'.

Let 4> = P'6p,.

W e have PP, . PP, . . . PP„i ^FP,... FP,,-, ^

Now by Cotes' property of the circle

nP'P, P'p,.

1
1 PP.

s 1

'«„"''= 2 sin(i«''^),

n FP,
.s = l

^P'P,a„"'-)=^^'^%^and hence

Now since Pi is the centre nearest to F . <h < "
, and hence ^nid) < ~

ti'i
- 2
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Hence

349

> ?i« . - . 1 > IlliTT.

Hence npp.
,s=\

n PT,

A; n'l k>—„•-->->

or

Hence, since

'«'-'. P'PO
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In a similar manner we obtain

.(16).

(17).

T, <K,

Now \ogF(z)= P+ iyr+ R + S + Ti + T. where we may suppose

!7^ <'^

From (4), (12), (l-'i), (16), and (17), we have finally,

\ogF{z)=P + Q,

where
| Q j

< a finite K.

The results (4) ami (12) were obtained without supposing z restricted to the region R'.

Then we see from (4), (12), and (17), that when z is restricted we have

\og F(z)=P-\- log-

where
]

Q'
I

< a finite A".

I +
\a„-^

+ log 1 + + Q',

§ 17. We must show that the region R' always exists. If q is an integer, R' is the

region exterior to certain circles tAs-

Now the distance between the centres of two consecutive circles ,4^, t+iAg, is

<7r\
2 a, sin

s'r'

'

ka.
and the radius of each circle is -/ . Since A- < 27r these circles do not intersect when s is

sufficiently large.

Again, the sum o-(s) of the radii of one circle ,A, and one circle t'As+i, is

a^i-
,

Ug+ik- ^ 2k
- +

(s + 1)« S'i

Hence '^i^}
.<2A-.

"'-*-'-

Ms+i — «s

2^•

s«(as+i-as) si
1- Og

2k
< — (l — es') , when s > m,

2k lfff\<— .(1 +e)/(— ), when s is sufficiently large,

2{\ + e)k

Since k<\^, we can choose e and /3' so that ^7—— < 1.

Then when s is sufficiently large
'^

< 1, and hence the circles (A^ and fAg

cannot intersect.

tts+l — ««

Hence the region R' exists when q is an integer. When q is not an integer it

is again easily seen that R' exists.

In the case when Lt 0.,= !, so that the range of z is the interior of the unit circle,

the area of the region R' bears to that of the unit circle a ratio (1 — K) where K
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depends on k; and where K may be made as small as we please by choosing k sufficiently

small.

When Lt Og = X , so that z ranges over the whole plane, if we choose a lar^e

circle of radius p, the ratio of the area of the part of R contained in this circle, to the

area of the whole circle, is [1-K{k, p}], where, by choosing fc sufficiently small, we can

ensure that Lt K {k, p)< e, for any assigned e.

§ 18. We shall now give some examples of the theorem of § 16. After the detailed

work in §§ 9 and 11 we shall omit the analysis by which we calculate P as a function

of »•*, remarking only, that as we wish to obtain an appro.ximation to log F(z) in which

the error is finite, we may neglect Knite terms which arise from P.

I. As an example of the case ^ < 1, take the function

^(2)= nil + (gjp,y 1 ,
q<l, co=-co,+i<o„ co,>0.

F{z) is a multiform function and must be made uniform b}" a cross-cut.

The region R' is the sum of all the annuli,

e<^s'-9 (l +
^^)

< ^ : < e'-,{*+i)'-'. ('l - ^] .

It is easily seen that the condition (1) of § 16 is satisfied, so that we may apply

the theorem of that article.

When z is confined to R' we have

1 1 — a -l±« JL
logF(z) = ^. Y^l-oii i-'i.{[ogr)i-q+Q,

where Q < A'.

II. As an example of the case q=l, take the function

which is an integral function of finite order 2/p,.

R' is the region exterior to all the circles

z-so.e' '\ = k.s^'-\ < = U, 1 ...(s-1), s = 1, 2, 3 ....

The necessary condition is easily seen to be satisfied.

When z is confined to R' we have

log Fiz)=ip,. r'l^' - ^ log r + Q,

where
;
Q < K,

' The calculation in the examples given below depends are given in § 9. We determine in each case a fonction (

, ... . , 1^ t 3 ^ 1 . , • , ol r, such that n = t — a, o<l.
on the asjTnptotic expansions of 2«* and 2s' log s, which
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III. The case q>l is chiefly interesting when we have Lt as = I, for, as we have

said in § 8, when Lt«s=x and (/>!, we can usually apply the general formula
S=ao

ol § 3.

Consider the function

F(z)= n [1 + {2. exp (&)«-'«-»))<'],

s = l

where </>!, and w is real and positive.

This is a uniform function whose Taylor series has a finite radius of convergence, when

q is an integer ^2. When (/>! and is not integral, F(z) is multiform.

The condition of § 16 is satisfied.

In this case the most convenient function of r, which tends to ao as r tends

to 1, in terms of which we can express the large terms of P, is ^ ,, , , . We find

that n = t— a, where
log(l/r)-

t =
L log (!/»•)_

1

4-1

Calculating P in terms of ,

—

tv/ttj and neglecting finite terms we obtain

\ogF(z) = 1 iz_i
2- q+1

q+ l

.,9-1

.log(l/r).

2

9-1

+ Q,

where Q\<K.

IV. Consider i^(^)=n 1 + \ expr (i)
I''

^i J
q>2, 03 positive.

The condition of § 16 if> satisfied.

We obtain, when z is confined to R',

\ogF(z) =
d9+>

'/(':/+ 1)

1

.log(l/r-)J

where* a = the fractional part of

-l-^a(l- a). &)''-'

(I)

log (l/r)_
terms of lower order,

log(l/r)'

§ 19. In the class of functions for which the theorem of § 16 holds, and for which

the general formula of § 3 does not hold, there are two types of functions for which

we can obtain the finite term, as well as the large terms, of \ogF{z).

! a. \s'

The first case occurs when Lt as= oo, q%l, and when (
—^j tends to a definite non-

zero limit, whose modulus is less than unity, when s tends to infinity. The finite terms of

log F(z) can then usually be expressed by the use of the function

. n(i +

* In the last article of this paper we shall consider the reason why terms like a appear in Case IV. and not in

Cases I. to III.
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The general case is somewhat complex, and we shall content ourselves with finding

the finite term of

logn 1 +

whose large terms are given in the last article, in the case when p and z are real and

positive.

We suppose z confined to the region R'.

In the first place we must retain the finite terms arising from P.

We find ^=f ^2<'---log2-A+4f'(-l)4- 2a-a- + e{z),

where a is the fractional part of z^'", and where Lt e{z) =0.

We have n = z^^" — a, z = {n-\- a)*".

We must consider the terms 1\ + R and T., + S.

We have T, + R= 2

We proceed to show that

1 +
n + s

_ V 1 +
V nTs)

\{T, + R)-1 log(l-f-e''!»-")|

tends to zero when
\
z

]

tends to infinity.

Let V. = log 14-
n +s)

- log [I -I-
eft"-*)].

Choose a small positive t).

When sKTj.n-,
„ + a\p(«+*)

n + s
= exp p((i-f s)log(l -----^)

where

Hence

and we deduce that

Hence

= exp [p{a-s) + K],

, , _ r {
s - a)^ (s - af

<p{r]- + 7)'+ ...)

< 2pr]-, if V<h-

Ug\ =
\
log(l -I- £''(--*)+«)- log (1 -I-

e" '""*>)
I

,

I

Ws!< (e'- l)[-log(l -e" <"-*>)]

< 5./C. e''^""** where B is finite.

[.»*]

2 I M. I
< z; . B . K < Av'-, where A is finite.

=1 '
ef'-l

Choose 1] so that A-rj- < e/S, where e is arbitrarily small.

.(1).

Then 2 U,!<6/3 (2).
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Again, when s> t) . n-,

n + aV <''+«!n + aV

n + -s)

1 +

1 +

s— a.
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When z and p are complex we can still find an expression for the finite part of

\ogF{z\ but it contains additional complicated imaginaiy terms, and the e~'"^ which occurs

in <f)(e~'^, p) is i-eplaced by a more complicated expression.

§ 20. The second case occurs when

Lt s9 (log a,+i - log a,) = X (1).

When 5>1, and Lt a^ = x , we have seen in § 8 that the complete asymptotic

expansion of § 3 usually holds.

When (1) is satisfied, q^l, and Lt a< = x , we can prove the following formula, when z

is restricted to lie in R'

:

logFiz)=P + €{z), where Lt\eiz)l = 0.

W^hen (1) is satisfied, and Lta» = l, we can prove the following formula, when z is

restricted to lie in R'

:

log F (z) = P+ log n [1+ a/' .e-^»]+e (z),

where Lt\e(z)\ = 0.

We shall omit the proofs of these formulae, merely remarking that in the first case we

prove that
\
R + Ti^ and I .Sf + Tj 1 tend to zero with l/?-, and in the second case that

I

ii + Ti 1

and {S + T.) - 2 log [1 + a/'' . e -'«"<*]
i

tend to zero as r tends to 1.

§ 21. When lAag=\, and a, increases slowly to its limit 1, it may happen that

n 1 +e
does not converge for any value of q. We are thus led to consider functions defined by

a product form of the type

where Lt /(s) . s"'' = x for all values of q, and Lt 0,,= !.

«=» s—y:

For functions of this type the following theorem applies.

If Lf^\loga,+i-loga,)>^>0 (1),

then, when z is restricted to lie in the region R, defined (as in § 3) as the sum of

all the annuli

we have log F{z) = P + T+e (z),

Vol. XX. No. XIV. 48
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where P has its visual meaning,

»=i

and Lt e (s)
]

= 0.

Choose /3'</3. Then when *• is greater than a finite a, we have, from the condition (1),

Also -^ < «-^^' < (^)* <
f
^»±^Y

.

Hence ( —

)

< exp [- k^' {n + s)],

whence it follows that

/in+sl

|i2 + r>kS losr 1 +

<2 S exp [— A'/3' (H + .s)], when ;t is suflSciently large,
*=i

<ir.e-*^" (2).

Next consider the expression S + T.,.

Let 1/ be a large integer independent of n, which we shall presently choose, and which

we suppose for the present to be greater than o-.

Then, when n'^s>v, we have

and «/-'< R) <e-'*'''-

•(3),

.(4).

From (3) it follows that

S log 1 + e)
fisY

</r.e-*P- (5),

and from (4) it follows that

i log [1 + (,/'»! . e-'»/'*i] , < ^" . e-*^

'

Again we clearly have

.(6).

S log 1 +
(t-

- S log[H-a/'*'.e-'»''<*']l<x(i')(l-i- ) (7),

where x(^) ^* ^ constant depending on v.

Now if any positive e be assigned, we choose v so large that

K' . e-*^''' < e/4 and K" . e-*^" < e/4.

We then choose n so large that i^ . e"*^" < e/4, and x{^)i^ — ^ ) < f/'*-
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It then follows from (2), (5), (6), and (7), that

i

{E + T,) + (S+T.^- i log [1 + a/<" . e-»^<*']

357

< R + T,\ +
\
S log

S= l-1-1

1 + T] + I 2 log [I -I-
«/('^i e-'S/'w]

+ !,-h©'" • i log[l + a/""e-'»-^w]|
s=l )

< K . e-*^" + A" .
e-*^"

-i- K" . e-*^" + % (i^) (1 -
, « |

)

< e.

Hence the left-hand side tends to zei-o as r tends to 1, and we have the formula of

the theorem.

We notice that R + T^l tends to zero as r tends to unity, as is seen at once from (2).

As an example consider F{3)= IT [1 -t- (^.exp (e""*)] **"'"], which is an uniform function
s = l

if e" is an integer.

When s is restricted to the region iJ we have

^ogF{z). 1_

2a-

'

"(*) 2(( V 1 - e-"J °
j

. 1

+ U-a(l-a) +
ae' o—a{l+a)

. +
.

I - e-" (I - e-")-

+ T

+ it
(t-a)

1 -e~"

f,a ((—1—a)

7.e" ,+
(I-e-")- (I-e-«)-

+ 6 (2),

where i = - los;

,

a °
loe:-

: arg (r\ a is the fractional part of t, T= 1 log [1 -I- f. e~''*''"],

and where Lt
|
e (0) |

= 0.

r=l

The terms in crooked brackets count as finite terms.

§ 22. In the case of all the types of functions we have so far considered, we have

always had the inequality
|

.R -t- Ti 4- <S -f y,
|
< A', so that the expression P represents \ogF{z)

with an error of an order at most finite. It may happen in the case of certain functions

defined by product forms of the type we are considering, that \Q\ = \R + Ti + S + T^l tends

to infinity as r approaches its limit 00 or 1, but is of less order than P. If we then can

calculate P as a function of r, with an error which is of the order of \Q\, obtaining

Pi(r) say, then we have logP(2) = Pi(?-) -H terms of the order of \Q\, and Pj(?') gives an

approximation for logP(2). We shall not develop a theory of this kind in detail. Any
particular case can usually be worked out quite easilj', and we shall content ourselves with

a single example.

48—2
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Consider the integral function

F{3)= h -!>"""

where p = pi + ip„, p, > 0, and [.c] is the greatest integer contained in x.

For the present we snppose z unrestricteii.

The integer ti is determined by h + 1 > /•'""'>
«, so that n = /'' — «, where O^a^^l. Let

V be the integer such that {v+l)-^n + l > n^v-. Then v + l >t> v, where < = ?•"'''', and

Consider the expression R.

We have \R\<: ~ ««,

where 1= log
([(n+s)"'-)

n + s

.(n + sy)

< < < e>
\n + sJ \ii+ sj

4- a\Pi[(»+e)"'r

Now when 2^s ^n, we have

_ fn + aV'

V" + 5/

i/3i;i". |log(l-
.9-1

< exp 2 Pi" '

», + s

<exp[-7i.« ''-s] (since .* — 1 > ^s, n + s<2n), where K is finite.

It follows easily that

Us <
I

log (/Tj n~^''^ .s)\. exp [— AT^r' '^

.

s\ where 2 ^ s ^ [?('
"] ( 1 ),

and that m, < K^ exp [— Kn ''
. .s], where n'^s> [n

From (1) it follows that

(2).

From (2) we have

2 «, < «'•=
. log AT, + log [r l[« '']]/![*<' IV'I

<K3.u' (as we see by the help of Stirling's theorem) (3).

"., <
s = [«>T + i '

'
1 - exp (- A'n'")

Finally when s > n,

<K,.n' .(4).

\)i + .9/

Hence

and

I
. sl.'2/2"=

< e"'^*^', where X is a positive non-zero constant,

< ^, where n is large.

»s < 2.6"^"'",

S », < 2 . S e-^-"
s-n + \

if -Aj;"2 dx

< a finite constant .(5).
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From (o), (4.), aud (5) it follows that

R\< A'n'< Av (6),
where A is a c<instant.

In a siunlar way we can prove that

S <Bv (7).

We now proceed to determine the region 9i, in which z is to be restricted to lie,

in such a manner that
j T^i ,

and \T., are less than C.v for some finite C. In this

manner we obtain the most extensive region possible, within which our approximation

is valid.

The function F{z) has [s'"] zeros on the circle \z =«"'. They are

A = s''.e
[»'•']", t=\, 2... [*"].

Choose a positive number k, which may be as small as we please, and let (^.-i,. be the

circle with centre J}g and radius k . s*"'"' '-'. It is easily seen that when s is greater than

some finite value, all the circles (A^ are external to each other, and that when k is

chosen sufticiently small, all the circles, for all values of s, are mutually external. We
define the region 3i to be the part of the z plane exterior to all the circles t-^s.

Then when z is restricted to lie in !){, it can be shown, by considerations similar to

those employed in §16, that \Ti-'r T„<G .v. Then if 47^ be the imaginary part of P,

and |7z| is supposed less than tt, we have log F {z) = P + Q, where Q <U.v, where

H is some constant. It remains to calculate P as a function of r, with an error of

order not greater than that of v.

n

We have P = !i [•'»''

"J • (.log
''-

Pj l«g*')-

n V-

It is easily shown that the S may be replaced by S , when we neglect terms of order v.
S=l 4=1

v-

We find X [s'''J = ^i'^-f ^i/'-f (a term of order v) (S),
5=1

« = 1 m = l

= i m\og[ri{m + ir\/r{m')]

which reduces, by the help of Stirling's theorem, to

^i^\ogv — ^v'' + Sv'\ogv + ^v- + (-d term of order v) (9).

Substituting fi-om (8) and (9) in the expression for P, then substituting v = t — /3,

expanding the terms in v in descending powers of t, and arranging, we finally obtain

where ,M^ is finite.

Hence when z is confined to the region di defined above, we have

logP(^) = ^p, . r'^^' - ip,
.
>''' + iV. r'-'^'.

where
1 iV I is finite.
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^ 23. We have so far only considered functions for which the index f{s) tends to

infinity with s. Our methods may also be applied to approximate to logJ^(^) in the cases

when /(s) is a constant, which may, without loss of generality, be taken to be unity, and

when f{s) tends to zero with I's.

I have shown in another paper* that when /'(s)=l, and when aj = 6'*''*', where

Lt^(s) = oc, and (f>{s) is a non-decreasing function of s, the expression P is of order

not less than ;i(^()(), and R + Tj+S+T^ is of order not greater than the greater

Kn - .

of K and -rr\ • Thus P is an approximation to log F (z) with an error of order K or

<P (")

. This theorem applies to all integral functions of zero order, the modulus of whose

sth zero increases steadily with s.

We shall then not consider the case f{s)=\, but shall consider the case when f(s)

tends to zero with 1/s.

n i +VWe rewrite the form n 1 +
ct

as
= 1 L ''.

where 6s = aj-'^'*'. The function F{z) is clearly multiform, and must be made uniform by a

cross-cut from the origin.

Theorem.

Let F{z)= II
/ zV^^'
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f

Then when s > 2,

Choose X' < \. Then when s is greater than a finite m, which we may suppose greater

than (7, we have ^ < X'.

Ps+i

gfin+t)

"!»+«

J./('»-i-l)

< = — , from condition (/:?),

Pn+t

,./(»+!• ^_^ A.

Pn+i Pn+i P»i+s

<x*-'

<x
•(.1),

.(2).

Hence

Consequently

log 1 +
2/.»+«r

•
—, , from (1),

kL.X'-K from (2).

R « S
I

log

< Z S V

^/(il+sl
"]

I

<a finite Ki (3).

Again, when m<s <n — l,
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Then R" is defined as tlie sum of all the annuli

We have

Lt

1 i

m''"'*" . 0,^1 5= - 5=/t"-^'". Of, (5).

,
/(«i-/i«-)-ii

1
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§ 24. The methods which we have used may bo applied to obtain approximations to

other functions than those we have considered. For instance, in the theorem of § 16, we

may substitute a function like s''(log.?)''' (log2s)'>...(log,„s)«m for .«', wherever the latter

expression occurs in the statement of the theorem and in the condition (1).

In general our methods may be used to appro.ximate to the function

» r (h(z s) 1 '-I

.s-=i L "- J

where 0(s, *') is such that Lt |"-'— '^ =0,

for all values of 2, where
<f)

is such that there is always a single n, such that

ii^LJl)|^l, and \±i?^+^ ^1,
(In f'li+i

and where the product form converges sufficiently rapidly-

The latter condition will generally be ensured,
(f>

and x being suppo.sed given, when

I

Oj
I

increases sufficiently rapidly with s.

The approximation which we obtain is

P= i [x(s)i\og<f>{z, .v)-loga,)],

and the general rule is as follows

:

When the product form converges a,s rapidly as or more rapidly than n(l-f ^) ,

s=l\ 6'"/

?tiP is an approximation for logi^(2) with a finite error, and when the product converges

as rapidly as, or more rapidly than some integral function of zero order, dlF is of higher

order in n or r than [log F(g) — ?KP], and ?liP i.s an approximation for log F{z) down to a

certain order.

In certain cases we may possibly obtain some more extended formula analogous to

that of § 'i.

We shall not develop this theory further, but shall now show how we may

approximate to certain products which are of a different type to those which we have

so far considered.

§ 25. We shall consider functions of the following type

:

.1=1

where Lt ' ,, ,

^ = oo

,

QO

where
j
Us §1 for all values of s, and where S Mg is divergent.

.s= l

In the case where f{s + l) = msf(s), where m^ is an integer which becomes iutinite

with s, F{z) is an uniform function, and the radius of convergence of its Taylor series

is evidently unity. It can be shown, moreover, by a proof similar to the well-known

Vol. XX. No. XIV. 49
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proof in the analogous case of the Taylor series* 2a,2"''"'' ••'"», that the circle |0J = 1 is

a ring of essential singularities of F{2), and that the function consequently exists only

inside the circle. Since
|
Mj ' < 1 the function has no zeros inside the circle, and is of a

completely different type to that of the functions we have been considering.

Let us consider the general case when

and z is real and positive, less than unity, but near unity.

There are two cases in which we may obtain an approximation.

I. Suppose that for each value of s, one or each of the following conditions is

satisfied :

(a) \us\^^<l;

(b) \a.rgi(,\^7r-y<Tr.

With z (which is real and positive) we associate an integer n defined by the relation

^fin+i} ^e-'^z-f^>" (1),

n is clearly a function of s which is large when z is nearly unity.

Then we have

F{z) = A{s). fl (!+«,),

where for some value of A' we have

j^<[A (2) < A'.

Since Sm^ is divergent, II (1 + u^) becomes either infinite or zero with n. It may
s = l

'

be possible to approximate to this product in terms of n and hence, possibly, in terms

of s.

We proceed to the proof of the theorem.

If follows from (a) or (h), that, for all values of s,

\l + 'Us is greater than a non-zero constant c (2).

Let

—

ji-^— = nig, which is here not necessarily an integer. Assign a large positive

constant h > 1. Then when s is greater than a finite fi, m^ > h.

Hence when ?i > fji, s ^ 2,

^/,«+», = exp ([log {z/"'+"j] . 7?i„+i . m„+, ... «;„+,)

$ exp (—??«„+!... ?)i„+s), by the definition of n,

< e.xp (— /(*-')

<exp[-(s-l)log/0 (3),

< exp (— log // ) (4).

* Cf. for example Vivanti, Theoric der Eiiuleutiijen anahjiischeit Funhtioneii, pp. 411—412.
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From (4), \log{l + Un+,z-f"'+'^)\^\log(l - 2^'"'+''>)\ < H .'
z'/^''+"^

< H exp [— (.5" - 1 ) log /(.], ti-ora (:3).

Hence 1
\

log [1 + i(„+85-'"'+«»] <H. 2 exp [- (.9-1)10,5/1] < a finite K, (5).

Again, when «>«>/*,

1 > 2-''"'' > exp [log {z^^'»] . /(*«„_, »(„_.,... (/(,)]

1

Hence

> exp —
^ \ ?n«... m„_i/

> exp (-/i- *"-»-")•

[l_2/w] < 1 _ exp (-/(-'"-'-")

< 2/t-i»-«-", if /i-'<-i*.

Hence, when n< s < /j.,

|log(l-f «,)-log[l + ".s-''"]l = log

log

log

1-

1-

1 -

uJJ-z^-
1 + tl,

c

C

from (1),

Hence

Again

4 4,

< -
.
/(-<«-«-ii. provided A >-.

2 log(l + »,)- S log [1 + i(,ir-"»'] <- S /(-'"-'-"< a finite /Tj (6)
S= IJ. + 1 S =M+1 C ,=^+1

4
.(7).2 log(l-f i/,)- 2 log [1 -f ^^.^Z'"-']

<fj..
-./(-<«-"-•'< a finite ir3

»=1 s=l ('

Finally, it follows at once from (a) or (6), and the fact that z-^^"> and ^i^^i^+d are

positive and less than unity, that

log[l-fM„^/"«] + log[I+M„2-''<"+"]< a finite K^ (8).

From (5), (6), (7), and (S), we deduce that

i log [1 + Us2^'"] - 2 log (I + ((,) < a finite K„
s=l s=l

i

whence we at once obtain the formula of the theorem.

When Lt
|
((51 = 0, it is easily shown that the following more precise formula holds:

—

F(z) = [l + e (z)] U[l+ »,J, where Lt
I
e (z)

\

= 0.

* We have l-c--'= .r 1 + '^ + ... <2.r, if

49—2
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II. Consider the case ?^ = -], so that F{z)= U [l-^'W].
.v= l

We shall prove that when z is real and positive and nearly unity, and n is

determined as above, we have

log [llF(z)] = ,* log/(;0 - i log/(.s-) + B{z). n,

5=1

where \B{z) < K,

^' [/(«)]"

We can prove, just as in the ease I, that

i log [1-3-' !"+»']< a finite A''; (1).
«=i

Let ^•^"" = e~^ so that < ^ ^ 1.

When s<n, 1 — ^/w = 1 - exp
fin)

where
j

Cg
\
lies between finite constant limits, of which the lower is not zero.

/(1)/(2).../(h)
Hence U [l-^/(*i]= U[C,e].

[/(»)]"

where \Bi\ is finite.

From (1) and (2) the formula of the theorem follows.

We shall give one or two examples.

y:

As an example of I. take F{z)= 11 [l + a*-], and suppose that ^ tends to the circum-

ference of the unit circle along any radius vector whose argument bears a commensurable

ratio to tt.

Let this argument be
(f>
= ^—

. Then when s>2q, <j).sl is a multiple of 'Itt and 5*'

is real and positive. The first 2q factors o{F{z) only give a finite factor in the api^roxinia-
71

tion, and we obtain the same approximation, viz. 11 [1 + 1] = 2", as when z is real and
K = l

positive.

The integer n is determined by

|^|»!=e-9, 0<^$1, and
j
^ ,

'"+"' = g-'', 6' >l;

or V ! = e/log (

i ) , {n + 1)1 = 0'/\og (1/r),

log

rj

1

A — r,
whence we obtain ?i=[l + e'(r)] —-—^, where Lt €'()) = 0.

og
1-r
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Substituting for n in terms of r we obtain

-^ -| log 2. log log
[^j-—

J-

J

367

Fiz) = 1-r , where Lt e{z)\ = 0.

For the function F{z)= 11(1— s*), arg2= — , which comes under case II, we find

F{z) = QX^\-[\ + e{z)].
'<l^r

2 log log[M
For the functions 11 I + - s*' , which belong to case I, we find, when arg z = —

,

log

11 fl-{--2^! A{z).

1

1-r

log log
1-r

Yl{\-^zA=^B{z).
log log
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fractional part of some analytic function of /•, or in some analogous manner, for the

complete expression of our approximation *, or else we found that we could in uo way

express our approximation completely in terms of the ordinary functions. This fact appears

to be governed by a certain rule, to which I have not found any exception. This rule

refers to the rapidity of the convergence of the product form, and may be roughly stated

as follows.

When the product-form) converges more rapidly than the form 11

case (B).

When the product-form converges less rapidly than 11

as follows.

I + — , we are in

1 -] , the circumstances are

It may be possible to invert the relation a„$r$a„+j, into an equation, n =%(?) -fa,

where ^(?') is an expression in finite terms containing only the ordinary analytic functions,

and where the modulus of the undetermined number a is less than some finite constant.

When this is the case, the problem of effecting the substitution is practically soluble,

and we obtain an approximation for log F(z) in finite terms, and containing only the

ordinary analytic functions. The number a disappears from the final approximation.

On the other hand, we may not be able to invert the relation a„ $ /• $ a,,^, in the

above manner. In this case we cannot find an approximation for logi^(i:) with only the

theoretical error, but the approximation which we do obtain (which usually takes the form

of an asymptotic expansion in descending powers of some function of r, in which we can

determine any numerically assigned number of the coefficients) never contains a terms.

Concerning the question as to when we can, and when we cannot, invert the i^elation

aii^^<o>i-i into the desired form, we may give the following examples.

If log a„ is equal to n" + an expression of order not greater than »p', where p < p,

we can effect the inversion with the necessary degree of approximation.

If log a„ = Ji*" (log >i)^', we can only obtain an equation « = x ('") +Xi ('"). ^vhere Xi ^'")

is of order (log r)'>/(log log i-y, p being any numerically assigned integer.

The statements concerning the rapidity of the convergence may be made more pre-

cise, as follows

:

In the product form 11 ^ •"
'

(/

, if »,= ( — I I, there is an integer /( such that

w„>l, «„a,, $1. We say that the product converges more rapidly than F„{z) = 'n il + ^j,

wheu we have Lt "^-" = {ihe z which enters into the expressions «„+i, Un+i, of coui-se

depends on n), and we say that the product converges less rapidly than i^o (2), when

Lt ''ai! = 1.

* Only one instance of this case occurs in this paper, of s, and are not defined, e.g., by a Taylor series in ••!. The

viz. in § 11. It is easy, however, to mnltiply instances. above properties, however, continue to hold when /(s) is

t It is a-sumed that o, and /(s) are analytic functions such a function as [««].
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When we have Lt -^' = /3, where 0<^<1. we say that the product converges

like F,{z).

There is a simple criterion for these cases.

When F{z) converges less rapidly than Fo{z). Lt R =x.
y= X

When F(z) converges like F^,(s), R is finite.

And when F{z) converges more rapidly than F{z). Lt R =0.

We might expect that when the convergence of the product form is like that of

F^,{z), intermediate characteristics will present themselves, and this is in fact the case.

The terms of P which the general theory permits us to retain are all the terms which

tend to infinity. But we have seen that it is sometimes possible to find the finite term

of log F {z). Now when this is the case, this finite terra involves terms in a while the

large terms are ordinary analytic functions.

We should add to our statement of the behaviour of the functions in case (A), the

remark that a terms (or unknown functions), always appear in the large teims of the

approximation.

Moreover when the rate of convergence of F {z), w hile remaining more rapid than that

oi F^{z), approaches the latter rate, the terms in a occuning in the large terms of \ogF{z),

are of less and less order in r when compared with the dominant term. Thus the nature

of the approximation is subject to a certain amount of contiuuity.

With regard to the functions of § 2-5, which have no zeros, we may remark that

they converge more rapidly than F^ {z), and also that they require unknown functions or

a terms * for the complete expression of our theoretical approximation in terms of r.

I am not clear, however, as to how far the general rule applies to this type of

functions.

The appended table gives all the particular functions with zeros, which have been

considered in this paper, and in my previous paper f on integral functions of zero order,

with the nature of the approximation, the order of R , and the article where the

function is considered. The number L refers to the previous paper, and II. to the present

paper.

* Snch terms do not occur in the particular cases con- given have an error of greater order than that of tn

sidered in § 23, but the approximations which we have theoretical error. t loc. cit.
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Oriler of li
Nature of the final approximation

for logf (2)
Article

exp [(a + sui)'^]

'

exp [(log «)'**]

k<\

\

R
j

tends to infinity

* z

(a + t's)V"

[exp (o,si-«)J '

^"^

[--exp|<..-<.-il[f,

exp {««)

exp [(a + «<i))']

2 exp
-J

,

[« exp (e-"*)]'

, k>l

I

^
I

is finite botli ways

Onlv known functions occur

<7>2

Xlogs)p
9>1

The large terms contain only known
functions

In the cases marked with a star

the finite term contains terms in a

I
S

I

tends to zero

}. Terms in a occur in the large terms

7' requires new functions for its

complete expression

I. § 15

I- §16

II. § 22

I. § 12

I. S 14

II. g 18

II. ^ 18, 19

II. § 18

II. S 23

I. ,S 16

I.J 15

II. .!; 6

II. 5; 9

II.
.J
18

II. j 21

11. S 11



XV. The Reality of the Roots of certain Ti'anscendental Equations occurring in

the theory of Integral Eqvxttions. By H. Bateman, M.A., Fellow of Trinity

College.

[Received May 4, 1907. Received iu revised form October 16, 1907.]

§ 1. In a foniier paper* I showed that if (^k{s) is the .solution of the integral

equation

/(s) = 0x(s)-xf K(s,t)<j».{t)dt (1),
J a

the coefficients in the expan.sion of an arbitrary function x(^) ^^ ^ series of the form

X(s) = 'Za^<l>K{s) (2),

where the summation extends over all values of X for which 4'i,{s) satisfies a given linear

Condition

0x (*) = c,

are given by the formula

"'K(-.,t)x{t)dt
J a

aK = -—^
(3),

where K{s, t) is the solving function of the integral equation and F{'-^-) is a convenient

symbol for the result of imposing a linear condition of a distributive nature upon the

function F{s).

The results obtained, however, were in some respects incomplete because the roots of

the equation

are not necessarily real and there is nothing to show that they are infinite in number.

The latter condition is necessary if the expansion (2) is to be used to represent a very

general type of function. The object of this paper is to carry the analysis a step

further. The particular case that is considered still leads to a very general class of

expansions which is seen to include many of the expansions which occur in the boundary

problems of mathematical physics.

* Camh, Phil. Trans., Vol. xx. No. xn.

Vol. XX. No. XV. 50
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The particular conditiou that is chosen is

f{s)(j>^{s)ds = c (4),
J a

and we limit ourselves to the case iu which k {s, t) is a real symmetric function of

5 and t which is continuous for a^s^b, a^t^b.

On this supposition the equation (1) is analogous to the system of linear equations

Vr = 'iprs-E„ (r = l, 2, ...n),

which connect the potentials and charges of a system of electrified conductors. The

function

w(\)=i'f{s)<j>,(s)ch (5),
J a

corresponds to twice the energy (2W=^E,.V,.).

We shall show in the first place that if c is either negative or zero, the roots of

the equation

are all real.

If possible let X = \j+iX. be a complex root and let (j}{s)= <pi{s) + i<po{s) be the

corresponding complex expression for <f>/^(s).

Substituting in equation (1) and equating real and imaginary parts we obtain

/(s)= (^i(s)-Xi K{s,t)<t>,{t)dt + \.,l K(s,t)(j).,{t)dt
J a J n

fb rb

= (^„(s)-X, Kis,t)(l}.At)dt-X,\ K(s,t)(f>At)dt
J a J a '

.(6).

(7).

Also equation (4) gives
rb \

f{s)<f>,(s)ds = c
J a

'/{s)4>As)ds =

Multiplying the first of equations (6) by <^;(s), the second by <f>i{s) and subtracting we

obtain on integration*

rb rh

X, K{s,t)[4>,{s)^,{t)-\-(i>-As)<i>-Ai)'\dsdt = 0,
^ a J a

Similarly, if we multiply the first equation by ^, (s) the second by <^o (s), integrate and

add, we obtain

Nr

c = \\<^,' {s) + ^,- (.s)] ds-\A' \'k {s, t) [4>, is) 4>, (t) + </>, (s)
<f>,

(t)] dsdt.
J a J a • a

rb

[(f)i- (s) + cf>s- (s)] ds — c is positive since c is not positive and b > a, hence the

double integral on the right-hand side cannot be zero. The pre\ious equation then shows

that X„ must be zero, that is, X must be I'eal.

This method is used by Picard for a different purpose. Palermo Rend. t. xsii. (1906).
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If *: (s, t) is a definite function *, that is a function such that the double integral

I
I K(s,t)x{s}x(t)dsdt,

.' a J a

is positive for every continuous function x (s) ; the equation

c =
I f{s) <^A (s) ds =

f
(j»:'{s)ds-\[ r K (s, t) <^^ (s) </>x (t) dsdt,

a J n J aJ a

shows that \ is necessarily positive.

Our next step is to Hud how the roots of the equation w (\) = c are distributed.

We recall that if K {s, t) is the solving function of the equation

/{s) = <f>,(s)-xj >c{s,t)cj>i,{t)dt (1),
.' a

b

we have </)x (5) =/(s) + X K{s,t)f{t)dt (8),
c

^<f>,(t)=jyis,t)Ms)ds (9).

Now ^y,(x)=jy^t)~4>Ut)dt

=
j l' K{s,t)^Us)fit) dsdt,

or
rfX^^^^^'^J J

x=(S't)<}»^i«)i>'^(t)(fsdt (10),

since / "^ ^*' *^/<^*^ dt=^ k {s, t) ^x {t) dt,

from (1) and (8).

If K (s, t) is a definite function the double integral is positive and so w (\) increases

with \. Now ^x {t) is finite except possibly at the singular values of X. for the integral

equation, these being the poles of the function K{s,t). The function w{X) may become

infinite for one of these values and change sign in passing through it. Since it increases

continually with \ it must pass thi-ough every real value before it can become infinite

again. Hence a root of the equation ^u{X) = c lies between everj' consecutive pair of poles.

This is true whether c is positive or negative, but when c is positive we cannot assert

that all the roots of the equation are real.

When K(s,t) is not necessarily a definite function a somewhat similar procedure may
be adopted. In this case we calculate the rate of change of the function \w{\). Since

IV (X) = f\f{s) <})^ (s) ds=f </>r (s)ds-\f' {\ (s, t) 4)K (s) <^A (0 dsdt

ri>
(I=

1
^,.- (s) ds - \^w (X),

~{Xtui\)}=j' <l,^^s)ds (II).have

* Hilbert, Gr.it. Xaclir. (1904), Heft. i.

.50—2
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The integral on the right-hand side has a positive value since b> a and so the function

\w{\) increases continually with X. The points where \iu{\) becomes infinite are singular

values of X for the integral equation but it does not necessarily become infinite for every

such value. As \ passes through a pole Xw(\) becomes infinite and changes sign and

will then take every value between — x and + oo as \ passes from tliis pole to the next.

We thus have the theorem.

I'he zeros and poles of the function Xw{\) — c occur alternately*.

As X passes from one positive pole to another or from one negative pole to another,

w (X) will pass from — x to + x and so will assume every real value at least once in the

interval. Hence we have the theorem.

Between every pair of positive poles of the function w{\) there lies at least one root

of the equation lu (X) = c, also between every pair of nerjative poles there is at least one

root of w(X)=c. In the interval between the smallest negative pole and the smallest positive

pole the number of roots is eitlier zero or an even number.

Since every pole of w(X) is a singular value of X for the integral equation, we may

conclude that if the equation Xw (X) = c has an infinite number of roots, the number of

singular values of X is also infinite.

The expansion of an arbitrary function in a series of the form

2 a^4'x{s),
A

where the values of X included in the summation are given by \w{\)=c may be investi-

gated as follows.

f'
Since /(s) = <^a (s) - X k{s, t)({>,(t)dt,

<l>^{t)dt.

and • c = X f{t) j». (t) dt
J a

have =
(f}\

(s) — X I

J a

we iiave K (S, t) +'
I,

K (S, t) +
C

This is a homogeneous integral equation of tlie form

(/>a(s)-x[ h{s,t)(f>K(t)dt = 0,

in which h (s, t) is a symmetric function, consequently the values of X are all real and

Hilbert's general expansion theorem "f"
ma}' be applied.

* // K (s, () IS a detiiiile Junction the siniiuUir values of X When c is negative there can only be one negative root

are all positive and the roots of \iv {X) = c are all ])ositire of the equation, for \io (\) takes each negative value once in

when c is positire. the interval (
- no , 0).

To prove this we observe that Xic (X) is zero when X is t Gt'ittinfler Nachrichten (1904), Heft. i. See also a

zero and decreases continually as X recedes to - op . Now paper by Erliard Schmidt, Diss. GiHtingen (1905) and Math.

Xhi (X) cannot become infinite for a negative value of X and Ann. Lxn. (1907), in which a limitation introduced by

so will not change sign. Consequently, it cannot take Hilbert is shown to be unnecessary,

the positive value c for any negative finite value of X.
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This theorem tells us that a function F(s) which can be expressed in the form

/''

F{s)= h(s,t)y}r(t)dt,
J a

where ylr{t) is a continuous function, is capable of being expanded in an absolutely and

uniformly convergent series of the form

F(s) = ^a,cf>,{s),

the coefficients being determined by Fourier's rule.

The theorems we have just proved may be illustrated by means of Hilbert's integral

equation*

/(.9) = 0(.9)-\ I K(s,t)<f>{t)dt\
. II

-

(l-s)<, Us)
' (l-t)s, t^s\

The solvintj function is in this case

sin V\ (1 — s) . sin Vx . i

in which

.(12).

K{s,t) =
\

sin

Vx sin \'X

\/\(l -t).sin Vx.s

V\ . sin Vx

and the singular values of X are the roots of the equation

sin tjX

03),

S(X) =
-

i.e. the positive quantities tt", 2-7r'-, S-tt-, ....

VX

Since the function \—s decreases as s increases the function K{s,t) is definite, for it

is of the form

^„ ,,_«(s)^(0. t^s)

and we have shown elsewheref that such a function is definite if a (s) continually decreases

and /3(s) continually increases a-s s increases, both functions being constantly positive.

If in the first place we j^ut /(s) = s, the formula

4>{s)=f{.s) + xr K(s,t)f{t}dt,
J (I

gives ^ (s) = TT •

sin V'^

Thus IV (X) =
I

f(s) <f>
(,v) ds = cosec Vx / s sin s Vx . ds

J i) Jo

1 cot VX
\ VX

* G'dttinger Xachrichten, Heft, iii, p. 277 (1904).

t Messenger of Mathematics, (1907).
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Putting X = ?ft", we have

iu{\)-c = —„-c (14),

\w (X) — c = 1 — cm- — VI cot m (15).

The theorems that have beeu proved tell us in the first place that if c is negative the

values of vr which satisfy

cot ?» = cm (16),
in

are all positive and lie in the intervals ((), it-), (tt-, 27r'-)....

The corresponding values of m are thus all real and lie in the intervals

...(-TT, 0), (0, tt), (tt, 27r)....

The class of expansions is of the type

F{s) = lc,n^mmfi (17),

where the summation is for values of m- which satisfy the above equation. Our theorem

enables us to determine the coefficients in this expansion.

Secondly we learn from the other theorem that the values of ra- which satisfy the

equation
\ — c — m cot hi = 0,

are all real and that if c is positive they are all positive. Further, if m satisfy this

equation the functions of type sin ins form an orthogonal system of functions and we may

deduce from Hilbert's expansion theorem that if F {s) can be expressed in the form

sf\
F{s)=C k(s, t) + f (t) dt,

where yjr {t) is continuous in the interval {O^t^l) then F(s) can be expanded in the form

i^(s) = Sc„, sin ins,

the expansion being absolutely and uniformly convergent for the interval (U$s$l).

Puttiug I —c=
fj.

the equation in m becomes

m cot in =/M, /A< 1,

and the definite integral takes the form

F(s)^i h(s,t)ylr{t)dt,
J II

where h (s, t) = til + :^^^) , t^s

The coefficients in the expansioi^ are obtained by multiplying it by sinms and inte-

grating between and 1.
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„. f^ „ 1 m — sin III cos m
Since I sin- ms . as = jr ,

Jo 2m

we have c,,, = -.

I F (s) sin ms . ds.m — smmcosmJn

Next, if we put f(s) = 1 in the equation

<l>{s) = f{s) + \CK{s,t)f(t)dt,
Jo

cos Vx (^ — s)
we get <}> (s) = -

cos ^ V^

and r f (s) <t> {s)ds = 2 tnn'^.

The equation \w ( \) = c is in this case

2 V^ tan -s- = c.

Putting ~ and applying Hilbert's expansion theorem we find that any function

F(s) which can be expressed in the form

F(s)=[ h{s,i)y}r(t)dt, (O^s^l),
J »

where h(s, t)=(l — s)t + -r- , t^s]

(i-O. + j^, <»«j

and yjr{t) is continuous in the interval 0<,t^l, can be expanded in an absolutely and

uniformly convergent series of the form

I. Cm cos mil- 2s) = F{s), (O^s^l),

in which the summation extends over the values of m that satisfy the transcendental

equation

m tan m = fi.

The coefficients as determined by Fourier's rule are

2)11 I'l

Cra = F(s) cos »?t (1 — '2s) ds.m + sin in cos m j ^

I 2. The fact that the function

X<y {\,} = \ \ J (s) (/) (s) ds,

J a

increases continually with \ may be used to obtain some properties of the solving function

K (s, t). This function is the solution of the integral equation

f{s)=<P(s)-xi' K(S, t)<j}(t)
J a

dt,
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iu the particular case when f(s) = k (s, r), accordingly we have

K (s, r) = K (s, r)-\j k (s, t) K {t, r),

and iu this case

Xw (\) = X
I

K (A-, )•) K (s, r) ds=K (r, r) - « (r, ?).

J a

Our theorem thus tells us that the function K (r, r) increases continually with \. It

will in general be infinite at the singular values of \ and so will take every real value

once and once only in passing from one infinity to the next*.

Next, let n{\)= i' r K {s, t) x (s) x (t) ds dt.
J fl J (i

The formula ^ K (s, t)=j'K{s, x) K (,r, t) da;

which is deduced from
9 /'*

rr- <^A (s) = / K (s, x)
(f»,

(x) dx,

bj- putting f{s) = K(s, t), (f);,(s) = K (s, t), enables us to calculate the rate of increase of fl(\).

We have in fact

^ n{\)= i' i ^ K(s,t)x{s)x{t)dsdt
dx' dx

b rb rb
= (

f f
K{s,r)K {r, t) x (s) x (t) drdsdt.

J a J a * (I

Now K{s, t) like k{s, t) is a symmetric function of s and t and so the triple integral

on the right-hand side may be written

J a

where x('')=| K {r, t)x(t)dt.

* If 6 (\) is the determinant of the integral equation the it is easy to verifj- that the solving function is

relation

S(\)
K {i; I-) tlr H(.s, () =

<;

shows that the function — {log5(X)} decreases as \ in-

creases.

Again, if with Fredhohu's notation

k{s, i). *•(.<, i/i), ..., k(s, y„)

K(.r,, f), K(.r,, yi),

./s,.Vj, ...x„\

V< .'/]. • '/,./

\yi -yJ
Now when .r, = ;/i, ... T„ = ;/„, the function

/«, .Tj ... .T„\

''

\t. ri ...xj
h(^,t) =

/.,.r,....r,A

V'. !/l •.Vn/

i
K (.T„, ().

we form an integral equation

''(•f„.J/J

/.r,...x,A

V-'-i
•••'•../

in which

/(.s) = ,^{s)-\ [''/I (.sO0 (')'''.

As, .r,....r,A

\t,yi-yn)
h{s,t} =

Yx,...x,A •

\.'/i y,J

is a symmetric function of s and t. The theorem that

H{s, s) increases with X thus tells us that the function

\S, Xi...X„J

\«i •••'«/

increases with X. The roots of A' (
' ' "|=0 are

\s, Xj ... a:,,/

therefore separated bv those of A'( '

J
=0.
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Also, X (') cannot be identically zero for all values of r in the interval (a, b) unless a
function x{t) exists for which

= f « (r, t) X (0 rff,

for this equation is obtained by putting \ = 0.

r* d
The quantity

j
[x{>')]-d7- is thus positive and so -^n{\) is positive, this implies that

fi (X) increases continually with \.

If n(\) is zero for \ = —x this theorem can be used to determine a range of values

for which the double integral is positive and consequently for which K (s, t) is a definite

function. f> (\) will clearly be positive until the first singular value of \ is reached.

The values of X for which D. (X) takes an assigned value are separated by the

singular values of X. This fact is of some significance in connection with the problem

of representing an arbitrary function F(\) in the form

-f(>•)=[ I Q{\;s,t)x(s)x{t)dsdt,
' a J a

where x{s) is a continuous fimction *. Thus in the particular case when (,^(X; s, t) has the

form K(s,t) the equation can only possess a solution if F{\) increases continually with X.

§ 3. We next inquire whether any information can be obtained with regard to the

values of X for which the homogeneous integral equation i*

0=[''[/is,t)-\g{s,t)]i>(t)dt.

can be satisfied.

Let us suppose that f{s,t) and g{s,t) are real, continuous, symmetric functions of

s and t for (a^s^b), (a^t^b) and that /(s, <) is a definite function.

If \ and fi. are two ditFerent singular values for which the equation can be satisfied

and <f>K{s), 4>n{s) the corresponding functions, we have

0=1
f <PAs)[f{s,t)-\c/(s,t)],f);,{t)dt,

^
J a J a

=
f f

4»^{s)[A-^,t)-,xr,{s,t)]ct>^{t)dt.
J a J a

6 ,lj

Consequently, (/x - X) I / {s, t) (t>K (s) ^^ (t) dsdt = 0.
J a J n

' If we attempt to solve a non-linear differential eqxia- t An equation of this type occurs whenever we attempt

tion such as to solve a linear functional equation

F{\)=ci(\)(^^J + P(\)ij'^ + y(\),f-. L,u-\a(s)u = 0,

by a definite integral _ ^i' ""^ans of a definite integral

y(\)=j f(\,t)x{t)dt, ,((,)= f\(.S «)«(()<«'.

we are evidently led to an integral equation of the above

type.

Vol. XX. No. XT.
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Let us suppose now that X = X, + «\o and that ^ = \, -t'X,, the conjugate complex value,

then if

4)^ (s) = <f)i (*) + /0, (a-).

<|>M
(v) = <j)i (s) - i4>2 («).

we have = X, /(*, t) [c^, (s) + icf), (s)]
[<f>,

(t) - i(}>, (t)] ds dt.

J <i a

Equating real and imaginary parts we have

= X,
f

1 'j\s, t) [<j}, (s) (^, {t) + 4>, {s) </), («)] dsdt.
J a - a

Now the double integral is positive since f{s, t) is a definite function, consequently

Xj = 0, in other words, the singular values of X are all real.

If g {s, t) is also a definite function the singular values of X are seen to be all positive.

§ 4. It is known that when k (s, t) is a real symmetric function, the values of X

for which the homogeneous integral equation

^(s)-X| K (s, t)
<i)

{t) dt = () (1),

can be satisfied are all real. When « (.<, t) i.s not a symmetric function the singular

values of X may be complex quantities and some assumption as to the character of k{s, t)

must be made if further information is required.

Let us suppose in the first place that

k(s, t)=-K(t, a) (2),

we have then
,

ft

</)(0+X
I

K{r, t)<j>(r)dr = {},

hence <f> («) + XM /c (a', « (r, t)
<f>

(r) drdt = 0.
.' (( .' .(

Now I K {s, t) K {r, t) dt is a symmetric function of >• and t, consequently X* and 0(s)
J a

are real.

Further, the above equation gives

[ <p- (s) ds + \- ('
I' i' K {s, f)K{r,t)(j, (*) 4> (r) drdsdt = 0,

J a J a J a J a

or I

'

<i- (.v) ds + X^ f ^p^^ (0 dt = 0,

fb

where ^ff (t)= k (.v, (s) ds.
J a

This equation shows that X- is negative, consequently the singular values of X are purely

imaginary quantities*.

* This is simiily an extension of Weierstniss's theorem for a bilinear form.
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Next, consider the case m which

k(s, 0= / is, x) <j {a;, t)cU (3),
.' a

f(s,x) and g(x,t) being definite functions.

It is clear that if

</)(s) = \ K{s,t),p(t)dt (4),
-' a

f'
the function A/r(./)= g{x,t)^[t)dt (5),

(1

is a solution of the adjoint homogeneous equation

f (r) = \
I

^{s)K{s,r)ds (6),

for we have

t ('•) =
f ^ ('•. 4>(t)dt = \f' I f' g (r, s)/{s, x) g {x, t)

<f>
(t) dsdxdt

•'a . a a a

J a J a

/*
= X yjr(x)K (x, r) dx.

Now let X = X, + iX,

(f>
(s) =

(f)i {a) + i(p., (n) [ (7 J,

Vr(s)=-fi («) + %(«) I

then V^i (•!•)= g{x,t)^y{t)dt (8),

V^2(«)= I
g{x,t)^,{t)dt (9).

• a

f''
Also since (j){s) = \ I k (s, t) (t) dt

= X
I j

/(s, x)g (x, t) (j) (t) dxdt,
a J u

we have ^(s) = \i f (s, x) sjr (x) dx (10).

Equating real and imaginary parts we get

^1 (s) = Xi I / (a-, x) i/ti (;c) c/a; — X^ 1 /'(s, .') ilr, (x) dx
J a J a

r» ,-6 f (11)-

02 (s) = Xi /(s, .r) yjr, (./) f/a- + X., f(s, x) yfr^ (x) dx

Now it follows from (8) and (9) that

/'-'

[4>, (x) yjr, (./;) - 4>, (x) yjr, (x)] dx = 0,
J a
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hence if we multiply the first of equations (11) by ^^^.(s), the second by yjri(s), integrate

and subtract, we obtain

= \J'
f
\f{s, x) [^\r, (,v) i|r, {x) + y^r, (s) f.i^)] dsdx.

J a J a

The double integral cannot be zero since /(.«, a) is a definite function, consequently X,

is zero, that is X is real.

Again, the equations

^{x)=\' g{x,t)<i>{t)dt,
J a

</> (s) = X I /(s, x) \jr («) dx,
J a

rb rb rb

give I
I

/7
{:c, t)

(f)
(x) j) (t) dxdt = I <^ {x) i/r {x) dx

= \
I I

f{s, x) yjr (.s) yp' (x) dsdx.
J a .'a

The double integrals are both positive, and so \ is positive. Thus we have the

theorem

rb

If K {s, t) =1 f{s,x)g {x, t) dx,
J a

where f{s, x) and g (x, t) are definite functions the singular values of X. for the homogeneous

integral equation

<ji{s)-xj K (s, t) (j> (t) dt = 0,

are all real and positive.
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IXTRODUCTION".

The systematic study of linear differential equations, ha\-ing their coefficients doubly-

periodic and solutions all uniform, owes its inception to Picard, who, in a note to Comptes

Bendus* shewed that, in general, the integrals of such equations are linear combinations

of doubly-periodic fiinctions of the second species. A subsequent note from Mittag-Leffler-^

pointed out the theorem, now known by Picard's name*, to the effect that in all cases

there is at least one solution which is a doubly-periodic function of the second species.

Neither of the writers however gave an accoimt§ of the effect which multiple roots of

the fundamental systems of period equations have on the analj-tic form of the integrals.

This remained for Floquet
i
who, by means of an induction, is able to establish that in

the most general case the integrals are linear functions of polynomials in u and v (I, § .3-5)

having coefficients which are doubly-periodic of the second species. But the investigations

of this writer have the defect that no precise information as to the degrees of these

polynomials in u and v is attained : we are never sure how many of the coefficients

are evanescent. Since Floquet many writers have dealt with the subject, notably Jordan*;,

Picard**, Schlesinger^H" and Foi-s}-th^; but nowhere is the point just mentioned made

definite.

In section I. of the present memoir we attempt to make good the omission just

noticed. The method used may best be described as the two dimensional analogue of

that which would have to be employed for the case of a single period, supposing the

* t. xc. (1880), pp. 1-28—131. I'Ec. Norm. Sup., m."' series, t. i. (1884), pp. 181—238.

t Compteg Rendus, t. xc. pp. 299, 300. U Cours d'Analyse, t. m.

X This is only just since Picard in a previous note ** Traite d'Analyse, t. m. (1896), pp. 406—417.

to the same publication (pp. 293—295) shews it to be true ft Theorie der Linearen DiJ'erentialgleichungen, n. 2

for equations of the second order. (1898), pp. 403—i24.

§ We refer to equations whose order is general. Picard ^ Theory of Differential equations, Vol. rr. (1902), pp.

in the place jnst quoted considers equations of the second 441—477. In addition to the writers quoted mention may

order. be made of a paper by Stenberg, Acta Mathematica, b. 15,

::
Comptes Rendus, t. xcnn. (1884), pp. 82—85 ; Ann de pp. 2-59—278.
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theory of elementary divisors uukuown. There are however two directions in which we

make the problem more general than that considered by previous writers. In the first

place we do not limit ourselves to the case in which the coefficients of our equation

are mere elliptic functions. We adopt the wider condition that they should have for

their singularities a reducible set of points, and then, thanks to the theorem quoted in

I, § 1, we are able to obtain our results with no more difficulty than when their number

is finite. The second generalisation follows as a result of our inv^estigations in §§ 1— -5,

where we find that the relation

aba-'b-- = 1,

on which depends the theory of the equations studied by Picard, is true of a much more

general class. The only drawback is that we are limited to the consideration of particular

branches of solutions, localised in a doubly-periodic region (§ 7) and are therefore unable

to define precisel}' the nature of the remaining ones.

The defect, just mentioned, being kept in mind, section II. is devoted to the

consideration of a very particular class of solutions—exclusive solutions as we call them

(§ 8). A detailed discussion of Halphen equations (§ 10) is given, and as a result of it

we are able to see that Halphen's conclusions in respect to the particular case are still

true of our more general one : we are able however to state our results in a somewhat

neater form, by the aid of the artifice of § 12. Finally we consider the most general

possible exclusive solution these equations can have ; finding that it must be a solution

of one of Halphen type (§ 22).

We may observe in conclusion that the results of section II. justify in some measure

the more general point of view adopted in section I. : in effect the solutions dealt with

are integrals of equations of the type there discussed.

I.

I 1. Suppose that we have a linear differential equation of order vi, say

where f^fi, J^m ai'e doubly-periodic functions (common periods to, o)') which are (1) uniform

and (2) such that their singularities are a reducible set of points : in the sequel we will

describe functions of tliis type merely as uniform doubly-periodic* functions.

Instead of restricting ourselves to the case in which the solutions are all uniform,

it will at least be instructive if, in the first instance, we consider the most general kind

of solutions possible. Take therefore any base point z,,, which is not a singularity of any

of the coefficients p^, p.,, ... p,„. At this point there will exist m linearly independent

power series in (z — z^,) which are solutions of the equation ; and the radius of convergence

of each will be «f j

c — 2o '
where "c" is that singularitj' of the ^j's which is nearest to z„.

Let us call these

p, (
.- - 2„), r, {z - zx . . . P,., u - s,x

* These functions include elliptic functions as a where p is the usual Weierstrassiau elliptic function, are

particular case: the functions ^ (^ (")), ^(f'i^")) ftc, doubly-periodic but not elliptic.
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where P,- (z — 2o)= 1 \,.„ {z — 5„)".

Any one of them P,. {z — z^) together with its continuations will constitute a certain

monogenic * function (fr) whose singularities are among those of the coefficients of the

equation. As the latter consist of in reducible sets they are themselves a reducible set

(S) ; and so the points of the plane, other than these, form a completely open region

or domain f (O): obviously (IT) is doubly-periodic
:J.

In general the set of singularities

of each function f^ coincides with (S) ; but in particular cases it may happen that the

points of a certain component of (S) are apparent singularities, so far as regards (/,.) ;

the set will then consist of those points of (S) which do not belong to this component.

It is a fundamental property of monogenic functions that if w,. {z — X) be an element

of (/,) whose base is \, that is to say an element derived by continuation from Pr{z — Zo),

then it also satisfies § the equation. This property of (/,) is expressed shortly in the

statement that (fr) is a solution of the equation.

§ 2. Let us now fi.'c on a definite path (7) from 2^ to Zo + co, which passes through

no singularity of the coefficients; and let us continue the series Pi(z — z^), ... Pm{2 — «o)\\

along it so as to obtain new power series in 2 — (z^ + <o) say

Pr iz-{z, + <o)\'y\ z,) = i /ll,,^ (z - {z„ + a,))".

(r=l, 2,... m)\ c-Zo\> >^z-{z„+co)\

Each of these, as we have said, satisfies the differential equation of § I. Thus, if we

write z = (1) + t, we see that

%fi„,Ht-z,Y (r = I,2, ...7«)

are solutions of the equation

d'"w d"'~^ii'

-^^ = p, (t + co) ^^,_, +...+ p,, {t + ft)),

i-e. of -dP^-P^^^dt^-^+-+P'"^^^'

since the coefficients are periodic. It follows therefore, replacing t by z, that each of the

power series S /im^ {z — ^„)" (say Qr (z - z^)) which have z^ for their base and a radius of

convergence -^ \c — z^\ are solutions of our equation.

* "Monogenic function" is here used in precisely the same general one.

sense as ".analytic function" in Harkness and Morley's J A region or domain is said to be doubly-periodic

Introduction to the Theory of Analytic Functions (e.g. (periods u, ai') when it is such that if z^ be a point of it

p. 154, § 90 of the 1898 edition). Cf. Baker, Proc. Land. 2o±w, Z(,±w' are points of it.

Math. Soc. 2nd series, Vol. iv. p. 116. § At all points which are not singularities of the

t These words are used in the strict sense of Young, coefficients, i.e. not apparent singularities above-mentioned.

Sets of Points, Ch. ix. The reader who is acquainted with In such a case the expression—in the strict sense at any

the theory of regions will not find much difficulty in estab- rate—is meaningless. We always suppose this taken into

lishing, by means of an induction, that if R is any region account when speaking of a function as satisfying a

and ^ a reducible set of points internal to it, then the differential equation.

set of points (J? - ;3) which belong to R but not to ^, is :| This continuation is possible because (11) is a domain,

a region. This theorem is a particular case of a more

52—2
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These series are all linearly independent. For if not we would have a relation of

the form
m CO

2 ;, S /a™T (z - z,,)" = 0, \c-Zo\>\3-Zo\
1

where the ^s are certain constants which do not all vanish. Consequently we would have

m 00

2 Ir 2 IMrn-' (^ - (^„ + O)))" = 0, \
C - Zo\ > \

Z - (z. + <o)

1 (I

m
or '^lrP,.{z-(z„ + a,)\y\z,) = 0.

1

Continuing the left-hand member of this equation back along the path (7) to z^* we

deduce
m
2 IrPr (Z - Z„) = 0,
1

which is contrary to our hypothesis that the series P{z-z„) are linearly independent. It

follows from the general theory that we have

Qr (z - z,) = a„Pi (2 - z,) + a^Po {z-z,)+ ...¥ a„„ P,„ (z - Zo),

(r = l, 2, ...m)

where the as are constants and the determinant of the matrix

/

flu f'12 (^im

lt.2\ fl'22 ...... ^27))-

(t fi ">-2 Ctr»J<

called a f matrix of the system for the period &> is not zero : symbolically this result

may be expressed as

Q(z- z„) = aP{z- z,)

where (a) is the matrix just written.

§ 3. It is obvious that a similar result applies to the other period (o)'), viz. if we

take a definite path (7') from z^ to z„ + u> and continue along this, the series P,. {z - 2„)

becomes
P, {z - {z„ + co')

I

7'
I
2o)

:

(r = 1, 2, ... m)
i

c - 2o
I

>
i

s - (^0 + <u')

the latter gives rise to a power series

2/Lt„/(2-2„)".

* We can always suppose tliat our continuation alon^ t Of course it is obvious that this matrix may, and

<7) from Z|, to (^o + ") li»s been by a standard cliain. iu general will, vary with the path 7.

Harkness and Morley, o-p. cit. % ilO, p. 156.
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say Qr'(^ — ^o). which is a solution of the equation, and such that

Qr' {Z - Zo) = 6,.,A {2 - Zo) + h^_P., {z-z,)+...+ br,nP,„ {z - Z,)
;

(r = l, 2, ... »j)

or briefly Q' (z - z,) = bP (z - z,),

where 6 is a matrix of the system for the period («»').

§ 4. Consider now what happens when we continue the series Pr {z — (z„ + a>)
'\ y \ ^„)

from (^o + tu) to {z^, + (o) + fo' along the path y'" congruent* with y'. Since

Pr{z-{zo + a)) y\zo),

is obtained from Qr{z — Zo), i.e. from

OnPi {Z - Za) + UriP. {Z-Za)+ ... + armPm {z - Zo)

-0 + u+o)

by writing z — m for z, it is clear that

Py {z - (z„ + cD + fo') y" 5o + <B ' 7 ^o)

is obtained from OriPi(«- (^o + fu)
!

7' z^

+ anP. (z — (z,, + &)') 7' z„) +

+ ar,„P,„{z -(Zo+ O)')
I y \

z„),

by the same substitution: i.e. is obtained from

anQi (-2

-

Zo) + CriQi {z-Zo)+ ... + a™Q,„' (2 - z„),

or from S a„ 2 bg,Pt{z — z^), (?• = 1, 2, ... to)

by the substitution of {z— a — to') for 2. This result may be symbolically written

P(z — {z^ + (i) + Q}') y" z„ + <" 7 ^o) = a^-P (2 — (^0 + <» + <»'))

In a similar manner if (7") is the path congruent with (7") which joins (^„ + w') and

(^0 + <<> + «') we prove that

P{Z— (2o +£0 + 0)') 7" ^0 + m'
I

7' ^,i) = iaP {Z — (Z,, + CO + O)')).

Moreover, since P{z — z^, continued to (^„ — &>) or (Zf, — w') along a path congruent with

* i.e. 7'" consists of points congruent with those of 7'. Morley, op. cit. p. 243.

For the definition of congruent points vide Harkness and
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7 or 7' becomes a~''P (z — {z^ — a))) or b~^P {z — {£„ — (^')) as the case may be, we shew

similarly that

P(z- {z„ + a)
I

7"
I

^„ + to + co'
j

7"'
I

^„ + (i)
I
7 I

£:„) = aha-'^P (z - {z„ + a')),

P {z - Zt,\y' \zo + a' \y"
\

z„ + w + o' \

7'" \z„ + (a\y\zo) = aha-^b-'P{z - Zo).

§ 5. From the equation just written it appears that if the integrals of our equation

are all uniform we must have
aba-'b'' = l:

but the converse is not necessarily true. We proceed to find a necessary and sufficient

condition that this relation between the period matrices a and b may hold.

Imagine the pseudo-parallelogram, whose sides are 7, 7", 7'", 7', shrunk in anj' manner

so as not to pass over any singularity of the coefficients pi, p^, • Pm', in this way the

interior will become a certain region or set of points @. Since the set (8) is closed

@ may be chosen so that the points external to it and congruent sets is a region : for

instance, if the singularities in a parallelogram are finite in number, say Ci,c.2...Ct, @ may

be taken to be the lines joining CjC.,, c^Cj, ... Ct-iC, provided they do not cross. In any

case however this region is doubly-periodic : let us call it <i>. The necessary and sufficient

condition above referred to is that the branches of fi,f«, ... /*,„. deduced by continuation

from the series Pi{z — z„), ... P,n (z — z„) and considered as localised in <t>, should be

uniform.

The condition is obviously sufficient ; for by hypothesis the series P (z — z^) when

continued round 7, 7'", 7", 7' returns unchanged, i.e. by the last equation of the last

paragraph
aba-'b-' = 1.

As to the necessity of the condition, consider any closed path F passing through ^„

and lying wdthin <t>. Without passing over any of the points of S, this may be deformed

into a path consisting of, firstly a path joining z^ to Zo + p,m, which consists of \pi\ paths

congruent with 7; then a path joining ^o + JJiW to {Zo + pioi) + qieo' consisting of
|
^i

j

paths

congruent with 7'; then a path joining Zo + pi(o + q^o)' and (Zf, + PiW + qi<o') +p..o) consisting

of
I

JJ2
1

paths congruent with 7 ; and so on. Thus the series P {z — z^) when continued

round F become
o,P. &9. a.P^ b'J- ... aPs b% P (z - 2„),

where S j3,. = 2 q,- = 0, since the path is closed.
1 1

Supposing now that aba"^ b~^ = 1

,

we have of course ab = ba. As matrices obey the associative law it is easily shewn

from this that a product of X a's and /a 6's written in any order is equal to a'^b'^. Thus

the series P {z — z^) when continued round F become

S fi

a' b' P{z-z,),

i.e. become P{z—z^.

Thus the condition stated above is at once necessary and sufficient.
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Equations which possess this property will in future be called generalised Picard

equations : they include ordinary Picard equations, i.e. those whose integrals are all

uniform, as a particular case.

§ 6. It is an easy matter to express the condition

aba-'b-' = l,

in terms of the behaviour of the series P {z — z^) when continued round the various

singularities of the coefficients when the number of the latter contained in a given period

parallelogram is finite. For we have seen that when they are continued round a closed

path enclosing 0, the series P (z — z^) become aba~^b~^P. But this path may be shrunk

so that it becomes a series of loops enclosing successively the various singularities

Ci,C2...Ct contained in 0. Consequently, if the series P (z — z„) become nirP {z — z„) after

continuation round the loop enclosing c^, they will become

?H]Wo ... mtP(z -Za),

after describing the series of loops just mentioned. Thus we have

aba~'b~^ = niim., ... nit.

The condition that the equation should be one of generalised Picard type is therefore

expressed by
Hil?H2 ... ??l( = 1.

In particular, if there is only one singularity c, we must have

Hii = I,

i.e. in the case of a single singularity the only generalised Picard equations are those

for which the integrals are all uniform functions, i.e. those of the ordinary Picard type.

§ 7. Suppose now that our equation is of the generalised Picard type and that

4> is the region within which the branches of /i,/,, .../,„ are uniform: <I> may be called

a doubly-periodic region for the equation or simply a doubly-periodic region. Denote by

ffi (^)< 9-2 (^). • 9m {^)> those branches which are deduced from Pj {z — z^), . . . P,„ (z — z^) by

continuation within <t> *. These localised functions will be ^ngle-valued and will have

a definite value for each value of the argument z corresponding to points within this

region, though of course fi,f„,...fm may have any number. We say that the g's are

a fundamental system of solutions of the equation, localised in <I>, or briefly a fundamental

system of solutions, it being understood throughout that such systems are so localised.

From what has been said in §§ 2 and 3,

g {z+(o) = a g {z),

g(z+to') = b g(z),

where now we can speak of a and b as the matrices for the periods (u, &>' respectively, since,

as we have remarked, the g's are single-valued.

* We suppose z^ a point within "t.
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Now consider any linear combination of the g's, say

F{z) = X, g^ (z) + \„g,(z) + ...-\- X,ngm {z),

or as we can write symbolically

F{z)^\g{z).

The function F{z) is of course only defined in <I> ; but since the ^r's are expressible as

power series about any point of the region, F is so expressible, and so can, like the g's,

be regarded as a branch of a monogenic function localised in <I>.

Obviously F {z + w) = \a y {z),

F{z + co') = \b g{z).

Let lis enquire whether we can choose the numbers X in such a way that F (z) is

a doubly-periodic function of the second species. If F (z) is of this character we

shall have
F{z + co) = 0F(z), F{z+w') = e' F{z),

where 6 and 6' are certain constants. Recalling that the g's are linearly independent, it is

seen that we must have

''^^^

\
(s=I,2,...m) (i).

i x,b,., = e'Xs

It follows then that if the X's are not all zero—and this is the only case of any use-

6 and 6' are necessarily such that the system of determinants

bn-0' b.n bimItu a13

cu, — 6 ((.,3

0:(o a-a -

"im

b-.

b.„ - e'

&3.

b,.

(Ill a„ ... «,T— «n. br, 6,-. brr— 6' ...br

(lm\ "/n2 ""!•:

or as we write for brevity

0 b„ b,„. ,-e'

all vanish. Conversely if we can find values 6 and 6' so that this actually does happen,

we can choose at least one system of values X which are not all zero, and which satisfy

the system of equations (i).

We are led therefore to consider systems of determinants of this type. This is our

object in the next few paragraphs, where, in view of future applications, we consider these
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systems apart from the theory of differential equations, in order that we may appeal to

it, not only immediately, but also at a later stage, when the circumstances are somewhat

different. It would be interesting to consider the theory of these systems for its own

sake; but as we have in view its applications to generalised Picard equations, we here

confine ourselves to the bare minimum of properties necessary for our purpose.

§ 8. Let X and ij* be any two matrices of m rows and columns, so that a,Vs is

the sth element of the rth row of x, and y,^ the corresponding element of y. The

system of determinants

II
«!,«> : y,„„ 6'

II

will be called a conjoint system, provided that neither | x
\

nor
[ 3/ |t are zero and that

For example, the system

II
«„„, b„.„ 6'

II

considered in the preceding paragraph is conjoint. In fact we have seen that
[
a ! =(= 0,

I

6
;

4= ^* and as

it folious that ah=ha.

If for any values k of ^ and k of 6' the determinants

II ^imt ^ ' y\m i ^ W

are all zero, we will say that k, k are an associated pair of roots of the system of

equations

Ik™, : y„„, e'\\ = 0.

It may happen in any particular case that not only all these determinants but also

all their minors up to the (t — l)th inclusive vanish, whilst the tth do not all do so;

we then speak of " i " as the index of the pair of roots (/c, «') of the above system.

§ 9. We proceed to prove that associated pairs of roots of conjoint systems exist

and to give a method of finding them and their indices.

Using the notation

for the determinant
Xin

Wii
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it is clear that if («, k) is an associated pair of roots of

II
a;i„,, 6 : i/^.^B'

|!
= 0,

then K must be a root of

|.r,„„ ^ =0*.

Suppose, therefore, that we take k to be one of the roots of this equation, and let

the minors of order t in

i ^lin J ^ 1

be the first which do not all vanish ; moreover, let one of these uou-vauishing rth minors

be contained in the ?!,th, M.jth, ... n„t_^th columns and in the p^+ith, ^r+jth, ... pmth rows of

the determinant; n^no, ... ??,„, Pi,po, ... p,,,, each consisting of the first m integers arranged

in a certain order.

Every set of values of the X's which satisfy

X,i,.K = \iCCt„^ + X,a-,„^+... +X„,,r,„„,. (r = 1, 2, ... m - t) (ii)

will necessarily satisfy the system

X,.A: = \i./v + A.,,r,,. + ... + \,„a-,„, {r = 1, 2, ... m) (iii).

Hence this latter system may be solved by taking any numbers we please for

and then determining the remainder of the X's as definite linear functions of them, say

\>^+, = hi\^ + AViX,,^ + . . . + ksr\,- {s=l,2, ... m- t)

Now let us write

A',=^l//l/- + Xoy;r + ... + \nymr-

Then if we take the system of equations (iii) and multiply them by >/,r, y-2,- ymr

respectively and add, we obtain

/i,.«: = Xi (,r„ ?/„. + .'.\.. 1/.„. + ...+ a\,„ 1J,„r)

+ X., (.r„, y^r + av, y,,- + . . . + *•«»> ymr)

+ X, ( )

+ X,„ (.''ml llir + •t'wii y-r + • . + ''mm ymr)-

Since «3/ = yx,

it follows that
ID III

S .r,.t yu = - yn *'(»•

Consequently /j,rK = X, ( v„ .r,r + y,.. x..,. + . . . + y„„ .t„„.)

+ X,
( j/.,, «ir + y>- •'-r + • . . + y>m X,„r)

+ X,( )

or

+ Xm (y„u S-'v + ym-i •'ii- + • • + ymm + ^mr I ).

fl,. K = fj., .r,r + fJi-2 <'ir + • • • + /im -Vm, (iv).

* It may be unnecessary to point out that as
| .!•],„ , I

=
i

a;
1

4= then k 4= 0. Similarly k' =t= 0.
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Now comparing the systems (iii) and (iv) we are not justified in assuming—as we

might at first sight be tempted to do—that Xrll^r lias the same value for r = I, 2,... m. All

that we can conclude is that

If however we have

it clearly follows that

tip

V

0' (r=l, -2, ...t)

e' (s=l, 2, ...m-r).

..(v)

.(vi).

+»

§ 10. Let us see whether we can choose the numbers \ so as to ensure this. Take

the T equations

\ yip, + ^-2 y-ii^, + . . . + X„_. {ijp^p^ -6') + ... + \,a y,np^ = (>• = 1 , 2, . .
.
t)

together with the system (ii) ; we have thus m equations ; label them (vii).

In order that we may be able to choose numbers Xi,X., ...\„j so as to satisfy (vii), we

see that 6' must satisfy

y-n>.

y^p;

y^p^ *'2n,

Xi^ X,,

VpiPi " ypiP;

x„

yp.,p. yp.,p.,
~

P^n,).

ymPi y^np.. y»

= (viii).

As the coeflScient of {6'y in this equation does not vanish it is clear that it is of

degree t in 6'. Let k be one of its roots, and suppose that k is written for 6' in the

determinant which is the left-hand member of (viii), the crth minors are the first which

do not all vanish.

The system of equations (vii) may be satisfied by taking arbitrarily cr of the X's, say

\„,\q,...\q , and then determining the remainder as definite linear functions of these, say

\.+r = ^r, \ + l.:^ X,^ + . . . + l^ \,^ (7- = 1, %...m-a);

where qj,q.., ...q,„ are the integers 1, 2... m arranged in a certain order. Now whatever

values have been chosen for X, , X^^, ...X,^, the system of equations (iii) is satisfied since that

labelled (ii) is; moreover, from the first set of the equations (vii) we have

f^Pr

^Pr

(r=l, 2,...t).

53—2
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From the remark made at the end of the preceding paragraph it follows that

^ = «' (r = l, 2, ...m);
A,,.

and therefore that any system of values of the \'s, chosen as above, satisfies the system of

2m equations

Xi-K = ^l^'l;- + XaS--,- + X:,.V:„. + ... + Xjipr,,,,.]
L (^IxV

X,./c' = Xiyi,. + \.y...,. + + X.,,, '/„„]

We see from this that the .system

all vanish, i.e. with everij root k of

I

*•>,„, ^1 =

we can associate at least one nuiiiher k, so tliat (k, k) are an associated pair of roots of the

system of equations

II
.r,„„ e : 7/„„, 6'

II
= 0.

The number k is of course a root of

I
Vun, 0'

I

= 0.

It is not difficult to prove that the index i of the pair is equal to cr. In the first

place, since a of the \'s can be chosen arbitrarily and then the rest determined as above,

so as to satisfy the system of 2m equations (ix), we see that i^a. Again, since there is

at least uth minor of a particular determinant of the system

II •'''im > ^ • l/lmt ^ II

which does not vanish, viz. a crth minor of the determinant on the left-hand side of (viii)

after 6' has been replaced by k', we cannot have t > cr. The only remaining alternative

is therefore i = a.

§ 11. One more point has to be attended to: we must convince ourselves that if we

take all the roots of

la;,,,,, ^i =

in succession and proceed as above, we determine all possible pairs of roots.

Let {k, k') be an associated pair of roots, no matter how determined, so that we have

II a'lJln K ,'/lm> «'
II
= 0.

In the first place it is clear that k is a root of

|.*m, ^ = (x).

Suppose that the rth minors of
[

a;„„, k
\

are the first which do not all vanish ; and,

adopting the notation of § 9, let one of these non-vanishing minors belong to the

jiith, «„th, ... nim-rth columns and the /»r+ith, /'r+jth, ... p,„th rows. Since the determinant

which the left-hand member of (viii) becomes after writing k' for 0', is one of the system

II
»„„, ic : 2/im, k'

II

it vanishes, i.e. «' is a root of (viii). The method of §§ 9 and 10 may therefore be

regarded as a practical method of determining all associated pairs of roots.
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In passing we may notice that associated pairs may be arrived at ia a similar way

by starting with any root k of

I

yi,,i,
0' =0 (xi),

and then determining k on lines analogous to the above ; in fact the system is not altered

if we interchange ./-'s and ?/'s, (9 and Q'
. The remarks we have just made prove con-

clusively that the pairs arrived at in this way are the same as before.

In particular, on refen-ing back to the results of the preceding paragraph, it becomes

apparent that if either of the equations (x) or (xi) has all its roots unequal, we shall

have m distinct associated pairs of roots of the system

ii
•r...M ^ : Dim, 0'

il
= U-

The converse of this however is not true : for instance, if in = 3 we have the three

distinct pairs (/Ci, /c/), («.,, «/), («,, «•.,'), which are a.ssociated roots of

= 0,

but «•, is a double root uf

and «•/ is a double root of

K,-e
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The system
|| fiw, f : t/j,,,, d'

\\

is said to be a transforni of the system

\\x,„„ e : y,„„ e'l

Since «/3~' = p"' f

^p-' = p-'i7,

it is obvious that the latter is a transform of the former.

We pi-oceed to prove two theorems of considerable importance.

§ 1.3. Theorem I. The transform of a conjoint system is a conjoint system.

Adopting the notation already used, let

il
«!,«, 6 : ij„n, 6'

II

II
^im , : •»;„„ ,

6'
II

its transform. In the first place we observe that

l^i = l*i. \y\ = \v\,

so that !?i + 0, |7?: + 0.

Again we have »;/3 = py,

and so VP''' = P^*".

i.e. since p.'' = fp and xy = ij.v,

be the original system, and

Consequently

7]^P=pXl/.

V^P = ^P,'/

As
I p 1

4= we must have

which proves the proposition.

§ 14. Theorem II. The associated pairs of roots of any conjoint system are the same

as those of all its transforms and the index of any pair is the same for each.

Take a determinant of the original system which involves 2^ columns of the xs and

m-p columns of the //s, say

"mi

y-2«„

^n\ n\ ^

^"/'+i"*' + i *

.-e

'"mn\ ^iim.^ '*';iiH,j ymn,,+t J/""i>.:

anil call it D.
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We have

RD = Pn Pv- Pi:: Pun

P-i P:-2 /5:;i ••• P-.m

Pn Pn

^ln\ ^2»i ^SH] ••• ^n\>i\ ^

^liU ^Vh.. „,„-e ...x„

?/iii()+i y'Mi>4 i'/»,.+in).+i " y

Pun Pm-2 Pmm I ynhn '/-'>in ' •
•

'

m m

— Pnt'^uni Pl»i" "- Pin^vn-2 Plti-t" Puiyvn,,+ i Pliii' + l

"

2 /32«a.',„ii — /).-«, ^ S Pm^un.— p-in,^ - /32i<y«n,,+,— P;n,, + ,
^

2
M=l 11 = 1

— PniUriiii. + i Pi-Hj. + i

"

— Pvm^'uiii Pnnii^ — Pmtf''inU2 Piiui-j" — Pmnyvtip-i-i Pn
1(~l u=l 11=1

Recalling that px = ^p py = -qp, this deternnnaut is equal to

}H m jn

- ^mPxun- Pm^O 1 ^uiPun,- Pin.O 1 V>i,p,m,,+ i

~
Pii,,, + t

0'

U= l i(-l H = l

in m m
S ^mPioii — P-Mi^ 2 ^iiipiuu— P-iiid — '?2«P«n,, +,— /02n,, + ,

^'

«= 1 H = \ !/ = l

2 ^rnPiun - Pni, ^ - ^/n, Pini. — p,;i..

—
' ^mi'Puiii pmiii" — *^uiuPun-> Piling"

w = 1 H = 1

—
' Vrupunp+x pnii,+ i"

— VinuPunp + i P»i/i,,+
v( = l

0'

mnp+i

ymn,„

The determinant just written may obviously be expanded as a sum of multiples of detenuinants

of the transform-system

II fi,„, 0: Vvn, 0'
II

.

If then {k, k) arc an associated pair of roots of the latter, it follows that, as \p\^0, we have

D' = 0,

where D' is the determinant derived from D by writing k for 6 and k for 6'. Similarly every

other determinant of the system
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vanishes : in other words (k, k') are an associated pair of roots of the system of equations

il
Xim, : >j„n,

0' ;|=0.

Now from a remark made above (§ 12) the system which is the left-hand member of the

equation just written is a transform of

II fi-. S-Vu.,, 0'
II

and so by an application of the above reasoning we prove that every associated pair of roots of

the former are a pair for the latter. We conclude therefore that the system of associated pairs

of roots is the same for each.

I 15. We have next to prove that the index of the pair (/c, k) is the same in each. Take

any nth minor of the product {RD). When the latter is written in the second form of § 14 it is

clear that we can expand it as a linear function of the )ith minors of determinants of the system

j ^un, Vu.,, ff
\\-

Let « be less than t' the index of the pair (k, k) for the system just written. Since the

nth minors of determinants of the system

:i ?j„M « : Vu,,, K-'
II

all vanish, it is clear tliat the nth minors of the product RD' all vanish when it is written in

the first form.

Now the Hth minors of a determinant of in rows and columns are fjt? in number, where

nil

m — n'.n]

suppose them to be A,y, R,^, P,y (ly = 12 . .
.

/u.) when formed fi-om D, R, RD' respectively.

We have

As the numbers P,y are by hypothesis all zero it follows that

= R^iAyi + Ry^Ayj + ... + Rii^Ayij,,

= R,,Ay, + R_.,Ay, + ... + R,^Ay^,

= R^iAyl + Rfj,2Ay2 + ... + A'^pi AyiJ^.

m — 1!
The determinant of the coefficients of the ^'s is equal to iJ'f, where v= q^j—,',

' m — n—llnl
and consequently does not vanish. It must therefore be that

are all zero. In a similar way we prove that the nlh minors of every other determinant

of the system

vanishes. This proves that the index (t) of the pair {k, k) for the original system is ^ if.

Since the original system is a transform of the second it follows that

We have therefore t = t', which completes the proof of the theorem.

* Scott and Matthews, Theonj of Determinants (2nd edition, 1904), p. 58. t Ibid. pp. 65, 66.
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§ 16. The relevance of the work of the preceding paragraphs (§§ 8— 1.5) will be best

appreciated as we proceed ; but before doing so it will be well to make one or two observations

which will be useful to us later and which at the same time bear testimony to its close

connection with the subject before us.

In § 7 we were led to consider the conjoint system

where a and b are the matrices for the periods w and w' respectively. We will call it the

fundamental period system and the system of equations

li
a,„, e-.b,,,, ^11 =

we will call the fundamental system of Tperiod equations corresponding to the system of solutions

In § 11 we saw that this system of period equations has at least one pair of associated

roots say (k, k): and so, from what was said in § 7, we can choose at least one system of values

for Xj, \.,, ... X,„ (^ which are not all zero) such that

:i Xra„ = K\,
I

";'
r- (s = l, 2,...m)

2 Xrbn = «'Xg

It follows that F{s)(=X g{z)) has the property

F{z-\-w) = kF{z), F(z + co) = k'F{z).

In other words we have Picard's theorem or rather a slightly more general one, viz., every

generalised Picard equation has at least one solution, a branch of which considered as

localised in the periodic region of the equation is a doubly-periodic function of the second

species.

§ 17. The following theorem throws light on the bearing which the theory of transforms

has on our work.

Theorem. Of any two fundamental period systems corresponding to two different fun-

damental systems of solutions of the equation of | 1, considered as localised in the same

periodic region ^, each is the transform of the other.

Let one fundamental system of solutions be

and let any other be

yi(z), yi{2), ...ym{s)-

The period matrices of the first system are a and b : suppose that those of the second

are a and 8, so that

7 (z + ca) = a 7 (z),

y(2 + a>') = 8y(2)-

The ^'s and 7's being each fundamental systems we must have

y(2) = pg(z),

Vol. XX. No. XVI. 54
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where p is a matrix such that
j p \

does not vanish. In less condensed form, the equation

just written expresses, of course, that

yr{2) = pn g,{z) + Pr. [iM + ... + Pnn 9m(z)- C'" = 1, 2, ... m)

We have r^iz + u)=^ a.-y{z) = apfj{z),

and again 7 (^ + w) = p r/ (3 + w) = pa ^f (2).

Remembering that the (/'s are a fundamental system, it follows that

ap = pa.

Mutatis mutandis we prove that

I3p = pb.

The theorem is thus established.

Referring back to Theorem II, §§ 14 and 1.5, we conclude that all associated pairs of

roots of a fundamental system of period equations and their indices are independent of

the particular fundamental system of solutions from which they are derived—they are

functions merely of the coefficients of the differential equation and the region ^.

I 18. We now take up the thread of our work as it was left in § 7. Suppose that

{^K. k) are a pair of associated roots of the fundamental system of period equations

II
«!,„, 6: bun, t)'

|:
= 0,

and that o-j is *their index. We will call o-, the tirst invariant of the pair, when considered

in connection with the differential equation :
' invariant ' implying the property at which

we arrived in the previous paragraph, viz. that o", is the same for all fundamental

systems localised in <i> : the reason for using the word ' first ' will become apparent as

our method develops.

From what has been said above (§§ 9, 10) we can solve the system of 2»i equations

X,„„. + X,a„.+ ...+X,„a„„. = X,.«'|
^,.^i_2_ _,„) ^_,ii)_

X161,. -f Xjt._.r + ... + Xmb,„r = \k J

b}' taking arbitrary values for a, of the \'s and then determining the remainder as definite

linear functions of these. Without loss of generality we can supjiose the o-j X's to be

\i, X,, ... X^i ,

the other X's will then be determined by

X„.,+,, = /.'siXi + /.V;Xj + ... k,^\^^. (s = 1, 2, ... '/;( - o-,)

Then taking any values we please for X,, X, ...X^^,

F{z) = \ig,(z) + X, g.(z)+ ... +X,„ </,„{-)

= 1 \tG,{z) say;

in-a I

where G,(z) = 'h (2) + S ht g,+„^ {z).

* It is clear that the interchange of any two members of corresponding rows of the system of period determinants,

a fundamental system of solutions merely interchanges two
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Since the equations (xii) above are satisfied we have

F{Z+(0) = K F{Z), F(2+(o') = k'F{z),

whatever X], X., ...X^, may be. We must have therefore

Gt(2+(o) = KGt(2), G,(z + o)') = k' G,(z). (« = I, 2, ...o-,)

From the form of the functions G it is clear that any non-evanescent linear relation

among them would involve one of a similar nature between the <jf's. As the latter are

a fundamental system no such relation can exist among them. It follows that the G's are

linearly independent.

We conclude that corresponding to any associated pair of }-oots {k, k) of the fundamental

si/stem of period equations we have <Ti solutions of the equation which are such that one branch

of each considered as localised in <J> is a doubly-periodic function of the second species with

multipliers (k, k). Moreover these branches are all linearly independent.

In particular if the equation is one of ordinary Picard type these solutions will be

single-valued doubly-periodic functions of the second species, whose domain* is the whole

plane with the e.xception of some or all of the singularities of the coefficients. The total

number of integrals of this kind will evidently be equal to the sum of the first invariants

of all associated pairs. It will be proved below (§§ 29, 30) that these are all linearly

independent. Consequently whenever the sum of the first invariants is equal to m
every integi-al will be a sum of multiples of doubly-periodic functions of the second

species. For instance this will be the case whenever either of the equations

j
a,„„ e

1

= 0, I 6„„, 6' =0
has all its roots distinct (§ 11).

§ 19. Take the system of solutions

G,{z), G,{z), ... G^^z), (;„,+, (^), g^.+Az), g,n{z)-

As any linear relation between these would involve one between the g's it is clear

that this system is fundamental. It will be convenient to say that any such system is

normal with respect to the first invariant of the associated pair (k, k').

Re-label this system

hi{z\ h^z), ... K^z), h^^+i{z), ... h,n(z)

respectively.

As before we shall have
h(z+ a)) = ch (z),

h{z + Q}') = d h (z).

where c and d are new period matrices. But now we have Cn = d„ = provided r =)= s and

r $ o-j, whilst Cii = Cj2 = = c^,o-, = k : dii = d^= = d„.,^, = k so that the new fundamental

period system is

* The domain of a single-valued function is the com- other of the circles of convergence of its elements,

pletely open region whose points are internal to one or

54—2
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K-8 fc'-e'

K-d k'-O'

K-0 o...K'-e

Cff,+l,l C<,^_|_i_.. Co, —1,3 Cff|-l-i_0|j-i P . . . C»,^]_ ,„ Ua,+],1 U(,,^j 2 aff|+i,0|^i f . ..Ooi+ij);

^ff|+2,l C(r,+2,2 f^ff,+L',IH "o-,-fi>,l "a,+2,2 "<r,+2,IJ

,
— f/,,,1 d,„.2 d„„„—0

From the theorems proved in § 17 and § 13 or by a direct appeal to the theory of § 5

it is clear that this is a conjoint system. But before we consider it in detail it will be

necessary to make a further excursion into the general theory of such systems.

§ 20. Consider a coujoint system

II
x,w, : !/„„, 6'

II,

where Xrs = yrs = provided r^s and ^n(^m), whilst

*11 ^ ^L'i
^ ^ '(Hi ^ * ) i/u ~ 2/22

^ ^ 1/nn^ 1^ •

We will say that the first n rows of this system are regular with respect to the associated

pair (k, k')*. For instance the period system considered at the end of the preceding

paragraph has its first cr, rows regular with respect to the pair {k, k').

The system of determinants of m — n rows and columns, obtained by erasing the first

7? rows and also the first n columns of x's and y's, viz. the system

^n+l, (1+1 " ''n+l, «+2 '"h+1, in i/i'+i, "— 1
'^ .!/"-ri, "—J Vn-ri, m

^n+2, Ji+1 ''^n+2, ?i+2
— "

•''')i+2, m ^"+2, »+i l/n+i, n+i " ?/n+-2, m

'''n+r, >i—

1

''(i+c, n+i ••• ^n-i-r, u+ r — " •• •'''ii+nii yn+r, n+l yn-i-r,n+2 y«-l-r, >i-^r " ••• yn+r,m

'^(((, w+l '^'((i. (i+2 '"((((() t/ ym^ n+l ynt, tt+-> ytnm
"

will be found to be of particular intere.st: we will call it the irreyular component or briefly

the component^ of the original system. For brevity we will denote the component by

|l^ll+l,(rt. ^ ' yilM.Hl, ^11-

We proceed to prove certain theorems about these components.

* It is of course quite clear that (kk) are an associated so that when we speak of a component it will be under-

pair of roots of the system. stood that it is obtained from a conjoint system as above.

t We use the word in no other sense tliau the present
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§ 21. Theorem I. The component of a conjoint system is a conjoint s}'steni.

Adopting the above notation we have to prove that

II ^'n+l, 111 .
"

• yu+\. Ill . C'
II

is conjoint.

Since xy = ijx we have the relations

in 7» ,y,

~ ^mytis^^-' yni'l'iiS) = I, 2, ...
11 = 1 H = l \S

which in the case before us become effectively

m - H 7i( - II

V V^ ^n+i;7i+uyn+u,8— — yii+i-,)i+u *'ii+ii,s-
« = 1 H = 1

(*= 1, 2, ... m — n, s = 1, i, ... in

In particular we have

vi-u m—

«

/,.

— ^n+r,n+ti Vn+u.n+s — — ^ii+r, ii+!i ''^ii+k.ii+s. (
= 1, ... in -

11=1 «=i V*'

which proves the theorem.

§ 22. Theorem II. Any associated pair of roots of the component of a conjoint system

whose first n rows are regular with respect to an associated pair (k, k) are an associated

pair for the complete system.

If (k, k) are the associated pair of the component the theorem is obvious: we confine

ourselves therefore to the case in which this is not so. It will then follow that if (^•^•') are

the pair of roots of the component we may have k = k or k' = k, but not hotli of these equalities

can hold. Suppose that we have k =1= «, and let

11 a-'im, S : y„„, 0'
\\

be the complete system,
|| *„+,,,„, ^ : ,'/«+], m ^' II

its component.

We see at once that as A- is a root of

it is also a root of
1 Xi,„ ,0\=O.

Take any ^jth minor of the determinant

A little consideration will shew that if it does not vanish identically it must be equal to

{k — ky X a {p + t — ii)th minor of
,
x„^j^,„,k

\,

where t:^ii. It follows that if the rth minors of
j
a'„^.i_ ,„ , A- 1

are the first which do not all

vanish, the corresponding number t' for \u;im,k\ is ^ t. As, however, one particular rth

minor of j.i'imiA;] is not zero, viz. one of the rth minors of
\
cc,i+i^,„ , k

\
which does not

vanish, bordered by elements of the first n rows and columns of \xi,n,k |, it is clear that t'= t.

Let us refer back to §§ 9, 10, and, in the notation there employed, suppose that the

non-vanishing minor just mentioned is common to the n^th, n.th, ... j!„j_Tth* columns, and

* Of course t of these numbers are 1, "2, 3, ... r.
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the p,+ith, pr+.,th,... pi„t\\* rows. Clearly the determinant which is the left-hand member

of (viii) § 10 is equal to

(k — k)"' X a, determinant of the system
|| «;„+,_„,, A.- : i/n+i,m,^'\[

As k' substituted for 0' in the latter makes it vanish, we see that (A, k') are an associated

pair of I'oots of

The theorem is therefore proved.

§ 23. Theorem III. If of two conjoint systems one is the transform of the other, and

at the same time the first n rows of each are regular with respect to the associated pair

{kk'), then the component of the transform is a transform of the component of the original

system.

Suppose that lla^im,^ : yim,0'\\

is the original -f system and that llfim, ^ Vvny 0'
\\

is its transform.

Then by definition ^P = P-'\

vp = py,

where p is a matrix of m rows and columns whose determinant
j p \

does not vanish (§ 12).

The first of these relations written at full length gives

m m
1 f,.„p„,,= S p,„a'„s {r,s=l,2,...m) (xiii).

H = 1 M = 1

Hence if r ^ ??, we have among other relations

Pni+i^''n+i,7i+s + pni+-2^''n+2,iHs + ••• "^ P- »i'- ui,n+s = 0.

{s = 1,2, ... m — ii)

Considering this system of m — n equations we remark that the determinant of the

coefficients of the ps is

^n+i, 11+1 ^n+i,n+:

•-ii+a, n+i -^n+s, 71+2

•ft+s, n+i •'-n+3, n+2

which is L-^ and so, since
j

x
|
does not vanish by definition of a conjoint system, cannot be zero.

Thus Pr,n+l=Pr,n+-2= ••=Prm=0. (?':$«)

* Of course t of these numbers are 1, 2, 3, ... t. which we regard as the "original" system. The adjective

+ It will be remembered that each of the systems is is merely convenient for distinguishing one system from

a transform of the other, so that it is entirely arbitrary another.
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The relations (xiii) therefore become effectively

^ ^ '^

(?•= 1,2,... m-n){s= 1.2, ... m)

— ^ii+r,n+u P»+u,n-i-s — — Pn+r,n-\-u^n+u,n+S' = 1, 2, ... m — n

In particular

«= 1 ?( = 1 \*

If then we write x' for the matrix whose elements are those of the determinant written

above, and ^', p' for the corresponding matrices in ^'s and ps, we have

fp' = p''' (•'<iv).

In a similar wa}-

v'p' = P!/' .(XV).

Again \Pi=\P\x Pn Pi.' P\::

Pa pi2 Pa

P\n

pin

Pn p.- pr. Pni

Ptn Pn-i Ptf.i Pun

As
I
p does not vanish it is clear that

j

p'
|
cannot, and so taking this in conjunction

with (xiv) and (xv), we have the theorem.

§ 24. We now take up our theory again as we left it in § 19.

The system ||ci,„,^ : c/„„,^'|i

has its first o-j rows regular with regard to (k, k): its irregular component

l|c<7i+i,,„,^ : f/<ri+i,m, &'
II

considered in connection w^ith the differential equation will be called a first derived pei-iod

system w^ith regard to the associated pair («•, k).

By theorem I, § 21, this derived system is conjoint, and so (§§ 9, 10) has associated pairs of

roots. It may or maj' not be that {«;, k) are one of these pairs. In the latter case our process

terminates; but if they are such a pair let their index be cr.,. We call cto the second invariant

of the associated pair of roots (k, k) of the system of period equations. The justification of

the word "invariant" is fairly clear. For it results from theorem III, § 23, and theorem II,

I 14, that 0-2 is the same for all first derived systems with regard to («, k).

From the theory of §§ 9, 10 it appears that we can satisfy the system of 2 {m — o-j)

equations

Xffj+i C(r,+i,<ri+i- + Xo-j.|-.jCcrj.|..i_cr,+ ;- + . . . + A.cT^+r (Co-ja,.^ tr,.).,. — K) + ... + \iii Cm,(T,-{-r = "

Xffj+iCr<ri+i,<Ti+f + Xo-i+.;f<<rj-(-2,<ri+,- + •• + A.(rj+,. (uo-i+r, (Tj+r — ") + ••• + Xm f(m,<r,+i- = 1',

(; = !, 2, ... in -cr,)
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by taking arbitrarily a., of the X's and then determining the i-emainder as definite linear

functions of them. Without loss of generality we can suppose that the a„ X's are

Xuj+j, XcTi+i, •• X(rj+(r„.

The other X's are then determined by

Xirj4.iT.j4.,. = ',iX(r,4.i + (,._>X(Tj4..j + . . . + Ira.J^a^-^-u.,,

{/•=!, 2,... m-a, - o-,)

where the Ts are definite functions of the c's and d's.

Consider the function

h\z) = \ff,+, /iffj+, (z) + Xff,+o /iffi+o (^) + . . . + X,„ /i,„ {z).

Selecting the X's as above we have

1=1

m -u^ — (r~

where Ha^+t{z) = h<T^+t\^)+ ^ 'l,iha,+a.,+,{z).
s = \

Then whatever X^j+i, ... \a^+a., may be

F{z + (o) = /c'i^ (2) + linear functions of /ii(s), ... ha^{z),

F{Z+W')=K F{z) +

It follows easily that we must have

Ha^+t {Z + U>) =K Ha^+t {z) + -ff<r,+( (2),

Ha,+t {S + t^') = «' ^cTj+f (2) + U'a,+t {Z), (« = 1, 2, . . . 0-.)

where Ha^+ti^) '"^^ H'a^+i(z) are linear functions of hj(z), h.,{z) ...]ia-^(z).

A little consideration will shew that we cannot have both these linear combinations

evanescent: for if any pair were, it is clear that we would have at least one more integral

of the type of h^{z),h„{z), ... h„^{z), which is independent of them. We would therefore be

able to find a fundamental system such that the corresponding period system had its first

o-j+l rows regular with respect to («•, «'). The index of any such .system is clearly > o-j,

which is impossible as we have proved that it must be <r, for all fundamental systems (§ 18).

For a similar reason it is easily proved that there exists no linear combination of the

functions Ha^+t (^) S'^'^h that it and the same linear combination of the functions H'o-^+t (z)

both vanish.

The functions H (z) are of course only defined in <I> : but as we remarked in § 7,

any such localised function may be regarded as a branch of a certain monogenic function

localised in <t>.

§ 25. From the form of the i'unctions H (z) at which we arrived in the preceding

paragraph, it is easily seen (cf §§ 18, 19) that they ai-e linearly independent, and further

that the system of solutions

li,(z), h„(z), ... ho,{z), Hc,+i{z), H^^^.,{z), ... Ha,^<T.J,z), K^+^.^u ••• h,„{z)

is a fundamental system.
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The members of this system may be re-labelled

k\(s). L{z), ... kff^{z), Av,+,(^), l\+-2(z), •• iVi+<7,(^), ... k,„(z)

respectively. We will say that any system of this character is norma! with respect to the

first two invariants of the associated pair {k, k).

As in the preceding case we shall have

k{z-^-(o) =e k {z),

k{z + a}')=fk{z),

where the new period matrices e and / are such that

(1) erg=/„ = provided r^s and r^<Ti, whilst

f11 = €>, = ...= go-, (J, = K, /i, =/-2-2 = . . . =.'ff, a-^ = K .

(2) e^jj-r.^i+g =/<r,.^r,(T,+5 = 0, provided r^s and rf:a.2, whilst

If we consider the tirst derived period system of

Hm.e Am,ff\\,

viz. the system ||eo-,_j.,,„,,^ : f,r^+^m,d'\\,

it is clear that its first a-, rows are regular with respect to the associated jjair (k, k'). We
use the notation

II ^O'l+O'a+l.m) C' • /o'l-rlTo+l, »1)
"

I

for its irregular component. Considered in connection with the differential equation we will call

the latter a second derived period sj'stem with regard to the associated pair (k, k).

It is a very easy matter to see that any such second derived period system is

conjoint. The proof follows in fact from a double application of theorem I, § 21. For

the sj-stem under consideration is the component of a tirst derived system ; and we

saw above bj- an application of the theorem mentioned that the latter was a conjoint

system. Consequently a second application of the same theorem proves what we desire.

In a similar way by using theorem III, § 23, we prove that all second derived

period systems with regard to {k, k) are transforms of one another. It follows there-

fore by theorem II, §| 14, 15, that the associated pairs and their indices are the same

for all.

§ 26. It may or may not be that (k, k) are an associated pair of I'oots of the second

derived system of equations

If not then our process terminates : but if they are, let a^ be their index. We
call 0-3 the third invariant of the associated pair {k, k). After what has been said in the

previous paragraph it will be sufficient if we merely remark that 0-3 is the same for

all fundamental systems which are normal with respect to the first two invariants of

the associated pair {k, k).

Vol. XX. No XVI. 55
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From the general theory of §§ 9, 10, it appears that we can satisfy the system of

2{m — ai— a.,) equations

(r = 1, 2, ... »i — cTi — o-o)

by taking arbitrarily 0-3 of the \'s—which may be assumed to be X,,+a,+,, X„,+„,+«, ...

X, +a+<r—and determining the rest as definite linear functions of these say

(r=l, 2, ... //( - (7i --o-.-o-s)

Take the function

"where the \'s are selected as above.

Then

F{z)= S X,,+„,+,7C,^.,^, (5),

where

Proceeding in the manner of § 2-t we arrive at 0-3 solutions which are linearly inde-

pendent and which have the properties represented by

K„^+,^+t (z + ft)') = K'Ka^+„^+, (z) + K'o^+^,+t {z\

where Jir„,+„,+, (2) and ^'„,+„,+, (2) are linear functions of k\{z), k.,{z), ...k-„^+„,{z).

By reasoning analogous to that used in the corresponding case in § 24' we may

shew that one but not both of these functions may be evanescent, or a linear function

merely oi ki{z), h(z), ...k„^(z): that is to say one at least must involve members of the

second set of integrals (of | 24). In a similar way we shew that corresponding linear

functions of the ICs. and K"s have the same property.

It is moreover easily shewn that the solutions

k^(z),Liz), .../;,,+», (2), ir^,+a,+i (-2), A''^,+a,+-, (2), Kc,+c,+c,(z), ^a,+o,+a,+, (2), ...k„,{z)

constitute a fundamental system.

§ 27. The general course of procedure is now obvious: but before stating the complete

result it will be useful to give a definition.

We have seen that corresponding to an tissociated pair of roots (k, k) we have a

number of invariants cr, , a.^, 0-3, &c. Let o-g be the last of these .so that («, k) are not

an associated pair of the sth derived period system with regard to («, k). The sum

0-, +0-0 + ... +crs is defined to be the multiplicity of the pair («, k'). From what has
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been said above the multiplicity of the pair of roots is independent of the fundamental
system from which we start.

Slightly altering our previous notation our final result then is this :

Corresponding to an associated pair of roots («, k') of a system of period equations

whose multiplicity is n we have a group of n integrals of the differential equation which
are linearly independent. This group may be divided into s sets where s is the number
of invariants of the pair. The first set consists of integrals tVn{z), lUi^(z), ...Wlff^(^), equal

in number to the first invariant (o-,), which have the properties expressed by

H'„. {z+(0) = KU\r (S), Wjr (Z + &)') = KU'.r (z), (/• =1,2,... CT,)

or as we may write symbolically

The second set consists of the a. integrals %u,a.{z), w., (2), ... W2„, (2) where a., is the

second invariant of the pair. These have the properties

lVir{z + to) = KW.-r {Z) + Vir {z) : ?<'5r {z + &>') = KlU^ {z) + v\, (z), (r = 1, 2, . . . (T.)

Vuiz), v\r(z) being linear functions of the iVirizys, both of which cannot be evanescent.

Symbolically we may write

W., (Z + w) = KUU (z) + /3,, M'j (z) ; Wj (2 + co') = «'w, (z) + p'.^Wi (z),

where p.,i, p.^ are matrices of <7., rows and a^ columns which are such that if we take

corresponding rows of each, the elements of both cannot all vanish.

The third set consists of integrals Wi^{z), iv^{z), . . . w^^{z) whose number is equal

to the third invariant of the pair. These have the properties expressed by

?(V {Z + l»)=K Wir {Z) + V.,r {z) + U,r {z) : IV^r (z + 0}') = K W-^r {z) + v\_,. {z) + u\^ (z),

v-2r{z) and v'.r{z) being linear functions of integrals belonging to the second set of which

one but not both may be evanescent : u^,. (z), u\r {z) are linear functions of integrals

belonging to the first set. In the language of matrices

1^3 {z + a)) = K Ws {z) + p3.,«'2 {z) + psiWi (z),

U'3 (Z + O)') = k' IV-i {Z) + p\..W, {z) + p'jiH'i {z),

where p^s, p',-* are matrices of (7^ rows and a^ columns : and so on. The properties of

the j-th set have for their expression

Wr{Z + U>) = KW,.{Z)+ Pr,r-\y-'r-AZ)+ p,., r-iWr-2{z) + . . . + p„W, (2),

Wr {Z + O)') = KWr (z) + p'r, ,-l «fr-l {Z) + p r, r-iV-'r-l {z) + . . . + p\^ii\ (z),

where pr,r-iiOr-i(z), p'r,r-iU'r-i{z) are such that no two corresponding functions are

evanescent and further no linear combination of either of the sets vanishes simultaneously

with the same linear combination of the other (cf, §§ 24, 26).

* The matrices p^^. pV« ^^ "^o* independent (see § 34 below).

55—2
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§ 28. The functions at which we arrived in the precediug paragraph, it will be re-

merabered, are only defined in <I> ; but from the remark made in § 7 we see that they

are branches

—

pHncipal branches it wil! be convenient to call them—of n monogenic

functions localised in O. In general the remaining branches of any one of these functions

when rewarded as localised in <$> will have properties ditfereut from those of the principal

branch ; but in the case of ordinary Picard equations the solutions are all uniform and

so only principal branches arise.

The group of localised functions arrived at in § 27 will be said to be noi-mal for

the associated pair (k, k). Since every pair of associated roots can be treated in the same

way there will obviously be a set of normal groups whose total number is that of the

distinct pairs of associated roots of the fundamental system of period equations.

§ 29. The choice of the word " multiplicity " in § 27 will probably have prepared the

reader for the theorem to the proof of which we now proceed, viz. that the sum of

the multiplicities of the various associated pairs is equal to m, the order of the differential

equation.

First of all we shall require the following

Theorem. No linear relation can exist between the members of the various normal

groups of integrals.

We have seen already that no such relation can exist within a group, so our

attention may be confined to the case in which the members of more than one group

are involved. Suppose then, if possible, that a linear relation, embracing the members

of two or more groups, exists, say

W,{z)+W.,{z) + ... + W,{z) = (,xvi),

where TFj (s), ^Y..{z), ...Wt^s) are each linear functions of members of a gi-oup corre-

sponding to a definite associated pair. It will be convenient to define the order of any

such function to be p, where integrals of the pth set are the latest involved: e.g. if

the integrals involved are all doubly-periodic of the second species, the order will be

unity. The relation (xvi) above written will be said to be of the pth order when p is

the greatest of the orders of the various functions TF,.(0).

In the first place let us prove that every non-evanescent linear relation (xvi) of order

p involves one of order p—^ provided tliat p > 1.

From (xvi) we have

Fi(; + co) -I- ir,(-- + &)) -I-...+ W,{z+w) =01 . .jj.

W,{z + o)')+W,{z + (^')^...+ W,{z+a>') = 0\
^'

Suppose that the order of W„ is > 1. An inspection of the results of § 27, shews

that
W,,{z + w) = kJY„{z)+ V„{z),

Wn{z + w) = K,:Wn{z)+Vn{z),

where one at least of the functions V„{z\ V^ {z), which are linear functions of integi-als

belonging to the same group as the terms in Tl^„, is of order less by unity (and no
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more) than Wn(2). Suppose that F„(^) is such when \V„{2) is one of the functions of

order p.

From (.wii) we have

K,W,i2) + K,W,(Z)+... + K,W, {2)+V, (Z)+ ... + Vr(2) = 0,

where one of the V's at least is of order p—^.

In a similar wa}' since

W, (2 + 2co) + W,(2 + -2(0) +... + W, (s + ^w) = 0,

we have

«r' W, (z) + «/ W,i2)+... + Kr Wt (2) + iK, V,(2) + -Ik, V, {z) +... + •>k^V, {2) +U,^0,

where U^ is a sum of functions which may all vanish, but if they do not they are of

order ^ p — 2.

Generally we have

K/ W,{2)+...+ Kt" Wt{Z) + '«,'-' V^{Z) + ...+ VKi' Vt{2)+U,.= Q (.Xvili),

where U,- is of the same character as U.,.

Now it may or may not be that all the numbers k,. are different : if they are

not we can group together those terms for which the multiplier is the same. Let this

be done. Since the ecjuations (xviii) are unaltered in form we can suppose them as

written only now the k's are all different, and the W's and V's may involve members

of more than one group.

§ 30. Taking the system of t equations obtained by writing r=\, 2, ... t in (xviii)

together with the equation (xvi) we can eliminate the W's. We thus obtain a linear

relation

S ArV,(z)+ U=() (xix),

where U either vanishes or else is a sum of integrals of order ^ p — 2 and A,, is the

determinant

1 I I

.. I

^1 AC.,- ici^ 3«-,.-

'1 2 3 •••••• LKf

It is an easy matter to shew that this determinant does not vanish. For let X
be the same determinant as above save that its last column has for its ejements

1, X, or, ... x^ reading downwards. Then as is well known

X = il (x- K,,) X P,
7=1

I
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where P is tlie product of all terms (k,- k,) {r ^ s, r, s = I, 2, ... t). Dififerentiating

with regard to a- aud then writing .r = /Cr. it is clear that the left side reduces to A,..

Thus

A,= n' (Kr-K^) xP,
9 = 1

where 11' indicates that the term corresponding to 5 = ?• is omitted. Since the «'s are

all different it follows that A,, is not zero.

Returning now to the linear equation (xix) we know that at least one of the V's

involves a non-evanescent function of order p—1 from one of the groups. As no two

V's involve members of the same group and none of the A's vanish, (xix) must be a

non-evanescent linear relation of order p - 1. It appears therefore that every linear

relation of order ^J(>1) involves one of order p—l, and so by repeated applications

whatever be the order of the relation (xvi) from which we start, we eventually arrive

at a non-evanescent linear relation of order unity.

§ 31. Let the relation just mentioned be

i(i{z)+iu(z)+ ... + ui{z) = (xx),

where each of the w's is a linear combination of doubly-periodic functions of the second

species which have the same multipliers.

The multiplier corresponding to the period 03 may be the same for more than one

of the (groups u : if so, then we group together those of the u's for which this happens.

The relation (xx) then becomes

i\ (z) + v., (z) + ...+ Vj (z) = 0, (i $

where each member of the group v,.(z) has the same multiplier for the period w.

Since we have

I'l (z + ro)) + i'o {z + ro)) + ...+Vj{: + rco) = 0,

it follows that

k/ V, (z) + k/ Vo (r) -I- ... -I- Kf Vj (7) = 0,

for all values of r : «, being the common multiplier for the period tu of the terms of

the group vt{z).

In particular we have the system of _;' equations

v,{z) + Vo{z) +...+ i[i(z)=0.

Kil\ (Z) + K. !'., (z) + ...+ Kj Vj (Z) = 0,

fI't'l (Z) + K„' V„ (Z)+ ...+ Kf Vj (2) = 0,

/«,•'-' I), {z)+ kJ-' V^{z)+...+ KjJ-' Vj (z) = 0.

The determinant of the coefficients of the v's is not zero* so we must have

Vr{z) = 0. (r=l,2,...j)

* Cf. § 30 above.
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Now considering the left-hand member of any one of these relations we perceive

that it is equal to

where Wi{2), ...Widz) are each linear combinations of integrals belonging to the first set

of integrals of different groups. Since each of them had the same multiplier for the

period tu they must have different multipliers for the period to'. Applying an argument

similar to that just used, it will follow that the w's are all zero. But this is impossible,

since as we have said they are linear combinations of integrals of the same group.

Our initial assumption that there exists a relation of the form (xvi) is therefore

proved false, i.e. no linear relation can exist between the various members of normal

groups.

§ 32. We are now in a position to prove the theorem mentioned in § 29.

Theorem. The sum of the multiplicities of the various associated pairs of roots of

a fundamental system of period equations is equal to the order (in) of the diffei'ential

equation.

Obviously the sum mentioned cannot be greater than m : for if it were the theorem

of |§ 29—31 would shew that we had more than m linearly independent solutions of

the equation which is known not to be possible.

Suppose that it should happen that the sum is n where n < m. As these ii are

linearly independent we can find m — n other integrals which with them constitute a

fundamental system. Let this latter be

yn(2), 712(2). ... 7,„,(3), 7„,(^), 7,., (2), ... y,nM), 7h«,, C^).

8n(^), S,,(2) V(^)'^ii(^)' KA^)- Kpt,i^)'

X,.(2). X.= (2), X^n(z).Xn(^)' X-2.-A^)'---Xt,r,^i^)'

y}r„+, (z), ylru+, i^) ^m (^),

where the 7's are integrals of one group, for which there are <i sets, the first consisting

of «i integrals, the second of n.,, and so on, the total number of sets t^ being the

number of invariants. Similarly for the S's ... ^'s. As for the yfr's they are the m — n

integrals mentioned above.

Let the period matrices for this system be c/ and h, so that the period system is

\\g.m, e h„n, 0'\\ (xxi).

By blotting out the first n rows and the first n columns of g's and h's from this

it is clear that we get a system of m — >i rows and 2 (m — n) columns ; for brevity we

call this the residuary system. It is easy to see by repeated applications of theorem I, § 21,

that this residuary system is conjoint. It will therefore have at least one pair of

associated roots («, k). There are two cases a priori possible—either (k, k) may be an

associated pair of roots of the system (xxi), or they may not. The latter cannot be

the case, for by repeated applications of theorem II, § 22, any associated pair of the

residuary system is an associated pair for (xxi). Suppose then that (/c, k) are an
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associated pair both for the complete system and for the residuarj-. Without loss of

generality' we can suppose that the group of 7's belongs to this pair. Repeated appli-

cations of the theorem just mentioned shews that (k, k) are an associated pair for the

system obtained by blotting out the first (Hi + ?!.+ ... + ?(,,) rows and the corresponding

columns of the system (xxi), i.e. a ^ith derived system of (xxi) with respect to the

associated pair {k, k). B}' using theorem III, § 23, we prove that all such .systems are

transforms of one another: and further, from § 27 it appears that one of them has not (k, k)

for an associated pair of roots. It follows therefore from theorem II, §§ 14, 15, that («, k')

cannot be an associated pair both for (xxi) and the residuary system. As we have seen

already that there is no pair foi' the latter which is not one for the former, the only

alternative is that the i|r's are non-existent, i.e. n — m, which proves the theorem.

Summing up our results thus far, we conclude that if we take normal groups corre-

sponding to each of the various associated pairs of the fundamental system of period

equations, they together constitute a fundamental system of integrals of the differential

equation.

I 33. The reader will now perceive the analogy that exists between the theory we

have developed and that of the corresponding one dimensional problem in which the

coefficients are simply periodic. It is true that our investigation is more cumbrous, but that

is to be expected both from the nature of the case and from the fact that we have

not had anything like the theory of equations and of elementary divisors on which to

fall back. Moreover, we have not obtained anything analogous to Hamburger's sub-

groups. Two facts seem to conspire against this. The first is that the integrals are

connected together in a much more intimate manner. For instance, if we consider the integral

U'sri^) of § 27, the functions iv (^) and ^''^(s) may be distinct linear functions of integrals

belonging to the second set, and .similarly v^ri^) and i''i,.(s) may be distinct linear

functions of integrals of the first set. Consequent!}', when we wish to express

H's,. (z+to} + t'oy)

as a function of integrals whose argument is z we will in general require two inde-

pendent integrals of the second set and four from the first, besides W3,. (2). In the

corresponding one dimensional case we would have to replace two and four by one

and two respectively. The second fact is that tlie numbers cr,,o-o, ... a-^ may be an increasing

set. All that we can be sure of is that

o-,. ^ 2o-,._, ^ 2-o-s_., $ . .. ^ 2»'-'o-j.

In the first place we will shew that

o-,$2o-,.

Take the period system of § 19 and use the notation there employed.

From the definition of o-j we know that there is a certain o-,th minor of a deter-

minant of this system which does not vanish. Suppose that a of its columns have

elements belonging to the first o-j columns of the c's and that /3 of them have elements

belonging to the first o-j columns of the rf's. The minor (if) in question may then be

expanded by Laplace's rule as a product of minors belonging to these u + columns
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and their complementary minors which belong to the remaining columns. These latter,

if they do not vanish identically, ai-e minors of determinants of the component system

and cannot all vanish, since M does not do so. It follows therefore that as thev consist

of m — (Ti — a — i3 rows and columns we have

m — cTi — a — /3 :§ «* — o-i — o-.>

,

i.e. o-., $ a + i3,

and as a $ ai , /3 $ trj

,

we have o-2<2o-,.

In a similar way we can prove that

hence as $ 2o-, ^ 2V,

;

and so on : the final result being as is easily seen

<r, $ 2o-s_, ^ 2-o-j_„ < . . . ^ 2»-'(7i.

§ 34. We pi'oceed to give some indication of the anah-tic form of our integrals, or

more precisely" of their principal branches, which we recall are considered as being

localised in <1>.

As a preparation for this we will consider the relation, to which reference was made

in a footnote attached to § 27, as existing between the matrices p and p.

As the functions Wr (z) are uniform in ^ we have

Wr {{z + <o) + &)') = Mv ((2 + &>') + a>),

i.e. K'u'r(S+ O)) + p'r,r-l'Wr-i(z + C0) + p'r,r-2^Vr-2(^ + Co) + ... + p nW^ (z + &))

= KU>r(z + Co') + pr, r-i Wr-l (^ + &>') + Pr, r-» W^-s {z + eo' ) + . . . + p^ V.\ (z + O}'),

or K (KU'r{z) + pr,r-l^l-'r-l{z)+ + Pn 6)1 (-?)) + p'r, r-l (« W^-i (2))

+ pr-i, r-2 Wr_2 (z) + . . . + Pr-i,i K', (z)) + p'^, r-i (« Wr-2 (2) + . . . + pr-^ j lU^ {z))

+ . . . + p',, 1 K U't (z)

= K («' ?(V {Z) + p'r, r-l Wr-i {z)+ ... + p'n Wj (z)) + pr (,._i) {iC Wr-i (z)

+ pV-i, r-2 W,-2 (2) + . . . + p'r-i. 1 W, (z)) + p,. r_, (/c' 2tV-2 (z)

+ . . . + pr-2, 1 Wi (Z)} +... + Pr,iK' 10^ (2).

The functions w being linearly independent the equation just written must be an identity.

Equating coefficients of the various w's we obtain

p'n Pit = Pre Ret, {r > S > t)

which are the relations referred to.

It is a very simple deduction from this to prove that if we take any product of

matrices

Pr,H PhH P«2«3 ••• Pipt> ('> «1 >Sn> ... >Sj,>t)

and write dashes over any I of them, the product is the same as

Vol. XX. No. XVI. 56
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§ 35. Consider now the functions

where ^ is the usual Weierstrassian ^ function and 7; = f(a)), ?;' = ^w')- If we adopt the

usual convention that the imaginary part of (—1 is positive, we have

U{Z + 0)} ==U(2), Viz+ Co) =V{2)+1,

u{z + (o')=uiz) + l, v(z + io') = v{z).

Let us write

AF = K-'Fiz+(o)-F{z),

A'F= K-'Fiz + o)') -F{z):

then if <^{z) is a doubly-periodic function of the second species whose multipliers are

{k, k), we have
A (<^w) = K-^^{z + a))u{z + (o^ -^ {z) u {z) = 0,

A'((^m) = k'-^^{z+ w) u{z + co')-(j> (z) u{z) =
<f)

(z),

and similarly A (<f>v) = <l)
(z), A' (<^«;) = 0.

More generally if we write

^^^_
u(u-l)(u-2)...(u-r+l)~

r]
'

,„ v{v-l){v-2)...(v-r + l)

^ ~ rl

where u= u (z), v = v (z), we easily prove that

A ((^Mf') = 0, A' (^m"-') = 'f>u"-'\

§ 36. Referring now to the results of § 27, and adopting the notation there used, it

appears that the first set are doubly-periodic functions of the second species localised in <I>

and having multipliers {k, k). The second set satisfy

A (Wo) = -pa1Vi (z), A' (Wo) = —, p'aWi (z).

Consequently (§ 3.5)

i.e. the functions

A (w., - ^ p'o,w, - ^ paiVij = 0,

A ( W., 7 p nVi P21W1 )
= "'

W. (z) ,p 21 Wi (z) - - p„^Wi {z)

are doubly-periodic functions of the second species, localised in <E> and having multipliers

(/c, k), say they are W^{z). It appeai-s therefore that the integrals of the second set

can be represented by

W,{Z) + ", p'ciWi (2) + I p-n >t\ (Z),
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or if we replace if, by Wi in order to have a more symmetrical notation, we have

w, (z) = W, (3) + 1 p'.^ W, (z) + ^ p.^ W, (c),

there being, of course, tr, integrals of this kind.

Again, for integrals of the third set, we have

AWa= - /332 Wj {z) + - jOs, w^ {z)

= - P3.
(' W, {z) + -, p., TF, (z) + "

p.^ W,{z)) + ^ p„ Tr, (z)

1 WW
= - {Psa ^2 (3) + Psi ^^1 {z)\ +—, Pssp'.i TFi(2) +^ p,„ p^i ^F, (2) ;

similarly A' (w^) = — jp'sjl^a (2) + p'sil^i (5)} + —, p's-: p't^i Tfj (2) + ", p\„ p^.

From the first of these it is easy to see that

A / ^ TIT- " ' TIT-
'' TT^ " ' TJ'£:^[w^--p^W„- - p 3iWo- - p,i\\ I- ~ p ^^W I

\ K K K K

-^ P 3S P 21W,- —, ps.p ,^\\ ,- — p3, p„i H ,

J

= 0.

and similarly (since ^32 p'^ = p'^ P21)

A' L3--P32F, -...)= 0.

We deduce from this that

tv, {z)=W,(z) + - p^W,(z) +-,p'^W,(z) + -p,,W, (z) + -, p\,W, {z)
IV ni fit /C

+ -^ p'32 p'o, W, (Z) + ^ P32 P'n ^^\(^} + —^ P32 P-2. in (2),

where TF3(^') are a. localised doubly-periodic functions (multipliers «, k').

§ 37. Generally we say that we can form an expression for ?f, (2) by the following

rule :

Take any product Pr>^Ps^s„Ps.^s^ Psp_^.t,

where ?• > Si > s, > . . . > Sp_i > t (p ^ r — 1).

Write dashes over all but the first x of them. Then the symbolic expression for the

integrals of the rth set is the sum of all possible terms

where Wt(z) are a-f functions which are doubly-periodic of the second species localised

in 4> and having multipliers («, k'}.

56—2
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The sum just mentioned ^vill be denoted by

it includes a term Wr{z) corresponding to p = .r = 0.

To prove this we first observe that the results of § 36 shew it to be true in the cases

r = 1, 2, 3. Assume the formulae true for u\(2), Wo{z), ... Wr-iiz), and consider the effect of

the operation A on the functions F{z) which have for their symbolic expression the symbol

above written with the term Wr{z) omitted: evidently

A ( F) =
^ j

sum of all possible terms like ^^,^p-x ^-i Prs, Ps,>-., p's^.^,^, • Ps^.,, t ^« (^)| •

Noticing (§ 35) that the terms for which a- = disappear when operated on by A, we

see, by collecting together all terms in which p,.,,^ is the first matrix of the product, that

where q{=p—l) is the total number of p's in the matrix product in the bracket ( ), which

corresponds to the general term above written, and y (= a; — 1) is the number of them undashed.

It follows that A (F) = - I - Prs, ^% (^)[ .

and therefore that

A{Wr-F)=0 (xxii).

Again, we see that

^' ^''^ "
;^' 1

*"" °^ ^^' possible terms like ^^y_^_, ^^ Prs, p's^s^, P's^„ t ^t (^)j

.

where of course the terms corresponding to products of matrices which contain no undashed

letters disappear (§ 35). In virtue of the remark made at the end of § 34

A' (F) = —A sum of all possible terms like

(7)F:S=r^ P'rsr Ph H--- ^*.*x4.i P'-'x-: ^^-P^'^^t ^^t (^)| '

where now there are p — x—l dashed letters at the tail of the matrix product. Collecting

all terms for which p'^s '^ *^^ ^^^^ term of this product, n'e see that

where q(^—p—\) is the number of p's in the matrix product of the term in the bracket

( ) corresponding to the general term above written, and x is the number of them undashed.

Hence

A

and therefore

t
(, Sl = 1

A'(M;,-i^) = (xxiii).
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From (xxii) and (xxiii) it is clear that the functions Wr{z) — F{z) are doubly-periodic

functions of the second species, say Wr{z). Then

lUr{z) = F{z)+Wr{z),

which proves the formula to be true for iVr{z). But we have seen that it is true for r = 1, 2, 3;

therefore it is true for r = -i; and successively for r = 5, 6, The rule given above therefore

suffices for the determination of the integral belonging to the various sets.

§ 38. We proceed to make an important deduction from the analytical forms at which

we arrived in the preceding paragraph. It is embodied in the following

:

Theorem. The analytical expressions for the ?'th set of integrals belonging to the group

associated with the pair (kk) are all precisely of degree r— I in u{z) and v{z).

In order to prove this it will be necessary to shew that none of the functions

V _^
^ ' I TIT / \

-^ /^'y-x-l (i^\x P>'< '•-1 Pr-i' >'-- • • P>--x+l, r~z P r-x, r-x~l P 2i ''l\Z)

are evanescent, i.e. that there exists at least one matrix

Pr, r—l Pr—\, r—i • • • Pr—x+l, r—x p r—x, r—x—l • • • P -21

such that if q is an integer ^o-^ the elements of its ^th row do not all vanish.

We saw
(I 27) that there exists no non -evanescent linear combinations of the functions

Ps,s-i^^i(z), such that it and the same combination of the functions p'g^s_iWi{z) both vanish.

Since the functions Wi(z) are linearly independent, this amounts to saying that if wig is

any matrix having a-g columns, which is such that the elements of its g'th row do not all

vanish, then the elements of the qth row of one at least of the products »ispg,«_i, '«s p's.s-i

has the same property.

Referring again to § 27 we see that at least one of p,-,,-!, p'r,r-i is such that the elements of

its gth row are not all zero : denote this one (or either, if both have the property) by

p,;r-i so that pr,r-i IS Pr,r-i ov p'r,r-i as the casc may be. An application of what has been

said above shews that one at least of

Pr,r-l Pr—i,r—2> Pr,r-l P »—l,r-3

is such that the elements of its qth row do not all vanish ; we can deuote this by

Pr,r-i Pr-l,r—2j

where pr-i,»—2 is either pr-1,,—2 or p',._^^r-2- Proceeding in this way we get a product

Pr,r—l Pr—l,r—2 /'/•—2, r—3 ••• Pa i

such that the elements of its qth row do not all vanish. This product is equal to

Pr,r-\ Pr—l,r—2 • • • Pr—x+l,r~x P r—x—1 • • • P 21 t

where x is the number of the p's undashed (§ 34), and so the theorem is established.
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S 39. Thus taking any generalised Picard equaiion whose solutions are uniform in

a doubly-periodic region <J> we can say, as a result of our investigation:

—

Corresponding to an associated pair of roots (k, k) (multiplicity n) of the fundamental

system of period equations we can find n monogenic functions, whose principal branches

are linearly independent polynomials in

•'(-i^.{l-M)-^"(=£;{f«-$})'

with coefficients which are doubly-periodic functions of the second species localised in 4>

and having multipliers {k, k).

These polynomials divide into s sets where s is the number of invariants of the pair

(k, k), the rth of the sets consisting of polynomials (equal in number to the ?-th invariant

of {k, k')) which are all of degree r - 1 in u and v.

In the particular case of ordinary Picard equations, * may be taken to be the whole

plane with the exception of the singularities of the coefficients of the equation; and what

has been said of principal branches applies to the complete function, the coefficients of the

polynomials in u and v being now single-valued doubly-periodic functions of the second species.

Still dealing with ordinary Picard equations, if we make the further limitation that

its integrals are all regular at the various singularities of the coefficients, which are isolated

so far as regards the finite part of the plane, then the coefficients of the polynomials in

)( and V will be the meromorphic doubly-periodic functions of the second species usually

considered in treatises on elliptic functions.

II.

5 1. It will be observed that in the previous section, when we were considering the

monogenic functions which were solutions of generalised Picard equations we had to confine

ourselves to particular branches—principal branches as we called them. The remaining

branches (possibly infinite in number) when regarded as localised in <I> will certainly be

expressible as linear functions of some or all of these principal branches, but that is about

all we can say in general.

Difficulties of this nature seem to shew that it is only by restricting the nature of the

solutions that we will be able to attain definite knowledge of all branches of any given

solution, and if this is true of a limited class of equations it will be a foitiori true of the

o-eneral class. The present section is devoted to the consideration of a class of solutions

which, thouo-h very particular when looked at from a general point of view, includes the

solutions of the ordinary Picard equation and of that of Halphen. As a preparation for this

it will be well to resume for a little while the general considerations of (I, §§
1—4).

§ 2. Suppose then that we take the equation of I, § 1, which is not necessarily assumed to

be of the ordinary Picard type. Using the notation of the paragraph referred to, we saw that

if we continued any power series P, {z - z^) to the point {z^ -\- (o) along a definite path (y) we were

able to deduce from the resulting series one Qr{z — Za) which was a solution of the differential

equation. The method we employed is obviously applicable if, instead of &>, we take any
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other period D, (= nw + n'w) where n and n are any integers positive or negative. It follows,

therefore, that con-esponding to each point z„ + na}+ »'&>' we obtain one or more power series* in

{z—Zi,) which are solutions of the equation. From our general theory we know that not

more than m of these are linearly independent ; so there will be a certain minimum number c of

them such that all the others can be expressed as linear functions of these c. Any such

c series—say iVt,{z — z,^, w.,{z — z^), ... wdz — Za)—must obviously be linearly independent: we

call them a basic system at the point 2, for the monogenic function /,. whose initial element

is Pr{z-z^).

§ 3. Suppose now that we take any other point f,,
which is not a singularity of/',.. Instead

of considering the elements of fr at the points z„ + nat + n'w' as above, let us study the elements

of the function at the points ^j + «&> + n'a>'.

Let Z be a definite path from z^ to fo which passes through no singularity of the coefficients,

and let the series Wi(z — Za), w.,(z — z^), ...Wc{z — z„) continued along this path by a standard

chain become wi{z—^^), co^iz — ^,^), ... Bc(z— ^o)' it is not difficult to see that the latter

series are a basic system for the point f„. In the first place, since we can find periods

O], flo . .. flc such that Wi {z — {Ziy + Hi)), iv.i{z — (zq + D,^)), . . . Wc{z — (z^ + 0,c)) are elements of /,.,

it is clear that ft)i(^-(ffi+ fli)), aJ2(^ — (f, + fl„)), ... oJc(2 — (?'o + fic)) ^^'^ also elements of it.

Again, let II (^ — ^o) be any element of fr whose base is fo, and p be any path between
Ji,

>! ^Q

and fo + fi. ^ being any period no} + ii'id'. When the element Il(z—^„) is continued along

L from ^, to z„ we get a power series in (z—Zo), say P{z — z^). Imagine that this last

series is continued along the path LpL' where L' is the path congruent with L joining

Zo+ O, and Ko + ^ ' the resulting power series P' {z — {z^ + D.)) is equal to

«ii Wi {z - {z^ + O)) + wi^m, {z — (^o + H)) + . . . + iiicWc {z - (zo + X2)),

by hypothesis (| 2) the m's being certain constants.

Now if II' (z — (f„ + n,)) is the power series, we obtain by continuing U (z— ^„) from

fo to ?o+ ^ by a standard chain along p, P'{z — {z„+ D.)) when continued along L' to (fo + O)
will become II'(2 - (fj + fi)); also the series Wriz — (^o + H)) will become a>r {z — (^o + ^)) when
continued along the same path. Hence

U'{z-(^„+n)) = m,w,{z-{^„ + fl)) + ... + mcCd,{z-{^„ + O)).

* We shall describe these, in future, as the Q series for Zq.
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If therefore 7 be the number for the poiut ^^ corresponding to c for the poiut z^, we have

7^c.
Mutatis mutandis we prove

It follows from this that the number c is the same whatever base-point is taken: it

may be defined to be the content of the solution (monogenic function) yV- After what has

been said above it will be evident that when any solution of content "c" is given we can

find, at any base 2„, c linearly independent power series which are solutions of the equation.

I 4. We now prove the following

:

Theorem. Every solution of a linear differential equation (order m) whose coefficients

are uniform doubly-periodic functions, is a solution of au equation of the same type whose

order is "c" the content of that solution.

Let us adopt the notation of the preceding paragraphs so that

?(.'i (2 - 2„), «'„ (5 - 2„) . . . tU^ (Z - Z^)

are a basic system at the poiut z„ for/,.. It is easily seen that, as everj' element of /^ at

Zo is of the form

I, W^ {Z - 2,,) + L W, {Z-Z,)+ ...+ Ic U'c {z — z„\

they all satisfy the equation

d'^v d'Wi d'w. d'^Wc

'dz' lb' 'dz^ Ifo^

d'-'^w d'^^Wi d'-^Wc

dz'- dz'- dz"-

'^w

dz^- dz"-'- dz.

w.

= .(i).

dUu
The coefficient of -;— on the left-hand side of the equation is the determinant

dz"

A (2 - «a)
= d'-^ u\
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whilst that of ~^^ is -Dr{z-z^, where I)r{z-z^ is what D^(z-2^) becomes when we replace

the elements of its rth row by —~ , ... —j-f respectively.

The functions D^iz -z^), Di(z- z^), ... B^iz-Zo) are all power series in (^-^o), and so

each of them may be regarded as the initial element of a monogenic function: suppose these are

S„, §1, ... 8c respectively. Since the singularities of the functions /^ are some or all of the points

of the set S (I, § 1), those of the functions So. ^i, ... S,. \vill be contained in this set.

§ 5. Consider what happens when we continue the function element Bs{z — z^) round

a closed path (jj) passing through no point of the set {S). The series iVriz -{Zo+ ilr))

when continued round the path (P^). which passes through z„ + fi,. and is congruent with

JO, becomes equal to a linear function of •!(;i(z-(^„-f- n^)), w„(2-(2„ + flr)), ...Wc{z — {z„ + Hr)).

Hence the series Wr{z — Zo) continued round (p) becomes the same linear function of

Wi{z-z^),w.i{z-Zo), ... Wc{z-Zo), say

an Wi{z - 2o) + «« W«{z-Z^) + ...+ WrcWf{z - Z^).

It follows that when Dg {z — z^) is so treated it \\-ill become

I>»{z-Zo),Oil a., (he

Oa a.» (Jo,.

0^31 035 (he

(s = 0, 1, 2,...c)

^Cl ^« (^Ct

i.e. a mere multiple of itself

Taking in particular the function So, all its function elements at a given base

(cf § 9, below), are mere multiples of one another: the zeros of all these elements will

therefore be the same points. Hence, as the number of zeros of a power series in any

region contained luitliin its circle of convergence is finite, the zeros of So can only have

the set {S) or a component of it for their first derived set. The set {S') of the zeros

of So is therefore reducible.

Let us next consider what happens when we continue Ds{z — Zt) to the point {z^ + CL)

along a path, passing through no point of the set (S). When we treat ^l)r{^ — z^) in this

manner it becomes, as is easily seen,

WnWi {z - (^0 + ^)) + mr-iW., {z - {z^^r 9.)) + . .. + m,clOc (z - (Zo + 9.)),

where the m's are certain constants. Thus Ds{z — Zo) will become

D,{z-{z, + n)).

iiu

"iff m.

This shews in particular that the set (S'), like the set (S), is doubly-periodic periods (tutu).
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Now suppose that fo is any point which does not belong to either of the sets S, <S"; and

that when Bg (s — Zo) is continued to fo along a certain path L, passing through no

singularity of Sg it becomes Aj(^— f,,)- The quotient

will be a power series (say Qg (2 — 5'o)) with a definite radius of convergence p^ for each

value of s. Cleai-ly Qg {z — ^0) can be continued over the whole plane, save for possible

obstacles which belong to one or other of the sets S, S', which, as we have seen, are

both reducible. In other words we obtain by this process a monogenic function 5,. (z)

whose singularities consist of some or all of the points belonging to the reducible

set (,S' + S').

I 6. It is easy to see that each of the functions qg{z) is a uniform doubly-periodic

function. That it is uniform follows from the fact that Dg {z — z^^, and consequently

(§ 9 below), Ag {2 — fo), when continued round a closed path, returns as a multiple of

itself, the said multiple being independent of s (§ 5). For a corresponding reason it

appears that Qs(z—^(,) when continued to the point (fo+fi) becomes Qg (z — (^^ + £1)), so

that qg(z) is doubly-periodic (periods coto').

We proceed to prove that fr is a solution of the differential equation

•^w
+ qciz).w (ii).

Using the notation of §3, suppose that 0)1(2— fo). ^2(2— fo). ••oiciz — ^o) is the basic system

at i^o. deduced by continuation from Wi(z—^o), Wi{z—^f,), • w^ (s — fo) along L. Since every

element of /, whose base is (^r,,) satisfies (i), every element whose base is f^ satisfies

= 0,dHv

dz"
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§ 7. From the theorem of ^ 4—6 we may deduce an interesting conclusion as to

the nature of possible uniform solutions of any equation whose coefficients are uniform

doubly-periodic functions.

Suppose that we have a uniform solution /;. of such an equation. If " c " is its

content, we see from the theorem mentioned that this solution satisfies an equation of

the same type of order c. It is not difficult to see that all integrals of this latter

equation are uniform, i.e. that it is of the ordinary Picard type. Adopting the above

notation (§ 3) we observe that as/, is uniform each of the series ^Ur{z — {Zs, + D.j.)) continued

round any closed path returns into itself Hence the series iVr(z — z„) when so treated

have the same properties. In other words, each of the series tVr(2 — 2o) can be regarded

as the initial element of a uniform monogenic function, say g,. (z). As the series w,. {z — z^)

are linearly independent, the functions

9^{z), 9-.{^\ gc{z\
are also linearly independent, i.e. are a fundamental system of solutions of the equation

satisfied by /',. The latter equation is therefore of the ordinary Picard type.

We conclude* that the only possible uniform solutions of a linear equation whose

coefficients are uniform doubly-periodic functions (periods gjoj') are linear functions of

poljTiomials in

«(=2l,{^-E«l)«°''"(=£I{"'>-$l)•
whose coefficients are all uniform doubly-periodic functions of the second species having

the same multipliers.

Another interesting fact—and this is a generalisation of Picard's theorem f in a different

direction from that of I, § 16—is that if any equation of this type has a uniform inteoral

at all, then at least one of its solutions is a uniform doubly-periodic function of the

second species. If we please, we may state this result in terms of " content," and say

that every equation which has a uniform solution has at least one whose content is unity.

§ 8. The solutions to which we referred in § 1 as being the object of our investigations

are called exclusive. In order to fully understand what is meant by this term, consider any

ordinary linear differential equation of order m, say

^^ =*i(^)rf^^ + ••• +tr(z) ^^^+...+u(z),

where the t's are any uniform functions having only a reducible set of singularities : they

need not necessarily be doubly-periodic functions.

As in I, § 1, if ^0 is any base point, which is not one of the singularities of the

coefficients, we can find m linearly independent power series in (z — z^), say

P, (z - z,), P, (z - z,), ...P^iz- Zo),

which satisfy the differential equation, and have a radius of convergence <j:
|
c — ^o |

where

* Vide I, § 39. to Comptes Eendtts (t. xc. pp. 128—31). lu the account

t It would perhaps be more correct to call this general!- in his Traite d'Analyse Picard assumes all the integrals of

sation Picard's theorem, for it is embodied in the note the equation uniform (t. iii. p. 407).

57—2
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c is that singularity of the coefficients nearest to ^„. Any one of these series, Pr{z — Zo),

may be regarded as the initial element of a certain monogenic function /,., and since

the t's are as described, the singularities of each of these functions will be a reducible

set of points.

Suppose now that, starting from z^ we continue the series P^ (z — z„), round any

closed path, back to this base, and that the resulting power series is P' {2 - 2„). We
e V) o 1 1 h n Vf

P; (2 - z,) = I, P, (z - Z,) + LPo (z - z„) + ...+ l,„ P,„ (z - z,),

where Z,, L ... /,„ are certain constants, which in general depend on the closed path. If

it happens that not all the numbers I,, L, ... l,-i, /,.+i, ... /,„ are zero, Pr'(z-z„) will be

linearly independent of P,. {z — Zo), and so we shall have a new solution of the equation.

But should all these numbers vanish, however, the closed path is chosen, we speak of

the monogenic function fr as an exclusive* solution of the equation.

§ 9. It will be noticed that thus far we have considered a definite element of fr :

in order to justify the application of the adjective to the complete function it will be

necessary to shew that all its elements possess the same property. This is not difficult.

For suppose that U,.{z—^„) is an element of/,, deduced by the continuation of P,.{z — ^„)

along a definite path L. When we continue 11,. (z — f„) round a closed path (p) we obtaiu

a new power series in (2 — ^„), say 11/ (z — fo)- Denoting by i~' the path L described

in the opposite direction to the above, the path LpL~^ may be regarded as a closed

path returning to z^. The series Pr(z — z„) continued along this will return to ^„ again

as P/ {z — 2o) = IrPr {z — ^o) where Z is a cei'tain constant. But it is clear that the power

series P,.'(2 — Jo) continued along the path L reaches f„ as ^,.11^(2-^0): so if we continue

P,. (z — z„) along L to the point f„ and then round the path p back again to f„ the

resulting power series is ^,.11^ (2— ?„). In other words 11^(2—^0) continued round p back

to ^0 reaches this point again as a series n,'(3 — f„) equal to Zyn,.(2 — ^0). This proves

what we require.

§ 10. Let us consider those equations with uniform doubly-periodic coefficients which

are such that evei'y solution is exclusive. For brevity we call these Halphen equations,

because it turns out that the class of equations defined in this way is that which Halphen

considers-f-, when we make the additional restrictions, (I) that the number of singularities

of any coefficient contained in a given period-parallelogram is finite, and (2) that the

integrals are all regular.

* The reader will observe that unifoi-in solutions are + Mem. des Sav. Etrattg. t. xxvm. (1882), No. 1, p. 60

exclusive solutions. seq. Functiom Elliptiques, 11. Partie (1888), Chap. xiii.
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Theorem. Any quotient* of two solutions of a Halphen equation is a uniform function

in the whole plane, and its singularities are a reducible set of points.

Suppose that /i and /, are any two solutions. We may confine ourselves to the case

in which the elements of these at a given base are not mere multiples of one another,

for then the theorem is obvious.

Just as in § 5 for the case of So we may prove that the zeros of /i are a reducible

set, say S'. Suppose that fo is a point which belongs neither to S' nor to S, the set of

singularities of the coefficients of the equation. Take elements ni(2— ^„), Uo(z — ^„) of

/, and /a respectively at the base fo- Then

n, (z - ro)

n. (2 - ?o)

can, within a certain circle whose centre is
f,, and radius a definite number p, be expressed

as a power series, say Q(2 — ^„). We wish to shew that the quotient q whose initial

element is Q{z — fo) is uniform.

When III (3 - f„) is continued round any closed path (p) it becomes, say ^iIT, (2 — ^„)

by hypothesis : similarly ITj (z — f,) becomes 4 n, (^ — ^„). Again

a, n, (z - to) + a, n, {z - f0) (a,
=t= 0, a, + 0),

may be regarded as the initial element of a solution of the equation ; and so when
continued round (p) it will become

k (a, n, (z - ^„) + cL,U.{z- ^„)), say.

But it must also become
«.?! U,{z-Q + a,L_U,(z-^,).

Since a, 4= 0, a, 4= and the series 11, (z — f„), n, (z - f„) are liuearly independent, we must

have

/, = A- = L.

It follows at once (cf. § 6 above), that Q(2 — fo) continued round (^j) returns to itself,

i.e. q is uniform : moreover as the only pos.sible singularities of q are points of the set

S + S', they must be a reducible set. The theorem is thus established.

§ II. The class of equations which were referred to in the preceding paragraph as

having been studied by Halphen, consists of those which have the properties, (1) their

coefficients are elliptic functions, (2) their integrals are all regular at a singularity of the

coefficients, and (3) any quotient of two integrals is a uniform function.

From the theorem of § 10 it appears that any equation which has the properties

(1) and (2), and the further one, that all its integrals are exclusive, belongs to the

class just mentioned. In order to justify the statement at the commencement of § 10,

we must establish the converse.

* Two monogenic functions /, and /„ may have an elements of /, and /„ respectively at a base j'j which is

infinite number of quotients, each being obtained from not a zero of IIo (3 -$(,)

.

power series equal to =M jrr . where IT, and n., are
Us (^ ~ so)
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Suppose then that conditions (I), (2) and (3) hold; and that Ci...c« are the singularities

of the coefficients contained in a period-parallelogram. From (3) it appears that the roots

of the indicial equation* at the singularity c,. must be

Vr , I'r + f 1 , Vr+ i., ... Vr+ fm-l

,

where ti, (o ... t,„_i are integers positive or negative; and further, none of the integrals

which belong to these indices can contain logarithms. Consequently any integral can be

expressed by
{z — Cf)"!- X a uniform function

in the neighbourhood of Cr, i.e. if k,. = e'^'^"'^ each element of a solution, when continued

along a loop round c,-, returns as Av times itself. As the same argument applies to the

other singularities, it appears that all solutions are exclusive. The statement referred to

is therefore justified.

§ 12. We proceed to give some idea of the analytic form of the integrals of a Halphen

equation which is of the generalised Picard type. We will shew below (§ 16) that every

Halphen equation can be reduced to one of this type, so that it will be useful to study its

solutions carefully.

Adopting the notation of I, § I, let the equation be

—
j p. (z) dz .

If we substitute iu = v e'"; »„ the equation becomes

d"'v „ , , d^--v
,
„ / .d"'-^v

, , TT / \ /• \

d^=^^('^d^^ + - + ^^('yd^^+^- + ^'"^'^ (^^)'

where the coefficient of , -
, vanishes and

„ . , (m — I) , , ,,„ , , HI — 1 , , ,

n. (^) = ^-^^ ( p. (^) Y- + P. (^) - "2^ /. (^)

;

and generally 11,. (^) is a polynomial in pi(z), p«{z), . .

.
p,n{z) and the differential co-

efficients of pi {z). Clearly the functions IT {z) are single-valued and doubly-periodic and,

as the only possible singularities of a differential coefficient of Pi{z) are those of the

function, they have for their singularities a reducible set of points. The coefficients of

the equation (iv) are therefore uniform doubly-periodic functions.

Again if (iii) is of the generalised Picard type, (iv) is also of that type, for just

as in the usual theory of elliptic functions it may be proved that

/>Pi
(.s) dz

taken round a path enclosing © (I, § .5) is zero.

Moreover if (iii) is a Halphen equation there is no difficulty in seeing that (iv) is

also one.

* Forsyth, Theory of Differential Equations (1902), Vol. iv. p. 85.
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§ 13. Consider the equation (iv), it being supposed that (iii) is a Halpheu equation :

for the purposes of the present paragraph we need not assume the latter to be of

generalised Picard type.

Let o- be the set of points which are singularities of the coefficients of (iv) and
let Zo be any point not belonging to it. We can find m linearly independent power

series Si{z - z„\ S^(z — z^), ... S,„{z - z^) which satisfy the equation (iv). When they are

continued round a closed path p which does not pass through any point of the set a-

and returns to z, they become a new set S/ (z - z^), ... SJ{z - z^} which are all the

same constant multiple (/;) of the corresponding series of the original system (§ 10 above).

Thus the determinant

A{z-z,) = d-^-'S^jz-z,) d"'-'&(g-g„) d"'-'S„,{z - z,)

dz'"-' dz-"-^

d"^'-S,{z-z,)

dz'"--

dz™-^

dz'^--

(Si {Z - 2o) S.{z-z,) S^{z-z,)

when continued round {p) will become the same determinant, save that dashed letters

8r replace undashed ones, i.e. it becomes A'" /^{z - z^). But it is known* that this

determinant A (^ — z^ is a mere constant, and so when continued round {p) returns to

Zf, unchanged. It follows that /t'" = 1.

Take now any ftinction [Sr{z — z^]^'^.

By well-known theorems this is a power series in {z — z^) say T{z — ^„) and can, therefore,

be regarded as the initial element of a monogenic function Fr. The only possible

singularities of this latter are those of the function f^ whose initial element is Sr{z — Zo);

they will therefore belong to the set a, and so must be a reducible set. We easily

prove that F^ is single-valued. For when T{z — z^) is continued round the closed path

{p), above mentioned, it returns to z^, as

[s: {z - z,)]-^,

i.e. as h^{Sr{z - z^)]"",

i.e. as T{z — z^:

which proves what we require.

From this we deduce the interesting fact that every solution of a Halphen equation

of the form (iii), § 12, has for its analytical expression

i'i(-) ''«

tuhere F^ is a function which is uniform in the tuhole plane and has for its singularities

a reducible set of points.

* Forsyth, Theory of Differential Equations (1902), Vol. iv. p. -10.
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§ 14. It is not difficult to obtain a more precise idea of the nature of the func-

tions Fr.

Suppose in the first instance that (iii), § 12, besides being a Halphen equation is of

the generalised Picard type and that <& is the periodic region of the equation.

From the theorem of § 10 it is clear that if we can obtain a monogenic function

such that a quotient of it and any one of the solutions of equation (iv) is uniform,

then the quotient of this function and any other solution has the same property.

Now if {k, k') are any associated pair of roots of a fundamental system of period

equations corresponding to solutions of (iv) localised in <i>, it appears from I, § 16, that

there exists an integral (/) of the equation whose principal branch say /(z) is doubly-

periodic of the second species with multiplier (k, k'). Consequently F{z}= [fY" must

have a corresponding property and therefore as it is uniform* must be a uniform doubly-

periodic function of the second species with multipliers {k"\ i''"). Consider the quotient

F(z)

a{z — c)

•(V),

where G(z) = e^ ^ ,,,
(r{z — b)

and " c " is one of the points belonging to the set of singularities of the coeflScients of

(iv), whilst a and b are so chosen that

00) + 7/ (6 - c) = log k,

au)'+ t) [b — c) = log k'.

It is easily seen that

G{z + co) = kG{z), G(z+w') = k'G{z).

Hence the quotient (v) will be a uniform doubly-periodic function of the first kind,

say H{z). As

fF{z)Y"-_ f
\H{z)J {H{z)Y^»

is the uniform function G it follows, from what has been already said, that every solution

of (iv) is of the form

[H{z)Y'"^K{z),

where H (z) is a uniform doubly-periodic function whose singularities consist of some or

all of those of the coefficients of (iv), and K(z) is uniform in the whole plane and has also

a reducible set of singularities.

I 15. There still remains the question of the form of the functions K{z). In order to

obtain this let us refer to the results of I, §§ 36, 37. We saw there that if («, /e')f were an

associated pair of roots of the fimdamental system of period equations, whose invariants

were cr^, o-o, ... as, we had a^ monogenic functions, say /„, /jo, •••/io,, whose principal branches

Wii{z). ... Wia^{z) are doubly-periodic functions of the second species (multipliers k, k)

localised in <^. From the results § 14 we see that the quotients

{jy(2)j"'"

* § 13 above. graph. The latter were employed in order to deduce

t The reader will observe that this pair are not the existence of H (z).

necessarily the same as (A-, k') used in the previous para-
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are uniform functions. Recalling that /f"'" = —; and that /' is exclusive, it appears that

these are uniform doubly-periodic functions of the second species (multipliers k, k) ; say

they are K^ {z). Then these <7i monogenic functions will have for their analytic expressions

Again we had a, integrals /„], /jj, .../Wj, whose principal branches w^iz), w* (2), • • • ^2,,^ (s),

have their expressions given by

w, {z) = W, {z) + ^,
p', TT^ {z) + ^ p,, W, (z),

where the functions }\\ (z) are the same as n\ (z) and IFo (z) have the same properties as

Wi(z). Now suppose that h{z) is a branch of [H (z)]'"" localised in <t>. We have

u'„iz) u , WAz) _v_ W^{z) _ W„{z)

h(z) /<;''°-' h{z) K^-' h{z) ~ h{z)

Since xVi{z) and Wi{z) are solutions of the equation it is clear that when the localised

functions which are the left-hand members of this equality are continued out of <J>, they

will be uniform functions having a reducible set of singularities : denote these functions

by Ki{z). Then as

W. {z + w) = K W. (z), W, {z + o)') = k' W„ {z), h{z + <o) = h (z), h{z + oo') = h (z),

it appears that they must be uniform doubly-periodic functions of the second species

multipliers {k, k'). It follows that we have

f.= [H{zyr K,{z)+'^p..K,{z) + -^p,,K,{z)

Proceeding in this manner we arrive at the general result tliat the ?-th set of

monogenic functions are given by

/; = 1^(^)1='™ X
(K')f~''(K)''

^'"'^ ^"^ *- ' " ^'^-l'-' ^ ^xSx+\ •• P Sp-i, t i^t (2)

the functions corresponding to the expression in the square brackets being all polynomials

in u and v of degree (r — \) (I, § 3S) whose coefficients are uniform doubly-periodic

functions of the second species with multipliers {ic, k).

These results apply of course to an equation of the form (iv) §12: they are however

applicable at once to one of the form (iii) provided that we multiply each solution by

i/> (z) dz

§ 16. As we mentioned in § 12 it is possible to reduce every Halphen equation to

one of generalised Picard type. For it appears from what was said in § 13 that any

element of a solution of the equation continued round a closed path {p) enclosing ®
returns multiplied by

/( e"'j f
,

the integral being taken round /). We pointed out at the end of § 12 that this latter

Vol. XX. No. XVI. .58
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is zero, so the multiplier is merely /( *, an mt\i root of unity. Suppose that instead of

taking the sides of a period parallelogram to be (ueu' we take them to be say via) and co'.

If we proceed as in I, § 5, we obtain a new region instead of 0. The effect of

continuing any element of a solution round a path p enclosing will be to multiply

it by //'" since p encloses m regions 0. As /t"' = 1 it follows that if we regard the

periods of the coefficients as mw and eo' the equation is one of generalised Picard type.

The results of § 1.5 may therefore be applied : but it must not be forgotten that we

now have o) replaced everywhere by mto.

§ 17. Our consideration of exclusive integrals of an equation has so far been confined

to the case in which all of them have this property. There remains for us the discussion

of the most general possible exclusive integral an equation with uniform doubly-periodic

coefficients can have.

To this effect suppose that we are given an exclusive solution (/,) of (iii). Let c be

its content and ?t', (^ — 2„), ... ifci^ — So) ^i basic system at the point 5„. We can always

select the system so that one of its members is an element of /,.. For any element of

fr at £•„ is known to be of the form

i, W, (Z - ^o) + ku'i (Z - Zo)+ ... + IcU'c (2 - ^o),

where the Vs are not all zero. Consequently if Ig does not vanish it will be suflScient to

replace Wg (z — Zq) by this element. Imagine this done so that one of the series (say

u\{z — z„)) is an element of/,.. From the way in which a basic system was defined (§2)

it is known that there exist periods Ho... He such that the series mv (2 — (^o + ^r) ) are

also elements of the function (/V). The hypothesis that (/V) is exclusive involves (§ 9)

that each of the series w,. (^ — (-^o + ^;)) continued round a closed path returns as a

multiple of itself. Hence each of the series w.iiz — Zo), ii-'c{2 — z^) will have the same

property. In other words they may be regarded as the initial elements of c — 1 monogenic

functions g.,, ... ffe
which are exclusive. From the theorem of §| 4—6 we know that these

tocfether with jr are solutions of an equation (ii) § 6 of order c. But though these functions

are all exclusive it by no means follows that every solution of the equation (ii) has this

property, i.e. it is not necessarily a Halpben equation.

§ 18. In order to proceed further it will be necessary to make an analysis of the

basic system Wi(z —Zq), ... ivd^ — ^o).

Take any element of the system say Wj^ (z — 2o) and consider the various Q-series (in

(^ _ 2^,)) which are solutions of the equation (iii) arrived at as in § 2 from the elements of

/r at the points Zg + Jico + n'co'. There may be other elements of the basic system

Wsj(3-2o), •• Wstiz-Za) such that

ktVs, (Z - Z,) + l,Wg, (z-Z,) + ...+ It'Wg, {z - z,) ih + 0. /, + 0, . . . /, + 0)

is one of these. If so we group them together with Wjj (^ — S'o)- Imagine this done for all

those Q-series whose expression in terms of the basic system involves Ws^{z — z„): we thus

* If A is not a special 171th root (BurnsiJe and Panton, out what follows. The argument we use is applicable

Theory of Equations (1899), Vol. i. p. 95) it will be possible to every case,

to substitute a sub-multiple of m instead of m itself through-
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arrive at a group say trn of the members of our basic system. Ne.xt take each element

of this group other than «',,, (2 — ^„) and proceed with it e.xactly as we did with the latter,

adding any new members of the basic system thus arrived at to the group Gi, : we thus

obtain a group Gy, say. The members of this group which do not belong to (?„ we treat

in similar fashion : and so on until finally we obtain a group G^ such that by this process

we cannot add to it any other member of the basic system. We call such a group tran-

sitive : it has the property that if Wg {z — z„) and w, {z — ^o) are members of it we can find

a chain of members of the group Wj^(z-Zo), n'p.,(z - z„),... Wp^_^{z - z^), such that there

exists a Q-series, the first of which being expressed in terms of the basic system has the

coefficients of Wg{z — z„) and tVp^{z — z„) non-evanescent, the second those of iVp^{z - z^,) and

Wp.,(z — z,.) and so on, the last having the coefficients of Wp^_,{z — Zo) and tut{z — z„) non-

evanescent. It is convenient to speak of the series Wp^(z — z„), ... tUp^^j(z — z„) as a chain

coitnecting Wj (z — z^) and »( (z — z„).

The transitive group (?, may or may not contain all the elements

W'l (^ - 2,), iOc(z- Z„).

If it does not we take one of them not belonging to Gi and treat it as we treated

Ws^{z — Za): we thus obtain another transitive group G., which obviously cannot contain

any member of the group Gj. Should it happen that there is still a member of the

basic system which belongs neither to G^ nor to G.2 we take it and generate another
group Gs, and so on

;
until finally every member of the system is assigned to a definite

group.

§ 19. Suppose that the transitive groups arrived at in the manner of the preceding

paragraph are

G,, G„, ... G^. (t^c)

It is not difficult to see that every linear combination of the members of any one of
these ffroitp.'i may be regarded as the initial element of a monogenic function ivhich is

exclusive.

To establish this it will be sufficient to shew that when we continue any two
members of a group (say (?i) round a closed path {p) returning to z^, they each become
the same multiple of themselves. Moreover, as any two of these members can be con-

nected by a chain (§ 18) our problem simplifies still further into that of proving the

property just mentioned to belong to two consecutive members of such a chain. The
argument now follows much the same lines as that of § 10 above. For suppose that

Wp, {z — Zo), Wp2 (z - z„) are the consecutive members. Then we know that there exists a
Q-series of the form

kiWp^iz - Zo) + k,Wp.^(z - z,) + (vi),

where i-j + O, h^O, and there may of course be other members of the group Gj involved

besides those written. In § 17 we saw that all members of the basic system when
continued round a closed path (p) return as mere multiples of themselves: but obviously

the argument there used applies not merely to these, but to all Q-series in general.

Let us assume therefore that for any path (p) these multiples are /ij,
fj..^,

&c. for

Wp,(^-^o), lL'p^(z-Z,), &C.

58—2
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aud fi. for (vi). Then when (vi) is continued round {p) it becomes

/i (i-i Wp, {z - z„) + L Wp^{z-Zo)+ ...):

but it also becomes k\fiiiVj,^ (z — z^) + Lfi^Wp., (z - z^) +

Since no linear relation can exist among the members of a basic system (§ 2) it

follows that the coefficients of the various w's in these two expressions must be identical,

i.e. among other possible relations we must have

fj.i
= fi = fi.,

as k\ 4= 0, k. 4= 0. We have therefore proved what we desired.

I 20. Take a net-work of period parallelograms whose corners are the points

Z(, + 1)0} + n'co',

where n and n' are any integers positive or negative. It will be convenient to say that

the line in which the points z„+ ncD+ n'(o' lie for a fixed value of n' and a variable n

>« horizontal: while that in which thev lie for a fixed n and a variable n is vertical.

After what has been said above it will be clear that the various Q-series corre-

sponding to the corners of the net-work are each expressible as linear functions of

members of one of the groups Gi, G,, ... G^. In the case before us all of these series

at a given corner are mere multiples of one another, and will therefore all be expressible

in terms of the members of one group. Let us mark the letter of the corresponding

group at each corner of the net-work, and consider the possible arrangements of these

group-letters. In the first place, let us consider those points (marked G, of course) which

correspond to members of the basic system belonging to Gj. We proceed to prove

that those letters which are on the right of them (in the same horizontal line) must

be all the same. Obviously we can confine ourselves to the case of two consecutive

members of a chain. Sujipose then that Wp^(z - Zo), u<p^(z-z^) (§ 19) are such, being
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Q-series corresponding to ^o + ^^i. ^o + ^p, respectively; moreover, let (vi) (which we

denote by 10(2— Zo)) be a Q-series at z„+D.. Imagine a path T drawn from z^, to Zo+co

so as not to pass through any singularity of the coefficients of the equation ; and let

7, 7i and 7., be paths congruent to F joining

z, + 9. with z, + n + (o,

Zi> + n^i with z^ + fip, + 0),

and z<, + lipj with z^ + fl^, + &> respectively.

The series il'^^ {z - {z^ + fip,))

when continued along 7, to the point (s^ + n^i + tu) will become a power series in

z — {z^-\- fl^, + &)), say Wp, {z - {z^ + fi^^ + w)) :

clearly the series m'p, {z — z^)

is a Q-series corresponding to the point

(z, + fip, + eu).

In a similar way we obtain from the series

tVpi (z - (z, + fipj)), w (z - (Zo + il))

two new Q-series Wp, (z — 2^) and w{z — z^).

Then since w{z- Zo) = ki Wp^ {z - z^) + k.2Wp^{z - z^) + . .
.

,

we shall have w (z — z^) = k\ Wp^ {z — z^) + k^Wp^Wp^ (^ — 2^) + . . .

.

The left-hand side of this equality being a Q-series will be expressible as a Linear function

of the members of one transitive group. Hence if the group-letters at the points

(Jo + fipi+eo) and (?„ -f- fi^^ -|- to)

be different, the series Wp^(z - z^), vjp.,{z — Zo)

will be linear functions of members of two different groups, and so there must be at

least one non-evanescent linear relation among the series

U'p^(z-Z,), Wp^(z-z,), ....

But such a relation is impossible, for it would involve the same relation between the series

U'p^{z-(z^ + a))), Wp^{z-{z, + co)), ...

which by continuation along T to z„ is easily seen to lead to the same relation between

the series

Wp, (Z - Zo), Wp, (z - Zo),

which are known to be linearly independent (§ 2). Our assumption that the gToup-letters at

Zo + fip, + (o, z„+ D.p^ + (o

are different is therefore false. We conclude that the group-letters to the right of the

points corresponding to consecutive members of a chain, and hence of all members of

a given group (say Gi) are the same (say (?.,). Sloreover, as the Q-series, corresponding

to every point marked with the letter G_, are linear functions of members of Gi we see that

everyicliere tue meet with the letter (?,, that immediately on its right is G.,. Mutatis mutandis
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we prove corresponding results in regard to the group-letters to the left of Gj, and also

above and below it (in the same vertical line).

§ 21. There is another property of these group-letters which we shall require. It

is that if a letter (?, occurs at a particular corner of the net-work, then it must

occur again in the horizontal and vertical lines through the point. For consider such

a corner and the horizontal line through it. As we pass along this line in a particular

direction, say to the right, we are bound to meet some letter {Gg) twice; for there are

only a finite number (t) of group-letters. Suppose that Gi occurs at z,, + na + n ca' and Gg

at the points

Zo + ;?j&) -f- n'o)', :„ + n.M + n'(o'. {n < «] < «.,)

Evidently then if we pass from the first letter Gg to the left we meet with the letter

Gi at the («, — n)th corner. As this property must be independent of the point at which

Gt is marked (§ 20), it follows that the point

2ii + ("2 + « — >h) « + >i'o'

must be marked Gi, and so as «o>?ii, (?i must recur. In a similar way we prove that (?,

must be met again as we pass either to the left of, or above or below

(^0 + «w + n'u)').

§ 22. Suppose now that the series w, (2 — ^oX which is an element of /^ (§ 17), is a

member of the group G, which has say Yj constituents. The letter Gi will of course

be that marked at the point Zq. Let Zf, + va> be the first point on the horizontal line

through Zf, and to the right of it at which the letter G^ recurs. Similarly let ^„-f i/'w'

be the first point in the vertical line through z^ and above it at which the same letter

is marked. Then it is obvious that if we consider the points ^o + nvw + n'v'to where n

and n are any integers positive or negative, the Q-series corresponding to them are all

expressible as linear functions of members of the group G^. In other words, if we

consider the coefficients of the equation (iii) as having periods vto, va instead of w, u)',

fr is a solution of it, such that its basic system* consists of 7 ($7i) series which are each

linear functions of the 71 members of the group G^. Hence it follows from §§ 4—6 above

that fr is a solution of a linear equation of order 7, say

d^
= XA^)^y^ + xA^)~^^ + -+Xyi^)^o (vn).

where the ;;^'s are uniform doubly-periodic functions (periods vw, v'co').

Every element of a solution of (vii) at Zo is obviously a linear function of members of

this new basic system, and so of members of the group Gj. As we saw in § 19 that any

function which had this property was exclusive, it follows that all solutions of the

equation (vii) are exclusive, i.e. it is a Halphen equation (§ 10). We have proved therefore

that every exclusive solution of an equation (iii) must be a solution of a Halphen equation

(vii), the periods of whose coefficients are multiples of those of the original one. In §§ 10—16

we discussed these equations at length, so the reader will have no difficulty in perceiving

the analytic form of these solutions. He is merely cautioned not to forget the change of

periods to which we have alluded.

* It does not necessarily follow that this system and the group Gj are identical.
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